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yasmaa%xarmatItao | hmaxaradip caao < ama: | Atao | isma laao k o v ao d o ca p` i qat: pu r u Y aao < ama: ||
Since I am beyond mutable Knowledge and even the Immutable Wisdom,
Therefore, I am the known as the Supreme One.
- declares Sri Krishna

Truth is a pathless land
To communicate with one another, even if we know each other well,
is extremely difficult.
I may use words that may have to you significance different from
mine.
Understanding comes when we, you and I, meet on the same level at
the same time.
That happens only when there is real affection between people . . .
That is real communion.
Instantaneous understanding comes when we meet on the same level
as the same time.
- J. Krishnamurti
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‘Aqa ~yaao vaava laaoka:, manauYyalaaok: ip~ulaaokao dovalaaok: [it |
saao|yaM manauYya laaok: pu~oNaOva jayya:, naanyaona kma-Naa: kma-Naa iptRlaaok: |
dovalaaokao vaO laaokanaaM EaoYz:, tsmaaiWVaM p`SaMsaint ||’
Brihad Aranyaka Up.
There are three worlds: The world of men, the world of ancestors and the world of divinities. The
world of men is to be achieved through continuation of the line of offspring, not by performance of
actions. The world of fathers is to be achieved through performance of actions in one’s life. The world
of divinities is supreme among worlds. Hence, acquisition and practice of Wisdom is praised.

‘yada p`OYyanmanyanto|qa pu~maah %vaM ba`*ma %vaM ya&a: %vaM laaok [it |’
When a man realizes that he is about to depart from this world, he says to his offspring :‘You are
Brahman, You are Yajna, You are World. All that is spoken is Brahman, all that is performed is Yajna,
all that manifests in world is the World’.

‘yaWO ikMcaanaU>M tsya sava-syab`*mao%ayakta | yao vaO ko ca ya&astoYaaM savao-YaaM ya& [%yaokta | yao vaO ko ca
laaokastoYaaM savao-YaaM laaok [%yakta | etavaWa [dM sava-ma\ | etnmaa sava-M sannayaimatao|Baunajaidit |’
Whatever Wisdom is gathered all that becomes Brahman; whatever actions that are performed all that
becomes Yajna; whatever actions are performed all that becomes the Wolrd. Therefore, this is all that
is, therefore, everything that exists is Existence.
The Offspring replies to the Worlds :

‘tsmadonamanauSaasait, sa sadOvaMivadsmaallaoka%p`Oit, AqaOiBarova p`aNaO: sahpu~maaicaSait |
‘sa yaVnaona ikMicadXnayaa|kRtM Bavait |’
‘I am conscious that I am Brahman, the Existence,I am Yajna, performed as actions, I am World
established as accomplishment. He being all this is protected thereby.

‘tsmaadonaM sava-smaa%pu~ao mauHcait | sa yaVnaona ikMicadXnayaa|kRtM Bavait |’
All this, verily, the son delivers the father, therefore, referred as Offspring. The
father lives in this world through his sons. Divine Essence, immortal Speech and
energy flows in him,

__________
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Preface
I have been studying Rigveda for number of years, yet it would be presumptuous on my part if I
say that I have known veda., let alone experienced it. Veda is Wisdom and not Knowledge. Knowledge
can be known but Wisdom has to be experienced. It is easy to communicate what one knows, it is difficult
to communicate experience, awareness. Therefore, I say I have attempted to know but I am not yet bold
enough to say that I have experienced, am aware of it. A man of Wisdom does not speak and should
not speak, he remains silent, he should remain silent. That silence would not be the silence of the grave
yard, but the silence of the mountains, of the rivers, of the breeze who are aware of the existence yet
find no need to speak about it. It is the lively silence. It is the silence when you drop your memories,
your thoughts, your knowledge. In that very silence there is a roar like that of a lion awakened from
its stupor.
Speaking about the Art of Listening, J. Krishnsmurti remarked ‘To be able really to listen, one should
abandon or put aside all prejudices, pre-formulations and daily activities. When you are in a receptive
state of mind, things can easily be understood . . . But unfortunately most of us listen through a screen
of prejudices, . . .whether religious or spiritual, psychological or scientific . . . It is difficult to put aside
our prejudices, our inclinations, our resistance and reaching beyond the verbal expression, to listen so
that we understand instantaneously’.
For listening fruitfully and effectively he suggests that one should just listen, not resist, even if
anything is said which is opposed to our way of thinking and belief. Because truth cannot be given to
any one by somebody, we have to discover it. To discover one should have direct perception, and direct
perception is not possible if there is resistance, a safeguard, a protection.
Books become irrelevant if they do not satisfy this primary condition and accepted instead as tradition, a belief, and a faith. The words spoken there lose the ring, that quality of Truth, which they might
have once when they were spoken, ending up being mere words, preserved and protected by organized
religions or institutional zealots guardians. A Truth is not realized when one quotes scriptures, using
some one else’s experiences and words and symbols used because what one quotes are only the words
contained in the scriptures and not the experience of the Truth which one has realized.
About silence one can not speak because what one speaks of silence would all be wrong. That is
why upanishadic teacher avers ‘yatao vaacaao inavat-nto Ap`aPya sah’. Yet a human being speaks, not because he only
knows and is not aware, but because he speaks thinking and hoping that his words, even though do not
reveal the whole entirety and complete of all that he has experienced and been aware of, may yet be steps
on which others may experience experiences and be aware of enlightened awareness. This is what the
vedic seers attempted in recording their awareness; this is what the upansihadic teachers suggested when
they clarified their understanding. Neither vedic seers nor the upanishadic teachers assure enlightened
awareness; they only offer a platform for one to stand upon, as a jumping board to take a leap from what
they have known to what they want to be aware.
If one becomes enlightened, aware and wise, such one would be a blessed one. If one does not
become enlightened, aware and wise it does not mean that he has not tried, not realized, not been aware
of. It only means, it could only mean that he has not been able to, or he has not the calibre, the skill to
speak out what he has become enlightened, aware and wise.

When one quotes the scripture as an authority and not as a basis for clarifying one’s mind, it shows
that one’s mind is confused and not ready for being receptive. Scriptures are important and may even
be indispensable pointers, indicators on the path to Perfection but they can be fatal if one accepts and
relies on them, without analyzing, harmonizing, reformulating and adapting them with newly emerging
situations in human life, or are treated with wholly unwarranted respect and reverence, then the symbols
tend to become barriers to clarity of mind and receptivity to Truth. Religions and the Scriptures create
divisions in minds and people if one seeks security in one or the other beliefs, faiths and religions.
Only he, who stripping himself of the prejudices and pre-conditioned mind has investigated, analyzed
the world beliefs and faiths without raising them to the level of dogmas and using them only as
operational and provisional tools to harmonize reformulate and adapt them to the situations on hand can
be called a man with receptive mind.
This is neither a Book of Revealtions or Book of the one’s Experiences. It is only a book what which
gives explanation of the hymns as they struck to the author’s intellect, documented as remembrance to
what one experienced in one’s own inner mind. If some one finds themselves useful may accept them
others may keep it aside as one more of the many books on the subject matter.
There is no need to agree with every thing that is written here. Suffice if one just reads with open
minded receptivity. Confirmation is not expected, because these explanation to the hymns were primarily
for my own self and not for others to be convinced. If they help, as they have helped the author the effort
will be considered worthwhile. If even slightest of success comes out of this effort, it will be assumed
that the effort was well accomplished. In either case my own gradual progress towards enlightenment will
not thereby be hindered.
The book has been documented, transcribed, edited, checked by the author alone, therefore, there are
bound to be innumerable errors in transcribing the original text, in writing proper grammatical language,
or in words spelled correctly. The book need not be rejected on any of these grounds. If one feels good
such one may accept or reject as one prefers and chooses. yadxarM pdBa``YTM maa~ahInaM tu yad\ Bavaot\ | t%savMa- xamyataM dova

p`saId prmaoSvar ||’
Mumbai
26th March, 2006

Author.

Introduction
__________
We often have feeling that there are much of our life is lost in meaningless self-conflicting chaotic
thoughts, with intervening periods when flashes of consciousness that there is something more vital and
significant in life than what we have been aware of. Even then our daily life has been more an art of
possible, compromise than expression of our feelings. Consequently, one finds one’s responses, whether
temporal or spiritual, are first experienced as feelings before they becomes expressed through mentally
designed and accepted signs, marks, symbols and words. Language becomes commonly accepted
compromise for communication according to place and the period they live in. Human quest for the
unknown origin, the source commences with generalities ending with particularities.
Philosophy then becomes not aggregation of subtle thoughts but expression of our feelings as we feel
them based on simple trust and even as magnanimous acceptance of divergent views from diverse
sources, which would shed light as we proceed on this voyage of discovering ourselves, in spite of the
uncertainty and lack of clarity of metaphysical propositions. Plato said in Timaeus, ‘To find the Father
and the Maker of this universe is a hard task; and when you have found him, it is impossible to speak
of him before all people’. Every one some time or the other feels the stirrings which are not of our
thinking process. The vedic seer tells that for some seeing is not sensitive and hearing is not receptive
and yet to others, the unrevealed becomes revealed with clarity of Mind. Such unequal response is
because some are endowed with sight and hearing which is unequal in quickness of spirit. Some fall short
of the responses while in others the impulse is fashioned by heart and strengthened by mind, leaving
others far behind in their quest for the Unknown. Seers speak wonderfully well of things which we in
our heart had sometimes or the other felt and experienced. We too had the experiences which the seers
had but not the skill or the speech to express those experiences.
Seers have spoken concealing the secret meaning in the hymns, dwelling in yonder supreme space;
what can one do with hymns if one does not know them? Those who are aware becomes wise, others
remaining obscure and confused, therefore, much that passes as Wisdom not remaining wisdom at all. The
conventional language, spoken by the seers in communication was the sole natural medium used by them
for recording their experiences. Since the conventional languages change from people to people, place
to place and period to period, they tend to become un-intelligible as the inter-social medium of
communication, with increasing assimilation of different racial groups, Vyasa collated and edited the
hymns spread over among diverse people, since different periods and places, using a new and refined
medium of communication, saMskRt, to justify the spiritual ethos of the hymns. Since the hymns had assumed
spiritual and hallowed importance as cultural, spiritual and psychological ethos of the race, to maintain
the sacredness and secrecy of the Wisdom, the meaning of the hymns was concealed from the unfit,
imperfect, vulgar and the profane imperfect mass of people, by using symbols, words and language,
which had sense only for the initiate, elect and qualified.
In later years, in the over-riding desire to retain exclusive control over the secret teachings, much
of their vibrancy, the constant ferment and incredible diversity of perceptions became dormant,
culminating in rites and rituals. But scriptures are not to be read for entertainment, nor for intellectual
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stimulation and certainly not as ritual for presumed religious advantage, What is concealed needs to be
revealed and that is possible only when one is disciplined through mature austerity and receptive to
reflect and meditate on the hymns. According to A.N. Whitehead, the primary role of philosophy is
‘elucidation of one’s integral experience’. Scriptures and philosophical commentaries rarely reach the
permanency behind the flux and fluctuation of names and forms. Every effort of the man of wisdom is
centered not to tear the thin veil that separates the two, while the scientists and seeks to know the
differences that separates the two. That is what separates the Mystic from the Scientist.
Serious students had realized that scriptures contain concealed meanings; therefore, they should not
be read for intellectual stimulation but for spiritual insight. Maxim Gorky, the Russian philosopher, said,
in Literature and Life, A selection from the writings of Maxim Gorky, that ‘Science and literature have
much in common; in both, observation, comparison and study are of fundamental importance. .
Imagination and intuition bridge the gaps in the chain of facts by its as yet undiscovered links and permit
the scientist to create hypothesis and theories which more or less correctly and successfully direct the
searching of the mind in its study of the forms and phenomenon of nature’
One who is receptive receives the resonance concealed in the hymns, and experiences the vibrations
which they create. Only such one receives intuitive, exhilarating luminous elucidation even as one takes
steps to reach the bliss of spiritual advancement. One should traverse the auspicious Path with
consideration and compassion. Not knowing how many steps have been taken and how long such steps
will be continued to be taken, one should continue to traverse on the Path, slowly and steadily, using the
Knowledge of the experiences of earlier seers as data to support, extend and authenticate each one’s
experience, and proceed gaining tranquility little by little with steady intellect, thinking nothing else but
the self within, with added assurance that on this path no effort is ever lost, no obstacles prevail and even
a little righteousness saves one from great fear.
The present author does not claim any spiritual superiority over any one but expresses his immense
satisfaction in finding solace in whatever form Wisdom approaches, making that particular receptivity
well-established. To be receptive to the Wisdom, he has made Knowledge a step, on which the subsequent
steps are determined. The hymns which are included herein are those which have appealed to him. There
is no other reason for their inclusion. He has not translated verbatim, because to do so would be height
of foolishness. He has preferred to listen to the resonance of his heart than to the shrewdness of the
intellect. Heart is sensitive to the backdrop of symbols and the climate in which they were used. Intellect
sources its intelligence from the experiences which has accumulated. If one sources the meanings from
one’s intellect and not from the heart, then one gets meanings of the scriptures as were found by western
Indologists, who in spite of their erudition and labour, could scarcely source the meaning which original
seers had concealed in the hymns.
The present author is guided by primarily by the following principles : firstly by recalling the
Pavamana hymns ‘Asatao maa sad\gamaya, tmasaao maa jyaaoitga-maya, maR%yaaomaa-maRtM gamaya |’, secondly assuring that ‘Aa naao Bad`a: k`tvaao yantu
ivaSvat: and finally accepting the most practical suggestion made by Mahatma Gandhi, to keep the windows
of the Mind open, so that Winds blowing in may refresh me with insight, not ever allowing the winds to
sweep me off you feet’. He has, therefore, sought meanings to the words listening with heart and
intellectually reappraising, revising and rededicating, to broaden my perception without being in a hurry,
without being despondent if I fail, rising up to stand even as I fell on the Path to Perfection, knowing
that one step leads to another. I believe that my experiences are my responses to the resonance in my
heart. They are as real to me as they were real to many others. I may often fail in relating by expressions
to my experiences. But no one can deny me the right to say that I have tried and possibly failed. Can
the antelope climb the trees or the leopards change its colours? I have made a tryst with my self and
I am sure that I will not fail. I do think that I do what is natural to me. If some one would say that I
have not succeeded enough, then they do not know, will never know how much I have tried.
__________
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Rig-Veda
__________
Veda is eternal (ina%yama\), unperceivable (Ad`oSyama\), all pervading (ivaBauma\), all-comprehensive (sava-gatma\),
exceedingly subtle (sausaUxmama\), un-decaying (Avyayama\), without beginning (Anaaid) and without end (Anantma\) entirety
of Wisdom (iva&anaGanama\) through receptivity (Eawa), reflection (mantvyama\) and constant meditation (inaiQaqyaaisatvyama\). It
is what Dr. Whitehead designates ‘as something which is real and yet waiting to be realized; something
which is remote possibility and yet the greatest of present facts; something that gives meaning to all that
passes, and yet alludes apprehension; something whose possession is the final good and yet beyond all
reach; something which is ultimate ideal and the hopeless quest’ (Science and the Modern World). Veda
is Wisdom of the unknown and not the Knowledge of the known. The vedic scriptures are the aggregate
&ana, Knowledge of fragments of Wisdom ‘seen’, ‘heard’, experienced through mediation and action - ‘yaaina
man~oYau kmaa-iNa kvayaao ApSyana\’ by different seers, during different periods, in different places and expressed in
mystical language without human effort ‘puruYap`ya%naivanaa p`kiTtBaUt’. The hymns are known as Cndsa\, that which
conceals – Cndiyait to Cndsa\ because they are recorded in mystical language. .
Wisdom is constant and continuous awareness like an ocean, vast, deep yet ever turbulent; whereas
Knowledge is momentary and transient like a river, not independent of the ocean from which it is
sourced, ever in motion, sometimes concealed and sometimes revealed, no part lost though appearing as
lost, ever changing in forms and names, perceptions, views, opinions and expressions. Wisdom is
supernal, immutable, eternal, universal - kalaatIt, transcending Time; Knowledge is Time bound by and
circumscribed by impression, perceptions, ideas, memories of the Past, influencing the Present and
creating aspirations in the Future.
To reach out to Wisdom, philosophy uses Knowledge as its foot stool, to take a leap from the known
to the unknown. One needs to be receptive, reflective and meditative of Knowledge to have access to
Wisdom, which then reveals in the present moment in solitude of silence, in fraction of a moment, the
past having died and the future not yet born. Knowledge can never be a substitute for Wisdom, because
part can never be the whole. One has to wipe out the last vestiges of Knowledge if one has to be wise
of Wisdom. When Wisdom dawns, Knowledge ceases to be effective, even as the stick used to stir fire
on the funeral pyre becomes useless once the body is reduced to the ashes. There is much difference
between what one experiences spiritually and what one expresses empirically. No prudent man would
ever aver that vedic scriptures in themselves represent sa%ya, at best they speak about sa%ya, validating the
statement - ‘ekM sad\ ivap`a bahuQaa vadaint’.
?iYa is not the author of the hymns but the ‘seer’ ‘dRYTa’ of the Prime Existence as impersonal wisdom.
The vedic hymns are also known as ‘Eauit’, because they are heard in revelation of the pra vaak\ , supreme
speech, seeping from the inner source of the heart and passing through layers of the mind. Through
words, terms and figures used by Seers, one substratum of all that is communicated is maintained by
them, some giving voice to rich, subtle and profound while others may in language which is ordinary
and conventional in sense. Yet as pointed out by Sri Aurobindo “. . . we have the same firm foundation
of knowledge and the same scrupulous adherence to the sacred conventions of the Initiates”. The seers
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and prophets claim to reiterate to the new generation the Wisdom which has become obscure due to
diversity of perceptions, using new vocabulary, new symbols and practices relevant to the times when
they are called upon to do speak, re-establishing the balance and concordance between what the new
generations know and what they should be aware of. In vedic scriptures, therefore, there is nothing
absolute in expression, idea, concept, view or opinion recorded in hymns, though claims are made the
vedic scriptures represent nothing short of truth. Therefore, no one can blame if there appears seeming
divergence in hymns which are but attempts to express the supra-sensory experiences, since every
expression depends to lesser or greater degree on the receptivity of the Seer and his ability to express
and communicate the experience, through language which is primarily and predominantly the speech of
common masses.
It is one thing to experience and quite another to give expression to that experience, since what
flashes in mind can rarely be expressed in Speech. Therefore, seers keep their organs of sense as well
as those of action well equipped, well energized and well disposed to be receptive to the resonance of
the eternal sound - !. ‘iva mao kNaa- ptyatao iva vaxau:iva- [dM jyaaoit)-dya AaihtM yat\ | iva mao manaSvarit dUrAaiQa: ikM isvad\ vaxyaaima ikmau naU mainaYyao
||’ – Keeping his ears open to hear, my eyes to see the light within my self which shines beyond; my
mind roams with thoughts afar, what shall I speak, verily, what shall I think? ‘va`tona dIxaMa AaPnaaoit, dIxayaaPnaaoit dixaaama\
| dixaNaa EawaM AaPnaaoit, Eawyaa sa%yaM AaPyato ||’ (Yajurveda.19.30) - it is through self-discipline that one attains
consecration; through consecration one attains benevolence, through benevolence one becomes receptive
and through receptivity does the Primal Existence become luminous. ‘ivaSvaodoto jainamaa saM ivaiva>ao mahao dovaana\ ibaBa`t Ina
vyaqaoto | ejad\ qa`uvaM p%yato ivaSvamaokM cart\ pti~ ivaYauNaM iva jaatma\ || sanaa puraNamaQyaomyaaranmah: iptuja-inajaa-ima tnna: | dovaasaao ya~ pinatar eavaO$raoO piqa vyato
tsqaurnt: ||’ (III.54.8-9) – All living creatures part and also keep themselves asunder, though bearing the
mighty god within they are not confused. One common is the Lord of what is constant and one what is
moving that walks, that flies this multitude of creation. I ponder over the ancient person and find kinship
with the mighty Lord our father, singing whose praises the divinities stand duly around on the spacious
and expansive pathway. ‘]Yasa: pUvaa- AQa yad\ vyaUYauma-hd\ iva ja&o AcarM pdo gaao: | va`ta dovaanaamaup nau p`BaUYana\ mahd\ dovaanaamasaur%vamaokma\ || maao Yau
Naao A~ jauhurnt dovaa maa pUvao- Agnao iptr: pd&a: | puraNyaao: sad\manaaio: koturntma-hd\ dovaanaamasaur%vamaokma\ || iva mao pu$~a ptyaint kamaa: SamyacCa dIVo pUvyaaiNa | saimawo AgnaavaRtimad\ vadoma mahd\ dovaanaamasaur%vamaokma\ ||’ (III.55.1-3) – Prior to the time it dawned, in the luminous
enlightened home was born the great Immutable. Now will the divine statutes be validated? Great is the
God’s supreme and sole dominion. Let not the Gods here injure us, O Agni, nor the ancient fathers who
know that abode. Nor the sign b fixed between the two ancient dwelling places. Great is the God’s
supreme and sole dominion. My thoughts fly to far off places, as I glance over the ancient acts performed.
Let us declare even as the energy is kindled in us, great is the God’s supreme and sole dominion.
In ancient civilizations we see similarities in spiritual perceptions. In ancient Egypt, while Siduri
asks Gilgamesh,‘ . . Whither are you wandering? Life, which you look for, you will never find, for when
the gods created man, they let death be his share and life. they withheld in their own hands’ in later
Pyramid Texts we find men of wisdom speaking of the time, ‘When heaven had not yet come into
existence, when men had not yet come into existence, when gods had not yet been born, when death had
not yet come into existence . . .’ We find the symbolism k: ihrNyagaBa- used in the vedic scriptures also used
by Egyptians as the alter-ego of the guardian spirit: ‘Thou didst spit what was Shu; thou didst sputter
out what was Tefnut ; Thou didst put thy arms about them as the arms of a ka, for thy ka was in them’.
The Sun-god Atum is said to have created the names which symbolized the different parts of his body,
‘thus arose these gods who are in his following’.
Mesopotamians saw the powers of nature as awe inspiring and Cosmos as order and not anarchy, not
as something given but something attained, through continual integration of many individual cosmic
wills, powerful and frightening, which therefore, need to be integrated in terms of social order, family,
community and the state. They spoke of the time: ‘In the days of yore, the days when the sky had been
separated from earth, in the nights of yore, and the nights when sky had been separated from earth. .’
Sumerian records spoke of the time, ‘When a sky above had not yet been mentioned, The name of the
firm ground below had not yet been thought of, When only primeval Apsu, their begetter, and Mummu
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and Tiamat – she who gave birth to them all were mingling their waters in one ; when no fog was found
and no island could be found ; when no god whosoever had appeared or had been named by name, had
been determined as to his lot, then their gods formed within them . .’ The Book of the Dead speaks of
the creator god, ‘I am Atum when I was alone in Nun (the primordial waters); I am Re in his first
appearances when he began to rule that which he has made. What does that mean? This ‘Re’ when he
began to rule that which he had made, means that Re began to appear as a King, as one who existed
before (the air god) Shu had (even) lifted (heaven and earth), when he (Re) was on the primeval hillock
which was in Hermopolis, the place where there were some gods were in being before the creation’.
‘Before Philosophy’ a study headed by Henri Frankfort). Thus did the gods brought out order out of
disorder from the formless chaos.
In the Old Testament, we find Israelis as the chosen people when ‘the whole earth was of one
language and of one speech’ till the one language was confounded and one did not understand what the
others spoke and people became scattered upon the face of the earth. The Book of Genesis begins with
the statement: ‘In the beginning God created the heaven and earth. And the earth was without form and
void; and darkness was upon the face of the dew. And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the
water.’ And then God created in seven days the heavens and earth along with the host of them.
Similar quest haunted the seers who had settled from Iranian plains to the plains of the five rivers
in India. But they were not so concerned with knowing the composition of the manifested universe as
they were with the mysterious Primal Existence which gave momentum to creation. He reflected, - ‘kao
Awa vaod k [h p` vaaocaa%kut Aajaata kut [yaM ivasaRiYT: |’ (X.129. 6) - Who knows here knows and who here can declare;
whence it was born and whence was this creation? This led him to desire transcending the limitations
placed by Time, and inability of the human senses to transcend from obscurity of a seemingly unreal nonExistence to the enlightenment of the ultimate real Existence. In Rigveda we find the seer ask wondering
‘kao Awa vaod k [h p` vaaocaa%kut Aajaata kut [yaM ivasaRiYT: | Avaa-wovaa Asya ivasaja-naonaaqaa kao vaod yat AabaBaUva ||’ (X.129.6) - Who knows
here knows and who here can declare; whence it was born and whence was this creation? Later than
this creation were the luminous divinities; who can declare here, whence it came first in existence?
Veda means Wisdom which is sourced as Knowledge. Wisdom is one vast ocean, constant yet ever
turbulent throwing off series of thoughts, Knowledge is ever in motion like the waters of the rivers,
sometimes concealed and sometimes revealed, no part lost though appearing as lost, ever changing in
new forms, new names perceptions, views, opinions, expressions. Wisdom is independent whereas
Knowledge is not, even as rivers are not independent of the oceans from which they were sourced.
Wisdom is supernal, immutable, eternal, universal - kalaatIt, transcending Time, Knowledge is empirical
Time-bound impression connecting perceptions, ideas, memories of the Past, influences of the Present
and aspirations of the Future. Wisdom expands the un-manifest, unexplored mass as Knowledge.
To reach out and access Wisdom, philosophy uses Knowledge as its foot stool, taking a leap from
the known to the unknown. In this venture, gods, elements and creatures of Nature, legends and myths
become the props, symbols on the evolutionary Path, ladders to climb, the sticks to stir, to be used as
long as they are needed and to be discarded once their purpose is served and take up others to scale new
heights. Brahman is the effulgence, from the word baR as its root, meaning to becomes effulgent or burst
forth in abundance and in variety of names and forms. Maitri Up. says that different gods are but the
principal forms of the Supreme Brahman, declaring that these one worships, meditates upon and discards,
moving higher and higher in the worlds and attaining unity with Purusha. - ‘ba`*maNaao vaa vaOta Aga`syaastnava:, prsyaamaRtsya
SarIrsya . . yaa vaa|sya Agya`a stnavasta AiBaQyaayaod\ Aca-yana\ ina:nauyaacca | AtastaiBa: sahOvaao-pir ]pir laaokoYau carit | Aqa kR%snaxaya ek%vaM eit puruYasya
puruYasya ||’.
Therefore, Sri Aurobindo speaking of the importance of Gods in spiritual evolution, says, ‘The
importance of Vedic gods has not to be measured by the number of hymns devoted to hem or by the extent
to which they are invoked in the thoughts of the Rishis, but by the functions which they perform. Agni
and Indra to whom majority of the hymns are addressed, are not greater than Vishnu and Rudra, but the
functions which they fulfill in the internal and external world were the most active, dominant and directly
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effective for the psychological discipline of the ancient Mystics; this alone is the reason for their
dominance’.
Therefore, one needs to be receptive, reflective and meditative of the Knowledge to have an access
to Wisdom, which then reveals in seclusion, in the present fraction of a moment, the past having died and
the future not yet born, as a bride would reveal her form to her beloved, as one seer described.
Knowledge can never be substitute for Wisdom, because part can never be the whole. One has to give
up Knowledge if one has to be aware of Wisdom. When Wisdom dawns, Knowledge becomes useless,
even as the stick used to stir the fire of the funeral pyre becomes useless once the body is reduced to
the ashes. Therefore, for one to be attached to the stick when deliverance from journey is assured would
be foolish. One who becomes aware of this eternal Wisdom is delivered at the very moment of his
enlightenment.
Karma, the Law of Cause and Effect suggests invariably that one’s good actions end up in good
effects. But this Law has both positive and negative character. Even as Commission of desirable acts
leads on to positive consequences even so in given conditions omission of undesirable acts also lead to
positive result in spiritual enlightenment. It is generally suggested by seers that it would be easier for
a human being to evaluate his negative attributes and terminate them than for hum to cultivate positive
attributes. It is not necessarily easier to cultivate positive attributes by visiting holy places and holy men,
though in exceptional cases even this may help, it would be easier for a human being to terminate his
negative attributes by not visiting those places or performing those actions, which are likely to evoke
negative attributes.
If one accepts the premise that the human self is fragments of the divine Self, and the divine Self is
‘inaYklaM tcCuBa`ma\ jyaoaoitYaaM jyaaoit’, then it should be possible to know and experience by divesting one’s self from
the kaoSa – Annamaya, p`aNamaya, manaaomaya, and iva&anamaya to reach out to the Aanandmaya kaoSa. No prudent man would, therefore,
ever aver that Knowledge (&ana) of the vedic hymns represent sa%ya and nothing but the eternal, immutable
- sa%ya, the Prime existence, therefore, Wisdom (iva&ana), though they instruments and the basis to understand
and clarify that which is true and essential and the obstructions which prevent one from attaining that
essence. At best, vedic hymns retain the fundamental unity of Wisdom (iva&ana), in spite of the efflux of
Time, validating the statement which seers made - ‘ekM sad\ ivap`a bahuQaa vadint’. Therefore, in vedic scriptures,
there is nothing absolute in expression, idea, concept, view or opinion recorded in hymns, only thing
certain being sa%ya, which word is derived from the root ‘Asa\’ – to be, to exist represents the Prime
Existence, that which exists eternally without any change, without any beginning or any end. While every
seer has sought to speak of and often claims to speak about the Prime Existence, invariably his words
fall short of speaking about sa%ya. Seers who have recorded their experience as hymns have experienced
the immensity of the ocean, which Wisdom, through equanimity of receptivity, reflection and meditation,
which is not a process of thinking about the Known but being receptive to the Unknown. Therefore, no
one can blame if there appears seeming divergence in hymns which are but attempts to express the suprasensory experiences, since every expression depends to lesser or greater degree on the receptivity of the
Seer and his ability to express and communicate the experience, through language which is primarily and
predominantly vaOKrI, the speech of common masses.
The seers rarely seem to disagree with one another in their expression even if their expressions
appear to suggest their divergent experiences. Therefore, the hymns display an enlightened, refreshing
outlook, neither claiming and championing anything as entirely new nor rejecting any thing as entirely
false. Therefore, no one blames them of not having spoken truth, complete truth and nothing but the truth.
Every concept was reflected and meditated by them, expressing their experiences with sincerity and
clarity. Their expressions, therefore, come to be founded as extension of the Knowledge of earlier seers.
When vedic seer speculates on the Beginning in Time, he comes to an uncertain un-determinable
stage in time, of which he can only speak qualifying it as ‘tdanaIma\’ - then or Aga`o ‘at the beginning’. In
speculative philosophy moment in Time can never be conceived with certainty. Therefore, the seer is
vague, struggling to suggest the moment as well as the state of existence in Time. It can be designated
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as the potency in essence. Shankaracharya suggests the words ‘In the beginning’ for the primary stage
when ‘There was nothing differentiated by name and form here in the universe. . On the authority of the
scriptures we conclude that the cause which covered and the effect which was covered were both existed
before the origin of the universe. . Inference also points out to this conclusion. . Manifestation means
coming within the range of perception. . This universe too existed before its manifestation’.
They said that when it was desired that objects be assigned with names, Vak came to be sent as the
earliest of all utterances, through Braihaspati, the first and the foremost. Vak the Speech, which was best
and stainless, was revealed, along with its divine mystery. ‘baRhspto p`qamaM vaacaao Aga`M yat\ p`Ort naamaQaoyaM dQaanaa: | yad\ eYaaM
EaoYzM yad\ Airp`ma\ AasaIt\ p`aoNaa td\ inaihtaM gauhaiva:||’. Vak, the Speech, is classified in four groups, all of which the men
of Wisdom are aware of. In the first three groups are hidden the mystical secrets and men speak only in
the fourth classification  ca%vaair vaak\ pirimata pdaina taina ivadur ba`a*maNaa yao manaIiYaNa: | gauha ~IiNa inaihta nao=\gayaint turIyaM vaacaao manuYya
vadaint ||’.
pra is Veda, the absolute Wisdom, iva&ana. It cannot be spoken or expressed in words except averring
that ‘It is’. It is self-evident Reality. In Brihad Aranyaka Up. Yajnavalkya refers it as – ‘evaM vaa Ar [dM
mahd\BaUtmanantmaparM iva&anaGana eva |’ – this great being, infinite, limitless consists of nothing but iva&anaGana entirety of
Wisdom. Aruni refers it as ‘yaonaaEaut EautM Bava%yamatM mativa&atM iva&anaimait |’ – that by which the unbearable become heard,
unperceivable becomes perceived and inaccessible Wisdom becomes comprehensible. Spiritual aspirants
seek to reach out ‘Asatao sad\ gamaya tmasaao maa jyaaoitga-maya maR%yaaomaa-maRtM gamaya |’ - from non-existence to Prime Existence, from
obscurity to illumination and from mortality to immortality - ‘Asatao sad\ gamaya tmasaao maa jyaaoitga-maya maR%yaaomaa-maRtM gamaya |’.
pSyaint is that which ?iYa, the seer sees or hears as vaak\, in seclusion, in the moment of unalloyed
receptivity as the mystical, spiritual perception. When one is enlightened his enlightenment is selfluminous, obscurity and darkness having departed Wisdom and Bliss of Beatitude shine in original Light.
They need neither objects of sense nor instruments of action to make explicit. It is apparent without being
spoken in words or performed through action. It is like the vast ocean appearing sometimes as
incomprehensible turbulence, rises as clouds in the sky, emptying later as exuberant rains, with flashes
of lightening in between, amplified by thunder, flowing like rivers as they meanderer through mountain
crevices, blending with earlier streams and nourishing the lands on the way. It is Axar, the immutable
Wisdom, not to be compared with Sabd, the words in which it comes to be expressed nor with Knowledge,
which ends up in aggregation. If Veda is Wisdom, pra ivaa&ana, then the vedic scriptures are Knowledge Apra
&ana sourced from Wisdom. Therefore, to treat the immutable Wisdom, the Veda, which was ‘seen’ by the
seers, not as the essence but as the form Knowledge documented in vedic scriptures, would be mockery
of the Seer’s vision.
maQyamaa represents the vedic scriptures, which contained the expressions of the seers, who had ‘seen’ or
‘heard’ Veda, the Wisdom and communicate that Wisdom as the intermediate Knowledge, the transitional
mystical form conveyed though words, terms in and figures the spiritual perception. What they saw
became variously spread forth as vedic hymns, Knowledge about the Prime Existence as one of the
upanishadic seer declared – ‘td\ ett\ sa%yama\ | man~oYau kmaa-iNa kavayaao yaaina ApSyaM ca taaina ~otayaama\ bahuQaa santtaina |’ (Mundaka
Up. I.2.1).
In the beginning, in the absence of a formalized language among all the Arya communities, the seers
used prakritik form of the language then prevailing in the community to which they belonged. It is known
as vaOKrI, what the people use when they communicate their normal feelings and thoughts to each other.
Patanjali uses the word BaSaayaama\ for the language spoken by common populace. It has a natural Prakritik
form unlike the formalized form – Sanskritik form used for literary compositions. Since the prakritik
languages change from people to people, place to place and period to period, they were un-intelligible
to the subsequent communities, requiring Vyasa not only collate them but also record the selected and
edited whatever vedic hymns were available in the mainstream, in four primary scriptures, Rigveda,
Yajurveda, Samaveda, Athrvangirasa in the then available refined - sanskritik form of language to justify
the spiritual ethos of the hymns.
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Though the vedic scriptures came to be recorded in what was ostensibly the cultured literary form
of language, the language of the vedic scriptures came to be referred as Cndsa\ because in them the real
spiritual sense was concealed in mystical symbols and legends. If one finds it difficult to understand the
vedic scriptures it is precisely because legends are interwoven with philosophy so that one is not
conscious when legends end and philosophy begins, when the seer speaks of facts in literal and when
in metaphor, leaving the reader no less baffled, without any gradual development of concerted thought
or philosophy but with flashes of mysticism interfaced with frequent, often repetitive of chosen and
selective symbols, to enable a seeker to taste a drop of honey confronted by the brevity and uncertainty
of life. Therefore, one who reads scriptures should be prepared with much that is mystical and
metaphysical, much that is obscure and therefore unintelligible, much that was casual but which modern
man would find fanciful and futile. In the end we have with us a great stride in speculative leaps in the
unknown, temporal legends, history, special customs and practices, beliefs and faiths, poetry and
philosophy.
Sri Aurobindo gave plausible reasons for such concealment and the consequent obscurity and
ignorance among general masses. He said: ‘. . . the Rigveda is itself the one considerable document that
remains to us from the early period of human thought of which the historic Eleusinian and orphic
mysteries were the failing remnants, when the spiritual and psychological knowledge of the race was
concealed. . . one of the leading principles of the mystics was the sacredness and secrecy of selfknowledge and the true language of the Gods. This wisdom, they thought, unfit, perhaps even dangerous
to the ordinary human mind or in any case liable to perversion and misuse and loss of virtue if revealed
to vulgar and unpurified spirits. Hence they favoured existence of an outer worship, effective but
imperfect, for the profane an inner discipline for the initiate, and clothed their language and words
and images which had, equally, a spiritual sense for the elect, a concrete sense for the elect, a concrete
sense for the mass of ordinary worshippers’.
In vedic scriptures, therefore, we find reference to the mysticism of the hymns with some seeing have
not seen Vak, hearing have not heard. But for another one, she reveals her noble form, as a loving wife
would reveal her form to her husband - ‘]t %va: pSyana\ na ddSa- vaacaM ]t %va: EauNvana\ na EaRNaao%yaonaama\ | ]t %vasmaO tnva ivasasa`o jaayaova
p%ya [Sait sauvaasaa: ||’. Hymn is where mysterious Prime Existence finds its source, wherein everything is
united as warp and woof and wherefrom everything else emanates, as creation - ‘vaonasa\ tt\ pSyana\ inaihtM gauha
sad\ ya~ ivaSvaM Bava%yaoknaIDma\ | tismainnadM saM ca iva caOit sava-M sa | Aaot: p`aotSca ivaBau: p`jaasau ||. Yaska refers those ignorant of the mystery
of the hymns contemptuously as pillars carrying the loads ‘sqaaNauryaM Baarvaah:’.
Since with the passage of time, the mysticism contained in the vedic scriptures became obscure, the
emphasis shifting towards performance of formalized sacrificial rites and rituals. Upanishadic
intellectuals debated on the obscure concepts and great teachers like Yajnavalkya, Aruni, Sanatkumar
came in the forefront to offer clarifications and scores of thinkers produced supplementary books on iSaxaa
(phonetics) klp (rituals) vyaakrNa (grammar) ina$> (etymology) Cnd (metrics) and jyaaoitYa (astrology) assuming
predominance. vyaakrNa derived from ‘kR’ with the proposition ‘iva’ and ‘Aa’ became ‘SabdanauSaasana’ and
‘SabdspSTikrNaSaas~ for ‘rxasaaqa-M vaodanaaM AQyaoyaM vyaakrNama\ |’.
In later times, distinction came to be made between Wisdom (iva&ana) and Knowledge (&ana), Mundaka
Up. spoke of two forms of Wisdom which are to be known, the superior one and the inferior one - ‘Wo
ivaVo vaoidtvyao [it . . praScaOvaapra’. The vedic scriptures like Rigveda, Yajurveda, Samaveda and Atharvaveda and
the supplementary books were considered as inferior Knowledge (&ana ) and that which reveals Axar, the
Immutable Brahman is was superior Wisdom (iva&ana). Both Brihad Aranyak Up. and Mundaka Up.
described the vedic scriptures and other subsidiary texts as clouds of smoke issuing forth from That One
as a lighted fire would issue forth from damp fuel - ‘sa yaqaad`OQaagnaorByaaihta%pRqagQaUmaa ivainaScarint, evaM vaa Aro|sya mahataao BaUtsya
ina:SvaaisamaotVdRgvaodaao yajayvao-d: saamavaodao|qavaa-Migarsa:. . vyaaKyaanaaina; AsyaOvaotaina ina:Svaisataina ||’. Bhagavad Gita compared Brahman
with imperishable Ashvattha tree and vedic hymns with leaves. He who knows this is the knower of the
Veda - ‘}Qva-maUlamaQa:SaaKamaSva%qaM p`ahurvyayama\ | CndaOisa yasya pNaa-ina yastM vaod sa vaodivat ||’ and a warning was sent against depending
too much on the words of the scriptures offering the pleasures of heavens without wise to the essence
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there. Shivasvarodaya says that the vedic scriptures are not to be referred as Veda, because there is no
Veda, Wisdom in vedic scriptures. Only that is Veda by which the eternal, immutable Wisdom is revealed
‘na vaodM vaod [it Aahur vaodo vaodao na ivaVto, pra%maa vaoVto yaona sa vaodao vaod ivaVto’.
When those who considered the preservation of the form of vedic scriptures as more important than
communicating the mystical essence contained therein excluded the large segment of the people from the
Wisdom, leaving them to be content in engaging with the formal rites and rituals of the elaborate
sacrificial performances. Opposition was intense and immediate from the larger segment which contained
the earlier non-Arya elements in the society. Mahavir and Gautam Buddha contested this over emphasis
on the form of the vedic scriptures, to the exclusion of Veda as Wisdom. They contested the interpretation
of the vedic scriptures by the Brahmannical order of the day. Many intellectuals like Shankara also
suggested that vedic scriptures do only this much, this is desirable and this is undesirable, thus
establishing a relationships between various ends and appropriate means – ‘Saas~aiddmaova Bavait, [dM [YTsaaQanaM [dM
AinaYTsaaQanaM [it | saaQyasaaQanasaMbanQaivaSaoYaaiBavyai>: ||’ and are the means to furnish the knowledge of the spheres which
are beyond of our senses - ‘EauitSca naao|tIind`yaaqa-ivaYayao iva&aana%p<aaO inaima<ama\ |’. It is accepted position that scriptures are
only informatoy (of the mystical truths) and not mandatory (as rites and rituals) - ‘&apkM ih Saas~M na tu karkimait
isqait:|’
Speaking about the experience that exists behind, beyond and within the passing flux of Time, many
western philosophers like Dr. A. F. Whitehead have explained in recent times ‘as something which is
real and yet waiting to be realized ; something which is remote possibility and yet the greatest of present
facts ; something that gives meaning to all that passes, and yet alludes apprehension ; something whose
possession is the final good and yet beyond all reach ; something which is ultimate ideal and the hopeless
quest’ (Science and the Modern World). Albert Einstein, the doyen of modern science also observed that
‘religious feelings take the form of a rapturous amazement at the harmony of natural Law, which reveals
an intelligence of such superiority that compared to it, all the systematic thinking and acting of human
beings is an utterly insignificant reflection. This feeling is the guiding principle of his life and work, in
so far he succeeds in keeping from the shackles of selfish desire. It is beyond question closely akin to
that which has possessed the religious geniuses of all ages’ (The World As I See It).
Wisdom remains immutable and unaltered only Knowledge changes with the efflux of Time.
Therefore, seer and prophet come to reiterate Wisdom, which has become obscure, using new vocabulary,
new symbols and practices relevant to the times when they are called upon to do speak, re-establishing
the balance and concordance between what the new generations know and what they should be aware
of. The great regret is that in the end, what is transmitted, as a synthesis of experiences, through thought,
speech and action, becomes frozen in words and crystallized in religious belief, faith or a creed, which
followers accept and dissenters object to. Religion is essential in so far it limits its role as an instrument
for spiritual advancement; it becomes defective when it becomes bigotry and taken as nothing but the
truth.
Veda is a reservoir of Wisdom, vedic scriptures being few fragments which seers have sourced from
that fountain. In essence there is no difference between the experiences of the seers and experiences of
common people. As Shankara said, ‘na ih mahavaIyao-Yau vaamadevaaidYau hInavaIyao-Yau vaa vaat-maainakoYau manauYyaoYau ba`*maNaao ivaSaoYaastiW&anasya vaa Aist
|’ – There is no difference between great ones like Vamadeva and human weakling of today when it
comes to the realization of Brahman, though it would be hazardous to claim equal degree of purity of
perception or equal clarity of vision which Vamadeva had. But it is equally true that in spite of knowing
of what we know, there is much that one should and has to know. Because much of what we know is
Knowledge of the things without being wise to the Wisdom contained therein. Shankara says that AivaVa
is not a natural characteristic of the self, and it automatically decreases with the increase in Knowledge
and when it is at its peak, ignorance vanishes altogether and the self finds identity with the entirety of
the Self – saa AivaVa na Aa%mana: svaaBaaivakao Qama-: yasmaat\ ivaVayaamau$kRYyamaaNaayaaM svayaM ApcaIyamaanaa sati kaYzaM gataayaaM ivaVayaaM pirinaYzto savaa-%maBaavao
savaa-%manaa inavat-to |’. Even then one among thousands of men scarcely strives, and of those who strives one
succeeds in knowing the Lord in truth ‘manuYyaaNaaM sahsa`oYau kiScaVtit isawyao | yattamaip isawanaaM kiScaNmaaM vaoi<a t%vat: ||’.
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Even as generations rolled on and vedic scriptures became remote and obscure to be intelligent and
rewarding. Commentators rose to offer their interpretations and clarify the mysticism contained in the
hymns. Yaska was the first one to offer in the post vedic era. Skandaswami (600 A.D.) followed with
‘Rigvedabhaashya’. Around 12th century, Madhava Bhatta, son of Venkata, wrote ‘Rigarthadipika’. This
was followed by another commentator also known as ‘Madhava’, son of Sundari and Venkat belonging
to Kushika gotra, who wrote ‘Rigveda Vyaakhya’. Then came the celebrated Sri Madhva, 13th century
acharya of Dvaita Philosophy, with his clarifications in ‘Rigbhaashya’. Sayanacharya (1372-1444)
wrote ‘Vedarthaprakasha’, which became the bench mark for modern students of the scripture. Dayanand
Sarasvati of Arya Samaj and Sri Aurobindo, the sage of Pondicherry offered their own comments on
vedic hymns. All these studies showed the immense possibilities for approaching and experiencing the
Prime Existence in the reflection of their own experiences. These were followed by many other
commentaries expressing their perceptions according to their own background.
Scriptures are not to be read for entertainment, nor for intellectual stimulation and certainly not as
ritual for presumed religious advantage. Seers were not literary craftsmen, poets or linguists; therefore,
spiritual endeavor is intensely personal. When Vyasa collected the hymns from diverse sources he
arranged them with a remarkable insight and imagination so that a continuity and consistency of thought
is maintained. To see them disparately, therefore, would be to miss the essence of the vedic vision.
Therefore, it is rightly said, ‘ivaSvaodoto jainamaa saM ivaiva>ao mahao dovaana\ ibaBa`t Ina vyaqaoto | ejad\ qa`uvaM p%yato ivaSvamaokM cart\ pti~ ivaYauNaM iva
jaatma\ || sanaa puraNamaQyaomyaaranmah: iptuja-inajaa-ima tnna: | dovaasaao ya~ pinatar eavaO$raoO piqa vyato tsqaurnt: ||’ – All living creatures part and
also keep themselves asunder, though bearing the mighty god within they are not confused. One common
is the Lord of what is constant and one what is moving that walks, that flies this multitude of creation.
I ponder over the ancient person and find kinship with the mighty Lord our father, singing whose praises
the divinities stand duly around on the spacious and expansive pathway.
The purpose of the seers was to reflect on reality that is behind the appearance than to establish a
system or an institution. They reflected on different interpretations but relied on their internal
illumination to arrive at conscious approximation. Sri Aurobindo says that the seers ‘ clothed their
language and words and images which had, equally, a spiritual sense for the elect, a concrete sense for
the elect, a concrete sense for the mass of ordinary worshippers’. They were obliged to keep concealed
their experiences behind an elaborate symbols, suggestions, myths and legends of their era. All gods
symbolized the energies over which they presided and other symbols like gaaO, ASva and Aigna symbolized
enlightened wisdom, power and energy. In Maitri Up. a question is asked by the seeker, ‘Aignar\ vaayaur\ Aaid%ya:
kalaao ya: p`aNaaonnama\ ba`*maa $d`ao ivaYNaur\ [it ekonyaM AiBaQyaayaint ekonyama\ | ktmaao ya: saao|smaakM ba`Uihit ||’- Fire, air, sun, time, breath, food,
Brahma, Rudra, Vishnu, some meditate upon one, some upon other. To which the Teacher replies, ‘ba`*maNaao
vaa vaOta Aga`syaastnava:, prsyaamaRtsya SarIrsya . . yaa vaa|sya Agya`a stnavasta AiBaQyaayaod\ Aca-yana\ ina:nauyaacca | AtastaiBa: sahOvaao-pir ]pir laaokoYau carit
| Aqa kR%snaxaya ek%vaM eit puruYasya puruYasya ||’ - the different gods are but the principal forms of the Supreme, immortal
and bodiless Brahman. Verily, on these one meditates upon, worships and discards. With these, one
moves higher and higher in the worlds and when all this cease to be, he attains unity with the Purusha,
yes with the Purusha.
Though such clear instructions were given and understood almost from the beginning, much of the
vibrancy of hymns was lost when subsequent generations accepted as substantial what was intended as
allegorical. There is constant ferment and incredible diversity of perceptions in acquiring Knowledge,
becomes dormant if it is not renewed with repeated assiduity. Sri Madhva pointed out that vedic hymns
have three-fold meaning, (AiQaBaaOitk – temporal, AiQadOivak – divine and AQyaai%mak - supra-sensory),
Mahaabharata has ten-fold meanings and Vishnusahasranama, thousands of meanings - ‘~yaaoqaa- sava- vaodoYau
dSaaqaa- sava-Baarto | ivaYNaaosahsa`naamaip inarntr Sataqa-kma\ ||’. What is concealed needs to be revealed and that is possible only
to one who is an initiate and disciplined through mature austerity, receptive mind to reflect and meditate
on sa%ya - the Prime Existence.
One should, therefore, be receptive to the resonance contained in scriptures and experience the
vibrations which they create. Then one receives intuitive, exhilarating luminous elucidation as one takes
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steps to reach the bliss of spiritual advancement. In Rigveda itself we find it mentioned ‘AxaNvant: kNa-vant:
saKayaao manaaojavaoYvasamaa baBaUvau: | AadGnaasa ]pkxasa ] %vao )da [vasa`a%vaa ] %vao ddRSao || )da tYToYau manasaao javaoYua yad\ba`a*maNaa: saMyajanto saKaya | A~ah %vaM
iva jahuvao-Vaimaraohba`*maaNaao iva carn%yau %Vao ||’ friends equally endowed with sight and hearing are unequal in the quickness
of their spirit. Some look like tanks that each to the mouth or armpit, and some like lakes wherein one
can only bathe. When with mental impulse fashioned by the heart sacrifice together, some through their
wisdom leave others far behind them and some walk about only boasting to be wise ones. Therefore, as
observed by seer ‘svaist pnqaama\ Anaucaroma saUyaa-cand`saaivava | punad-dtGnata jaanataM saM gamaomaih ||’ one should traverse the auspicious
Path as the Sun and Moon traverse associating with considerate, compassionate and knowing. Not
knowing how many steps have been taken and how long such steps will be continued to be taken,
knowing further that sharp as the edge of a razor and hard to cross, difficult to tread is Path ‘xaUrsya Qaara
inaiSata dur%yayaa duga-ma pqastt\ kvayaao vadint |’ one should tread the Path to Perfection, slowly and steadily, using the
Knowledge of the experiences of earlier seers as data to support, extend and authenticate each one’s
experience, and proceed gaining tranquility little by little with steady intellect, thinking nothing else but
the self within as suggested by Krishna, ‘SanaO: SanaO$prmaod\ bauwyaaQaRitgaRhItyaa | Aa%masaMsqaM mana: kR%vaa na ikMicadip icantyaot\ ||’, with
added assurance that on this path no effort is ever lost, no obstacles prevail and even a little righteousness
saves one from great fear – ‘naohaiBak`manaaSaao|ist p`%yavaayaao na ivaVto | svalpmasya Qama-sya ~ayato mahtao Bayaat\ ||’.
Dr. A. F. Whitehead, one of the most respected western philosophers says, ‘The notion of the
complete self-sufficiency of any item of finite knowledge is the fundamental error of dogmatism. Every
such item derives its Truth and its meaning from un-analyzed reverence to the background which is the
unbounded Universe . . . Every scrap of our knowledge derives its meaning from the fact that we are
factors in the universe, and are dependent on the universe for ever detail of our experience . . . Whenever
there is the sense of self-sufficient completion, there is germ of vicious dogmatism’. Each one therefore,
follow what Krishna has declared, ‘yaao yaao yaaM yaaM tnauM Ba>: EawyaaicaMtuimacCit | tsya tsyaacalaaM EaWaM tamaova ivadQaamyahma\ ||’ – whatever
form in which the devotee wants to be receptive to me, I make that particular receptivity well-established.
To be receptive to the Wisdom, he has made Knowledge of the scriptures as his guide. A step has been
taken, on that will the subsequent steps will be determined.
Heart is sensitive to the symbols and the climate in which they were used. Mind and Intellect source
intelligence from the experiences which have been accumulated in samsaara. If one sources the
meanings from the intellect and mind. not from the heart, then one would get meanings of the hymns
as accepted traditionally over generations or as were conceived by western Indologists, who could only
source them from the back ground in which they were grown and impressions gathered in their mind.
In spite of their erudition and labour, they could scarcely source the meaning which the original seers
had concealed in the hymns. Winston L King explains the difficulty in translating eastern scriptures in
their western languages. ‘There is no word in English language covering the same ground as Duhkha
does in Pali. Our modern words are too specialized, too limited and usually too strong . . . We are forced
in translation to use half synonyms, not one of which is exact’. (Buddhism and Christianity).
The present seeker has sought meaning contained in the suktas, rather then concentrating in
translating the words in terms of the meaning attached now to them instead of finding the possible
meaning which the seers attached to them during their time and context. It has to be a fundamental
conviction that seers wee addressing their hymns to the generation in which they lived and
communicated, at the same time retaining an eternal truth which was in the supra-sensory experiences
of the seers. Therefore, it is necessary to depend on the meanings listened with receptive mind,
reappraising, revising and rededicating instead of making vedic scripture an intellectual stimulation. Only
then one will dive deep in the depth of the vedic scriptures, deepening ones’ experience and broadening
one’s vision without being in a hurry, without being despondent if he fails, rising up to stand even as
he fell on the Path to Perfection, knowing that one step leads to another.
__________
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Forty Hymns from Rigveda
I.

APtRNasaUyaa-:
saU> - 1 . 191 , ?iYa - Agas%yaao maO~avaruiNa: , APtRNasaUyaa-:
Samsaara is generally accepted as full of afflictions and sufferings. But it is not so much with the
calamities that a normal person is concerned as he is with perennial pin-pricks which sap his strength
to live and weaken his desires and resolves. To such one who is exposed to empirical experiences hope
is not an opportunity to be nurtured but a mirage which he is called upon to contend with. The sufferings
do not lead him to introspection as much his intense desires that make him perform actions. The response
of a man of Wisdom, a seer is not to accept sufferings without introspection and inquiry. He is a kavi,
a sensitive person given to feel and respond. Such one being sensitive and responds to sufferings in
samsaara with alacrity. He wails, ‘saM maa tpn%yaiBat: sap%naIirva pSa-va: | ina baaQato Amaitna-gnata jasauvao-na- vaoivayato mait: || maUYaao na iSaSnaa
vyadint maaQya: staaotarM to Satk`tao . . |’ (X.33.2-3) - My side-ribs pain, troubling me like rival wives; deprivation
and deficiency press me on all side making my mind flutter as a bird in cage. Like rats that eat the
weaver’s thread, care and concern consume my vitals, O Lord’.
This is how one who suffers the shackles in samsaara wails. Here in the present hymn, the seer too
speaks not of the calamities that fall on him but of the pin pricks which trouble him.

k=ktao na k=ktao|qaao satInak=kt : |
Waivait PlauYaI [it nya1dRYTa AilaPsat || 1 ||
Poisonous, less poisonous or fully grown poisonous watery creepers, both creatures
stinging unobserved, have infected me
Explanation:
Troubles come from all sides, some are to be seen and others creep without being observed. Results
are visible, not necessarily the causes. Some come even with comely countenance and deceptive
appearances.

AdRYTana\ hn%yaaya%yaqaao hint prayatI |
Aqaao AvaGnatI hn%yaqaao ipnaiYT ipMYait || 2 ||
Unobserved they injure and they injure as they leave; they injure as they are coerced
to leave, bruising the earlier bruises as they leave finally.
Explanation:
Unobserved they injure, having injured they leave. Even when they depart, they leave the scars
behind.

Sarasa: kuSaraasaao dBa-sa: saOyaa- ]t |
maaOHjaa AdRYTa baOirNaa: savao- saakM nyailaPsat || 3 ||
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The creepers – Sara, Darbha, Kushara, Sairya, Munja or Viramna, all these who
reside unobserved, have infected me with poison.
Explanation:
Creepers are the attachments which bind one’s self to the body in which it dwells. Whereas self is
distinct and independent of the body in which it temporarily dwells in, Mind conjures up that the sensory
experiences of the body are the experiences of the self. But such erroneous assumption makes the
attachments binding on one’s Mind as shackles. Such web is an illusion, a mirage which Mind has woven
for itself, making aggregations of sensory influences on Mind, a samsaara.
The self dwells in the bodies, even as bodies were dwelling in different residences during one’s life
time. It is one’s ego-sense that makes one attached to each residence as long as one dwells in that
residence; making them inalienable part of the self one’s being without being aware that we have become
ensnared and enslaved. Even so as long as the self takes residence in a body it becomes attached to it,
considering it as inalienable part and becomes attached. Such attachments are like the creepers which
encircle a huge tree, becoming a part of the tree and even suffocating its life in some cases. But unlike
human beings the tree grows, along with and in spite of the creepers, but the human being because of
the powerful ego-sense considers the senses as part of his self and suffers without being aware the poison
and ills of the sensory attachments.

ina gaavaao gaaoYzo Asadna\ ina maRgaasaao Aivaxat |
ina kotvaao janaanaaM nya1dRYTa AilaPsat || 4 ||
Secure in their abode are the radiant lights, whose retreat the dark forces seek.
Robbed out is the radiance of the persons when the creatures infect them unobserved.
Explanation:
Secure in splendid isolation, the self revels in its own resplendence; even though it believes that the
Mind is affected and fashioned by the sensory influences, which encroaches one’s consciousness as
unseen creatures. The mind is part of the physical structure along with the five primary elements, egosense and intellect, which assumes robbed out of resplendence of the self that the influences of the
physical body are the influences on the self. This is ignorance from which the physical structure of body
should be delivered, upon which enlightenment will dawn that one’s real essence is the self within and
not the external body.

et ] %yao p`%yadRSnana\ p`daoYaM tskra [va |
AdRYTa ivaSvadRYTa: p`itbauwa ABaUtna || 5 ||
These creatures are observed frequenting like thieves who creep during the sunset
time. Let the seers, therefore be alert and vigilant, remaining themselves unobserved.
Explanation:
Senses are the creatures which overcrowd Mind, influencing it in the manner they want. The effect
of their influence is not discernible because they approach secretly and stealthily, during the darkest
moments when sense of discrimination is low and conscious awareness is at discount. Men of Wisdom
are those who are actively alert, being consciously aware of the moments when they may overtake them.
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VaOva-: ipta pRiqavaI maata saaomaao Ba`ataidit: svasaa |
AdRYTa ivaSvadRYTaistYztolayata sau kma\ || 6 ||
Heaven is the father, Earth is the mother, Soma is brother and Aditi is the sister. Be
conscious and thrive with cheer remaining still and steadfast.
Explanation:
Eternal vigilance is the price for freedom. Be conscious that you, in your essence are the self, sourced
from the luminous world of heaven (VaO) and nurtured on the earth (pRiqavaI) below, with Soma, the energizing
juice as the associate, a brother and Aditi, the eternal foundation for creative activity.

yao AMsyaa yao A=ga(a saUicaka yao p`k=gata: |
AdRYTa: ikM canaoh va: savao- saakM ina jasyat || 7 ||
Injuring shoulders and the limbs with their sharp poisonous arrows, unobserved
they depart and disappear altogether.
Explanation:
Sufferings in samsaara acutely dissipate one’s energy and digresses one from meaningful
satisfaction. Happiness which is caused by senses do not really invigorate one but the corroding influence
of the senses leave one’s self dispirited and depressing. Influence of senses is perceived to be temporary,
arriving as it does unobserved but its effect is sharp and desolate as it leaves its effects on consciousness.

]t\ purstat\ saUya- eit ivaSvadRYTao AdRYTha |
AdRYTana\ %savaa-HjamBayana\ %savaa-Sca yaatuQaanya: || 8 ||
]dtPtdsaaO saUya-: puru ivaSvaaina jaUva-na\ |
Aaid%ya: pva-toByaao ivaSvadRYTao AdRYTha || 9 ||
Soon Surya, the slayer of the unobserved creatures, mounts up on the eastern
horizon, destroying all those evil forces of darkness. Now has the radiant Surya
mounted the horizon scorching all by and large. Even Aditya from the yonder hills
unseen by any in universe, destroys the unobserved creatures.
Explanation:
When Surya, with his golden invigorating rays rises on the horizon he even as in the earlier form
as Aditya, he destroys the dark forces, unobserved by normal sight, scorching them with his blazing rays
when the his beneficent rays illumine human consciousness. Then the sensory attachments become loose
and Mind becomes liberated from the shackles of samsaara reveling in the Bliss of the self within.

saUyao- ivaYamaa sajaaima dRitM sauravatao gaRho |
saao icannau na marait naao vayaM maramaa||ro Asya yaaojanaM hirYza maQau %vaa maQaulaa cakar || 10 ||
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I place the poison in Surya, as wine is placed in a wine-seller’s house; the immortal
one will not die nor would we die. His Path leads one far, he whose powerful horses
lead one to wholesome abundance.
Explanation:
Placing the poison in Surya means reposing faith and confidence in his energizing, luminous rays.
The immortal Surya never ceases to exist, following the Path ordained by Varuna from the beginning of
creation to its ultimate dissolution. On that Path Surya rides the chariot yoked to the seven horses, who
lead one to the world of wholesome abundance.

[yai<aka Sakuintka saka jaGaasa to ivaYama\ |
saao icannau na marait naao vayaM maramaa||ro Asya yaaojanaM hirYza maQau %vaa maQaulaa cakar || 11 ||
This bird has swallowed all the poison; the immortal one will not die nor would we
die. His Path leads one far, he whose powerful horses lead one to wholesome
abundance.
Explanation:
The seer is delighted to see the bird swallowing the poison. He is assured that he would not die even
as the immortal Bird would not die. He looks forward to the powerful energetic horses to lead him to
whole some abundance at the end of the luminous Path.

i~: saPt ivaYpuila=gaka ivaYasya puYpmaxana\ |
taiScannau na marint naao vayaM maramaa||ro Asya yaaojanaM hirYza maQau %vaa maQaulaa cakar || 12 ||
Three by seven times effulgent are the sparks which have swallowed all that poison;
the immortal one will not die nor would we die. Thus deposited His Path leads one far,
he whose powerful horses lead one to wholesome abundance.
Explanation:
The seer who was aware of the curative effect of Surya’s luminous rays is extremely and declares
‘vaodahma\ etM pu$UaM mahantma\ Aaid%yavaNa-M tkasa: prstaat\ | tma\ eva ivaid%yaait maR%yauma\ eit naanya: pnqaa ivaVto|yanaaya ||’ (Yajurveda.31.18). He
sees them resplendent seven times effulgent more luminous than in normal circumstances, his ray
swallowing the poison. Fully assured is the seer that neither Surya nor he would now die, his Path
leading us far to wholesome abundance.

navaanaaM navatInaaM ivaYasya raopuYaINaama\ |
savaa-saamaga`BaM naamaa||ro Asya yaaojanaM hirYza maQau %vaa maQaulaa cakar || 13 ||
i~: saPt mayaUya-: saPt svasaarao Aga`uva: | tasto ivaYaM iva jaiBa`r ]dkM kuimBanaIirva || 14 ||
Nine by nine streams with power to restrain the course of the poison, I have secured.
Their Path is far, they whose powerful horses lead one to wholesome abundance. Three
by seven pea-hens and so have the seven maiden sisters have carried the poison far like
the girls bear waters in their jars.
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Explanation:
Having been fully luminous the seer feels confident that he has now the power to restrain the
power of the poison and the Path is now clear for him to source. He imagines the poison to have been
carried over by the birds or young maidens as the water from the village wells is carried in pots.

[ya<ak: kuYaumBakstkM iBanad\yaSmanaa |
ttao ivaYaM p` vaavaRto pracaIrnau saMvat: || 15 ||
The poison insect is now small; I could crush it with stone. I turn the poison far
away to depart to far distant lands.
Explanation:
When poising is at an early stage it is possible to remove it through personal resolve and effort,
turning it away to far off distant places.

kuYaumBakstdba`vaId\ igaro: p`vat-maanak: |
vaRiScaksyaarsaM ivaYamarsaM vaRiScak to ivaYama\ || 16 ||
From the mountains across the poison insect spoke, scorpion’s venom has no
strength left, its poison is weak.
Explanation:
The seer having destroyed the influence of the sensory attachments is relieved that no more
sufferings are now required to be experienced, the poison the attachments have declared their defeat.
__________
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II.
Axa iktva inanda
saU> - 10. 34 , ?iYa - kvaYa eolaaUYa: Axaao maaOjavaana\ vaa , Axaiktvainanda ,
This hymn is taken to be the woes of a gambler on the basis of the first words of the hymn which
refer to dice game which leads the gambler to ruin and damnation. This is, therefore, suggested to be a
temporal poetic composition. This is an error and absence of appreciation of the symbols used by seers.
Vyasa was not an editor of temporal literary compositions of his and earlier generations. He was a superhuman seer possessing vast supra-conscious vision, whose foresights surpass empirical dimensions to
bring forth the highly spiritual and esoteric experiences of the recent and ancient seers. To consider and
deal with such speculative spiritual experiences on empirical level is to display intellectual immaturity,
howsoever ingenious and genuine may be the intellectual capacity of the translator.
A subjects should be studied in the context in which it was written and the background of those
person to whom it was addressed THEN and not NOW. Basing one’s present Knowledge to understand
the Wisdom of the ancients would be to understand the concealed mysticism of the vedic scriptures by
employing present day empirical instruments of investigation. The hymns are not meant to be understood
through intellectual rationalization, because the eternal truths cannot be accessed through instruments
which are subject to the vagary of Period, Place and People. The subject matter of the hymns is spiritual
and philosophical rather than temporal, social or cultural.
The hymn is allegorical and not literal.

p`avaopa maa baRhtao maadyaint p`vaatojaa [irNao vavaR-tanaa: |
saaomasyaova maaOjavatsya Baxaao ivaBaIdkao jaagaRivama-(macCana\ || 1 ||
Sprung from tall trees these swift rolling dice, as they roll on the table, transport me
to supreme pleasure. Dear to him are these rolling dice which even like Soma juice
from Munjavata mountains never cease fascinating him.
Explanation:
The empirical life springs when eternal experiences pass through the one-time sensory experiences,
which gathered together makes the primordial life – saMsaar. The empirical experiences having sprung from
the expansive instrument – the Mind, what are rolled together as dice are the empirical experiences. And
when the experiences roll through life, they fascinate by their movement, the sight, the sound, the smell
and ambience.
The Seer here records his impressions of the life comparing it to the life of a dicer who is
increasingly drawn to the attraction and thrill of playing a game of dice, which is akin to the attraction
and thrill which human beings get from the materialistic life in samsaara. The hymns does not describe
the life and living of a disappointed dicer but the life of every human being in samsaara, using as symbol
the life of a dicer who is attached to his dice even as people in general are attached to the objects of
sensual delight. He compares the rolling dice to Soma juice that flows from the tall trees of Munjavata
mountain. To an ordinary uncultivated, uninitiated mind, the seeming temporal pleasures is what to dicer
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gets from the game of dice, not having had the spiritual Bliss, which he has not experienced. It is such
human tragedy that is brought out here.

na maa imamaoqa na ijahIL eYaa iSavaa saiKBya ]t ma(maasaIt\ |
Axasyaahmaokprsya hotaoornauva`tamap jaayaamaraoQama\ || 2 ||
She (the dice) never vexes him nor is ever angry with him; to him and his friends
she has ever been gracious. For the sake of single-pointed devotion to the rolling dice,
he has forsaken his wife.
Explanation:
The glow of the enchantress is ever gladdening and gracious. She not only never displeases the
enchanted one, but also shows as if his ever wish and whim is fulfilled. In this enterprise, she is neither
never ever displeased with nor ever angry with him. One, who offers love for payment, can never afford
to be unkind, displeased with their misguided lovers. One who is fooled and deceived by such
pretensions has no compunction to discard and forsake his devoted wife who loves for the sake of love
and not for anything else. A man who is under sensory influence has no sense of discrimination to be
spiritual well-being.

WoiYT SvaEaUrp jaayaa ruNaaiw na naaiqanaao ivandto maiD-tarma\ |
ASvasyaova jartao vasnyasya naahM ivandaima iktvasya Baaogama\ || 3 ||
His wife is displeased with him, her mother detests him and the miserable man finds
no one to comfort him. Like the horse grown old and feeble, he trudges his course
finding no pleasure in the dice game.
Explanation:
Every one who is close to him and wish him well are displeased, his relatives disgusted leave him
to rue his own torments. Life seems un-kind and un-just finding none to satisfy and comfort him. Such
ones continue to exist rather than live their life. Like one defeated and detested he furrows his plough
without expectation of fruits to be gained.

Anyao jaayaaM pir maRSan%yasya yasyaagaRQaMWodnao vaajya1xa: |
ipta maata Ba`atar enamaahuna- jaanaImaao nayata bawmaotma\ || 4 ||
Others caress and fondle the wife of one whose wealth is dissipated in the games
of dice. Of such one the father, mother and brothers say: I know him not, bind him and
take him away.
Explanation:
When one who has lost and has become forlorn cannot take care of his loved one, then others take
advantage of them, relatives distancing from him. Familiar ones become strangers

yadadIQyao na divaYaaNyaoiBa: prayaw(ao|va hIyao saiKBya: |
nyauPtaSca baBa`vaao vaacamak`t ~ emaIdoYaaM inaYkRtM jaairiNava || 5||
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When he declines playing dice any longer, his friends desert him leaving without any
companionship. But when he hears sound of the rolling dice on the board, he seeks its
company like one seeking the company of a whore.
Explanation:
Associates in a game of dice are fair-weather friends; they leave the scene the moment the sky
becomes cloudy, without waiting for the rain to burst out. From such events, a dicer does not become
wise but becomes further lured by attractions of the uncertain game of dice. Similarly, men know that
desires for sensual pleasures bring them misery in life. But they never cease to rejects such pleasures but
invariably fall prey to temptations of the senses rather than to the purity of discriminative intelligence.
This is rejecting the company of the devoted wife to the allurement of a whore.

saBaamaoit iktva: pRcCmaanaao jaoYyaamaIit tnvaa3 SaUSaujaana: |
Axaasaao Asya iva itrint kamaM p`itdIvnao dQat Aa kRtaina || 6 ||
He seeks the gambling place and wanders with his body all-aflame thinking that this
day he may succeed! He plays the game of dice hoping to gain against his adversary.
Explanation:
In samsaara, the influence of the senses is so strong and overpowering that man succumbs each time
to their attractions that some objects of senses would satisfy him and bring happiness. Such one is like
one who lives in a dream world, even like the gambler who thinks that the game of dice will bring him
happiness one day and therefore, falls prey to her mechanization, even as he experiences that sense
attractions never bring happiness.

Axaasa [d=kuiSanaao inataoidnaao inakR%vaanastpnaastapiyaYNava: |
kumaardoYNaa jayat: punah-Naao maQvaa saMpR@ta: iktvasya bah-Naa || 7 ||
Dice, verily, are embellished with captivating and attractive looks, deceiving,
tormenting and causing grievous woes. They induce giving in the beginning
insignificant gifts only to destroy the man who wins, thickly anointing him with winner’s
winsome gifts.
Explanation:
In empirical world, every attraction is captivating with enticing glances and tinkling feet of a Time
the temptress, seducing people to whims. People are fooled by the few gifts tossed in the beginning only
to be sucked in the whirlpool of intense craving. Not getting what they crave for, they end up being
deceived, enslaved and ending in torments and misery. Similarly, the game of dice appears captivating
and attractive, when one gains in the beginning and craving for further gains they are let to fall on the
sidelines. Not getting what they have craved for the gamblers finally end up being deceived and ending
in torments and misery.
The life of an ordinary unenlightened mind, who performs actions in life influenced by sensual
desires ends his life like a gambler desiring for more and more gains, unhappy and not wise but not rise
above life like a man of Wisdom with discriminative mental a faculty.
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i~pHcaaSa: k̀ILit va`at eYaaM dova [va saivata sa%yaQamaa- |
]ga`sya icanmanyavao naa namanto rajaa icadoByaao nama [t\ kRNaaoit || 8 ||
Dice advances with her troops, three and fifty, like the luminous gods, whose
intentions are well-disposed. They do not succumb to great anger, even King yielding
to pay homage.
Explanation:
Senses have intense, powerful and pervasive in influencing human mind. Desires rise in mind with
the rapidity of an advancing army. When they come the sight is magnificent and mind boggling. They
look divinely luminous and god-sent. Such troops are not deterred by anger, even Kings often bending
their knees in capitulation, falling prey to the alluring, beguiling desires.

naIcaa vat-nt ]pir sfurn%yahstasaao hstvantM sahnto |
idvyaa A=gaara [irNao nyauPta: SaIta: santao )dyaM inad-hint || 9 ||
Downward do the dice roll and then spring again without any support, forcing
persons to serve them. Cast down on the board like magical wooden sticks, though cold
and docile within, having inflamed fire enough to burn and destroy.
Explanation:
The senses are intent in captivating the mind of the dicer. The game of dice is very attractive and
compulsive, though wooden and unfriendly in the beginning, with few gains in the beginning by magic
as it were, showing menacing cunning face as the time passes, destroying the gambler in the end.
Even if they do not succeed in the beginning, they are not dejected, rising even as they fall every
time, appearing every times as they rise succulent, desirable, docile and easily agreeable to people. They
show enthusiasm to leap in force to serve people. Similarly sense influences appear in the beginning
pleasing and harmless, but soon they are aflame to burn and destroy the mind intensely every times it
gets an opportunity.

jaayaa tPyato iktvasya hInaa maata pu~sya cart: @va isvat\ |
?Naavaa ibaByawnaimacCmaanaao|nyaoYaamastmaup na@tmaoit || 10 ||
The gambler’s wife is left lonely and desolate; his mother wandering disconsolate
mourns for her son. In constant fear of debts and seeking riches he goes to others.
Explanation:
Pleasures of senses bring happiness neither to the person nor consolation to his family. Instead
they make wife and family disconsolate, mother wandering remorseful and he himself knocking the doors
of strangers seeking help. Just as one should not fall to the temptations of dice, one should also not fall
to the temptations of sensual pleasures. One should be satisfied with what on has, in one’s wife’s
affection and companionship, mother’s purity of love or warmth of family life, instead of craving for
wealth which I temporary and fleeting.
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is~yaM dRYT\vaaya iktvaM ttapa|nyaoYaaM jaayaaM saukRtM ca yaaoinama\ |
pUvaa-Nho ASvaana\ yaujaujao ih baBa`Una\ %saao Agnaornto vaRYala: ppad || 11 ||
Sad is the state of a gambler who craves other one’s family and his well established
home. Such a person is like one who yokes his brown horses early in the morning and
when the fire becomes extinguished, sinks down in remorse.
Explanation:
It is human failing that makes one crave for things which he does not posses and lovingly look
on the possessions and pleasures of others. Such ones are neither enterprising nor wise. Thy are like those
who yoke their horses and have no energy to put in to flight.

Vao va: saonaanaIma-htao gaNasya rajaa va`atsya p`qamaao baBaUva |
tsmaO kRNaaoima na Qanaa ruNaiQma dSaahM p`acaIstdRtM vadaima || 12 ||
To the great captains of armies, who have become Kings of the people, to them I
show my open palms with extended ten fingures. I speak truth; I have no wealth to hide.
Explanation:
The seers speak now to the sincere enterprising seekers of wealth through various enterprises to
succeed. Spreading his arms wide and open he declares that he has nothing to hide and what he speaks
is the absolute Truth, that happiness and contentment in life is all that is needed for one succeed in the
battle which is samsaara. It is more important to restrain the organs of senses and of actions than attempt
to submit then in surrender.

AxaOmaa- dIvya: kRiYaimat\ kRYasva iva<ao rmasva bahu manyamaana: |
t~ gaava: iktva t~ jaayaa tnmao iva caYTo saivatayamaya-: || 13 ||
Play not with dice, rather attend to your fields and enjoy the cultivated corn. Enjoy
the gain considering that as sufficient for happiness and contentment. There you have
your cattle, your wife, and O gambler. This is the illumination which that luminous
Savitru has given me.
Explanation :
Therefore seer’s sage advice is that it is better to be restraining then senses and unnatural desires
and not to gamble life for momentary pleasures. He should tend his body, mind and the life, the fields
and harvest the fruits of such enterprise, the corn which will reflect in being good to his family, friends,
his preceptors and the gods, performing actions and enjoying things as ordained by the Lord, without
coveting what is ordained for others. This is what the seer was enjoined by the luminous Savitru,
resplendent and far-seeing god who as he traverses across the earth and heaven, drives sickness, spreads
light even to the darkest corners. This is what Ushas subsequently bestirs life in all creatures and makes
the birds fly - ‘jarayantI vaUjanaM pd\vadIyat ]%patyait pixaNa:’, sends the enterprising one to be busy, each man to his
pursuit - ‘ iva yaa saRjait samanaM vya 1 iqa-na:’.
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ima~M kRNauQvaM Klau maRLta naao maa GaaoroNa cartaima QaRYNau |
ina vaao nau:manyuaiva-Satamaraitrnyaao baBa`UNaaM p`isataO nvastu || 14 ||
Make verily friendship with your ally, showing him mercy. Do not harm him with
your terrible annoyance. Appeased be your harshness and anger. Let the brown dice not
ensnare you, making others (if need be) captive.
Explanation:
These words are spoken by the gambler, who has heeded the seer’s advice. He is now improved.
Therefore he wants to be saved from the terror of the dice game and preserving his peace. Even as a
human being would pray for deliverance from the sufferings in primordial life, he would also pray for
merciful life of Bliss and abundance.
____________
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III.
AnnaM
saU> - 1 . 187, ?iYa – Agas%ya maO~ava$iNa: , AnnaM ,
Vedic seers gave supreme importance to food as one the energizing elements in creative activity.
Food is not only that which is edible but includes everything that is accepted as enabling one to be
vigorous. Later in Upanishads the concept was enlarged to include many other things which energize.
When Jaratkaru Artabhag asked in Brihad Aranyka Up. (III,2) ‘kit ga`ha: k%yaitga`ha:’ Yajnavalkya pointed
out ga`has as the gross organs of perception and reception and Aitga`has as the essence, the food which the
gross organs perceive and receive. Consequently, the nose, mouth, tongue, eye, ear, mind, hand, skin are
the ga`hs, the organs, the forms which perceive and receive and Aitga`has are the superior essence, the food
which determines the nature of perception and reception.
The said Upanishad (I.5.1) further says that through his intelligence, austerities and Brahman
produced seven types of food. One which is eaten to maintain physical form, was common to all.
Therefore, one should not monopolize this type lest he be not free from evil. Two types of food, the
sacrifice and the oblations were assigned exclusively to Gods, the luminous powers. Therefore, one
should not perform sacrifice or offer oblations expecting material benefits. Three types of food, Mind,
Speech and Breath he kept for himself for the purpose of manifesting his effulgence in creation.
Therefore, when one thinks it is not so much the brain, the organ, that thinks but Brahman who energizes
the brain to think; when one speaks it is not so much the mouth speaks but Brahman who energizes the
mouth to speak; when one breathes it is not so much the nose that breathes but the Brahman who
energizes the nose to breathe. Brahman is the food which envelops the space like warp and woof, ‘etismannau
Klvaxaro gagyaa-kaSa AaotSca p`otScaoit’ (II.8.11) and the organs are the ones who are fed. Brahman is ‘p`aNasya p`aNamaut
caxauYaScaxau$t Eaao!sya Eaao~M manasaao yao manaao ivadu: to inaica@yauba-`*ma puraNamaga`(ma\\ || manasaOvaanaud`YTvyama\ naoh naanaaist ikMcana | maR%yaao: sa maR%yaumaaPnaaoit ya [h naanaova
pSyait ||’ (Brihad Aranyak Up. IV.4.18-19) – the Prime Breath of the breath, the sight of the eye, the
hearing of the ear and thought of the mind., they have realized the ancient Brahman. Therefore, one
should keep these three instruments pure and auspicious because only through them does Brahman
becomes manifest. The last one of the foods, the milk, he gave to creatures pSaus. Therefore, only creatures
should drink milk, till they become mature to eat other food which is common to all.
Therefore says Maitri Up., verily all creatures run from day to day in search of food. Surya takes
food through his rays and gives in return warmth. Fire blazes with food. The world was fashioned by
Brahman with a desire for food. . Therefore, one should revere food, as the Self. From food are creatures
born and by food they grow. It is called food because it is eaten by and eats creatures too – ‘savaa-iNa ha vaa
[maaina BaUtaina Ahrah: p`ptint AnnaM AiBaijaGa`@Yamaanaaina saUyaao- riSmaiBar\ Aadadait AnnaN tonasaaO jvalait . . Aignavaa- Annaonaoja jvalait AnnakamaonaodM p`kilptM
ba`*maNaa . . Annaad\ BaUtaina jaayanto jaataaina Annaona vaQa-nto AVtoi<a cha BaUtaina tsmad\ AnnaM tducyato ||’ (VI.12).
Aitareya Up. ((I.3)
says that when Brahman created food creatures sought to seize it through speech, breath, sight, hearing
and touch and mind and generative organs and should they have been able to seize in that manner, they
would have been able to satisfy hunger mere by speaking, breathing, seeing, hearing, touching, and
thinking or through sex alone. They could not seize except for Apana, out-breath, therefore, only through
restraint of out-breath can one satisfy hunger. Chhandogya Up. says that Mind verily consists of food
- ‘AnnamayaM ih saaOmya mana:’ (VI.5.4) – Mind verily consists of food and he who meditates on food as Brahman,
he attains the whole world of food and water. And as far as the food reaches, so far would he reach
having unlimited freedom - ‘sa yaao|nnaM ba`*mao%yaupast|nnavatao vaO sa laaokanpanavatao|iBaisaQyait gatM t~asya yaqaakamacaarao Bavait yaao|nnaM
ba`*mao%yaupasto|ist ||’ (VII.9.2).
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Taiitiriya Up. also declares that food, verily, should be understood as Brahman. For truly, beings here
are born of food, live and merge in food when they cease - ‘AnnaM ba`*maoit cyajanaat\ | Annawyaova Kilvamaaina BaUtaina jaayanto
| Annaona jaataaina jaIvaint AnnaM p`yan%yaiBasaMivaSantIit ||’(III.2.1). Therefore, food should not be despised, that is the rule.
Breath is verily food, body is the eater of the food, in breath is the body established, in the body is the
breath is established. Thus food comes to be established in food. He who is aware of this becomes wellestablished He becomes eater of the food, becomes great possessor of offspring, cattle and Wisdom and
great is fame - ‘AnnaM na inanVat\ | td\ va`tma\ | p`aNaao vaa Annama\ | SarIrmannaadma\ | p`aNao SarIrM p`itiYztma\ | SarIro p`aNa p`itiYzt: | tdotdnnamannao p`itiYztma\
| sa ya etdnnamannao p`itiYztM vaod p`itYzit | Annavaanannaadao Bavait | mahana\ Bavait p`jayaa pSauiBaba`-*mavaca-saona | mahana\ kI%yaa- ||’ (III.7.1) . Therefore,
food should not be despised but should produced abundantly - ‘AnnaM na pircaxaIt td\ va`tma\ . . AnnaM bahu kuvaI-t |’,
should not refuse one being welcomed to one’s residence. They say that food is verily prepared for a
guest. If food is given to him first, then the giver also receives it first - ‘na kMcana vasataO p`%yaacaxaIt | td\ va`tma\ |
. . AraQyasmaa Annaima%yaacaxato | etd\ vaO mauKtao|nnagaM rawma\ mauKtaosmaa AnnagaM raQyato ||’ (III.10.1).
Rigveda deals with food adoring its great invigorating qualities, in which I secreted the essence of
the great gods, which enabled Indra to slay the demon Vrittra. In spiritual adventure the means, the
ingredients are as important as the end or the final product. A healthy, well equipped and auspicious
Mind, Speech or Breath (actions) alone can assure a healthy, well qualified and auspicious Intent, Way
and the Goal.

iptuM nau staoYaM mahao Qamaa-NaM tivaYaIma\ | yasya i~tao vyaaojasaa vaR~M ivapva-mad-yat\ || 1 ||
Now I glorify Food which bears great strength within, by whose vigorous vitality,
Indra has split Vritra limb by limb.
Explanation:
Seer eulogizes food as one of the elements in nature which aid in human evolution. gauNa – attributes
and svaBaava – attitudes, in themselves are neither good nor bad born of Prakriti (sa%vaM rjastma [it gauNaa: p`kRitsaMBavaa:).
As Krishna points out in Bhagavad Gita (XIII.6-7), ‘[dM SarIrM kaOntoya xao~iBaQaIyato . . mahaBaUtanyah=karao bauiwrvya>maova ca
| [ind`yaaiNa dSaOkM ca pHca caoind`yagaaocara: || [cCa WoYa: sauKM du:KM sa=\GaatScaotanaa QaRit: | et%xao~M samaasaona saivakarmauda)tma\ ||’ – This body is known
as the field (made up of) supreme elements, self-sense, understanding as also the unmanifest, the ten
senses and mind, the five objects of sense, liking and disliking, pleasure and pain, comprehensive
consciousness and intelligence, the field – xao~, along with modifications with the three attributes. Food
helped to nurture and develops saai%vak gauNa and svaBaava of Indra, even as the same food nurtures and developed
the excess of tamaisak and rajaisak food nurtured gauNa and svaBaava of Vritra. In the ultimate analysis, it is the saai%vak
power of Indra that destroys Vritra cutting asunder his both arms, though the demon shone like a
mountain struck by Indra, issuing forth an effulgence from the body of the terrible demon and merging
itself in the body of the Lord, who is beyond all manifest world.

svaadao iptao maQaao iptao vayaM %vaa vavaRmaho | Asmaakmaivata Bava || 2 ||
]p na: iptvaa car iSava: iSavaaiBa$itiBa: | mayaaoBauriWYaoNya: saKa sauSaovaao AWyaa: || 3 ||
Such delicious Food, sweet like honey, we have chosen you to be our protector.
Come to us O Food, with propitious mind and auspicious intent. Bring health and not
disease O honest friend.

tva %yao iptao rsaa rjaaMsyanau ivaiYzta: | idiva vaata [va iEata: || 4 ||
tva %yao iptao ddtstva svaaidYz to iptao | p` svaad\maanaao rsaanaaM tuivaga`Ivaa [vaoroto || 5 ||
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The essence which is yours is diffused all around, like fragrant aroma that has
wafted to the heavens. These gifts of yours O Food, most sweet for taste, your juices
savoured as from a long necked decanter.

%vao iptao mahanaaM dovaanaaM manaao ihtma\ | Akair caaru kotunaa tvaaihmavasaavaQaIt\ || 6 ||
yaddao iptao Ajagana\ ivavasva pva-tanaama\ | A~a icannaao maQaao iptao|rM Baxaaya gamyaa: || 7 ||
In you, O Food, is secreted spirit of the great gods, under your inspiration great
deeds have been done. Even if you be rising up to the heaven above, even from there
O generous Food, shower on us from that yonder space.

yadpamaaoYaQaInaaM pirMSamaairSaamaho | vaatapo pIva [d\ Bava || 8 ||
yat\ to saaoma gavaaiSarao yavaaiSarao Bajaamaaho | vaatapo pIva [d\ Bava || 9 ||
Whatever food we consume from streaming waters or from earthly plants, O Soma
fills us with the essence. O Soma what we enjoy from your juicy food or barley brew,
let the body grow thereby.

krmBa AaoYaQao Bava ipvaaovaR@k ]dariqa: | vaatapo pIva [d\ Bava || 10 ||
tM %vaa vayaM iptao vacaaoiBagaa-vaao na hvyaa sauYaUid\ma | dovaoByas%vaa saQamaadmasmaByaM %vaa saQamaadma\ || 11 ||
O Vegetation, gladly greeted be firm, wholesome and health provider for the body
to grow strong. O Food we have drawn from you and from the gods through prayers
the luminous gifts bestowed on us.
__________
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IV.
ga`aavaaNa:
saU> - 10 . 94, ?iYa – Abau-d: sap- , ga`avaaNa: ,
Seers realize that the instruments of action are as important as the end product intended. Therefore,
they praise the press-stones, the instruments for producing the bliss and Soma the end which comes to
be produced. The spiritual adventure is paved with passage which is hard to tread and difficult to cross.
Therefore, the intentions and efforts have to be as auspicious as the goal which is sought. They have
adopted the right and righteous course and they would not fail on attaining the right and the righteous
Bliss of Beatitude.
The press-stones which are used to squeeze the juice are as important as the bliss and the immortal
life which the juice offers. Noble and righteous purpose cannot be attained from ignoble and unrighteous
means. Therefore, the press-stones need to be adored as the juice which Soma as the guardian spirit
assures.
Soma is not a drink which intoxicates person but taking over his mental faculties, but is one which
takes one consciousness to spiritual state of bliss of beatitude delivering him from his empirical state of
influences of senses. Soma is used to suggest ethereal Bliss in Brahman as a relative example of the
person who is aware of nothing, knows nothing without or within when in the embrace of his beloved
wife. Seers had not hesitation to use sexual terminology and empirical experiences, since those are the
only experiences which they know of, not yet being enlightened to spiritual experiences. The classic
examples being male-female organs to suggest male and female energies, female breast to show
abundance of nourishment, exposure of woman’s body to reveal the secrets concealed in Vak, procreation
ceremony to the creative process are not meant to encourage eroticism among the seekers but to lead
them to supreme bliss by elevating empirical experiences to spiritual level.

p`Oto vadntu p` vayaM vadama ga`avaByaao vaacaM vadta vadBV: |
yadd`ya: pva-ta: saakmaaSava: SlaaokM GaaoYaM Barqaond`aya saaoimana: || 1 ||
Let these press-stones speak aloud; let us also speak aloud to the loud speaking
pressing stones. When rich with Soma juice the stones have generated, swift and loud
would the cheers of praise rise for Indra.
Explanation:
The press stones are the instruments, the path, the Way on which the shuffling feet and intense
activity show the eagerness of the seekers for the Bliss of Beatitude could be accessed. The sound of the
press stones reverberate, authenticate the earnest efforts of the enlighten performance but also success
which comes as rich Soma juice, the grace of Indra, flows. Therefore is the energetic praise for Indra’s
benevolence.

eto vadint Satvat\ sahsa`vadiBa k`ndint hirtoiBarasaiBa: |
ivaYTI ga`avaaNa: saukRt: saukR%yayaa haotuiScat\ pUvao- hivarVmaaSat || 2 ||
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They speak as one in hundreds and thousands, as the sounds rise up in waves of
upsurge with the freshness. Those pious stones grind with piety for Agni (the mouth of
the gods) to savor the offering.
Explanation:
As the press-stones grind the Soma-grass feverishly, the droning sound is compared to the hum
which proceeds when hymns are sung at the time of sacrifices, increasing in crescendo as the singers
proceed with their songs, with eagerness and expectation, their pious approach leading them to the bliss
of which Soma brings fit for the gods to savour. Agni is traditionally considered not only the priest
presiding over the performance of sacrifices but also the mouth, the gateway and the messenger who take
the oblations to the Gods.

eto vadan%yaivadnnanaa maQau nyaU=Kyanto AiQa p@va AaimaiYa |
vaRxasya SaaKamaruNasya baPsatsto saUBavaa- vaRYaBaa: p`omaraivaYau: || 3 ||
Loudly they speak; they have found the savoury food. They hum as they relish the
ripe spread from the nourishing tree, bellowing like well fed bulls.
Explanation:
The seekers are ecstatic, showing their joy, as they revel in their success, for them has been
successful Soma, the bliss, the eternal and rapturous source of satisfaction. Their ecstasy knows no
bounds as they dance their way to Indra, the deity presiding over mind, calling him to lead them to
enlightenment.

baRhWdint maidroNa maindnaond` k``aoSantao|ivadnnanaa maQau |
saMrmyaa QaIra: svasaRiBarnait-YauraQaaoYayant: pRiqavaImaupibdiBa: || 4 ||
They shout aloud with elation as they call forth Indra, for they have found the
stimulating drink, enjoying which they dance boldly making the earth echo their joyous
sound.
Explanation:
Indra is the deity presiding over mind and the intellect. It is he who fashions the world with his
Maya, the power of formatting and creating worlds of varied visions. He is lord of all the deities who
preside over the various centres of energy. His elation comes to be transferred to all others in course of
time. Therefore, the seekers who have sourced Soma call forth the gods with songs and dance to come
and partake each of their shares and bless them and energize them in return.

saupNaa- vaacak`taop VvyaaKro kRYNaa [iYara Anait-Yau: |
nya1i=\na yan%yauprsya inaYkRtM pu$ rotao diQaro saUya-iScva: || 5 ||
The eagles have sounded their call across the yonder heavens, where the dark
corners have stirred to life, dancing in abundance. Then resting down they have
illumined the quarters even as Surya does.
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Explanation:
Eagles are the birds that soar high in space coming down to the earth with rare appearance. There
us yet another one superior to them all, Shyena, the mystical eagle which soars only in the space rarely
to be seen, laying even its eggs and hatching them in the very space, which the mystical one which stirs
the initial rays of light before Surya illumines their mind in full splendour.

]ga`a [va p`vahnt: samaayamau: saakM yau>a vaRYaNaao ibaBa`tao Qaur: |
yacC\vasantao jaga`saanaa AraivaYau: SaRNva eYaaM p`aoqaqaao Ava-taimava || 6 ||
Flowing down like the strong streams, they are infused with strength of the bulls harnessed
to chariot. When they bellow as they swallow the mouthful of the drink the sound of their
breathing compares to the snorting of the coursers.
Explanation:
When the luminous light streams down from the yonder Surya, the seeker becomes energized with
spiritual strength like the horses harnessed to the well-equipped chariot. The seekers express their joy and
exhilaration of Soma breathing like the horses that are well fed.

dSaavainaByaao daSakxyaoByaao dSayaao@~oByaao dSayaaojanaoBya: |
dSaaiBaSauByaao Aca-tajaroByaao dSa Qaurao dSa yau>a vahd\Bya: || 7 ||
These ones having strength of manifold workers, with manifold shoulders fastened
by manifold straps to their manifold feet, controlled by manifold reins, these immortals
ones sing praises.
Explanation:
Those who have partaken Soma and revel in Bliss of Beatitude are not normal one; they have become
immortal with supernal strength and power, energized by several sources. Therefore, they are the ones
who revel in joy.

to Ad`yaao dSayan~asa AaSavastoYaamaaQaanaM pyao-it hya-tma\ |
t } sautsya saaomyasyaanQasaaoM|Saao: ipyaUYaM p`qamasya Baoijaro || 8 ||
These stones with manifold instruments, which are rapid in their movements, with
determined course and revolution turn round and round. They are the first ones to taste the
flowing Soma, first to relish the exhilarating juice as it flows from its source.
Explanation:
The instruments means the seekers who are persevering and ever industrious are given to their own
deliverance. Even as Soma can not sourced unless the press stones are rubbed round and round, even so
the Bliss of Beatitude can not be experienced unless austerity is severe and penance is persevering.

to saaomaadao hrI [nd`sya inaMsatoM|SauM duhntao AQyaasato gaiva |
toiBadu-gQaM pipvaana\ %saaomyaM maiQvand`ao vaQa-to p`qamao vaRYaayato || 9 ||
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Those drinkers of Soma fondle Indra’s brown coloured steeds, squeezing the
luminous leaves of the vegetation, making Indra drinking the invigorating juice grow
in strength, famed as a mighty bull.
Explanation:
What is sourced from Soma is experienced in Mind. Indra being the presiding deity over Mind, his
instruments of delivering that Bliss needs to be caressed and cajoled. Indra’s horses are the thoughts
which he activated in Mind. Therefore, the thoughts should be well disciplined, well regulated and well
directed, so that Indra, the presiding deity may direct the thoughts, having been properly invigorated by
the Soma offered by the sacrificing seer, as the performer of actions, offers oblations.

vaRYaa vaao AMSauna- iklaa irYaaqanaoLavant: sadimat\ sqanaaiSata: |
rOva%yaova mahsaa caarva: sqana yasya ga`avaaNaao AjauYaQvamaQvarma\ || 10 ||
Stimulating is your Soma, yes; never will it ever remain unruffled. You have the
refreshment you are the one contented. Enriched are you with the splendour of your
riches, achieving which you have become the foundation.
Explanation:
A the drops of Soma sink in one by one the human being is shaken to his roots, arousing energy
and imagination to become vivid and varied, making one blissful and contented. He becomes enriched
with wealth and heath, which from thenceforward becomes the foundation on which his future course
will be based.

tRidlaa AtRidlaasaao Ad`yaao|EamaNaa ASaRiqata AmaR%yava: |
Anaatura Ajara: sqaamaivaYNava: saupIvasaao AtRiYata AtRYNaja: || 11 ||
Punctured with holes but not pierced through and through, O Touchstones, you are
made uneven but neither tired or destroyed altogether, eternal, vigorous, and swift in
movement, relaxed, full of zest and devoid of desires.
Explanation:
The pres-stones may appear rough and uneven for one to see but what they draw forth from the crude
coarseness is the subtle essence which the Soma leaves is endowed with. Therefore external unevenness
will not deflect the press-stones from their inner tranquility, the peace of one’s Being, full of lively zest,
and void of desires.

Qa`uvaa eva va: iptrao yaugaoyaugao xaomakamaasa: sadsaao na yauHjato |
Aajauyaa-saao hirYaacaao hird`va Aa VaM rvaoNa pRiqvaImaSauEava: || 12 ||
Your ancestors ever abide firm from age to age, rested are not displaced from their position,
untouched by Time, never short of fresh fodder, they have with their resonance kept their
presence in the heavens and on the earth.
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Explanation:
The press-stones used by earlier seers are still active with those ancient ones, for they too squeeze
the juice form the Soma plants even after being delivered. Bliss is not one time state of Becoming but
constant and continuous state of Being. Therefore, continuous state of Being is being in continuous
sourcing, without seeking to source to be blissful, the source itself becomes the form of Being in Bliss.
This is what heaven is and this is what they reflect in their actions on earth.

tidWdn%yad`yaao ivamaaocanao yaamannaHjaspa [va GaodupibdiBa: |
vapntao baIjaimava QaanyaakRt: pRHcaint saaomaM na imanaint baPsat: || 13 ||
This one the press-stones announce even as they are separated drinking the draught
with slurping sound, like the tilling land mixes the grain with Soma without devouring
it.
Explanation:
The Bliss which is thus experienced, the press-stones announce even when they are separated, even
by implication the seers who press the stones, announce that even after they re liberated they too continue
to experience Bliss, Soma becoming not the instrument to be in Bliss but becoming Bliss in itself.
Thereafter their life in samsaara becomes as detached as that of the tiller of his field, who performs his
actions as they need to be performed, leaving the fruits to be harvested to the Will of the Lord.

sauto AQvaro AiQa vaacamak`ta||k`ILyaao na maatrM tudnt: |
iva YaU mauHcaa sauYauvauYaao manaIYaaM iva vat-ntamad`yaScaayamaanaa: || 14 ||
They have raised high their voice for Soma for performance, striking the ground as
they dance. So condescend to satisfy desires of those who have aroused Soma, even as
we distend the stones from which we have source the juice. .
Explanation:
The seer have proclaimed their luminous Bliss which they have attained and even as they separate
the press-stones. Their living in life has become the performance of their actions. It is form the new
seekers to understand them and follow the path laid down by them.

__________
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V.
ASva:
saU> - 1 . 163 , ?iYa – dIGa-tmaa AaOcaqya: , ASva:
When man desires to communicate the thoughts in his mind, he has to use perforce the symbols
drawn from the experiences of the communicated one rather those from his personal and private reserve.
In vedic scriptures, the seer uses symbols which are common is his society, like cow to suggest Wisdom,
Horse to suggest power, Agni, the energizing agency, Vayu, the initiating medium, Maruts, the conveyers,
Ushas to suggest the dawn of Wisdom, Surya, the effulgent enlightenment, Indra the effulgent Mind,
Akash the expanse of the Mind and Soma, the Bliss. Language by its very form and essence is symbolical.
It conveys meaning by drawing attention to the things which they intended suggest. Whether it is an
ancient seer or modern scientist, none can do without using symbols, marks, associate legends and
examples drawn from the gross, physical realities of empirical life to suggest the subtle principles from
spiritual worlds. Symbols change, facts endure. Ancient scriptures become intelligible only when and
only if we can make inroads in the mental make up of the times when the symbols were used and not
the mental make up of the times when the symbols are being decoded.
In Shatapatha Braahmna, horse is used as an important symbol of temporal power and cosmic
effulgence, Ashvamedha sacrifice being performed for temporal as well as spiritual power. Sacrifice as
an instrument for the creative process was established in Purusha Sukta with Purusha being offered as
first of the oblations which gods, the luminous powers, and use in creative process later extended in
Brihad Aranyaka Up. (I.1.1) to the sacrificial Horse from whom various elements are drawn, Ushas as
the head, Surya as the eye, Vayu as the breath and Agni as the mouth. Samvatsara as the body, Dyauh
as its back, Antariksha as the belly, Prithivi as the hoof, Disha as its sides. Sunrise as the forepart, Sunset
as the hind part; when it yawns it is the lightening, when it shakes itself it is the thunder, when it urinates
it is the rain. As steed, he carries the gods, as stallion, the gandharvas, as courser, the asuras and as
horse, the human beings.
Symbols should be used and understood as symbols and not translated and misconstrued as realities.

yadk`nd: p`qamaM jaayamaana ]Vna\ %samaud`adut vaa puirYaat\ |
Syaonasya pxaa hirNasya baahU ]pstu%yaM mahIM jaatM to Ava-na\ || 1 ||
When was the earliest when you energized (the creation) from your abiding place,
expressing your power whether on earth or in the vast waters? With your limbs swift
as those of the deer and wings as sweeping as those of Shyena, the mystical bird, you
were born supreme and thus is our adoration.
Explanation:
The hymn is addressed to That One, the supreme energy, in the process being manifest power,
symbolized as a mythical horse descending from luminous heavens or as the waters streaming with power
and energy. The sweep is subtle and luminous demanding adoration. Shyena is the mythical bird which
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lives in space, gives birth in space and descending on earth in moments of illumination. In Brihad
Aranyaka Up, the symbol is used to describe the passage of the Self in the empirical world, which having
flown around in the space becomes weary folds its wings and is borne down to the nest, even so this
Purusha (the supreme Self) hastens to that state of being, where one desires no desires and sees no
dreams : ‘tVqaaismannakaSao Syaonaao vaa saupNaao- vaa ivapirp%ya Eaant: saMh%ya pxaaO saMlayaayaOvaiQa`yato, evamaovaayaM puruYa etsmaa Antaya Qaavait ya~ sauPtao na kMcana
kamaM kamayato , na kMcana svaPnaM pSyait ||’.
Waters represent the indeterminate waters as in Bhavavritta, where That One shrouded obscurity
rises from the streaming waters, where incomprehension was covered by incomprehension‘ tma AasaIt\ tmasaa
gaUL\hmaga`o|p`kot sailalaM sava-maa [dma\ |’ from the undifferentiated statement to the differentiated state.

yamaona d<aM i~t enamayaunaigand` eNaM p`qamaao AQyaitYzt\ |
ganQavaao- Asya rSanaamagaRBNaat\ saUradSvaM vasavaao inartYT || 2 ||
Arranged by Yama, harnessed by Trita, mounted first by Indra, Gandharvas
handling the reins, Surya rides the courser fashioned by Vasus.
Explanation:
Yama was the first one who crossed over to the yonder lofty domain traversing the uncharted
pathway and showing other that path to be steered. Crossing over he first found a place, the pasture for
the self to take respite, when the body in which they were till then dwelling, decays, deteriorates and is
destroyed. Yama is the custodian of Dharma, perennial principles of righteousness. He is the one who
knows the goal which all vedic scriptures declare, which all austerities proclaim and desiring which
seekers practice being in Brahman – ‘savao- vaoda ya%pdmaamanaint tpaMisa savaa-iNa ca yaWdint | yaidcCntao ba`*macaya-M carainmt |’ (Kath
Up.I.2.15).
Arranged by Yama, the energy is harnessed by Trita, as the cosmic law, made effulgent by Indra in
names and forms, fashioned by Gandharvas, dispersed by Vasus, the natural elements and enlightened
by Surya.

Aisa yamaao Asyaaid%yaao Ava-nnaisa i~tao gau(ona va`tona |
Aisa saaomaona samayaa ivapR> Aahusto ~IiNa idiva banQanaaina || 3 ||
You are Yama, Aditya, Trita adhering secret conventions. You are the essence
drained by Soma, you are bound by the three luminous bonds.
Explanation:
The seer relates energy and the power of the horse with Yama, the righteous one, Aditya, the
illuminator, Varuna, administers of the cosmic law, Soma which drains as the essence, which bind the
three luminous forms – BaaOitk (temporal), AiQadOivak (divine) and AQyaai%mak (supra-conscious). As Sanatkumar
explains in Chhandogya Up. one should go beyond the essence and the forms to understand the self
within. Horse is the form of the four-footed animal, while energy, the power is the essence which one
should be conscious to be fully enlightened of That One which is the substratum of all.

~IiNa t Aahuid-iva banQanaaina i~NyaPsau i~Nyant: samaud`o |
]tova mao varuNaSCn%syava-na\ ya~a t Aahu: prmaM jaina~ma\ || 4 ||
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They say that with three luminous bonds fasten you the three waters and the three
oceans. In Varuna’s dwelling place they say is your sublime place of abidance.
Explanation:
Along with Mitra, Varuna has primary source in Aditi from where they become effulgent.
Empowered by this source, the energy steadies and confirms the irregular streams of temporal
Knowledge (&ana) and spiritual Wisdom (iva&ana), each in the three BaaOitk (temporal), AiQadaOivak (divine) and
AQyaai%mak (supra-conscious) luminous regions.

[maa to vaaijannavamaajaa-naainamaa SafanaaM sainatuina-Qaanaa |
A~a to Bad`a rSanaa ApSyamaRtsya yaa AiBarxaint gaaopa: || 5 ||
These are the spots where your energies have left their foot-steps as the signposts.
Here I have seen your steering reins, which shepherd the cosmic laws as their guardian.
Explanation:
The Seer with candid hesitation voices the nature of his experience and the recollection of the
energizing guides who have led him to supernal awareness. Looking back not only does he recall the
source of the energy which made him effulgent and enlightened but also the footsteps which it has left
on its luminous trail. He is one who is conscious of the steering reins which guides ?t, the cosmic law
in its operation and the supervision, so that none, not even the gods, can contravene and live to remain
luminous.

Aa%maanaM to manasaaradjaanaamavaao idvaa ptyantM pt=gama\ |
iSarao ApSyaM pRiqaiBa: saugaoiBarroNauiBajao-hmaanaM pti~ || 6 ||
I myself in mind have seen you there like a bird flying from lowly lands to luminous
worlds. I have seen your head soaring high through luminous rays, blissful on the Path,
un-spoilt by dust.
Explanation:
Seer’s expressions have the stamp of personal experiences; they are not consequential to the
information gathered from scriptures or the knowledge gained from teachers. It is the result of perception
as one would perceive himself a fruit held in one’s palm. When Yama tells Nachiketas that ‘tM dudSa-M gaUZmanaup`ivaYTM
gauhaihtM ga*varoYzM puraNama\ | AQayaa%amaayaaogaaiQaagamaona dovaM ma%vaa QaIrao hYa-SaaokaoO jahait || . . .iva VarRtM sad\ma naicakotasaSmanyao ||’ (I.2.12-13) realizing
that which is difficult to be seen, experiencing that ancient one abiding in the cave, through
contemplation, the wise men leaves behind both pleasures and the pains (in samsaara). I know that such
abode is wide open unto Nachiketa, he also clarifies that the Prime Existence is revealed in Mind in all
its manifestation, experienced by heart, by intellect, by Mind apprehended – ‘)da manaIYaa manasaa|iBa@;Ptao’ (Kath
Up. II.2.9) as Nachiketa was clarified by Yama and not as reflected in water and that he knows that
Immutable One it is not as Knowledge but as Wisdom, Awareness, both as Existence and in its real nature
– ‘AstI%yaovaaoplabQavyast%vaBaavaonacaaoBayaao’ (Kath Up. II.2.13). It is like the mystical bird –Shyena, which takes leap not
on the empirical plane but on spiritual one, mystical in essence, flying on the luminous Path, not spoilt
by dust of obscurity.
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A~a to $pmau<amamapSyaM ijagaIYamaaNaimaYa Aa pdo gaao: |
yada to matao- Anau BaaogamaanaLaidd\ ga`isaYz AaoYaQaIrjaIga: || 7 ||
Here I behold your form, incomparable in glory, eagerly sourcing from the luminous
base. When the mortals observe you there enjoying the essence, they bring themselves
to the Bliss of Beatitude.
Explanation:
The seer reveals his incomparable experience which had, in sourcing the primary abiding place and
which he desires the mortals to follow, not in superficial external forms but in essential internal base, so
that following the example they may also source the energy at its very source.

Anau %vaa rqaao Anau mayaao- Ava-nnanau gaavaao|nau Baga: knaInaama\ |
Anau vaatasastva sa#yamaIyaurnau dovaa maimaro vaIya-M to || 8 ||
After you, O the courser comes the chariot, the bride groom, cattle, resplendence of
the maidens and all those who seek your companionship. The luminous gods verily
draw their energy from you.
Explanation:
Once energy makes its presence felt all the other energies follow. ‘tsya BaasaaM sava-imadM ivabaait’ - Once it shines
all else will shine. Obscure one loses his ignorance, the seeker finds his desires fulfilled. Those who have
Knowledge would want to have the Wisdom, wealth and warmth of companionship. Even the gods
became luminous and continue to be luminous by this awareness of this Wisdom.

ihrNyaSaR=gaao|yaao Asya pada manaaojavaa Avar [nd` AasaIt\ |
dovaa [dsya hivarVmaayana\ yaao Ava-ntM p`qamaao AQyaitYzt\ || 9 ||
His horns are made of gold, his feet are made of iron; in swiftness he is like Indra,
The gods have assembled here to receive the part of the oblations from one who is has
mounted you first.
Explanation:
Ashva is the horse, represents energy which is glorious, horns being described as golden
resplendence. Its feet are firmly established with steely and unshakeable determination. In movement, it
is swift as thought, Indra being the deity presiding over Mind. Gods are the enlightened ones having
gathered luminosity extensively and comprehensively as one first mounting over the courser. In
sacrifices, gods gather together to share oblations making Agni, the seer-will, as forerunner, as the one
who became first ignited to Wisdom, first to be energized the luminous and shining symbol.

[-maa-ntasa: isailakmaQyamaasa: saM SaUrNaasaao idvyaasaao A%yaa: |
hMsaa [va EaoiNaSaao yatnto yadaixaYauid-vyamajmamaSvaa: || 10 ||
Symmetrical in form with rounded and powerful shoulders, the luminous Coursers
surge out in strength fortified on the luminous path, like the well-arrayed swans
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Explanation:
The portal needs to be opened for energy to burst out. Earnest austerity, perfect penance assures
clarity of vision and the purity of thoughts. Thus armed and fortified the seeker, like a courser, embarks
on the Path well documented by earlier seekers for him to traverse. It needs no effort for the Mind to
be enlightened, all efforts necessitating the removal the cobwebs of ignorance, obscurity and darkness
that have enveloped. Enlightenment is self-existent, self-evolved and self-certified natural state of the self
Being in Bliss not a state of Becoming enlightened. Once rays of light rise on the eastern horizon like
Ushas, all darkness and obscurity becomes destroyed, the luminous Surya shining in its own brilliance,
opening the portals of the Mind.

tva SarIrM ptiyaYNvava-na\ tva ica<aM vaat [va Qa`jaImaana\ |
tva EaU=gaaiNa ivaiYzta puru~arNyaoYau jaBau-raNaa carint || 11 ||
Your body, O courser, is formatted for effulgence; swift as the wind in motion is your
spirit. Your vigor is spread far and wide, moving with restless turbulence.
Explanation:
Ashva, the energized horse can never remain in-active, being by nature volatile and swift. It
stimulates itself to action, to movement and effulgence, spreading its influence far and wide. What energy
needs is being an accessed through proper means, in proper manner and for auspicious purpose means.
When one is energized one becomes a Bull in the region over-lording all that one surveys.

]p p`agaacCsanaM vaajyavaa- dovad`Icaa manasaa dIQyaana: |
Aja: purao naIyato naaiBarsyaanau pScaat\ kvayaao yaint roBaa: || 12 ||
The courser has arrived forth to stimulate towards the luminous goal. The unborn
leads every one farther and the seers follow the ray thereafter.
Explanation:
When energy manifests in life, the energized one cannot remain dormant. When Surya dawns on the
horizon, there is nor place for darkness to make its presence felt. In fact the luminous Surya has no
Knowledge of darkness, once energy becomes manifest life can never remain the same. The energy
remains potential till its potency become active and energized.

]p p`agaat\ prmaM yat\ sadsqamavaa- ~ AcCa iptrM maatrM ca |
AVa dovaaHtuYTtmaao ih gamyaa Aqaa Saasto daSaYuUao vaayaa-iMNa || 13 ||
The surcharged Courser has arrived to stimulate one towards luminous
enlightenment. The inducement in the forefront leads and seers follow thereafter.
Explanation:
The Courser well energized has arrived for leading the seekers towards their enlightened goal. The
seers seeking Wisdom and luminous resplendence follow the Courser.
It is the good fortune of human race that the courser trots in gay abundance sprinkling drops of
energy as it passes. Few are those who experience the drops but many are those who in their sensual
pleasures are not aware.
__________
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VI.
sarmaa
saU> - 10.108, ?iYa : pNayaao|saura:, sarmaadovata, pNayaao dovata
Sarama is the dawn (discriminating wisdom or the conscious awareness) which energized by Indra
(the deity presiding over Mind) recovers (sources) the cows (the luminous light) which Panis (the forces
of Darkness) had stolen and hidden (concealed) from being seen. ‘[nd`syaai=garsaaM caoYTaO ivadt\ sarmaa tnayaaya QaasaIma\ |
baRhspitiBa-nadaid`M ivadd\ gaa: samauis`ayaaiBavaa-vaSant nar: ||’ (I.62.3) – When Indra and Angiras desired, Sarama found food
for her offspring, Bihaspati cleft the mountains and found cattle. And the people shouted in joy.
Eulogized by Angiras, You (Indra) the destroyer of enemies have with dawn the rays of the Surya
dispelled the darkness - ‘gaRNaanaao Ai=garaoiBad-sma iva va$Yasaa saUyao-Na gaaoiBarnQa: |’ (I.62.5). When Sarama found the
mountains crevice (the opening of the concealed place), she plundered that vast and ancient place
thoroughly. In the luminous light she lead them forth nimble-footed, she coming first in view – ‘ivadd\ yadI
sarmaa $gNamad`oma-ih paqa: pUUvya-: saQya@k: | Aga`M nayat\ saupVxaraNaamacCa rvaM p`qamaa jaanatI gaat\ ||’ (II.31.6). Sarama is said to have placed
two conditions that its two offspring Sarameyas, should be given the milk of the cows (essence of the
Wisdom). Sarameyas may possibly be the Angirasas, because immediately in the next mantra, Brihaspati
belonging to Angirasa clan is said to have cleft the mountains and found the cattle – ‘baRhspitiBa-nadid`M ivadad\ gaa:’
(I.62.3). It is further said Agni, who knows the Law, discerns the medium for Wisdom, through the seven
fold heavenly streams of thoughts, and Sarama found the firmly concealed place of the luminous lights
whereby the people at large are nurtured – ‘svaaQyaao idvaAa saPt ya*vaI rayaao durao vyaRt&a Ajaanana\ | ivadd\ gavyaM sarmaa dR*LmaUva-M yaonaa
nau kM maanauYaI Baaojato ivaT\ ||’ (I.72.8).

ikmacCntI sarmaa p`odmaana=\ dUro (Qvaa jagauir: pracaO: |
kasmaoihit: ka pirt@myaasaIt\ kqaM rsaayaa Atr: pyaaMisa || 1 ||
(Panis ask): What desires did bring Sarama to come here, the path that leads her
away far too distant? What purpose you laid down for us? Where has your journey
changed its direction? How have you made your way across the waters of Rasa?
Explanation:
This is a dialogue between Sarama symbolizes the primary channel for effulgence of Indra, the deity
presiding over mind, It is compared to Dawn, which signifies the first rays of Sun as it rises over the
horizon enlightening the universe. Panis symbolize the dark night symbolizing the power of obscurity
and ignorance. The night knows that she can not continue to stay the moment the dawn comes on the
scene. Therefore, Panis ask Sarama with what purpose has she traversed such a distance and what
objective has she set for them. They desire to know what made them change their original dwelling, the
mind, which contain the bewildering streams of thought and how come they could cross over. Some
describe Sarama, the dawn as a hound, a proper description to the extent that it opens the first flood gates
for the stream of light to come through.

[nd`sya dUtIiriYata caraima mah [cCntI pNayaao inaQaIna\ va: |
AitYkdao iBayasaa tnna Aavat\ tqaa rsaayaa AtrM pyaaMisa || 2 ||
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(Sarama replies): I have come as a massager of Indra seeking the ample wealth
which you have stored, O Pani. This has emboldened me from the fear of crossing over
the Rasa’s waters, in which I have succeeded.
Explanation:
Sarama, as dawn, clarifies that she has come s the messenger of Indra, with clear intention of
accessing the luminous rays which Pani, as dark night, has concealed within the bowel. The incentive
to be enlightened was so strong and intense that it feared no the travails and was emboldened to cross
over the mythical waters, the confused streams of thoughts that encompass the space round earth, that
is to say, the space round the Mind.

kIdRi=nd`: sarmao ka dRSaIka yasyaodM dUtIrsar: prakat\ |
Aa ca gacCainma~maonaa dQaamaa|qaa gavaaM gaaopitnaao- Bavaait || 3 ||
(Panis ask): What is Indra like, what is his demeanor, whose messenger that you are
and how far you, O Sarama, have come from? Let him approach himself and we will
show him our camaraderie and we will make him leader of our cattle.
Explanation:
Darkness does not know what Light is, becomes moment Light dawns darkness takes flight, no
where to be seen. Ignorance does not know what Wisdom is, because the moment it dawns ignorance
becomes terminated. Darkness neither knows where Light dwells not from where the first rays of light
issue from. Yet it dares for the Light to come and be acquainted and share with it its wealth. This is an
exercise in futility; neither ignorance nor even Knowledge, information about Wisdom can reveal its true
nature. When Ignorance of the reality and Knowledge about the reality cease to dominate the place and
come to be vacating, the void is filled by Wisdom without any effort. Ignorance and Darkness need not
reveal the wealth to Wisdom, because it becomes revealed on its own.

naahM tM vaod dByaM dBat\ sa yasyaodM dUtIrsarM prakat\ |
na tM gaUhint sa`vatao gaBaIra hta [nd`oNa pNaya: SayaQyao || 4 ||
(Sarama replies): I know not that, but he can punish even from a distance, he who
sent me as a messenger. He cannot be hidden by swift moving flow of the rivers.
Defeated will you be, O Panis, eliminated by him.
Explanation:
Sarama feels pity that Panis are not aware and conscious of Indra’s might, which beyond even
Sarama’s comprehension. Therefore, in expressing her inability, she cautions Panis that Indra can punish
them even from a distance since he cannot be hidden even by torrents of tumultuous streams. And warns
that Panis are sure to be punished and destroyed.
The Mind is a powerful instrument which Brahman had provided for himself. Therefore, Indra
as the deity presiding over mind also becomes powerful. The depth and the reach of the power of mind
cannot be measured by a thought, an occasional ray of luminous light. Therefore Sarama as dawn says
it cannot describe the source from which it has become effulgent. But thought knows that the strength
and power of the mind from which it is sourced and that even from a distance, it can terminate the
ignorance and obscurity.
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[maa gaava: sarmao yaa eocC: pir idvaao Antana\ sauBagao ptntI |
kst enaa Ava saRjaadyauQvyautasmaakmaayauQaa saint itgmaa || 5 ||
(Panis ask): These are the cows, O Sarama, seeking which you have come from far
off heavens. Who will condescend to loose these without having to fight for them. Yes,
sharp are your battle-ready weapons.
Explanation:
Forces of darkness are aware and conscious that having taken possession of Wisdom they have
obscured it from being revealed. They have no desire to let go the possession of the Light, which they
have obscured, without giving a fight.
Ignorance and illusion successfully conceal Wisdom from being revealed. Ignorance takes many
shapes as Knowledge and misinformation. To have access to Wisdom one has to be austere in ones resolve
and perform penance to possess them, cut the bonds that bind one to Knowledge and ignorance and be
open to receive Wisdom without any constraints.

Asaonyaa va: pNayaao vacaaMsyainaYavyaastnva: santu papI: |
AQaRYTao va etvaa Astu pnqaa baRhspitva- ]Bayaa na maRLat\ || 6 ||
(Sarama replies): Even if you, O wicked Panis, were not vulnerable to be hurt by
arrows or your speech is not weak to be affected and you paths are not easily impeded,
you will nevertheless be spared by Brihaspati.
Explanation:
Sarama, the dawn warns Panis, symbolizing the dark forces and obscure thoughts, that even if they
think that their obscurity cannot be influenced, the consequence cannot be minimized and their path
cannot be restrained, the reach of Brihaspati’s enlightened intelligence, would not spare them from being
eliminated. It is only through intelligent quest that one can hope to an enlightened state of being.

AyaM inaiQa: sarmao Aid`bauQnaao gaaoiBarSvaoiBava-sauiBanyaR-YT: |
rxaint tM pNayaao yao saugaaopa roku pdmalakmaa jaganqa || 7 ||
(Panis reply angrily): enclosed in rock is this treasure enclosure, filled with precious
cattle and horses, guarded by watchful Panis. In vain have you traversed to this lonely
location.
Explanation:
Proud of their power and possessions, Panis boast that the luminous rays and powers have been
concealed by them in strong preserves, guarded by strong forces. Therefore, it is futile for Sarama or for
Indra to seek to find them.

eh gamannaRYaya: saaomaiSata Ayaasyaao Ai=garsaao navagvaa: |
t etmaUva-M iva Bajant gaaonaamaqaOtWca: pNayaao vamainnat\ || 8 ||
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(Sarama replies): Seers will come energized by Soma, the Angirasas and the
Navagavas, sharing between themselves the mass of Wisdom, while the Panis will be
looking helplessly.
Explanation:
Dawn, is fairest among all lights ‘[dM EaoYzM jyaaoitYaaM jyaaoitragaaicca~: p`kotao AjainaYT ivaBvaa |’ born far brilliant
extending in brightness, because it brings the first glimpse of hope to one who has been languishing for
long in dakness, since to her the darkness resigns her place ‘kRYNaa sadnaanyasyaa:’, who for Sun has left the Path
to traverse, ‘AarOk\ pnqaa yaatvao saUyaa-ya’. She knows that enriched by the luminous enlightenment, the seers –
Angirasas and Navagavas, the offshoot members of their family will come to partake in the mass of
Wisdom – iva&anaGana, while the Panis who have temporarily overwhelmed the luminous rays, will left looking
without hope.

evaa ca %vaM sarma Aajaganqa p`baaiQata sahsaa dOvyaona |
svasaarM %vaa kRNavaO maa punagaa- Ap to gavaaM sauBagao Bajaama || 9 ||
(Panis acquiesce): You, O Sarama, have come thus far traversing, empowered by the
celestial might. Turn not your back, for you are our sister, o fortunate one. We will give
you the luminous rays.
Explanation:
Once the luminous ray of the Dawn makes its presence felt the forces of Darkness have no other
choice than to make the Way for the Dawn. Therefore the Panis, calling Sarama as their sister, agree
to share the luminous rays with Indra and his followers with great reluctance.

naahM vaod Ba`atR%vaM naao svasaR%vaimand`ao ivaduri=garsaSca Gaaora: |
gaaokamaa mao AcCdyana\ yadayamapat [t pNayaao varIya: || 10 ||
dUrimat pNayaao varIya ]d\gaavaao yantu imanatI?-tona |
baRhspityaa- AivandinnagaULha: saaomaao ga`avaaNa ?YayaSca ivap`a: || 11 ||
(Sarama replies): I know not any brother hood or sisterhood, the terrible Indra or
the Angirasas may perhaps know those relationships better. They were eagerly looking
for the luminous rays when I left them, therefore, depart to a distant place, O Panis.
Be off far away, O Panis ! Let the cows come subdued to the Eternal abiding place,
which Brihaspati, Soma Seers and the sages have found them concealed.
Explanation:
The messengers do not know relationships; their duty is to pass messages without being passionate.
The regulator knows what relationships one should have. Seeing the meekness and cordiality of the
Panis, Sarama advises that they should depart post-haste, since Indra and Angirasas were eager to take
possession of the luminous rays. Let the luminous rays, which Brihaspati, Soma, Seers and the sages
have seen concealed, come to the Law which is their eternal abiding place.
__________
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VII
saaoma:
saU> - 8 . 48 , ?iYa – p`gaaqaao GaaOr: kaNva: , saaoma:,
It is normal and natural to every human being to reflect his thoughts in the terms and
terminologies drawn from the experiences which the social mores and practices provided in a society at
any given age of their social development. Therefore, even as ancient Egyptian or Mesopotamian
civilizations cannot be appreciated and understood unless one is familiar with the racial, social, cultural,
psychological and religious beliefs of those societies, even so the religious or spiritual ideas of India
cannot be appreciated and understood in the background of Hebrew and Judaic cultural and philosophical
beliefs. The problems which the western Indologists faced in dealing with vedic texts demonstrate their
lack of appreciation of the vedic concepts in the context of Indian ethos instead of their own cultural and
social background.
The symbols which vedic seers employed for expression of supreme bliss either as in sexual
intercourse or in consumption of Soma are the classical examples of misplaced pomposity in attributing
the meaning which their cultural beliefs on an completely alien and strange philosophy which I unlike
that of their own society.
The juice of a Soma plant is the symbol used in place of an elixir which gives a Bliss, somewhat
as in the case of consumption of alcoholic drink, without amounting to be a alcoholic drink, or as spiritual
union between the individual self with the universal Self which gives bliss of a union as between a man
and woman in a close embrace, without amounting to be a physical act.
Soma, therefore, was not as like those of Prof Witney and others gross mistakenly understood that
‘this liquid had power to elevate the spirits and produce a temporary frenzy under which the individual
was prompted to and capable of deeds beyond his natural powers . .’ Soma is the Bliss which one attains
when the obscurity ends and luminous light shines, when one rejects the mortal in man and reaches out
the immortal within. In one’s spiritual evolution man finds obscurity rather than clarity, ignorance rather
than wisdom. Therefore it is said in the hymn addressed to Pavamana Soma that ‘By his luminous light
he (Soma) purifies himself subduing the hostile powers, as Surya does with his. Empowering himself with
energizing stream of juice he shines forth in red and gold coloured garments, encompassing all forms,
with hymns eulogised by seven fold speech. The light concealed by the niggardly is revealed by you,
making it bright in its own source, with adorations sung in that very place. That joyous resonance is
heard far in distance, he with his healthy demenour has won power of life three-fold. He moves with
intelligence eastward his resplendent car rivaling the celestial car. Hymns lauding your manly valor
come forth rousing Indra to success, so that you may too remain unconquered, your weapons remaining
unconquered’ (IX.111).
Soma is not a medium though which one becomes blissful but the Bliss itself. Therefore, it is
venerated and eulogized as such.

svaadaorBaixa vayasa: saumaoQaa: svaaQyaao vairvaaoica<arsya |
ivaSvao yaM dovaa ]t ma%yaa-saao maQau ba`uvantao AiBa saMcarint || 1 ||
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Wisely do I relish the savory Soma religiously sourced, to seek the treasure, the food
for which luminous and the mortals gather to together.
Explanation:
When Soma is sourced through religious austerity and penance it becomes itself the Bliss, which
gods relish and humans seek out delivered from the obscurity and sufferings in primordial life. Soma is
Bliss, the ultimate treasure which seers found as the culmination of all their performance in Brahman,
in living in brahmacharya. Brahmacharya is not living only as a celibate but living ever in the
comprehensive conscious awareness of That One. Therefore, the seer says he relishes Soma not as a
medium ‘to elevate the spirits and produce a temporary frenzy under’ but to enlightenment which is the
Bliss of Beatitude itself, which is food not for the un-enlightened mortals but also for the immortal
luminous beings. Soma is a state of being and not the medium or passage towards becoming.

AntSca p`agaa AiditBa-vaasyavayaata hrsaao dOvasya |
[nd`ivand`sya sa#yaM jauYaaNa: EaaOYTIva Qaurmanau raya ?Qyaa: || 2 ||
Entering the state of Existence, Soma is like Aditi the comforter of the luminous
beings. Enjoying the company of Moon and Indra, he brings beauteous bounties swiftly
as would the horses bring.
Explanation:
Soma is not the medium but the conclusive enlightenment, which in turn brings wealth of wisdom
and peace with one’s self. Soma is enlightened Bliss, Moon, the tranquility and serenity and Indra, the
mental and psychological radiance.

Apama saaomamamaRta ABaUmaaganma jyaaoitrivadama dovaana\ |
ikM naUnamasmaana\ kRNavadrait: ikmau QaUit-rmaRt ma%ya-sya || 3 ||
We have experienced Soma and become immortal; we have attained enlightenments
which the gods have revealed. How can enemy’s shafts harm us now? What O immortal
(Soma) what could there be deception for mortals now?
Explanation:
One who is enlightened and revels in the Bliss of Beatitude can scarcely be concerned with enemy’s
unkind arrows. One whose Mind has clarity how can face deception?

SaM naao Bava )d Aa pIt [nd`ao iptova saaoma saUnavao sauSaova\: |
saKova sa#ya ]ruSaMsa QaIr: p` Na AayaujaI-vasao saaoma tarI: || 4 ||
Be absorbed in tranquility in our heart O Indu, as a compassionate father towards
his son, O Soma. As a friend to another friend, conqueror of the world, O Soma extend
days of our lives.
Explanation:
Bliss given by Soma is associated with the tranquility of the soothing light of Indu (Moon). Then
Soma becomes kind and considerate as a father would be for his son, as comrade to a close fried.
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[mao maa pIta yaSasa ]ruYyavaao rqaM na gaava: samanaah pva-sau |
to maa rxantu ivasa`saScair~adut maa sa`amaaVvayain%vandva: || 5 ||
I have experienced those few stimulating signs which liberate me. Securely they
support my limbs a straps support the chariot. Let them protect my step slipping on the
Way, let the few drops consumed preserve me from tribulations.
Explanation:
Seer has already started feeling slightly pleased with the few moments of bliss which Soma has
bought for him, which safely guide him further on as the straps that bind a chariot take it safely on the
journey. Let the flashes of luminosity safeguard me in moments of darkness and desolation.

AignaM na maa maiqatM saM iddIp: p` caxasya kRNauih vasyasaao na: |
Aqaa ih to mad Aa saaoma manyao rovaa~ [va p` cara puiYtmacC || 6 ||
As the fire produced from friction shines brightly make me luminous; give me
clearer insight and make me wholesome. Amidst the revelry I recall your grasp, O
Soma. Would I have satisfaction as a rich one might have?
Explanation:
Seer desires Soma to make him luminous as fire would be when stroked and whole in sight. Even
at that moment when he is experiencing bliss, he remembers the caressing hand of Soma, from whom
he seeks assurance that such support would continue further.

[iYaroNa to manasaa sautsya BaxaImaih ip>yasyaova raya: |
saaoma rajana\ p` Na AayaUMiYa tarIrhanaIva saUyaao- vaasaraiNa || 7 ||
May we celebrate in mind the energized spirit, like the ancestral riches received
anew. Soma! prolong our survival even as Surya prolong his days.
Explanation:
Seer celebrates the bliss which is newly assigned to him, as if he has regained the long forgotten and
long denied ancestral wealth. Bliss is natural attribute of the self within; it is the accumulated ignorance
that conceals it from human sight. When obscurity is removed and the vision becomes clear, one
experiences Bliss as though he has redeemed what was till then considered lost. Seer desires to live in
this state of Bliss and asks Soma to extend the days in his life even as Surya prolongs his days in
universe.

saaoma rajana\ maRLyaa na: svaist tva smaisa va`%yaa3stsyaa ivaiw |
Alait- dxa ]t manyauirnd`ao maa naao Ayaao- AnaukamaM pra da: || 8 ||
O Lord Soma favour our lives with prosperity. We are devoted to you now, of this
be doubly assured. Spirit and power have come enriching us O Indu, do not forsake us
to the foes.
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Explanation:
Now that the seer is completely devoted to Soma, he does not desire to be rejected; spirit and power
having been energized, he seeks assurance that his bliss would not be robbed again.

%vaM ih nastnva: saaoma gaaopa gaa~ogaa~o inaYasa%qaa naRcaxaa: |
yat\ to vayaM p`imanaama va`taina sa naao maRL sauYaKa dova vasya: || 9 ||
Now that you have energized every joint O Soma, strengthen now our eyes a
guardian of our bodies. Even when we transgress your ordinances, be gracious to us
a friend, O the best of all gods.
Explanation:
Soma is not an intoxicating drink that benumbs the limbs and makes the joints vulnerable. It is that
which energizes every limb and revitalizes every joint. Soma strengthens as a friend and guardian the
vision so that we may not transgress the ordinances.

?dUdroNa sa#yaa sacaoya yaao maa na irYyaowya-Sva pIt: |
AyaM ya: saaomaao nyaQayyasmao tsmaa [nd`M p`itrmaomyaayau: || 10 ||
O the luminous lord! May I be with a companion whose heart is tender, who will
not harm when accepted as an associate. Associated with Soma, I pray Indra now for
long life.
Explanation:
Unlike an intoxicating drink in whose company mind becomes unsettled and to intemperance, Soma
is one like a friend and guardian who with his tender heart leads one to live a wholesome life. Therefore
in the company of Soma, Indra leads, as the presiding deity over mind, to think which is auspicious and
noble.

Ap %yaa Asqaurinara AmaIvaa inar~sana\ timaYaIcaIrBaOYau: |
Aasaaomaao Asmaa~ A$hd\ ivahayaa Aganma ya~ p`irrnt Aayu: || 11 ||
Our maladies have lost their vigour and left our bodies, fearing they were lost in
darkness. Soma has invigorated us exceedingly mighty and we have come at the stage
when we prolong our existence.
Explanation:
Moment Soma enters one’s vitals, every thing becomes invigorated – the mind, intellect as well as
the limbs, making us superior in receptivity and enlightened.

yaao na [ndu: iptrao )%sau pItao|ma%yaa- ma%ya-a~ AaivavaoSa |
tsmaO saaomaaya hivaYaa ivaQaoma maRLIko Asya saumataO syaama || 12 ||
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Indu, our father immortal himself has entered the hearts of the mortals. Therefore,
let us serve him with diligence. I offer Soma my receptive allegiance, remaining secure
in his compassionate grace.
Explanation:
When Soma enters human vitals they become qualified to receive his compassionate grace and abide
in his luminous munificence.

%vaM saaoma iptRiBa: saMivadanaao|nau VavaapRiqavaI Aa ttnqa |
tsmaO na [ndao hivaYaa ivaQaoma vayaM syaama ptyaao ryaINaama\ || 13 ||
O Soma who have spread yourself on Earth and in Heaven associate with our
ancestors, so that with oblations they may serve you to make us all rich in wealth.
Explanation:
The seer seeks Soma who has spread himself on earth and heavens. He pleads him to enter the
ancestors so that the oblations offered by them may bring wealth in plenty for their progeny.

~atarao dovaa AiQa vaaocata naao maa naao inad`a [-Sat maaot jilp: |
vayaM saaomasya ivaSvah ip`yaasa: sauivarasaao ivadqamaa vadoma || 14 ||
%vaM na: saaoma ivaSvatao vayaaoQaas%vaM svaiva-da ivaSaa naRcaxaa: |
%vaM na: [nd` }itiBa: sajaaoYaa: paih pScaatadut vaa purstat\ || 15 ||
Give us O Gods, your blessings so that we may preserve our clarity of vision and
sleep may not overtake our consciousness, so that we may together with our brave sons
laud Soma in the assembly. From all directions you Soma come within us becoming our
sustenance, directing our sight to the luminous light. Provide us, O Indu, accord your
protection for us from rear and from front.
Explanation:
The seer prays blessings from Gods and from Indu to keep us awake and conscious so that we all
may offer him adorations and so that he may grace us and our progeny health, wealth and well being.
__________
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VIII.
gaava:
saU> - 6. 28 , ?iYa – baah-sp%yaao BarWaja: , gaava:[nd`ao gaavaao vaa
Cow is not the four-legged animal but the luminous rays which lead one to enlightenment. Cow is
the symbol of noble, pure and auspicious attributes associated with it and the luminous bliss which it
grants as rewards. As a corollary cow’s milk, butter and ghee are associated with enlightened Knowledge
- &ana, crystallized Wisdom - iva&ana and Bliss of Beatitude - Aanand. In this process Indra, as the presiding
deity over Mind becomes facilitators for enlightened Knowledge - &ana, crystallized Wisdom - iva&ana to be
preserved in Mind, gaaoYz - the cow-pen. Therefore this hymns also deals with Indra as the luminous one.

Aa gaavaao Agmannaut Bad`mak`na\ %saIdntu gaaoYzo rNayan%vasmao |
p`jaavatI: puru$pa [h syauirnd`aya pUvaI-ruYasaao duhanaa: || 1 ||
Enlightenment is born and brought good tidings. Let is rest in Mind and be happy
in our company. Here let them be productive in many colours and yielding nourishment
each day.
Explanation:
Cow for luminous rays, kine for mind where it illumines in profusion, colours to suggest the many
diverse wholesome and fruitful thoughts, nourishment to the gradual enfoldment of the enlightened bliss
are familiar symbols used by seers in vedic scriptures, belonging to a society predominantly dependent
and nurtured by the cattle as symbols of wealth and prosperity. Here the seer expresses his satisfaction
at the dawn of enlightenment in his life.

[nd`ao yajvanao pRNato ca iSaxa%yuapo_dait na svaM mauYaayait |
BaUyaaoBaUyaao riyaimadsya vaQa-yannaiBannao iKlyao ina dQaait dovayauma\ || 2 ||
Indra assists him who ventures in performance of actions and oblations, taking what
is not his give in return exceedingly. Increasing in this manner his accomplishments, he
makes the seeker dwell within the divine bounds.
Explanation:
Indra as the deity presiding over energizes the person who endeavors in performing his actions, by
supplementing every thing that is lacking in that person, without even expecting any thing, increasing
his capabilities more and more making him live in the luminous world of righteousness.

na ta naSaint na dBaait tskrao naasaamaaima~ao vyaiqara dQaYa-it |
dovaaMSca yaaiBaaya-jato ddait ca jyaaoigat\ taiBa: sacato gaaopit: sah || 3 ||
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The luminous is never lost to him, no robber would ever deprive him, no evil minded
would ever harass him; the possessor of such Mind would live longer with this
luminous state of mind, with which he would offer gifts and serve the luminous gods.
Explanation:
The symbolism becomes more and more illuminating as one reads further. Once a seeker becomes
luminous that accomplishment is never lost to him, neither a robber nor an evil person would harm one
who is possessed of enlightened mind. Possessor of an enlightened mind live immortal and eternal life,
offering oblations and serving the luminous centers of energy as mutual coordination is divine intent.

na ta Avaa- roNaukkaTao ASnauto na saMskRt~maup yaint ta AiBa |
]rugaayamaBayaM tsya ta Anau gaavaao mat-sya iva carint yajvana: || 4 ||
The stallion overtakes with his dusty brow one that is tardy in his stroll, nor is there
any confusion on their course. The luminous rays all-encompassing stroll the Paths
unrestricted.
Explanation:
The luminous rays unhindered transcend those who are obscure and ignorant; never allowing
tardiness to thwart their way, illumining the Path to Perfection till the goal is reached.

gaavaao Bagaao gaava [nd`ao mao AcCana\ gaava: saaomasya p`qamasya Baxa: |
[maa yaa gaava: sa janaasa [nd` [cCamaIwRda manasaa icaidnd`ma\ || 5 ||
To me they appear as the splendorous Bhaga, the enlightened Indra, they come as
Soma, the first portion of Bliss of Beatitude. These present luminous rays proclaim the
advent of Indra, in heart and spirit.
Explanation:
When one becomes enlightened, one feels the benevolence of Bhaga, the intellectual passion of
Indra and first draught of the ecstatic bliss of Soma. They proclaim of the energizing presence of Indra,
the presiding deity over mind both in empathy and spirit. Enlightenment of Mind is followed by
auspicious speech and propitious actions, making one’s life fit for surrendering to the lord.

yaUyaM gaavaao maodyaqaa kRSaM icadEaIrM icat\ kRNauqaa saup`tIkma\ |
Bad`M gaRhM kRNauqa Bad`vaacaao baRhd\ vaao vaya ]cyato saBaasau || 6 ||
The luminous lights energise the minds even those which are worn out and wasted
and make the unattractive one, the most endearing. Prosper my house with auspicious
sounds, making your power glorified in assemblies
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Explanation:
Luminous light drives away darkness and ignorance from minds and makes the lives energise and
energetic. The obscure and indolent ones rise and pick up their strengths, to succeed in life. The house
residence resounds with happy and auspicious sounds, making the power acceptable and gloried in
assemblies.

p`jaavatI: saUyavasaM irSantI: Sauwa Ap: saup`paNao ipbantI: |
maa va: staona [-Sat maaGaSaMsa: pir vaao hoit rud`sya vaRjyaa: || 7 ||
Let the crop grow in abundance, let one drink the pure and sweet water at the
watering hole. Never through theft be deceitful to your master. May the Rudra’s arrows
not harm you.
Explanation:
Seer prays that his life be endowed with enlightened resplendence consuming wholesome food and
thirst quenched by sweet nourishing waters. For this one should rob his master nor be deceitful towards
him. Only then Rudra’s watchful eyes will shed grace on him and make his life iSavasaMklp and AmaRtmaya.

]podmauppca-namaasau gaaoYaUp pRcyatama\ |
]p ?YaBasya rotsyuapond` tava vaIyao- || 8 ||
Let this close resolve be closely intermingle the luminous thoughts and making them
prolific in strength stream forth with Indra’s gracious energizing powers.
Explanation:
Let the resolve empower the Mind with thoughts thus gathered together to flow in effulgent brilliance
from strength to strength with Indra’s supportive powers.

__________
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IX.
Eawa
saU> - 10 . 151 , ?iYa – Eawa kamaayanaI , Eawa ,
This hymn is addressed to a concept Eawa - receptivity. In phenomenal world, the word Eawa is used
for belief or faith to any principle, person or an institution. Thus will be a very restrictive meaning. It
means more than that; it means receptivity, to keep one’s Mind, Speech and Praana fully open to receive
the resonance of ! the primary and the Eternal Sound, even as Brahman provided them as primary
instruments of effulgence for himself.
Kaushitaki Brahmana Up says ‘p`aNaao ba`*maoit smaah kaOSaIktkI:, tsya h vaa etsya p`aNasya ba`*maNaao manaao dUtM caxaur\ gaaoPtR Eaao~M saMEaavaiyatR
vaak\ pirvaoYTI’ Praana is Brahman, of this Praana is Brahman, mind is the messenger, eye is the guardian,
ear is the shelter, speech is the abode. That One becomes effulgent as Brahman or becomes accessible
with clarity of Mind and purity of Speech and Praana, when one unifies one’s self with the entirety the
Self – sava-Baavaona fully without reservation or affected or conditioned by the impressions on Mind, by
thoughts, ideas, concepts, beliefs or faiths. This is what is meant when Aruni says to Svetaketu ‘Eawsva saaOmya’.
It also means ‘vyaacaxaNasyatu mao inaidQaaistavya’ as Yajnvalkya told Maitreyi, reflect even as I explain it. This is what
Krishna meant when he exhorted Arjuna ‘sava-Qamaanpir%yajya maamaokM SarNaM va`ja’ – become attuned t me giving up all
restraints in Mind.
In this hymn is projected a thought that through receptivity alone the essence within one’s self
becomes energized.

Eawyaaigna: saimaQyato Eawyaa hUyato hiva: |
EawaM Bagasya maUQa-ina vacasaa vaodyaamaisa || 1 ||
By receptivity is Agni energized ; by receptivity is the oblation offered. Being
resplendent in receptivity, we declare its supremacy through speech.
Explanation:
The seer has elevated Eawa to the level of a divinity, endowed with divine essence. In Eawa he observes
Aigna, the energizing divine power. Therefore, he offers the performance of his actions and his
achievements as oblation with full receptivity. As a consequence being resplendent, Eawavaana\, he expresses
his adulation to the importance and the supremacy of being receptive.

ip`yaM Eawo ddt: ip`yaM Eawo iddasat: |
ip`yaM BaaojaoYau yajvaisvadM ma ]idtM kRiQa || 2 ||
Be agreeably receptive to those who give; be agreeably receptive to those who do
not give. Be agreeable to those who perform their actions. Put in to practice the word
I have spoken.
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Explanation:
One can not be completely receptive unless one frees one’s mind of pre-disposed thoughts, ideas,
concepts, opinions and beliefs. In the manifest world, there is nothing that is entirely good or entirely
bad, nothing that is entirely noble or entirely ignoble, nothing that is entirely beautiful or entirely ugly,
and nothing that is entirely desirable or entirely undesirable. The duality which one sees is the result of
one’s ignorance of the entirety. Asuras are those who are not enlightened of the entirety – ‘AsaUyaa- naama to laaoka
AnQaona tmasaa|||vaRta:’ (Isha Up. 3). And the one who sees all creation in the Self and the Self in all, is not is
not disgusted with any thing. (Isha Up. 6). As Yajnavalkya says, ‘sa vaa Ayamaa%maa ba`*ma iva&anamayaao manaaomaya: p`aNamayaScaxamaya: Eaao~maya: pRiqavaimaya Aapaomaya vaayuamaya AakaSamayastojaaomayaao|tojamaya: kamamayaao|kamamaya: k`aoQamayaao|k`aoQmayaao Qama-mayaao|Qama-maya: sava-mayastVdotiddMmayaao|daomaya
[it |’ – The self, indeed, is Brahman, manifest as understanding, mind, life, sight, hearing, earth, water,
air, ether as well as illumination and absence of illumination, desire and absence of desire, anger and
absence of anger righteousness and absence of righteousness, identified with this and with that; ‘this’ is
what exists and ‘that’ is what is desired. When undifferentiated one became differentiated it came to exist
with naama and rUp; it is this which comes in existence. When desire enters mind then what comes to be is
‘that’. That which IS, is inferred and desired. Therefore, it is surmised, ‘yaqaakarI yaqaacaarI tqaa Bavait - saaQaukarI
saaQauBa-vait papkarI papao Bavait’ – According as one acts, according as one behaves so does he become. The doer
of good becomes good and the doer of bad becomes bad. Thus what one infers is that one he becomes.
Wisdom is Brahman which exists; Ignorance is what one infers with desire in mind. Devas are
enlightened because they are conscious of Existence. Asuras are unenlightened because they infer with
mind influenced by senses.
One has to be enlightened with complete and unconditioned receptivity towards those who give and
also to those who do not give by putting in practice what is spoken here.

yaqaa dovaa AsauroYau Eawamauga`oYau caik`ro |
evaM BaaojaoYau yajvasvasmaakmauidtM kRiQa || 3 ||
Even as the luminous ones were highly receptive to those who were non- luminous,
even so let my speech be enjoined in fruitful conclusion.
Explanation:
Devas, the enlightened ones were neither exclusive nor oblivious of the Asuras, the unenlightened.
There were conscious of the immutable Wisdom that was eternal in Existence as well the ignorance which
was prevailing temporarily and possible to be terminated. Even as they were conscious let every seeker
also be conscious of the duality is life. Awareness of Wisdom and consciousness of Ignorance are both
necessary for one on the Path to Perfection.

EawaM dovaa yajamaanaa vaayuagaaopa ]pasato |
EawaM )dyya1yaaku%yaa Eawyaa ivandto vasau || 4 ||
Guarded by Vayu, the presiding deity over breath (as the impeller towards actions),
gods and the ardent seekers draw together. Being receptive in heart he wins the worlds
through receptivity.
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Explanation:
Vayu, as the presiding deity over breath, pushes Mind towards performance of actions, in which the
divine energy coming together encompasses the human consciousness. When Mind is pure and intent is
propitious, then the Mind together with the five senses, through which Knowledge is accessed, cease
their activities, even the intellect not stirring, one attains the highest state – ‘yada pHcavauitYznto &anaainamanasaa sah |
bauiWSca na ivacaoYTto tamaahu: prmaaM gaitma\ ||’ (Katha Up. II.3.10). Then one becomes receptive in heart, becomes entitled
to the wealth of the worlds.

EawaM p`ath-vaamaho EawaM maaQyaMidnaM pir |
EawaM saUya-sya inamnauica Eawo Eawapyaoh na: || 5 ||
We invoke receptivity in early morning, receptivity at noon we invoke, receptivity
when Surya sets. Eawa make endow us with complete receptivity.
Explanation:
One cannot be receptive briefly or for a short period. One has to be receptive as a continuous austere
penance. One has to be receptive as one would breathe, every moment, every day of one’s life till one
reaches the goal. Only when all knots (of desire) in heart are destroyed that a mortal becomes immortal
even in this very life. This alone is the instruction – ‘yaqaa savao- p`iBaVnto )dyasyaoh ga`nqaya: | Aqa ma%yaao-|maRtaao Bava%yaotavaw( nauSaasanama\
||’ (Katha Up, II.3.15).

___________
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X.
&anama\
saU> - 10. 71 , ?iYa – baRhspitrai=garsa: , &anama\
iva&ana is ivaSaoYa &ana - special Wisdom, Vak, mysterious and noble, accessible only to the initiates and the
qualified. &ana is vyaavahairk &ana Knowledge gained after experiencing the supra-sensory Wisdom. &ana therefore,
gives information of what can be experienced as iva&ana in a supra-sensory of enlightenment. Thus when
seers bring down the enlightened Wisdom to the level of ordinary mortals it becomes transformed as
Knowledge. The present hymn speaks of Vak which is Wisdom experienced and Knowledge which is
fragmentary in expression. It also shows how Brihaspati the presiding priest of the gods, sourced all that
was excellent and spotless in Vak, the Wisdom by articulating in vedic hymns, giving names to the objects
experienced. Therefore, the Knowledge contained in vedic hymns is the information, which will not be
understood unless one prepares a stage where mind is pure and receptive to comprehend the suprasensory Wisdom, iva&ana.

baRhspto p`qamaM vaacaao Aga`M yat\ p`Ort naamaQaoyaM dQaanaa: |
yadoYaaM EaoYzM yadirp`maasaIt\ p`oNaa tdoYaaM inaihtM gauhaiva: || 1 ||
When Brihaspati first sent out Vak, the speech in the beginning, articulating names
to the objects, all that was excellent and spotless enclosed therein was revealed with
affection.
Explanation :
Angiras are one of the ancient seer families, who due to his antiquity, is treated as some on between
the gods in heaven and humans on the earth. They are attributed to have been the earliest ones to find
Agni hidden in woods and flying from one wood to the other (V.10.7). They are likened to Agni, divinity
itself, auspicious friend of the divine beings, following whose ordinances Maruts, active through wisdom
glittering with their spears were born (I.31.1). Brihaspati is the petitioner, the priest who intercedes with
gods for men and protects them from evil. He is puraoiht the presiding priest of the divine community. He
is said to have cleft the mountains to find the Cows – the luminous wisdom, when people shouted with
triumph ‘baRhspitiBa-nadid` ivadd\ gaa: samauisa`yaaiBavaa-vaSant nar:’ (I.62.3). He brought out speech as the primary instrument
for dissemination of Wisdom experienced by seers. At that early moment, Vak before it was revealed with
affection, it was excellent and spotless, being endowed with Wisdom.

sa@tuimava itt]naa punantao ya~ QaIra manasaa vaacamak`t |
A~a saKaya: sa#yaaina jaanato Bad`oYaaM laxmaIina-ihtaiQa vaaica || 2 ||
Like men cleaning the corn-flour with cribble, here the wise in spirit spread out the
speech, making the fiends know friends, retaining within itself the auspicious marks of
resplendence.
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Explanation:
Vak, in essence is divine in origin and accessible only to those who have attained divine status.
Therefore, the men wise in Wisdom fashioned Vak in such manner that it could be instrument of
communication among people at large, even while retaining the divine attributes concealed within. Vak
spoken by people at large is known as Bhasha and the language of scriptures is Chhandas, which reveals
the mystical meaning of Veda to the initiates and the qualified, keeping it concealed from the uninitiated
and not qualified ones.

ya&ona vaaca: pdvaIyamaayana\ tamanvaivandnnaRiYaYau p`ivaYTama\ |
tamaaBaR%yaa vyadQau: puru~a taM saPt roBaa AiBa saM navanto || 3 ||
Through performance of sacrifices they pursued footsteps Vak and finding her
dwelling place, the seers brought her out placing in many places; seven (seers) making
her resound in organized manner.
Explanation:
Since Vak was all that was excellent and spotless, it could be accessed only through austere
performance of sacrifices. Therefore, when the seers found her concealed in her dwelling place, they
brought her out and placed her in many places, fashioning her in an organized manner according her
auspicious attributes and the her usefulness as medium of communication. .

]t %va: pSyana\ na ddSa- vaacamaut %va: SaRNvana\ na SaRNaao%yaonaama\ |
]tao %vasmaO tnvaM 1 iva sasa`o jaayaova p%ya ]SatI sauvaasaa: || 4 ||
One seeing, does not see Vak, one hearing does not hear Vak, but to another it
reveals her form as a noble woman do to her lord.
Explanation :
Vak, the speech is reserved, mystical and mysterious. Her secrets are concealed from all and revealed
only to few. Therefore, all who see her do not really perceive her form, those who hear her are not really
receptive to her essence. Her secrets are purposely preserved in mystery and in seclusion, to be revealed
only to the few or perceived only to those who assiduously yearn for her. She is not open to all. Therefore,
she is reluctant to reveal her true form and content. Her lord is one who has sought her favours intensely,
therefore to him she revels her secrets.

]t %vaM sa#yao isqarpItmaahunaO-naM ihnvan%yaip vaaijanaoYau |
AnQaovaa carit maayayaOYa vaacaM SauEauvaa ~ AflaamapuYpama\ || 5 ||
Him they call idler dull in camaraderie; him they never urge for valour. Such one
wanders in unrewarding fantasy, the voice which he hears yields him neither fruit nor
flower.
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Explanation:
One who receives no encouragement from Vak is dull and unreceptive to the mysteries and secrets
contained in Vak. Him no one will call an eager or determined seeker. Such one not receiving the secrets
of the Veda the Wisdom, contained in the Knowledge of the vedic hymns wanders vaguely under an
illusion that he knows. Such one is neither wise nor shrewd receiving neither fruits nor flowers.

yaist%yaaja saicaivadM saKayaM na tsya vaacyaaip Baagaao Aist |
yadIM EaRNaao%yalakM SaRNaaoit naih p`vaod saukRtsya pnqaama\ || 6 ||
Vak, Wisdom would not be available for him even in fragments that have not first
divested himself of the comfort of the Knowledge. Even if he listens, he listens in vain,
for he would not know the Path to Perfection.
Explanation:
Vak being mystical and mysterious in essence is available in full or not at all. Therefore, even though
one listens to Vak, his efforts would be in vain unless he is fully, totally and absolutely receptive. One
cannot access Wisdom, unless one first divests himself of Knowledge. Even if he attempts to be wise,
what he knows would prevent Wisdom having access in Mind. Mind is full of what one knows as
empirical experience, memories of the past and expectations of the future; moment a new thought rises,
Mind seeks a comparable memory with which it can be matched. In the absence of identification, Mind
find it difficult to accept. Knowledge is what we know; unless that makes way for the Wisdom to have
an access, Vak would not make her presence felt and the Path to Perfection would not be revealed to such
one.

AxaNvant: kNa-vant: saKayaao manaaojavaoYvasamaa baBaUvau: |
AadGnaasa ]pkxaasa ] %vao )da [va sa`a%vaa ] %vao ddREao || 7 ||
Unequal in quickness of spirit are friends endowed with sight and hearing. Some
look like tanks that reach the mouth or shoulder, others are like ponds of water fit to
bathe in.
Explanation:
All human beings are not equal. Even though are endowed with eyes, ears and other instruments of
senses and action, only few are endowed with quickness of spirit while others are not. To that extent
one’s response to Wisdom depends essentially on the capacity to be receptive, not on the form of their
instruments of cognition. Some are human beings with expansive receptivity while other can at best be
termed as animals in human shape and form.

)da tYToYau manasaao javaoYau yad\ba`a*maNaa: saMyajanto saKaya: |
A~ah %vaM iva jahuvao-Vaima raohba`*maaNaao iva caran%yau %vao || 8 ||
When Brahmins assemble together for performance of sacrifice, with mind firmed
by heart, they leave others far behind through their achievements; whereas others,
claiming themselves to be Brahmins, wander in vain.
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Explanation:
Brahmins do not become men of Wisdom only because they were born in Brahmin family. True
Brahmins, becoming receptive mentally and emotionally, leave others far behind through their
achievement in being wise in Wisdom. Others who are not receptive being poor in spirit and resolve, only
wander in world claiming only to be Brahmins. without being men wise in Wisdom. Such one does not
have access to Vak, the Wisdom being overwhelmed with the Knowledge which have acquired.

[mao yao naavaa-=\na prScarint na ba`a*maNaasaao na sautokrasa: |
t eto vaacamaimapV papyaa isarIstn~M tnvato Ap`ja&ya: || 9 ||
Those who neither step back nor move forward, neither as Brahmins nor as helpers
in preparation of libations, having attained Vak in sinful manner spin out their speech
in ignorance like sinners.
Explanation :
The seer rues the lives of those who neither withdraw nor move forward, neither as men of wisdom
nor as helpers in performance of sacrifice. But having acquired rudimentary knowledge of the hymns,
though not the understanding their mystical significance, they lead sinful life making stories of their
being wise in Wisdom.

savao- nandint yaSasaagatona saBaasaahona sa#yaa saKaya: |
ikilbaYaspRt\ iptuYaiNa(-oYaamarM ihtao Bavait vaaijanaaya || 10 ||
All friends rejoice in a friend who comes triumphant having had success in an
assembly. He divests blame from being attached, provides nourishment, ever vigilant for
deed and daring.
Explanation:
Friends and well-wishers rejoice when other friends come back successful in assembly of people.
Such one brings fame for them avoiding any ill-fame coming to them. He is the nourishment for men
of wisdom, he who is ever conscious and ready of his own deed and hi capacity.

?caaM %va: paoYamaasto pupuYvaana\ gaaya~M %vaao gaayait Sa@varIYau |
ba`*maa %vaao vadit jaativaVaM ya&sya maa~aM iva imamaIt ] %va: || 11 ||
One enriches himself constantly by reciting hymns; others sing in Shakavari metres.
Still one another lays own the rules for performance of sacrifices.
Explanation:
Men of Wisdom never remain idle, lest their mind be filled with unwholesome thoughts. They keep
themselves engaged in reading and singing hymns, or in laying down the rituals for performance of
sacrifices.
___________
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XI.
Aigna:
saU> - 1.1 | ?iYa - maQauCnd ivaSvaaima~ | Aigna:
The collation of vedic hymns by Vyasa commences as well ends with Agni, in the beginning as
energizing divine instrument of the individual energies and in the end as the integrating and harmonizing
diverse energies towards one common purpose and goal.
Agni is jaatvaodsa\ - the knower of Vedas, %vamagnao hao~M tva pao~?ivajaM - the deities presiding over performance of
sacrifices, tva p`Sas~M %vama!varIyaisa ba`*maa caaisa gaRhpitSca – you are the leader, the ministering priest, Brahman, the
master of the homes, puraoiht – one who guides from the forefront, dUt - the messenger, ya&sya saukRtma – skillful
in performance of sacrifices, sa maatirSvaa pu$vaarpuiYTiva-dd gaatuM tnayaaya svaiva-t\ - Matarishva who brings offerings for
people (I.96.4), %vamaBVS%vamaSmabaspair %vaM vanaoByas%vamaaoYaQaIBa: – brought to life from waters, trees and herbs, (II.1.1),
sauVao%maana\ - refulgent, Aitiqa – guest, saup`yasama\ - rich in oblations. He performs the task as purifiers. He is, verily,
Brahman, the architect of our homes. During the days it is Surya and during the night Agni as heavenly
messengers energizes the seekers. Speaking of Agni, Aurobindo, the sage of Pondichery, says: “The other
Gods awake at dawn but Agni wakes also in the night. He keeps his divine vision even in darkness where
there is neither moon nor the stars . . . when man awakened from his nights wills to offer his inner and
outer activities to the gods, to the truer and higher existence and so to arise out of mortality into far off
immortality, his goal and desires, it is this flame of outward inspiring Force and Will that he must kindle
; into this fire he must cast the sacrifices”.
He should be invoked profusely during performance of sacrifices though oblations and praises -‘ya&ona
vaQa-t jaatvaodasamaignaM yajaQvaMhivaYaa tnaa igara |’ (II.2.1). Agni is set on earth well kindled; having well established in the
world’s quarters. Wise and pure, illuminating the intelligence and energies, the luminous among the
luminous ones, presides as the purifier - ‘saimawao Aignaina-iht: pRiqavyaaM p`%ya=\ ivaSvaaina Bauvanaanyasqaat\ | haotapavaka: p`idva: saumaoQaadovaao
dovaana\ yaja%vaignarh-na\ ||’ (II.3.1), found by Angiras earlier hidden in woods and flying from one wood to the other
– ‘%vaM naao Agnao Ai=gar: stut: stvaana Aa Bar |’ (V.10.7) and established by Bhrigus him among mankind like a treasure,
beauteous, easy to invoke; as a herald, an auspicious fiend among the luminous beings as – ‘dQauYT\vaa BaRgavaao
maanauYaoYvaa riyaM na caaruM sauhvaM janaoBya: | haotarmagnao AitiqaM varoNyaM ima~M na SaovaM idvyaaya janmanao || (I.58.6).
Vyasa places the hymn addressed to Agni at the very outset of his collation, declaring ‘AignamaILo puraoihtM
ya&sya dovamaRi%vajama\ | haotarM r%naQaattma\ ||’ - I praise Agni, the power in fire, who as the path-pointer, the luminous, the
energizing priest, the presiding person over performance of actions offering prosperity and end the
collation with the hymn addressed again to him and a prayer for the Comprehensive Wisdom (saM&anama\)
‘saMsaimaVuvasao vaRYannagnao ivaSvaanyaya- Aa | [Lspdo saimaQyasao sa naao vasaUnyaa Bar ||’ (X.191) - O might Agni gather for you friend all
that is precious and bring all the treasures which you have kindled in sacrificer’s place.

AignamaILo puraoihtM ya&sya dovamaRi%vajama\ | haotarM r%naQaattma\ || 1 ||
I praise Agni, the power in fire, who as the path-pointer, the luminous, the
energizing priest, the presiding person over performance of actions, offers prosperity.
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Explanation:
This hymn is placed at the very beginning of the collation. In doing so, the importance which gives
to Agni as the symbol of energy is established Vedas are not mere collection of poetical composition in
praise of gods but a primer for performance of one’s ordained actions. They are the testimony of the
intent and testament of the confidence reposed by Seers in the powers presiding over the elements of
divine effulgence to aid them in fulfilling their objectives and have supernal awareness responding to the
concealed mystical Wisdom and not merely dazzled by the external possession of Knowledge.
The Agni referred here is not the elemental fire, but what represents as the symbol of the energy
latent in every creature, whether animate or inanimate. Men of wisdom searched and found his it in
streaming waters, in the dense forests amidst all things that move or not – ‘gaBaao- yaao Apama\ gaBaao- vanaanaama\ gaBa-Sca syatama\
gaBaoa-Scartama\’. Elemental fire is the visible symbol of the luminous Agni. It is That which is within that leads
one to stand firm by Rta, the cosmic law, firmly established with the Intent and the Will to exist within
and to be energized externally, when the Intent Wills the Path. Sacrifice is performance of action, in
which the energies are poured as oblations to receive what is prosperous and luminous. In such
endeavour, Agni is the energizing priest, who brings Wealth of Supernal Wisdom.

Aigna: pUvaO-iBa?-iYaiBarID\yaao naUtnaOrut | sa dovaa eh vaxait || 2 ||
Agni who was eulogized by the ancient Seers as well as by the recent one, such
Luminous One shall thus lead us.
Explanation:
Agni is not of recent origin but an ancient source eulogized earlier by the ancient as well as modern
Seers, as the source of Energy, impeller of the Intent, the affirmer of the Will that leads to Supernal
Awareness. That Agni is to lead the aspirant as the fore-runner, as the Path-finder to the affluence and
prosperity that exists as concealed.

Aignanaa riyamaSnava%paoYamaova idvaoidvao | yaSasaM vaIrva<amama\ || 3 ||
From Agni was received affluence which increased prosperity and eminence day
after day.
Explanation
Energy concealed as Agni, the elemental fire, in the woods and in the waters, in clouds and the might
mountains is what in ancient times was ‘seen’ by the men of wisdom. It is the energy which effulges
when the Brahman manifests in the universe. It is the same energy which aids one to be luminous when
the mind is obscure and to be effluent when one is devoid of awareness.

Agnao yaM ya&maQvarM ivaSvat: pirBaUrisa | sa [_ovaoYau gacCit || 4 ||
One who is energized in performance of actions by That Agni, pervading all that
exists in universe, that one is proceeds towards these luminous ones.
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Explanation:
It is clarified that the one whom Agni energizes in performing actions (sacrifices) undoubtedly
succeeds in his spiritual goal. Seer Gritsamada in another Hymn (II.1.1) refers to Agni as “. . . shining
in your glory through the days, are kindled to life (in sacrificial act) out of the waters, out of the stones,
out of the trees in the forests and the herbs that grow on ground, are sourced by men who are pure”

Aignahao-ta kivak`tu: sa%yaiSca~Eavastma: | dovaao dovaoiBara gamat\ || 5 ||
May Agni, the leader having powerful vision of a poet, be receptive to Truth and
supremely conscientious among listeners. Let the luminous One proceed toward us with
other luminous ones.
Explanation
Agni is visionary like a poet, being receptive to Truth is conscientious and is enlightened. His
assistance is sought for accessing other centres of energies. The weak and the indolent have no place in
the company of such active and energetic seekers. Agni does not energize the indolent who never stirs
and the obscure one who is never receptive – ‘vyainanasya Qainana: p`haoYao icadr$Ya: | kda cana p`ijagatao Adovayaao : ||’ (Rigveda.
1.150.2). Agni is the primary source of energy that ignites the initial spark to luminosity; bring other
qualified ones proper bringing other sources as well.

yad=ga daduYao %vamagnao Bad`M kirYyaisa | tvaot\ tt\ sa%yamaa=\gaIr: || 6 ||
Whatever blessings shall be showered, 0 Agni, they will be the ones that are
perennial, 0 Angira.
Explanation:
Agni is referred as Angira since it was Seer Angiras who first found him ‘%vamagnao p`qamaao Ai=gra ?iYadao-vaao
dovaanaamaBava: iSava: saKa |’ (Rigveda. 1.31.1). He is the luminous Seer closely associated with other luminous
beings. When an energetic one passes on the benefits, the one who benefits from such energy also returns
the wholesome feeling to the donor.

]p %vaagnao idvao idvao daoYaavastiQa-yaa vayama\ | namaao Barnt emaisa || 7 ||
To you, 0 dispeller of darkness, 0 Agni we come day after day with prayers of
reverence.
Explanation:
Agni is Energy, therefore, luminous. He dispels darkness, obscurity of our vision, so that we may
reach that abode which is luminous. To such one we come day after day with reverence, because
luminosity is not one-time state of becoming but constant and continuous state of being luminous.

rajantmaQvaraNaaM gaaopamaRtsya dIidivama\ | vaQa-maanaM svao dmao || 8 ||
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Agni is the presiding deity over performance of sacrifices, guardian of the Cosmic
Law, increasing in his influence.
Explanation:
Nothing moves, save that which is energized. Sacrifice is performance of actions in which energy
is awakened. Agni is the sovereign initiator of such process. He is the Guardian of the Cosmic Law, which
no one, not even Gods, can transcend. This is what makes him the Great, the foremost in continuous and
constantly leading higher and higher on the spiritual path.

sa na: iptvao saUnavao|gnao saUpayanaao Bava | sacasvaa na: svastyao || 9 ||
Like the Father to his sons, be to us easy to approach, 0 Agni, be with us for our
prosperity.
Explanation:
Agni leads like a father who leads his son, holding his hands and raising him when he falls,
supporting him with counsel and compassion, so that what the father possessed, the son too shall possess
illumined in increasing number. When the father sees that death is about to come and he would be leaving
the body, he is said to be passing the energy within him to his son and the sons receives it in trust, till
he too would be called upon to pass it over to his sons in succession. Such is the life which the Lord
created when he first willed to burst forth or manifest his effulgence.

__________
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XII.
Aap:
saU> - 7 . 49 , maO~ava%iNava-isaYza: , Aap:
In this small Sukta, the seer explains the essential attribute of thoughts by comparing them to the
streams which originate in the expansive ocean, the Mind and then flow out either through the channels
created artificially or through their natural outlets. From the self within with swift stimulations, as it were,
the thoughts rush to the luminous state ‘p` dova~a ba`*maNao gaaturo%vapao AcCa manasaao na p`yaui> |’ (X.30.1). He who shines
bright in pure, luminous thoughts, not fed by any external sources, who offer rich repast strengthening
the heroic Indra, the sages eulogize. – ‘yaao AinaQmaao dIdyadPsva1ntya-M ivapqasa p-Lto AQvaroYau | ApaM napanmaQaumatIrpaao da yaaiBaairnd`ao
vaavaRQao vaIyaa-ya ||’ (X.30.4). The seer knows that the thoughts control the treasure, bringing auspicious intellect
and Bliss. . He beholds them coming to him carrying with them supreme pleasure, joy and clarity of Mind
– ‘Aapaao rovatI: xayaqaa ih vasva:k`tuM ca Vad`M ibaBaRqaamaRtM ca | . . . [`it yadapao AdRSEamaayatIGaRtM pyaaMisa ibaBa`tIma_QaUina |’ (X.30.12-13).
Such is the power of thoughts.

samaud`jyaoYza: sailalasya maQyaat\ punaanaa yan%yainaivaSamaanaa: |
[nd`ao vaa vaja`I vaRYaBaao rrad\ ta Aapao dovaIirh maamavantu || 1 ||
yaa Aapao idvyaa ]t vaa sa`vaint Kinai~maa ]t vaa yaa: svayaMjaa: |
samaud`aqaa- yaa: Saucaya: pavakasta Aapao dovaIirh maamavantu || 2 ||
From the centre of the Mind, the great repository, streaming thoughts rush forth
clearing the way without any respite. Indra, the great royal bull, has made channels
from thence let the thoughts flowing abundance, let them, O Goddess, shelter me. The
thoughts that flow from the enlightened place, through the channels carved therein or
through natural streams, luminous and cleansing like the waters that speed to the
ocean, let them, O Goddess, shelter me.
Explanation:
Mind is one magnificent compendium, which carries forward imperceptibly the aggregate memories
of earlier lives, terminates some and gathers some others, transporting the consequential aggregation of
experiences and memories to the subsequent life. Apart from this function, Mind is as at its substratum,
a powerful instrument of creation, independent of the experiences and memories in empirical world.
From the foundational base of the Mind, the great repository, thoughts stream forth without any respite,
either founded and initiated by sensory experiences or projected by earlier thoughts and stored therein.
The seer desires to be energized by the thoughts, therefore seeks to sheltered in the luminosity of the
thoughts.

yaasaaM rajaa varuNaao yaait maQyao sa%yaanaRto AvapSyaHjanaanaama\ |
maQauEaut: Saucayaao yaa pavakasta Aapao dovaIirh maamavantu || 3 ||
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yaasau rajaa va$Naao yaasau saaomaao ivaSvao dovaa yaasaUja-M madint |
vaOSvaanarao yaasvaigna: p`ivaYTsta Aapao dovaIirh maamavantu || 4 ||
From there does the royal sire, Varuna wanders discriminating the truth and the
false of the humans, gathering and purifying the luminous thoughts, let them, O
Goddess, shelter me. They, the thoughts from whom the royal sire Varuna, Soma or
the luminous beings revel in strength and vigour , in whom the Vaishvanara Agni enters
let those thoughts, O Goddess, shelter me.
Explanation:
Mind is pristine in the abode of the gods having also made it as one of the instruments for
manifestation. Therefore, seers seeks the stream of and beneficent and auspicious thoughts, as a child
does from his mother - ‘Aapao ih Yza mayaaoBauvasta na }hao-dQatna | maho rNaaya caxasao || yaao va: iSavatamaao rsasqasya Baajayatoh na: | [SatIrva maatr:
||’ (X,9.1-2). Varuna is the overseer who determines the course along with which moon and stars traverse
along appointed route – ‘[maM maho ivadqyaaya SaUYaM SaSvat\ kR^va [-D(aya p` jaBa`u: |’ (III.54.1). As the custodian of the true
Cosmic Law; having been born of Cosmic Law enriches the Cosmic Law, displeased with those who
tread false goals - ‘?tvaana ?tjaata ?tavaRwao Gaorasaao AnaRtiWYa:’ (VII.66.13), he oversees the world well formed and
fashioned to supervising the observance of the law – ‘pir spSaao varuNasyasmaidYTa ]Bao pSyaint raodsaI saumaoko | ?tvaana kvayaao
ya&QaIra: p`caotsaao ya [Uayant manma ||’ (VII.87.3). He desires to be associated with the ordinances which such custodian
has laid down and pleads that if there be any transgressions found in him, whatever unwholesome
thoughts come across his mind, or if he has pronounced false vows, the stream of thoughts to cleanse
him – ‘[dmaap: p` vaht yat\ ikM ca duirtM maiyaM | yaWahmaiBadud`aoh yaWa Saop [tanaRtma\ ||’ (X.9.8).

__________
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XIII.
vaayau:
saU> - 1.134 , pu$cCopao dOvaaodaisa: , vaayua:
Vayu is the deity presiding over life-breath, which initiates action and fortifies performance. All
performance of actions are initiated by Vayu and energized by Agni, stimulated by Indra, as the deity
presiding over Mind by Aap as the thought-stream Soma, being the medium as well as culmination of
the Bliss. Therefore the seer seeks Vayu’s presence not in passive movements but in vitalizing manner.

Aa %vaa jauvaao rarhaNaa AiBa p`yaao vaayaao vahin%vah pUva-pItyao saaomasya pUva-pItyao |
}Qvaa- to Anau saUnaRta manaistYztu jaanatI |
inayau%vata rqaonaa yaaih davanao vaayaao maKsya davanao || 1 ||
O Breath, the swift moving force, come speedily to this performance of action,
for partaking Soma, the juice which we pour and to be savored. May our impulse be
well articulated and our fortified fervor stimulate your intention. Come with your
associates O Vayu, come to these actions connected with performance.
Explanation:
The seer seeks the presence of Vayu, as the presiding deity, for initiating actions in one’s spiritual
journey and for partaking the invigorating juice which stimulates action. He prays that his impulse may
be properly articulated so that their well equipped commitment may enable them to prevail Vayu’s
decision and be present.

madntu %vaa maindnaao vaayaivandvaao|smat\ k`aNaasa: saukRta AiBaVvaao gaaoiBa: k`aNaa AiBaVva |
yaw k`aNaa [rQyaO dxaM sacant }tya: |
saQa`IcaInaa inayautao davanao iQaya ]p ba`uvat [-M iQaya: || 2 ||
May the fluid, O Vayu enthrall you, well prepared and effectual as it is, mixed
with divine essence and directed to the heavens, designed to stimulate the progressive
power. Your associate energies also advance to the appeals couched in our hymns.
Explanation:
The seer assures that Soma may stimulate since it has been mingled with divine essence and is
prepared to lead one to heavenly worlds. Soma will therefore help additionally to come to the seers’ aid.
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vaayauyau-=>o raoihta vaayaurruNaa vaayaU rqao Aijara Qauir vaao*Lvao vaihYza Qauir vaao*Lvao |
p` baaoQayaa purMiQaM jaar Aa sasatIimava |
p` caxaya raodsaI vaasayaaoYasa: Eavasao vaasayaaoYasa: || 3 ||
Two coursers are yoked by Vayu. To Vayu’s chariot are yoked two swift-footed
coursers to the pole to be drawn, yes to the pole to be drawn. Wake up intelligence, as
a lover wakes up his love. Make the heavens and earth luminous, make the Dawn to
shine, for magnificent splendour make the Dawn shine.
Explanation:
Two courses are the powerful horses yoked to the pole, the Mind to make the first move. Seer pleads
Mind to wake up from slumber as a lover would wake up his love gently and not suddenly with a start,
so that dawn may slip though the Mind slowly though layer by layer, making the heavens and earth
luminous and bright. The Path to enlightenment is to be traversed slowly with cautious consciousness,
because the Path is treacherous, difficult to be crossed.

tuByamauYaasa: Saucaya: pravait Bad`a vas~a tnvato dMsau riSmaYau ica~a navyaoYau riSmaYau |
tuByaM Qaonau: sabadu-Qaa ivaSvaa vasaUina daohato |
Ajanayaao ma$tao vaxaNaaByaao idva Aa vaxaNaaBya: || 4 ||
tuByaM Sauk`asa: SaucayasturNyavaao madoYauga`a [YaNant Bauva-NyapaimaYant Bauva-iNa |
%vaaM %saarI dsamaanaao BagamaI+o t@vavaIyao |
%vaM ivaSvasmaad\ Bauvanaat\ paisa Qama-Naa|sauyaa-t\ paisa Qama-Naa || 5 ||
For your sake do the far-distant Dawns broaden their lovely beams, yes the bright
beams, coloured and lovely. For you do the luminous rays pour forth their rich
treasures. From the wombs you have brought out the Maruts, yes from the luminous
wombs. For you do the pure, bright swift-footed Soma flows strong in stimulating
ascendancy, hasten to the essence to be mixed, yes hasten to mix the essence. The
distressed and the frail one, prays for luck so that he may flourish. You, O Vatu, with
your dispensation shield us from all worlds; yes from the non-luminous worlds you
shield us.
Explanation:
Seeker who is earnest and austere, willing and awakened, to such one the rays pour their benevolent
bounties, bringing them from the very sources. For such one flows the Bliss of Beatitude easily and
copiously.

%vaM naao vaayavaoYaamapUvya-: saaomaanaaM p`qama: pIitmah-isa sautanaaM pIitmah-isa |
]tao ivahu%matInaaM ivaSaaM vavajau-YaINaama\ |
ivaSvaa [t\ Qaonavaao du*na AaiSarM GaRtM du*nat AaiSarma\ || 6 ||
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You, Vayu, who have no one who would supersede, have the prior right to partake
Soma with first draught. Yes to partake Soma poured by all assembled ones to be freed
from transgressions. For you are all the luminous rays sourced to yield the Bliss, yes
to yield well-formed food.
Explanation:
No one does other than Vayu, the primal Breath initiate, stimulate and arouse the dead and docile
spirits to open up to the challenges of life.

__________
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XIV.
saUya-:
saU> - 1 .50 , ?iYa - p`skNva: kaNva: , saUya-:
This hymn is attributed to Paskanva Kanva, belonging to Kanva, son of Angirasa family. The
hymn is not in adoration of the elemental Sun in the sky, but in adoration of That Sun who illumines
the Mind, driving away the ignorance and obscurity created by the influence of senses on mind. The
starry constellation here stands for glittering embellishment which drifts human attention from spiritual
journey. Surya belongs to the Aditya conglomerate at different progressive stages as Dhata, Mitra,
Aryama, Varuna Amsha, Bhaga and Savita to Surya as the supreme embodiment of enlightenment.
Mahabharata adds to this list Tvashta and Vishnu to be the final and ultimate symbol of luminosity –
‘Qaata ima~ao|ya-maa Saka`ao varuNa: AMSa eva ca | Bagaao ivavasvanpUYaa ca saivata dSamastqaa || ekadSastqaa %vaYTa WadaSaao ivaYNaurucyato | jaGanyajastu savao-Yaamaaid%yaanaaM
gauNaaiQak: ||’.
The seer brings in focus at the very beginning Agni as the energizing deity for luminous light which
culminates with Surya.

]du %yaM jaatvaodsaM dovaM vahint kotva: | dRYao ivaSvaaya saUya-ma\ || 1 ||
The energizing spirit, Agni lifts aloft the brilliant rays streaming from the Surya for
the universe to perceive.
Explanation:
Here the Agni is not the elemental fire but the seer Will, presiding over the concentrated energy even
as Surya is not the incandescent radiant orb but the deity presiding over the concentrated aggregation of
luminous rays. sauya- is the medium, the passage through which one is led to enlightened comprehension,
whereby the wise ones reach Viraja, the Purusha, the un-decaying Self - ‘saUya-WaroNa to ivarjaa: p`yaaint ya~amaRt: sa
pu$Yaao (vyayaa%maa’, while the Asaur unenlightened ones attain obscure and ignorant abode - ‘AsaUyaa- naama to laaoka AnQaona
tamasaa||vaRta:’. When the luminous rays of Surya shines the innermost corner of the Mind, the shadows in
the dark corners of the cave no longer frighten one.
Jatavedas is not an epithet of Surya, as mentioned by Griffith but of Agni as the one wise in vaod
- the Wisdom, is the presiding deity over energy. Therefore, every enterprise becomes with an impulse
which needs to be energized. Therefore, Agni arouses luminous thoughts in Mind, by lifting aloft the
brilliant rays streaming from the Surya. That becomes clear when we go the next verse.

Ap %yao tayavaao yaqaa naxa~a yan%ya>uiBa: | saUraya ivaSvacaxasao || 2 ||
Then the starry constellations sneak away with their allure like thieves, once Surya
illumines the world.
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Explanation:
Starry constellation dazzle their allure only when the Surya sets and Chandra, the Moon has not
made his presence felt. It is during the dark nights when the constellation of stars is seen to shine bright,
even as in ignorance the attraction of sensual delights appears more alluring. But once Surya dawns on
the eastern horizon, the stars sneak out with their charisma like thieves without sound, even to a man
of wisdom the influence of senses do not prevail. Darkness cannot be when the Light illumines;
ignorance cannot be where Wisdom dominates. Darkness is said to have complained to the Creator that
Light makes its life unbearable. When Light was asked, it said that it is not familiar with Darkness, how
can it make its life unbearable when it has never ever encountered Darkness!

AdREamasya kotvaao iva rSmayaao jana^aM Anau | Ba`ajantao Agnayaao yaqaa || 3 ||
Concealed is its source, when it shines in the world of humans; it is resplendent only
when energized by Agni.
Explanation:
In phenomenal world, only rays of the Sun are visible, whereas the enlightenment which comes about
is sourced, not from the elemental Sun but from That Sun - Surya concealed from human sight. It
becomes resplendent only when Agni as jaatvaodsa wise in Wisdom and as puraoiht the forerunner energizes
Surya’s course in the firmament. The seer who chanted Gayatri mantra ! BaU: Bauva: sva: | t%t saivatR varoNyaM Bagaao- dovasya
QaImaih iQayaao na: p`caaodyaat\ || did not pray the elemental Sun in the sky but That supreme Savita-Surya - tt\ saivatR
varoNyama\, whose resonance is on Earth, Space and in the Heavens, who is resplendent in righteous
intelligence, to energies his intellect.

triNaiva-SvadSa-tao jyaaoitYkRdisa saUya- | ivaSvamaa Baaisa raocanama\ || 4 ||
Swift and beneficent are you, Surya dispenser of clarity and lucidity in the world of
human beings.
Explanation:
Even the goal is ascertained and the course is decided, the road in reality is, as the wise have said,
‘xaUrsya Qaara inaiSata dur%yayaa duga-M pqastt\ kvayaao vadint |’ (Katha Up.) and narrow is the ancient Path which stretches far
in distance - ‘SaNaU: pnqaa ivatt: puraNa:’ (Brihad Aranyaka Up.). It is assured, however, that the culmination –
supernal awareness is wholesome and beneficent, swift like flash of lightening or winking of the eye –
‘yadotd\ ivaVutao vyaVutda [tInnyamaIimaYada’ (Kena Up.). That is imperishable, the adorable, the luminous Savitru, the
ancient Wisdom.

p`%ya=\ dovaanaaM ivaSa: p`%ya=\=udoiYa maanauYaana\ | p`%ya=\ ivaSvaM svadR-Sao || 5 ||
You traverse yonder among the luminous powers and also here in the universe
among the human beings, infusing your effulgence.
Explanation:
Surya is luminous like all others presiding over different centres of power. idva\ is to be luminous. dova
is one who is luminous. Sun is the visual symbols of the energy of all luminous divinities, seen infused.
Therefore, often seers use the same word not only for the different aspects of Surya but also in relation
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to other centres of power. In one of his earlier manifestations as Ushas, the fore-runner of Surya, as the
luminous daughter, assists the well mannered creatures, rousing both those who have two feet or four and
the birds which fly all around in space. Emerging with radiance of the light, she illumines the quarters.
.’ It is Surya as the resplendence of That One who lays the path luminous for the seekers to traverse with
assurance and confidence.

yaonaa pavak caxasaa BaurNyantM jan^aMa Anau | %vaM varuNa pSyaisa || 6 ||
With the similar pure vision you Varuna see these men who earnestly follow their
pursuits.
Explanation:
Varuna is the presiding deity supervising the cosmic order - ?t therefore he is called embodiment
of the cosmic order- ?tvaana, born of the cosmic order - ?tjaat, grown mature with the cosmic order - ?tvaRwao,
abhorring lapse of the cosmic order – AnaRtiWYa:. Even as the custodian of the cosmic order Varuna surveys
the compliance of the cosmic order with his judicious eyes, Surya also surveys the creatures engaged in
their individual pursuits.

iva VamaoiYa rjaspRqvaha imamaanaao A>uiBa: | pSyaMjanmaaina saUya- || 7 ||
Even while traversing the yonder heavens and the space above, you O Surya
observe with your rays the things that are born.
Explanation:
Modern science declares the Sun shining in the space above is nothing but the concentration of the
refulgent energy, rays passing over the effulgent energy in the universe. But according to seers, Surya
is in himself the source of energy passing its benevolent essence to energize all in the universe. Surya
is not in the space above but far beyond concealed by brilliance if its rays. He is the vigilant overseer
as well as the productive participant the creative cycle.

saPt %vaa hirtao rqao vahint dova saUya- | SaaoicaYkoSaM ivacaxaNa || 8 ||
Seven-fold are the horses that are yoked to your chariot, Divine Surya, carry on
your course, O the far seeing one.
Explanation:
Seven are the seven days in the weak, signifying the passage of Time over which Surya rides his
course. Surya rises in the east and sets in the west as a natural course, which human beings assign the
concept of Time - days, weeks, months and years, his phases and his seasons. The seer seems to suggest
Surya to carry on his far sighted course, prevailing over the seven horses yoked to his chariot.
Atharvaveda too says Time is horse yoked to seven reins (rays) - ‘kalaao ASvaao vahit saPtriSma: .. tama\ Aaraohint kvayaao
ivapiScat:’ and expansive universe being the wheels -‘tsya cak`a Bauvanaaina ivaSva’. Mind being the consequential
result, Time is what the mind conceives. Mind cannot exist without being influenced by Time, both being
inseparable. Forces of Nature having no Mind have also no concept of Time and therefore will be
bemused if they are asked about Time. If a human being has to be free of the constraints of Time then
it should ride over those constraint as Surya does, and in that way not allow the present moment be
overwhelmed by the past and the future. It for that purpose one does pray Surya to make the passage
luminous by his benevolent rays.
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Ayau> saPt SaunQyauva: saUrao rqasya naP%ya: | taiBayaa-it svayaui>iBa: || 9 ||
Yoked to the chariot are the seven horses, steady and swift and with them thus
harnessed he goes forth.
Explanation:
Surya is conscious of the assignments ordained for him by Prajapati and therefore he is ever keen
to perform his actions in that spirit. Therefore, under the watchful eye of Varuna, as the custodian of ?t,
he continues on his sojourn. The performance is not easy and requires commitment because ‘sa%yaM baRht\ ?tM
]ga`M dIxaa tpao ba`*ma ya&: pRiqavaI Qaaryaint |’ – Supreme Prime Existence, austere Cosmic Law, initiation, penance,
Wisdom, performance of ordained action - these uphold the world. The Surya with performance of his
action according to the course set for him lays down an example for others to follow.

]d\ vayaM tmasaspir jyaaoitYpSyant ]<arma\ | dovaM dova~a saUya-maganma jyaaoitru<amama\ || 10 ||
Looking up above on the loftier light beyond obscure regions, we have come to
Surya, the divine among the dietes, the Light that is luminous.
Explanation:
Progress has to be secure and certain not intermittent and by accident. Only then will one find the
luminous light shining above. Such assurance clears one from obscure worlds and makes the passage on
the Path to Perfection luminous. Surya is not only an aggregation of light but also confluence of the
enlightened state. The seer of this hymn reiterates with one of Yajurveda (XL.8) in saying that the one
who has attained the luminous, without body, without blemish, without sinews, the pure, in which evil
has not entered, that poet, the wise, all-encompassing, self-formed has determined his course according
to the perennial principles for eternal never-ending days – ‘sa pya-gaaca\ Cuk`M AkayaM Ava`NaM AsnaaivarM SauwM ApapivawM | kivar\
manaaYaI pirBaU: svayaMBaUr\ yaaqaatqyataao|qaa-na\ vuawacCaSvatIBya: samaaBya: ||’.
In that state of enlightenment, which is high above imperfections, one cannot remain with
imperfections. It is one which crossed all boundaries of obscurity, where darkness has no place to subsist,
where the luminosity of Surya has found confluence and from blazes forth in profusion, not slowly and
gradually, but suddenly and all at one time, in one whole, enveloping everything and making them all
luminous. It is like the dancer not remaining distinct and different from the dance; the dancer becoming
the dance his each step, each gesture, each glance inseparable with the dance. Like the juices becoming
honey do not know I am the essence of this tree, I am the essence of that tree or the rivers that flow from
different directions to the sea do not know I am this one and I am that one as even so the light shining
as different selves do not know their different prior existence when they reach out to the Surya, the divine
among the diets, the Light that is luminous, beyond obscure regions.
That is the ‘ba`a*maI isqait’ which is being brilliantly luminous without being aware of luminosity, like one
breathing without being aware of one’s breathing, which state each one aspires, where the mind ceases
to be influenced by the senses, where the intellect stops and the ego ceases to create images of his own,
being one with the universe becomes one with its activities, performs as a part would do with the whole.

]VnnaV ima~mah Aaraohnnau<araM idvama\ | )d`aogaM mama saUya- hirmaNaM ca naaSaya || 11 ||
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Rising high above in loftier heavens, well endowed with companions, O Surya,
remove these imperfections in my heart which harm my feelings.
Explanation:
Seer is conscious that Surya is one of the many centres of energies over which different luminous
powers preside. Therefore he beseeches Surya that rising up high above in heavens, he and his
companions should remove the imperfections from his limbs since they restrain his positive inclination.
Brihad Aranyaka Up. records that when Jaratkaru asked Yajnavalkya to explain the organs of perception
(ga`h) and the perceivers (Aitga`h), he was informed that eight are the organs of perception and eight are the
perceivers. Nose, speech, tongue, eye, ear, mind, hands, skin are the eight organs of perception and Apana
(out-breath), naama (name), rsa (taste), $p (form), Sabd (sound), kama (desire), kma- (action) and spSa- (touch) are the
perceivers. Terminating the imperfections means making the organs of perception pure and propitious.
Mundaka Up. declares that ‘ihrNmayao pro kaoSaoivarjaMba`*ma inaYklama\ | tcCuBa`M jyaaoitYaaM jyaaoitstdVda%maivadao ivadu: ||’ (II.ii.9) – In
the supreme golden sheath is Brahman without stain, without parts, pure, Luminous of the luminous, this
is what the knower of the self know. Atharvaveda spoke of Brahman as desire less, firm, immortal, selfemergent, endowed with the essence (rsa) and desiring nothing; one fears not death who has known Him,
the Self, serene, ageless and youthful – ‘Akamaao QaIrao AmaRt: svayaMBaU rsaona tRPtao na kutScanaaona: | tmaova ivaWana\ na ivaBaaya maR%yaaor\ Aa%maanaM
QaIrma\ AjarM yauvaanama\ ||’ (X.8.84). In Chhandogya Up. (III.7. 6-8) we find Ghora Angiras advising Devakiputra
Krishna that in the final hour one should take refuge in the three thoughts that one is Undecaying,
Unchanging and the essence of all Existence. Proceeding from the primeval seed one sees the morning
light that shines higher in space. Seeing beyond obscurity, one sees the higher light, seeing further one
arrives the Surya, Luminous among the luminous, the supremely luminous, yeas, supremely luminous –
‘saao|ntvaolaayaamaot%~yaMp`itpVotaixatmasyacyautmaisa p`aNas^MaMiSatmaaasaIit . . Aad \ [t p`%nasya rotsa: jyaaoit: PSyant ]<arM ^\ sva: pSyant ]<arM dovaM dava~a saIyamaganya jyaaoitru<amaimait, jyaaoitru<amaimait ||’

SaukoYau mao hirmaaNaM raopNaakasau dQmaisa | Aqaao haird`vaoYau mao hirmaNaM ina dQmaisa || 12 ||
Let me my pallor to the parrot or to the birds or let it be transferred to the haritaala
trees.
Explanation:
The seer desires to transfer the pallor on his colourless appearance which has been due to the absence
of luminous enlightenment. He uses jaundice as the symbols for his pale facial look and using the
traditional belief as an example he prays Surya to transfer the pallor to a parrot, any other bird or to a
tree, bringing back the luminous healthy look to his face.
Seers use commonly accepted beliefs to explain their experiences or view-points. But it would be a
gross mistake to think that the seers believed in many of the beliefs which were prevailing in world. If
the primary purpose of the seers is to communicate their supra-sensory experiences in language and
words available among those for whom the communication is meant, then they find free about using the
marks, symbols and words which would meet their need for the moment. They would use different words
with special connotation when they deal with qualified students who receptivity is sharp, keen and
incisive.

]d\gaadyamaaid%yaao ivaSvaona sahsaa sah | iWYantM ma(M rnQayana\ maao AhM iWYato rQama\ || 23 ||
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With all his prowess and proficiency, Surya has risen in the yonder quarters, giving
my enemy in my hand. Let me not get ensnared by his ingenious deception.
Explanation:
Here the word is Aditya – ‘Aaid%yaasa: Aidtya: syaama’ (VII.52.1) son born to Aditi, the mother of all gods.
Commenting one of the later hymn (X.185.3) – ‘yasmaO pu~asaao Aidto: p` jaIvamao ma%yaa-ya | jyaaoitya-ccn%yajasahsa`ma\ ||’ Sayana says
‘Aidto: - Aidnaayaa dovamaatu:, pu~asa: - pu~a ima~adya:, yasmaO ma%yaa-ya - manauYyaaya stao~o, Ajasa`ma\ - AivaicCnnama\, jyaaoit: - toja:, jaIvasao - jaIivatuma\, p`
- yacCint – Aditya is the noble offspring of Aditi bringing luminous and indivisible brilliance to the lives
of human beings. Since Aditya denotes one of Surya’s earlier forms, the latter luminous form will not
be far to rise on the horizon making its presence felt with all auspicious splendour, to terminate the
infirmities in worshipper’s physical, mental and psychological lives. Great is his splendour of Surya.
Commenting on the hymns ‘[dM EaoYzM jyaoitYaaM jyaaoitru<arM ivaSvaijawanaijaducyato | ivaSvaBa`aD\ Ba`ajaao maih saUyaao- dRSa ]ru pp`qao sah Aaojaao Acyautma\
||’, Sayana explains, ‘[dM - saaOr toja: (the sunlight), EaoyaM - p`Sasyatma\ jyaaoitYaama\ (extensive illumination), AnyaYaaM ga`hnaxa~aidnaaM
Aip (even others like the planets and the stars), jyaaoit: - p`kaSama\ (Light), At: eva ]<amama\ - ]%kRYTma\ (the best), ivaSvaijat\
- ivaSvasya sava-sya jaotR (winner of the extensive universe), Qanaijat\ - Qanasya ca jaotR (winner of wealth) baRht\ - p`Bautma\ ]cyat
(is spoken as the dominant)o | Aip ca ivaSvaBa`aT\ - ivaSvasya p`kaiSayata (also illuminator of the universe), Ba`aja: - Ba`ajamaana:
(resplendent), maih - mahaana\ (the great) saUya-:, dRSao - dSa-naaya (is seen as), ]ru – ivastINa-ma\ (extensively), sah: - tmasa: AiBaBavatu
(terminates obscurity) Acyautma\ - cyauitrihtma\ (being without any hesitation) Aaoja: - tojasya balama\ (intense brilliance),
pp`qao - ivastaryait (and spreads across) |’. Thus Surya’s supreme brilliance which illumines the planets and
the stars also conquers the world and wealth and also spreads its inexhaustible illumination in the world
to terminate the obscurity of the people. Therefore Jamadagni Bhargava, associate of Vishvamitra, who
had seen the supreme Gayatri mantra, says ‘baNmah^aM Aisa saUya- baLaid%ya mah^aM Aisa | mahsto satao maihmaa pvasyatoMwaa daova mah^aM Aisa
| baT\ saUya- Eavasaa mah^aM Aisa sa~a dova mah^aM Aisa | ma*na daoavaanaamasaUya-: puraoihtao ivaBau jyaoitrdaByama\ ||’ (VIII.101.11-12) – verily Surya you
are magnificent; truly Aditya is great. As you are great so is your greatness admired. Yes, you are great.
Yes Surya you are great in fame, you are ever more, O divine one, a great being. All your goodness has
come in the forefront as the luminous and incomparable Light.

__________
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XV.
[nd
saU> - 1.32 , ?iYa - ihrNyastUp AaMigarsa: , [nd
Rigveda speaks of That One, having been manifest in many places. That One is Fire kindled in many
a place; That One is the Sun shining over every space. That One is the Dawn that makes all this
luminous. That One became all this creation.
In Upanishads this thought was further elucidated. Brihad Aranyaka Up. says - At that time, That
One was all undifferentiated. That One became differentiated by name and form. That One entered in
here even to the tips of the nails. That One no one sees for it is incomplete. When breathing, That One
is called prime breath, when speaking the voice, when seeing the eye, when hearing the ear, when
thinking the Mind. These are merely the names of the actions of That One. He who meditates on one
or the other of them, he does not know because that is incomplete, with one or the other of these
characteristics. That One the Self is to be meditated for in it all these (the incomplete ones) become one.
These are all like the footprints, for by them one knows all this.
Seeing nothing else but itself, That One – sat acknowledged its identity as ‘I’ – Ahma\ and as ‘Existence’
– Aisma, self-certified effulgence - ba`*mana\ , which word has as its root baR, to effulge or bursts forth in
abundance and in variety of names and forms. ‘Then, it knew, I exist, verily, as all this creation, for I
have, verily, created all this’. Therefore what ever exists, is, verily, the Prime Existence, Brahman alone
IS and what ever has bursts forth too is Brahman.
In Bhagacad Gita, Krishna mentions that earth, water, fire, air, ether, Mind and Intellect and the Egosense are the eightfold forms in which Divine essence, energy – shakti, as Praktiti becomes manifested.
Brihad Aranyak Up. declares ‘~INyaa%mano ku$t [it manaao vaacaM p`aNama\ tanyaa%manao kurut |’. Brahman made Mind Speech
and Praana, the primal Breath as the primary instruments of effulgence. In vedic scriptures, we find
Indra as the deity presiding over Mind. It is the Mind which conceives various forms in the world.
Therefore as the presiding deity over Mind, Indra is said to make himself known transforming himself
in many forms through his power of formatting – maayaa ‘$pM $pM p`it$pao baBaUva tdsya $pM p`itcaxaNaaya | [nd`ao maayaaiBa: puru$p[
yato yau>a (sya hrya: Sata dSa ||’
This hymns eulogizes the deeds of Indra

[nd`sya nau vaIyaa-iNa p` vaaocaM yaaina cakar p`qamaaina vaja`I |
Ahnnaihmanvapsttd- p` vaxaNaa AiBana%pva-tanaama\ || 1 ||
I will declare Indra’s daring deeds, the first he accomplished, and the wielder of the
lightning. He destroyed the mighty twisted thoughts, releasing flow of the thoughts
through the channels of psychic pathways.
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Explanation:
This hymn is addressed to Indra, the presiding deity over Mind, which when influenced by senses
becomes obscure and when the taints are removed clarity of vision becomes luminous. In Mind, there
is constant struggle between luminous forces represented by Indra and the dark forces represented by Ahi
or Vritra, the mighty serpents, which result in twisted thoughts. Only when the dark corners of Mind is
enlightened by the luminous light that the obscurity created by the web of twisted thoughts which exist
concealed come to be resolved. The cave is the Mind, wherein the twisted thoughts representing mighty
Ahi and Vrtra obscure the mind and Indra as the presiding deity over Mind releases the thoughts from
obscurity to illumination by opening the flood-gates for them to flow without obstruction in their natural
course.
According to Sayana, ‘yaaojaat: eva jaayamaana: eva sana\ p`qama: dovaanaaM p`QaanaBaUt: maanastana\ manisvanaamaga`Nya: dova: Vaotmaana:. . ’ - Agni
is in the forefront, as the first born among the divinities, to enrgise and initiate the intellectual process.
What is described and eulogized here is the triumph of the Mind, energized by Agni and presided over
by Indra, over the forces of ignorance represented by Ahi and Vrtra, which obscure the thinking process,
influenced by slippery senses, symbolized by slithering serpents. Thoughts which are not regulated are
in constant struggle with one another, attempting to supersede one over the other for attention. Mind
which is not disciplined gives opportunity to thoughts which are not luminous. Since Mind is the prime
instrument which Brahman made for himself to be effulgent, it needs all attention for one who desires
clarity of Mind.
In recording the mighty deeds of Indra, the Seer eulogizes him as the possessor of lightening - the
intelligence that sharpens intellect and thoughts that are discriminative and wholesome. The scripture
characterizes Ahi as the mighty serpent who blocks the rivers from their free flow by constructing huge
dams and which Indra, as the presiding deity over Mind, shatters the dams destroying the twisted
thoughts, symbolized by serpents, thereby opening up the flow to have its natural course to clarity.
Paap is the consequential demerit caused by obscurity - A&ana and puNya, the consequential merit due to
clarity - &ana. Paap is performance of action due to non-awareness of the true nature of the Mind and the
Self and puNya is performance of actions with due and proper understanding and awareness of the Dharmic
principles. In pure Hindu philosophy, demerits and merits do not have the same meaning or stigma,
attached by the word ‘sin’ or ‘Original Sin’ so prominently seen in Judaic philosophy. Creation being
the effulgence of Brahman cannot be ‘sinful’, it becomes ‘sinful’ only when the Mind performs actions
under the influence of the senses. The seer speaks of the great deed of Indra, as the presiding deity over
Mind, who with discrimination destroys the impediments on the way towards clarity of thinking.

AhnnaihM pva-to iSaiEayaaNaM %vaYTasmaO vaja`M svayaO ttxa |
vaaEaa [va Qaonava: syandmaanaa AMja: samaud`mava jagmaurap: || 2 ||
He destroyed the obscurity in mind with the luminous thunder-bolt fashioned by
Tvashtra, the divine carpenter. Then, like the cows rushing from the ken, thoughts
streamed through like the rapid rivers flowing to the ocean.
Explanation :
The thunder-bolt for destroying obscurity from the mind was fashioned by Tvashtra, the divine
artisan, giving the wielder a powerful instrument for fulfilling divine purpose and divine dispensation.
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The pure thoughts which flow after the obstructions are removed are compared to the cows which rush
from the enclosed caves, or the rivers which stream to the seas, once the dams are shattered. Cow is
powerful symbol used in vedic scriptures to suggest purity of thought and of purpose, assuming the role
of nobility, arya, for them and ascribing the role of asuras, to the un-enlightened ones. It was the goal
of Arya society to ‘[nd`M vaQa-ntao APtur: kRNvantao ivaSvama\ Aaya-ma\ ApGnantao AraNva:’ – performing every noble actions, fortified
by Indra’s might, Aryanise the whole world driving out anarchy.

vaRYaayamaaNaao|vaRNaAIt saaomaM i~kd`ukoYvaipva%sutsya |
Aa saayakM maGavaadt vaja`aMhnnaonaM p`qamajaamahInaama\ || 3 ||
Impetuous like bulls are the thoughts that seek taste of the Bliss, which Indra enjoys
in the three states of Para, Pashyanti and Madhyama or of waking, dream and
dreamless. The Great One grasping the resonance of Sound as the instrument, destroys
the indeterminate obscure thoughts even as they come.
Explanation:
Thoughts never remain still or silent, they are always vibrant and bubbling. They are impulsive and
indeterminate, attracted by objects of senses and influenced by senses. Indra revels the Bliss of Beatitude
in all the three states viz. Para, Pashyanti and Madhyama or of dreamless, dream and waking, which
only the wise and the luminous ones can be aware of. Indra therefore, as the presiding deity restrains
the confusing, indistinct thoughts arising in the Mind by destroying the obstacles which come on the way
of the enjoyment Bliss. Dreamless state is comparable to the Para state when one is blissful without
being conscious of oneself Being in Bliss; dream state is the Pashyanti state when one is conscious of
having ‘seen’, having ‘heard’ and having ‘experienced’ Bliss, without having to use physical instruments
of perception or action and waking state is the Madhyama state when one expresses with physical
instruments of perception and action what one was conscious of Being in Bliss in the Para state and what
one experienced as Being in Bliss in Pashyanti state.

yaidnd`ahnp`qamajaamahInaamaanmaaiyanaamaimanaa: p`aot maayaa: |
Aa%saUya-M janayanVamauYaasaM taadI%naa Sa~uM na iklaa ivaiva%sao || 4 ||
0 Indra, when you did thus destroy first of the obscure thoughts and their illusory
charms, you gave momentum to the brilliance and luminosity of the expansive bliss; and
no one could oppose your experience.
Explanation:
Ahi, the mighty serpent, symbolizes obscure, indeterminate, confusing thoughts, which are illusory
‘maaiyana\’, which the might of Indra, presiding deity over the Mind, destroyed with illuminating lightening
and forthrightness of the thunder.
Yaska sourced the word maayaa from the root maa - to measure, to create or to format with yaa - that
by which a thing is measured or created – ‘maIyanto piricCVnto Anayaa pdaqa- :’. This power can be used by
enlightened forces to be luminous or by the un-enlightened forces to be obscure. Ahi and Vrttra are the
asuras, the un-enlightened ones, who confuse the Mind, under the influence of senses. On the other hand
we find from Rigveda that Indra transformed himself in accordance with each form, which forms were
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meant for making him known, by assuming many forms by his maya. Indra as the presiding deity over
Mind destroys first of the obscure thoughts and their illusory charms and then gives momentum to the
brilliance and luminosity of the expansive Bliss.

AhnvaR~M vaR~trM vyasaimand`ao vaja`oNa mahta vaQaona |
sknQaaMsaIva kuilaSaonaa ivavaR@Naa|ih: Sayat ]ppRiqavyaa: || 5 ||
Indra with his great and lethal lightening stifled Vrtra, the architect of the monstrous
obscured thoughts. Like the tree distorted from the roots, the tangled thoughts were
struck down with each fall of the axe.
Explanation:
Vrtra is like a mighty tree, twisted and tangled from its roots, and spreading its branches in all
quarters, which Indra struck down with brilliant intellectual sword, for he is, verily, the deity presiding
over the Mind. It is only through Wisdom, clarity of thoughts, that the reign of ignorance can be
terminated.

Ayaaowova duma-d Aa ih ja`*vao mahavaIrM tuivabaaQamaRjaIYama\ |
naatarIdsya samaRitM vaQaanaaM saM $jaanaa: ipipYa [nd`Sa~u: || 6 ||
Vrtra, representing the entangled thoughts, like weak and wounded warrior,
challenged Indra, the imperious destroyer, who without being confused by the clashing
clamour of thoughts crushed the foes, their forts falling apart.
Explanation:
Thoughts have immense influence on mind, and when they are restrained, they sneak through to
confuse and confound. But Indra, the presiding deity over the Mind, without being confused by the
turbulence of thoughts and cacophony of concepts, destroy them with determination with all their
fortifications.
In Bhagavad Gita we find Arjuna who is considered to be the offspring of Indra, indecisive in his
resolve to perform his Dharma, with his limbs quailing, mouth going dry, body shaking and hair standing
on ends, skin burning, mind reeling and his steps unsteady. Such distress is observed in human life, which
is one great recurring predicament. Such moments of despondency are common in each one’s life. It is
then the presiding deity over Mind is to be sought and prayed for resurgence of Mind, to restore the
spiritual intelligence, which initiates for further evolution of the human spirit. The fight takes every
moment of one’s life and one has therefore to be consciously aware of such moments.
Krishna seeing Arjuna overcome with pity, ‘kRpyaaivaYTma\’ asks him how come this stain of spirit has
come, ‘kuts%vaa kSmalaimadM ivaYamao samaupisqatma\’ and chides him talking as if a wise one would speak. Later when Arjuna
complains that the mind is restless, impetuous, strong and obstinate, stubborn to be restrained, Krishna
agreeing says, with some effort and with dispassion it can be restrained. Because ‘na ih &anaona sadRSaM piva~imah ivaVto
| t%svayaM yaaogaisaw: kalaonaa%maina ivandit ||’ – There is nothing here equal in purity as Wisdom, and he who is
equanimous finds this for himself in course of time. Therefore, one seeks Indra’s grace, he being the
presiding deity over Mind.
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Apadhstao ApRtnyaidnd`maasya vaja`MaiQa saanaaO jaGaana |
vaRYNaao vaiQa`: p`itmaanaM bauBaYanpuru~a vaR~ao ASayad\ vyast: || 7 ||
Dismembered without feet or arms (the thoughts), Vrtra fought Indra, who had
struck him down (for clarity of the thoughts). Emasculate, yet claiming vigour, Vrtra (as
the obscure thought), fought as he lay scattered with his vision in disarray.
Explanation:
It is impossible to terminate thoughts completely from Mind and traces will continue to remain as
memories and shaping one’s disposition. They will continue to assail human being in performance of his
actions. Therefore, one has to restrain their influence on a continuing basis, by dismembering them, even
as they would continue their onslaught in shaping the human life. Only Indra as the presiding deity may
energize the Mind to be receptive to the Proper (Eaoya) thoughts instead of being swayed by the Pleasant
(pòya) ones. One has to be QaIr,, man of discrimination. Indra is eulogized as Maghavan.

nadMna iBannamamauyaa SayaanaM manaao ruhaNaa Ait yan%yaap: |
yaaiScad\ vaRR~ao maihnaa pya-itYz<aasaamaih: p%saut:SaIba-BaUva || 8 ||
When the obscure thoughts break away like stream bursting the river-banks, the
luminous light streaming above and the obscure thoughts, which Vrtra had by his power
controlled, settled down under.
Explanation:
When thoughts which were till now obscure, hindered by Ahi or Vrtra are released, the Luminous
Light, bright and Blissful shines above those obscure thoughts. Shankara says, just as with manifestation
of light the objects like pots etc become comprehended, even so through Wisdom, the Existence too
becomes comprehended -‘p`kaSao [va GaTaid:, ivaVayaaM sa%yaaM AivaBa-vait .

naIcaavayaa ABavad\ vaRR~pu~ond`ao Asyaa Ava vaQaja-Baar |
]<ara saUrQar: pu~ AasaI_anau: Sayao sahava%saa na Qaonau: || 9 ||
Humbling the might of Vrtra’s power (over thoughts), Indra gave a deadly blow to
him, causing Danu (mother) of Vrtra to lay beside him like a cow would beside its calf.
Explanation:
When Indra struck at Vrtra’s influence over thoughts arising in Mind, he lay prostrate beside his
Mother Danu. The imagery is revealing. Even as flash of luminous lightening struck out the effect of the
dark obscurity, it stretched besides the cause, the source, the Mother. Vrtra is a danava son of Danu. And
in terminating the effect Vrtra, he destroyed the cause also. Once the cause is eliminated, the effects also
cease to be at the very source. Indra’s action is not similar to that of Savita, one of the prior form of
Surya, symbolized by the physical aggregate mass glowing in the firmament. Unlike Indra who as the
presiding deity over Mind, has to smash Vrtra, symbolizing dark obscure force the Sun, who rules over
energizing the intellect - QaI, does not have to fight darkness tmasa\, it withdraws from the scene on its own,
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the moment the Sub rises in the horizon. Therefore Vishvamitra prays: ‘! Bau: Bauva: sva: tt\ saivatR varoNyaM Bagaao-dovasya
QaImaih iQayaao yaao na p`caaodyaat\ |’ - O Primal Sound ! The earth below, the Space in between and the heavens above
! Let That Savitru, which is great, the intellect of the great resplendent Lord, let That one enrgise my
Mind.
There is a parable. Once Darkness approached Prajapati with a complaint that Surya dislikes him
to the point of hating his very existence. When Prajapati inquired of Surya, he was surprised saying that
he has never met Darkness, how then can he hate and despise ! Such is the difference between Indra and
Surya. When Sun rises in the horizon, the constellation, shining in the dark sky, pass away like thieves,
together with their beams, before the all-beholding Sun. Similarly once the Mind becomes enlightened
to Brahman the obscurity and ignorance of the primordial world automatically and simultaneously ceases
to be. As Yajnavalkya describes Brahman as nothing but mass aggregate mass consciousness – iva&anaGana and
even as a lump of salt thrown in water becomes dissolved in water and there would not be any of it to
seize forth as it were, but whatever one may take it is salty indeed, even so verily when one is enlightened
all the dualities, the good and the bad, the noble and the evil, luminous and the obscure become one as
it were - ‘sa yaqaa saOnQavaiKlya ]dko p`ast ]dkmaovaanauivalaIyaot, na hasyaaod\ga`hNaayaova syaat\, yatao yatsTvaaddIt lavaNamaova, evaM vaa Ar [dM mahd\BaUtmanantparM
iva&anaGana eva |’. No actions have to be performed; no effort has to be undertaken. When to one who is
enlightened everything, every name and form, has become merged as one, then how do ignorance and
wisdom, obscurity and luminosity could exist as distinct entities ?

AitYzntInaamainavaoSanaanaaM kaYzanaaM maQyao inaihtM SarIrma\ |
vaR~sya inaNyaM iva carn%yaapao dIGa-M tma AaSayaid`nd`Sa~U || 10 ||
Swirling thus in the never-ceasing flowing stream, Vrtra’s obscurity was got rid of
without any trace, leaving Indra’s this enemy in complete confusion.
Explanation
The state of Wisdom is the absence of ignorance; the state of enlightenment is the state where there
is no obscurity. When obscurity created by Vrtra ceased to be effective and the last vestiges of
non-awareness are wiped off when Indra vanquishes the great slithering serpent, clarity of Mind and
brilliance of Supernal Awareness became restored.

dasap%naIrihgaaopa AitYzinna$wa p`: piNanaova gaava: |
ApaM ibalamaipihtM yadasaIt\ vaRR~M jaGanvaa^ Ap tWvaar || 11 ||
Under the influence of obscure power, the thoughts till now lay low, like the cattle
held by robber, but once the obscure entangled thoughts were destroyed, the cave
opened and the imprisoned thoughts found themselves released.
Explanation:
Again imagery is used. The obscured thoughts are like the cows hidden by the robbers and the
robbers are those who are un-enlightened or have obscuring thoughts, concepts, ideas and faiths and
beliefs. And when the mind is released from the constraints of the obscure conditioned thoughts it is like
the release of the cows from the dark corridors of a cave to the luminous rays of freedom and grandeur.
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In vedic terminology cow is often used as symbol of the luminous rays of the Sun, pure thought from
the primary Mind, therefore, as pure Wisdom. When cows are said to have been released from the dark
caves, it means that the primary Mind is relieved of the tangled, twisted obscure thoughts and released
from the their constraints.

ASvyaao vaarao ABavastidnd` saRko yat\ %vaa p`%yahndova ek: |
Ajayaao gaa Ajaya: SaUr saaomamavaasaRja: sat-vao saPt isanQaUna\ || 12 ||
Like the horse’s tail takes swipes, Indra takes swipes with his lightening. You (O
Indra) have won back the luminous rays, the Bliss and have them flow like the sevenstreamed river.
Explanation :
Horse symbolises power, and as it brushes away the flies with its tail, Indra brushed aside the
obscure thoughts from mind with flashes of lightening, allowing them to flow like the seven streams
freely without any obstruction.

naasmaO ivaVunna tnyatu: isaYaoQa na yaaM imahmaikrd\ Qa`aduina ca |
[nd`Sca yaVuyauQaato AihScaaotaprIByaao maGavaa iva ijagyao || 13 ||
No one came to his (Vritta’s) assistence, neither the flash of lightening nor the roll
of thunder nor the dark clouds, when Indra clashed in battle with him and with the
tangled thoughts; the mighty one gained victory for ever.
Explanation:
When Sun shines in the sky how could there be darkness then ? When Indra strikes who will there
be to resist his strength ? All attempts to beguile confuse or obscure him failed and Indra remained
unwavering in his approach and his might gained superiority and victory.

Ahoyaa-tarM kmapSya [nd` )idyat\ too jaGnauYaao BaIrgacCt\ |
nava ca yannavaitM ca sa`vantI: Syaonaao na BaItao Atrao rjaaMisa || 14 ||
What did you desire 0 Indra, when you destroyed the tangled thoughts, and what
fears possessed your heart as you were slaying them, and what nine and ninety doubts
were passing in your mind when like an eagle you were flying in space.
Explanation:
The Seer saw Indra hesitating while destroying Vrtra ? In search of Truth and in following the path
to perfection many doubts assail and many hindrances obstruct. Some appear Proper in pleasing garbs,
while the pleasant ones wear clothes that make them look the Proper. Every doubt has to be terminated
and every obstacle has to be overcome. That is the way the path of discrimonation is laid out. The Path
to Perfection is far and difficult to be crossed.
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Indra is a Dheera, the luminous deity presiding over the Mind, not an arrogant despot assured of his
chivalry. According to the legend, Vrtra was a Brahmin, well versed in scriptures. Therefore, killing him
would be an unrighteous action, even if he held contrary views. Indra had to reflect on his action,
therefore, hesitated in taking his declared action. Independent of the myth one can rationalise such
indecision, in that a person often confronts with situations where there is no clarity of vision and every
thing looks obscure. Indra’s position exemplifies that even in the best of circumstances; a well
intentioned person is required to use his sense of discrimination in deciding the course to be accepted
for fulfilling his goal. Once the decision is taken, then all action should be followed swiftly and with
assurance.
The eagles flying in space is compared to the high thoughts rising in mind, when one undertakes
intellectual adventure. Nine and ninety nine times i.e. on numerous occasions, decision is required to be
taken about right and the wrong.

[nd`ao yaatao|vaisatsya rajaaSamasya ca SaRi=gaNaao vaja`baahu: |
saod,u rajaa xayait caYa-NaInaamarana\ naoima: pir ta baBaUva || 15 ||
Indra, the luminous One is the Lord of all that moves and moves not, the creatures
tamed and belligerent, the holder of thunder. Ruling over all the men as the Lord, he
keeps all the faculties within his control.
Explanation:
The Luminous Indra is the Lord of all the animate and inanimate creatures, divine as well as the
humans. Kena Upanishad explains that he became the Lord of all Divinities because it was he, first
among all divinities, which became aware of Brahman. It was he who first touched the hem of the Lord’s
garments, as it were.
He who knows Brahman becomes blessed by Brahman. This is the Truth, Truth of all Truths.
__________
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XVI.

VavaapRiqavaI
saU> - 1. 159 ,, ?iYa - dIGa-tmaa AaOcaqya: , VavaapRiqavaI
The quest of Wisdom was earnest and compelling among the seers. They wondered which came first
and which followed later. Who were they born, who can tell it here ? They themselves seem to support
each other as on a chariot the Day and the night follow each other ! These two uphold through footless
and motionless, all creation having feet and moving. May you protect the son resting on mother’s bosom
from fear and danger - ‘ktra pUvaa- ktraprayaao: kqaa jaato kvaya: kaoiva vaod | ivaSvaM %mana ibaBaaUtao yaw naamaiva vat-toAhnaI caik`yaova || BaUirM
Wo Acaraint carntM pWtM gaBa-pdI dQaato | ina%yaM na saUnauM ip~aorupsqao Vavaa rxatM pRiqavaI naao ABvaat\ ||’ (I.185,1-2). The seers saw in each
element in Nature essence of the Prime Existence throbbing. The vast heaven above and the extensive
earth below appeared him to the basis on which the creative activity set in motion by That One will
unfold. We have seen earlier (X.121) where the seer speaking of k: , says ihrNyagaBa-: samavat-taga`o BaUtsya jaat: pitrok
AasaIt\ | sa daQaar pRiqavaIM VamautomaaM ksmaO dovaaya hivaYaa ivaQaoma || 1 || who arose in the beginning as Hiranyagarbha, the goldenwombed, to create heaven and earth – ‘VavaaBaUmaIM janayana\ dova ek:’ and who became as the divine spirit – ‘dovaanaama\
Asau:’ the sole custodian of all the creatures, upholding the heavens and earth within his self.
It is human nature to conceive every thing in Nature in its own image. Therefore, it is not surprising
that seer Dirghatamas Auchathya should conceptualize Heavens to be father, the begetter, Earth to be
mighty mother, spread between two halves is the place of relationship wherein the father creates nature’s
(daughter’s) womb. – ‘VaaOmao- ipta jainata naaiBar~ banQaumao- maata pRiqavaI mahIyama\ | ]<aanayaaoyaao-inarntr~a ipta duihtuga-Ba-maaQaat\ ||’ (I,164.33).
Heaven spread above is the encompassing compassion of the their father, who protects the offspring
under the shadow of the vast umbrella of the firmament, showering rains for their well beings, often
moody as the dark clouds, some time flashing like lightening and often reverberating like thunder. With
Sun in firmament, he illumines them, with Moon he shines on them with affection; with stars he displays
his generous goodies. He blows the cool breeze across them and offers vivid visions through the
changing seasons. In contrast Earth sustains as a mother would, ever loving the offspring, whether they
browse her bowels for wealth, or plough her surface for vegetation. In spite of all physical troubles, she
gives herself to her offspring, be they animate or inanimate, ever compassionate to her offspring, never
complaining the pain, ever open to receive rains from Heavens and seeds strewn in the winds, growing
food within her bowels and transforming that which is refused in wealth. Heaven and Earth are none else
than ones given birth by ‘VavaaBaUmaI janayana\ dova ek:’ the divine Hiranyagarbha, the golden wombed orb, who
became as large as a woman and a man in close embrace, causing oneself to fall in two parts, from which
arose husband and wife, making the body one half of oneself, like one of the two halves of a split pea,
the space filled by wife, heaven becoming united with the earth, from whom are humans born and
nurtured, as said in Brihad Aranyaka Up. (I.4.3) - ‘sa hOtavaanaasa yaqaa s~IpumaaMsaaO saMpirYva>aO; sa [mamaovaa%maanaM WQaapatyat\, tt: pitSca
p%naI caaBavatama\ , tsmaaiddmaQva-vaRgalaimava sva . . tasmaadyaakaSa: is~yaa pUya-t eva, taM samaBavat\, ttao manuYyaa Ajaayant |’. Heaven and Earth
bestow auspicious prosperity on all the holy and wise and in the regions, the luminous Surya traveling
between these two noble bowels as ordained – ‘to ih VaavaapRiqavaI ivaSvaSaMBauva ?tavarI rjasaao Qarya%kvaI | saRjanmanaI iQaYaNao AntrIyato
dovaao daovaI Qaama-Naa saUya-; Sauica: ||’ (I.160.1)

p` Vavaa ya&O: pRiqvaI ?tavaRQaa mahI stuYao ivadqaoYau p`caotsaa |
dovaaoiBayao- dovapu~o saudMsasao%qaa iQayaa vaayaa-iNa p`BaUYt: || 1 ||
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I laud with my sacrifices the joyous moments, the performance of the mighty Heaven
and the Earth, grown mature with Cosmic Order, the stimulator of the divine beings
conjoined with wives, to bring offspring through wondrous deeds.
Explanation:
The seer takes pleasure in lauding the great deeds of the mighty Heaven and the Earth, who have
become mature from the time they manifested with the laws of ?t, who initiate the divine beings to
remain luminous and from whom are the creatures born find fulfillment. ?t and Qama- are the foundation
on which sa%ya becomes revealed to aspirants, making their efforts fulfilled. Atharva vedic seer says, ‘sa%yaM
baRhd ?tma\ ]ga`M dIxaa tpao ba`*ma ya&: pRiqavaI Qaaryaint | saa naao BaUtsya Bavyasya p%nyauruM laaokM pRiqavaI na: kRNaaotu ||’ From the Heaven and Earth
are creatures born, fowls flying in the sky, fish swimming in the streams, the fauna flowering in the
fields, ?t, the cosmic order, Qama-, the righteous principles upholding them in balance.
The Seer’s initial perception of the expansive Earth and its overwhelming influence led the poet in
him to translate the wonder comparing them to female and male counterparts, with Mother and Father
as symbols.

]t manyao ipturd`uhao manaao maatuma-ih svatvastwvaImaiBa: |
saurotsaa iptra BaUma cak`tu$ p`jaayaa AmaRtM varImaima: || 2 ||
With invocations I reflect on the external impulse of the gracious Father and the
internal energy of the munificent mother, who have created abundance in the living
world for the progeny to lead immortal life.
Explanation:
The seer is an eternal questor, not satisfied with the Knowledge which ancient seers have
communicated the Wisdom experienced. Being aware that the World of Perception is measured and
formatted, he seeks the supernal and supra-conscious World of Wisdom itself which exists concealed in,
behind and beyond the words used in earlier communications. He believes that the World of Wisdom is
what the Heavens and Earth have provided for creatures to savour on.

to saUnava: svapsa: saudMsasaao mahI ja&umaa-tra pUva-ica<ayao |
sqaatuSva sa%yaM jagatSca Qamaa-iNa pu~sya paqa: pdmaWyaaivana: || 3 ||
Those ones born unto you and well skilled with wondrous powers in enterprises
have given voice to the real existence of these two sources, to regulate the Existence and
all those who move to guard the station of those who know no deception.
Explanation:
The ones born to Heaven and Earth are the Rbhus, who unraveled the luminous intellect from its
concealed ambiguity and gave youth again to the ageing ancient pairs – the Heaven and Earth, and
energized bringing out from power, you went unto the gods - ‘inaScama-Naao gaamairNaIt QaIitiBayaa- jarnta yuuavaSaa takRNaaotna |
saaOQanvanaa ASvaadSvamatxat yau@%vaa rqamaup dovaa~ Ayaatna ||’ (I.161.7). Presiding with zeal over sacrifices, though mortal gained
immortality and, bright as Sun, became associates in sacrifices – ‘ivaYT\vaI SamaI triNa%vaona VaaGatao mata-sa: santao AmaRt%vamaanaSau:
| saaOQanvanaa ?Bava: saUcaxasa: saMva%saro samapRcyant QaaIitiBa: ||’ I.110.4) and as presiding priests obtained for them selves a share
in sacrifices - ‘AaQaaryant va*nayaao|Bajant saukRtyaa BaagaM dovaoYau yai&yama\’ (I.20.8).
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The sons, the Rbhus have gladdened the heart of their parents. On the high places they have spread
the grass for sacrifices, and streamed the Wisdom to the plains. They do not speak of their sheltering
amidst the luminous ones whom no one can hide. Gliding through the worlds where their venerable
parents have their abode, they chastise those who oppose them. In Heavens, Maruts, the storms rumble
and on Earth, Agni the energizing power rejuvenates, in between in the space the breeze balances
blowing softly.

to maaiyanaao maimaro saup`caotsaao jaamaI sayaaonaI imaqaunaa samaaoksaa |
navyaMnavyaM tntumaa tnvato idiva samaud`o Ant: kvaya: sauidtya: || 4 ||
They through their mental power formatted these two, united in birth and in
abidance. Rbhus, the refulgent seers weave webs ever anew, in the vast sky and in the
deep sea.
Explanation:
There is more to Heaven and the Earth than one could imagine or perceive it to be. It is normal for
human being to conceive Heaven to be an imaginary world of eternal pleasures and Bliss and Earth as
the world of eternal pain and sufferings in life. Therefore, many theories are woven describing them in
fables and legends. But Rbhus have formatted Heaven and the Earth with their enlightened mental power,
maayaa, which is eqanimously balanced in their source and in their existence.
Sayana commenting on this hymn, ascribes the luminosity of the Heavens and Earth to awareness
of their own integral consciousness through p`&which is same as maayaa – ‘top`isawo VavaapRiqaVyaao maaiyana: maya p`&a
svaivaSayap`&avant: p`&aoplaixatkma-vantao vaa sauYcaotya: sauYTu p`kSao-Na caoittuM Sa>a: rSmaya: maimaro imamato p`maaNaona piricCndit’. p`&a is consciousness.
Awareness of ?t, the Cosmic Law which Varuna has laid forth and which he supervises. Atharva veda
(IV.16.2, 3-5) declares ‘yaistYzit carit yaSca vaHcait yaao inalaayaMcarit ya: p`tHgama\ | WaO saMinaYaV yanman~yato rajaa td\ vaod varuNas~RtIya: || ]toyaM
BaUimar varuNasya ra& ]tasaao VaOr baRhit dUro Anta | ]tao samaud`ao varuNasya kuxaI ]taismannalp ]dko inalaIna: || . . sava-M td\ raja varuNaao iva caYTo yad\ Antra
raodisa yat\ prstat\ | saM#yaata Asya inaimaYaao janaanaama\ Axaainava SvaGnaI ina imanaaoit taina ||’- Whatever is steady or walks or moves in
secret, who sleeps and wakes up, when two men sitting together whisper to each other, Varuna knows,
being the third one present there. Over the Earth, Varuna is the ruler and on the high Heavens whose
expanse is spread far asunder. All that the god beholds, what lies within and far beyond the heavens. He
has counted the blinking of the eye-lids as a dice-player would count. The world, therefore, overlooks
Varuna’s cosmic law at its own expense. The Law is common to all, impartial to all whether they be
luminous, passionate or obscure. There is nothing in Heavens or on Earth which brooks interference with
their natural flow. Any deviation is viewed with disfavour and met with punishment in accordance with
severity of the deviation.
\

td\ raQaao AVa saivatuva-roNyaM vayaM dovasya p`savao manaamaho |
AsmaByaM VavaapRiqavaI saucaotunaa riyaM Qa<aM vasaumantM Satigvanama\ || 5 ||

This verily is the supreme grace which Savitru had showered on us energizing our
minds towards the luminous ones, which with loving compassion the Heavens and Earth
lay forth for us with wealth hundredfold.
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Explanation:
The reference to Savitru is significant in as much as wealth should be accompanied by luminous
consciousness of the auspicious and wholesome se to which it can be utilized. The Heavnes and Earth
have a stake in the well-being of its offspring. Therefore, the seer sees in ?t, the moral and ethical
righteousness, Qama- which is so essential for the spiritual development and progress of human and other
segments as well for the creation as a whole.

__________
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XVII.

ima~a varuNa
saU> - 7. 66, ?iYa – maO~avaruiNavaa-isaYz: , maO~avaruNaaO ,
Within the Aditya aggregate assemblage, which owes its origin to Aditi, Mitra and Varuna are the
early arrivals. These deities were worshipped outside Indian sub-continent even prior to Arya settlements
in India around the plains of Sindhu and Sarasvati rivers. Their early emergence can be seen in Iranian
worship of Mithra and Ahura Mazda, Mithraism spreading further also to Babyonian and European
regions. In India Varuna is viewed as toe deity presiding over oceans giving him suzerainty over waters
and comprehensive cosmic law, Mitra became the early phase in the development of Surya, as the god
of illumination and enlightenment.
This hymn is in eulogy of the earliest manifestation of Light and illumination.

p` ima~yaaova-ruNayaao: staomaao na etu SaUYya: | namasvaana\ tuivajaatyaao: || 1 ||
yaa Qaryant dovaa: saudxaa dxaiptra | saUyaa-ya p`mahsaa || 2 ||
Let our powerful eulogy go forth with homage in praising the noble pair Mitra and
Varuna, to these exceedingly wise sons born to Daksha, whom the gods have ordained
for sovereignty, them who are luminous.

ta na: istpa tnaUpava$Na jairtRNaama\ | ima~ saaQayat iQaya: || 3 ||
yadVa saUr]idto|naagaa ima~ao Aya-maa | sauvaait saivata Baga: || 4 ||
Such guardians of our homes, the Mitra-Varunas make luminous the thoughts of
those who sing your praises. When this day Surya rises up in heavens may the
immaculate Mitra, Aryama, Bhaga and Savita lead us farther.
Explanation:
This is effulgence of seeker of enlightened Bliss who sees in the fullness of the luminous Surya, the
footprints of his earlier manifested stages.

saup`avaIrstu sa xaya: p` nau yaamana\ %saudanava: | yaonaao AMhao|itipp`it || 5 ||
]t svarajaao AiditrbQasya va`tsyayao | mahao rajaana[-Sato || 6 ||
May this our home be guarded well; proceed further on the way, O Bounteous One,
leading us safely from out sufferings, let them reign the infinite domain independently;
Aditi whose decree being sacred is inviolable.
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Explanation:
Even though enlightenment appears sudden and un-expected revelation, the eulogy vouchsafes the
early moments which ate gradual enfoldment of the luminosity from the encompassing darkness. Aditi
as the source of the luminous Light is possessed of the wisdom of the inviolable Cosmic Law, which she
passes on to her children, assigning them each of them independently the responsibility for safeguarding
and eventual dissemination in the creative activity. This is a poetical imagery which gives each earlier
stage as much as it gives to the subsequent one, observing that in spiritual journey the first step on the
ladder is as important as the last step, no new stage could ever arrive unless earlier ones are taken note
and taken care of.

p`it vaaM saur ]idto ima~M gaRNaIYao varuNama\ | Aya-maNaM irSaadsama\ || 7 ||
rayaa ihrNyayaa maitiryamavaRkaya Savasao | [yaM ivap`yaa maoQasaatvao || 8 ||
to syaama dova varuNa to ima~ saUiriBa: sah | [YaM svaSca QaImaih || 9 ||
Soon will Surya rise on the horizon for us; let me sing in praise for Mitra-Varuna
and Aryaman who slays the foes. May this song in praise bring wealth and faultless
power and strength. May we be yours O Mitra-Varuna, give us food and divine
illumination.
Explanation:
The seer is aware that the final enlightenment is dependent of the early glimpses of light. Surya has
not risen on the horizon; Surya is sure to rise on the horizon. Therefore, lest in the flush of resplendent
glory and the overwhelming Bliss of Beatitude, when Surya rises on the horizon, he forgets his early
stages of strife and struggles, austerity and penances, when he was groping for the rays to show him the
light at the end of the tunnel.

bahva: saUrcaxasaao|ignaihaja*vaa ?tavaRQa: | ~IiNa yao yaomauiva-dqaaina QaIitiBaiva-Svaaina pirBaUitiBa: || 10 ||
iva yao dQau: SardM maasamaadh:ya-&ma>uM rajaana AaSat | AnaaPyaM varuNaao ima~ao Aya-maa xa~M rajaana AaSat || 11 ||
Many are those who enhance Rta, the cosmic law. Surya’s farsightedness and Agni’s
testimonial direct all things with three instruments of mind, speech and actions, to
surpass with strength. They have firmed up the year, the month and then days and the
nights for performing actions which debt to the luminous Gods is acknowledged with
hymns. Varuna, Mitra, Aryama have dominion over all, which none others can
accomplish.
Explanation:
This is an important testimonial of the importance which seers gave importance to Surya and Agni
as the presiding deities which energise the human beings, the former during daytime and the other during
the night towards attaining the spiritual goal. Aurobindo, the sage of Pondichery, says : “The other Gods
awake at dawn but Agni wakes also in the night. He keeps his divine vision even in darkness where there
is neither moon nor the stars . . . when man awakened from his nights wills to offer his inner and outer
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activities to the gods, to the truer and higher existence and so to arise out of mortality into far off
immortality, his goal and desires, it is this flame of outward inspiring Force and Will that he must kindle
; into this fire he must cast the sacrifices”.
The seer with this hymn acknowledges the debt which the human beings owe to these luminous Gods
who supervise the events in the world.

td\ vaao AV manaamaho saU>O: saUr ]idto | yadaohto varuNaao ima~ao Aya-maa yaUyamaRtsya rqya: || 12 ||
So with Surya rising luminous, we think of you this day with our hymns which
you rightfully deserve Varuna, Mitra, Aryama the charioteers of the eternal Rta, cosmic
Law.

?tavaana ?tjaata ?tavaRQaao Gaaorasaao AnaRtiWp: | toYaaM va: saumnao saucCid-Ytmao nar: syaama yao ca saUrYa: || 13 ||
Endowed with Rta, born of Rta, enriched by Rta, revilers of the offenders of Rta, let
the kings and people live under their patronage.
Explanation:
The deities are the energizing powers born, endowed and enriched by ?t, the Cosmic Law, which
in other words is the Will of That One, expressed and ordained as the eternal and immutable Law for
regulating, supervising and terminating the manifested creation. Therefore, the seers caution the kings
and the plebeians be aware of this.

]du %yad\ dSa-tM vapuid-va eit p`it*varo | yadImaaSauva-hit dova etSaao ivaSvasmaO caxasao Arma\ || 14 ||
SaIYNa-:SaIYNaao- jagatstsqauYaspitM samayaa ivaSvamaa rja: | saPt svasaar: sauivataya saUya-M vahint hirtao rqao || 15 ||
Rise up on the slope on which you find a sight which is divine for every one to see,
the lord of every mobile and immobile creatures have in equal measure revealed
through an expanse, which the seven coursers of Surya bring forth.
Explanation:
Human being are wont to find spiritual journey difficult to tread and hard to cross. On that Path one
has distractions as well difficulties with ups and downs, with humps to rise and cross over as well the
slopes which take one to slide. As Krishna says the spiritual Path is not easy to be traversed but could
be crossed with firm resolve and determination. It is only the luminous rays of Surya which enlightened
the Path which the seekers try to cross.

tccaxaudo-vaihtM Sauk`mauccarat\ | pSyaoma Sard: SatM jaIvaoma Sard: Satma\ || 16 ||
For hundred autumns may we see the sight divinely ordained and nobly fashioned
living life for hundred autumns.
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kavyaoiBardaByaa||yaatM va$Na Vumat\ | ima~Sca saaomapItyao || 17 ||
idvaao QaamaiBava-$Na ima~Scaa yaatmad`uha | ipbatM saaomamaatujaI || 18 ||
Aa yaatM ima~ava$Naa jauYaaNaavaahuitM nara | patM saaomamaRtavaRQaa || 19 ||
Infallible in Wisdom, come hither O resplendent Varuna and Mitra to savour the
draught of Soma. Come hither as ordained, Varuna and Mitra without cunning
intentions, come here and share the Soma juice. Come Mitra-Varuna come heroes,
accept our sacrificial offerings. Drink Soma and strengthen Rta, the cosmic law.
Explanation:
The seers seek the infallible Wisdom and guidance from Varuna and Mitra, the earliest manifestation
of the luminous light, to show them the Way from the dark corners of the cave in which they feel
imprisoned.

___________
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XVII

varuNa:
saU> - 1. 25 | ?iYa – AjaIgait-: Sauna:Saop sa kRi~maao vaOSvaaima~ao dovarat:| gaaya~I
In Rigveda, Varuna is said to have been born to Aditi – ‘[mao caotarao AnaRtsya BaUroima-~ao Aya-maa varuNaao ih saint | [ma ?tsya
vaavaRQauraoNao Sgmaasa: pu~a AidtorbQaa: ||’(VII.60.5) and in Atharvaveda his parentage is attributed to VaO - heavens and
pRiqavaI the earth. Varuna, the king with hallowed might, upholds the trunk of the tree without foundation,
whose rays, the roots shining from above stream down concealed towards us – ‘AbauQnao raja varuNaao vanasyaaoQva-M satUpM
ddto pUtdxa: | naIcaInaa: sqaurpir bauQna eYaamasmao Antina-ihta: kotva: syau: ||’ (I.24.7), he is the lord of the ocean living below the
waters - ‘Ava isanQau varuNaao VOirva sqaad\’ ((VII.87.6), has made spacious pathway for Surya to traverse – ‘]ruM ih raja
varuNaScakar saUyaa-ya pnqaamanvaota ] |’ (I.24.8), has made pathway for Surya and for streams to flow to the ocean - ‘rdt\
pqaao varuNa: saUyaa-ya p`aNaaMisa samauid`yaanadInaama\ |’ (VII.87.1), because of him the ordinances are fixed and moon and stars
move traverse along appointed route – ‘[maM maho ivadqyaaya SaUYaM SaSvat\ kR^va [-D(aya p` jaBa`u: |’ (III.54.1), knows the paths
through which the birds fly and the different routes along which ships sail - ‘vaod yaao vaInaaM pdmantirxaoNa ptttama\ vaod
naava: samuaid`ya: |’ (I.25.7), have stabilized year, month, day night, sacrifices and the hymns – ‘iva yao dQau: SradM
maasamaadhya-&ma@tuM caadRcama\ | (VII.66.11), through his greatness the creatures stayed keeping heaven and earth
asunder who urged the mighty and high sky and the ancient stars to movement – ‘QaIra %vasya maihnaa janaUnaI iva
yaststmBa raodsaI icadiiva- | p` naakmaRYvaM naunaudo baRhntaM iWta naxa~M pp`qacaa BaUma ||’ (VII.86. 1), true to Cosmic Law, born of Cosmic
Law, enricher of Cosmic Law, intense hater of the false - ‘?tvaana ?tjaata ?tavaRwao Gaorasaao AnaRtiWYa:’ (VII.66.13),
oversees the world well formed and fashioned to supervising the observance of the law – ‘pir spSaao
varuNasyasmaidYTa ]Bao pSyaint raodsaI saumaoko | ?tvaana kvayaao ya&QaIra: p`caotsaao ya [Uayant manma ||’ (VII.87.3),
In times of distress when there is unrighteousness – Aqama- reigns contrary to ?t, the seers have been
implores with desperation and ‘ya&M pRcCamyavamaM sa td\ dUtao iva vaaocait | @va ?tM pUvya-M gatM kstd\ ibaBait- naUtnaao iva<aM mao Asya raodisa ||
Aima yao dovaa: sqana i~Yvaa raocanao idva: | kd\ va ?tM kdnaRtM @va p`%na va Aahuitiva-<aM mao Asya raodisa || kd\ va ?tsya QaNaa-isa kd\ varuNasya caxaNama\ | kdyamNaao magspqaait k`amaoma dUZ\yaao iva<aM mao Asya raodisa ||’ (I.105.4-6) – I inquire of the last sacrifice performed. As messenger
you shall speak. Where is the ancient Law divine? Who is the new diffuser now? Mark my woe, you
Earth and the Heaven. You gods, who have homes in the three lucid realms of heaven, what is the
universal dispensation and what is its violation? Where is my ancient appeal to you? Which are your
enduring decrees and where is Varuna’s observant eye? How do we overcome the wicked on the Path
which Surya has laid for us? Take note of our woe, you Earth and the Heaven.
Thus is this hymn addressed to Varuna.

yaiccaiw to ivaSaao yaqaa p` dova varuNa va`tma\ | imainamaisa VivaViva || 1 ||
Whatever Law you have promulgated, O divine Varuna, that law we have been
violating, day in and day out.
Explanation :
The seer starts with the admission of his failings. Only human beings fail because they are not yet
perfect. Only one who is aware and conscious that he is not perfect is aware of the reasons why he has
failed and fallen. It is not important that one falls. It certainly is important that one decides to rise when
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he falls. Such one is keen to rise and get set with renewed responsibility and energy. Such one is a man
of Wisdom. A person is wise who knows that Knowledge is limited by the influence. Only such one
expands his horizon, with penance and prayers.
Prayer is not supplication. Prayer is not meant for receiving possessions, positions pleasures, pains,
thoughts, ideas, concepts and but emptying the heart and mind of what the heart and mind has acquired,
accumulated and filled up as possessions and positions, pleasures and pains as thoughts, ideas, concepts
with, which is what the samsaara is made up of. And deliverance from these is what one should seek
by attuning one’s Mind, Speech and actions ‘dovaanBaavayatona to dovaa Baavayantu va: | prsprM Baavayant: Eaoya: prmavaaPsyaqa ||’
(Bhagavad Gita.III.11) What Krishna suggest here is not a temporal transaction where performance of
actions (ya&) is (result of the modes of nature, but which man bewildered by self-sense, thinks that I am
the doer) )exchanged for desired material enjoyments ([YTanBaaogaana\); it is a spiritual communion of hearts (Baava
or Baavanaa) where prayer (which is submissions of ego that suggests the feeling that I do all the things)
beings spiritual communion with the luminous ones being impressed and influenced by the performance
of actions (vaao dovaa dasyanto ya&Baaivata:).

maa naao vaqaaya h%navao ijahILanasya rIrQa: | maa )Naanasya manyavao || 2 ||
Give not our self to death, to be destroyed by your anger, which comes up when
angered.
Explanation:
The seeker knows that he has not lived according to the ?t and Qama- as ordained by sa%ya, the Prime
Existence. He deserves to punished and set on the proper direction. But the errors are committed by the
mortal body born out of Prakriti and influenced and fashioned by the attributes of nature. Therefore, if
any one is to be punished , it is the mortal body and not the immortal self within. Therefore, he too like
an earlier seer prays Shiva ‘]vaa-irkimava banQanaat\ maaM maaoxaIya maR%yaaor\ mauxaIya maamaRtaat\’ (VII.59.12) – deliver me like the
cucumber from the stem, from the mortal and not the immortal, do not break in the middle the thread
of our life – ‘maa naaomaQyaa rIirYatayaurjyantao’ (I.89.9) but ‘sa nma: iptova saUnavao|gnao saUpayanaao Bava’ (I.1.1) lead me on taking my
hands in yours as a father leads his son. The seer’s prayer is not for possessions and positions, pleasures,
thoughts, ideas, concepts but for removal of samsaaric influences of the senses on mind, which create
the mortal primordial life and not the self within which is eternal and immortal. Varuna is angered by
the errors of commission and omission created by the transient form, the body in samsaara and not by
the eternal self, which is inarakar, inarnjana, inaYklaMk.

iva mauiLkaya to manaao rqaIrSvaM na saMdItma\ | gaIiBa-va-ruNa saImaih || 3 ||
To gain your empathy, O Vruna, we open our heart with our prayer, as the
charioteer binds the restless horses.
Explanation:
The seer desires neither compassion, nor mercy, neither pardon nor censure but empathy and
understanding, knowing the causes which have lead him to err and the remorse and repentance which
he has set for himself to improve. It is not the intellect which pleads Varuna for empathy but the heart,
which is flung by thoughts arising in mind by sensory influences like the restless horses take astray the
chariot, unless restrained by skillful charioteer.

pra ih mao ivamanyava: ptint vasya[YTyao | vayaao na vasatI$p || 4 ||
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My thoughts rush back to my mind dispirited, bent only on acquiring wealth, as the
birds in the sky fly back to their nest.
Explanation:
Awareness is not the result of thoughts, rather the absence of thoughts heralds awareness, Wisdom.
Thoughts end up making the mind Knowledgeable, intelligible of things which can be accessed through
organs of sense. Knowledge is empirical; Wisdom is supernal. Mind seeks possessions and positions,
pleasures, thoughts, ideas, concepts. Finding them not being satisfied, the mind becomes dis-satisfied,
disillusioned and dis-spirited. Mind is the instrument as well as the culmination in samsaara. Human
beings are enslaved by Knowledge; delivered by Wisdom. Therefore, it is the mind which needs to be
restrained. The seer finds the intense urge to possess wealth and to become rich and prosperous makes
one err in his duties a ordained by the ?t, the cosmic law. Therefore, the seer prays Varuna, as the
custodian and supervisor over the cosmic law, to steady his dispirited mind.

kda xa~iEayaM naramaa varuNaM kramaho | maRLIkayaaorucaxasama\ || 5 ||
When can one beckon the farseeing Varuna, who is magnificent in resplendence, for
being acquiescent?
Explanation:
The seer, being still on the plane of empirical knowledge being under sensory impressions and
influences, is yet unclear of the manner how Varuna may be persuaded to assist him as was done in the
case of earlier seers, in being aware of the Wisdom of ?t and Qama- which the luminous gods have ordained
for human beings.

tidt\ samaanamaaSaato vainanta na p` yaucCt: | QaRtva`taya daSauYao || 6 ||
These – the ?t and Qama- are accepted by both in principle, never would they fail in
this resolve.
Explanation:
The ?t and Qama- are eternal foundations of universal manifestation, acceptable to all and disobeyed by
none. Along with them the Lord also provided AnaRt – that which is contrary to cosmic law and AQama- that
which is unrighteous, for people to know and desist from. All human beings are, verily, the effluence of
the same Brahman. But if few of them are enlightened it is because they follow ?t and Qama- without being
influenced by senses. Many are, however, are un-enlightened because though they have Knowledge of
?t and Qama-, they being under the sensory influence on Mind, are neither aware nor wise in Wisdom to
follow them.

vaoda yaao vaInaaM pdmantirxaoNa pttama\ | vaod naava: samauid`ya: || 7 ||
vaod maasaao QaRtva`tao WadSa p`jaavat: | vaoda ya ]pjaayato || 8 ||
vaod vaatsya vat-inamaurao?-Yvasya baRht: | vaoda yao AQyaasato || 9 ||
He knows the path by which the birds fly in space; he knows the sea on which the
ships sail. He knows the months well established with their twelve progeny, he knows
their later births. He knows the movements of the spreading, high and mighty winds;
he knows those who dwell high above.
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Explanation:
Varuna is all-seeing supervisor. As such he knows the place of their dwelling and the paths which
the creatures, fish, fowl, birds and elements of Nature take for living their life and performance of their
actions.

ina Yasaad Qartvatao varuNa: ps%ya3svaa | saama`ajyaaya sauk`tu: || 10 ||
Atao ivaSavaanyad\Bauta icaik%vaa ~AiBa pSyait | kRtaina yaa ca k%vaa- || 11 ||
Sa naao ivaSvaaha sauk`turaid%ya: saupqaa krt\ | p` Na AayaUMiYa tairYat\ || 12 ||
Varuna most wise, true to his role as supervisor, sits among his folk and governs
them well. From there he oversees all the wonderful things of the past as well as of the
future. May the luminous one, wise in wisdom, make our days prolong and auspicious.

ibaBa`d\ d`aip ihrNyayaM varuNaao vast inaiNa-jama\ | pir spSaao ina Yaoidro || 13 ||
na yaM idPsaint idPsavaao na du*vaaNaao janaanaama\ | na dovamaiBamaatya: || 14 ||
Varuna sits well adorned with gold and shining robes, his spies sitting around him.
Not the adversaries who threaten nor those who tyrannize men, nor those whose mind
is set on evil intention, are not illumined by him. He gives glory to the subtle
accomplished ones, not to the gross unaccomplished ones.

]t yaao maanauYaoYvaa yaSaScak`o Asaamyaa | AsmaakmaudroYvaa || 15 ||
pra mao yaint QaItyaao gaavaao na gavyaUtIrnau | ]cCntIrurucaxasama\ || 16 ||
He, gives to mankind incomparable glory which is not incomplete, giving it to
ourselves. Yearning for such one with wide vision, my thoughts reach out towards him
as a calf goes towards its food.

saM nau vaaovaavahO pinaya-tao mao maQvaaBaRtma\ | hotaova xadsao ip`yama\ || 17 ||
dSa-M nau ivaSvadSa-tM dSMa- rqamaiQa xaima | eta jauYat mao igar: || 18 ||
Let us speak once again united, food is brought to me and like a priest you eat what
is dear to oneself. Now I see him whom all else also see, his chariot making its way
above the earth as he accepts these my prayers.

[maM mao varuNa EauQaI hvamaVa ca maRLya | %vaamasyaura cako` || 19 ||
%vaM ivaSvasya maoiQar idvaSca gmaSca rjaisa | sa yaamaina p`it EauiQa || 20 ||
]du<amaM maumauigQa naop iva paSaM maQyamaM caRt | AvaaQamaaina jaIvasao || 21 ||
O Varuna hearken to this call of mine, be gracious unto us this day, longing for
assistance, I have implored you. You, O my Lord , are the God of all you are the King
of earth and the heavens. Release us from the higher bondage, untie us from middle
bonds, loosen us from the lower shackles, so that I may live longer.
__________
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XIX.

saivata
saU> - 1. 35 | ?iYa – ihrNyastUp Aai=garsa: | saivata
This hymn addressed to Savita brings out the stage when luminous light becomes available for
human beings from the beginning till as it becomes fully resplendent as Surya. Illumination is a process
which evolves step by step, stage by stage from darkness and obscurity to enlightened luminosity and
clarity. The night is sent away for Savita’s manifestation, yielding for Ushas its birth-place – ‘yaqaa p`saUta saivatu:
savaaya ~ evaa ra>yauYasao yaaoinamaarOk\ |’ (I.113.1). Divine Savitar rises up quick to send forth the quadrpeds, bipeds to
be active – ‘dovaao naao A~ saivata nvaqa-M p`asaavaId iWpd p` catuYpaid%yaO |’ (I.124.1). He does not neglect his eternal duty, having
gone high in heavens he spreads expensively so that all may mark him. Even streams bend to serve him,
and winds rest in whirlpools - ‘]du Yya dova: saivata savaaya SaSva<amaM tdpa vai*narsqaat\ |. .ivaSvasya ih EauYTyao dova }Qva-: p baahvaa pRqaupaiNa:
isasait- | AapiScadsya va`t Aa inamaRga`a AyaM icad\ vaatao rmato pirhmana\ ||’ (II.38.1-2). Therefore the seer prays that not the physical
Sun but That supreme Savita- Surya (tt\ saivatur\ varoNyama\) whose resonance is on Earth, Space and in the
Heavens (! Bau: Bauva: sva:), his divine intelligence (Bagaao- dovasya QaImaih) may energies his intellect (iQayaao na: p`caaodyaat\).
Savita is the resplendent Bhaga who sends riches to the worshipper, such wonderous we implore - ‘sa ih
r%naaina daSauYao sauvaait saivata Baga: | tM BaagaM ica~maImaho ||’ (V.82.3).

*vayaamyaignaM p`qamaM svastyao *vayaima ima~avaruNaaivahavasao |
*vayaaima ra~IM jagatao inavaoSanaI *vayaaima dovaM saivatarmautyao || 1 ||
First we invoke Agni in adulation, and then we invoke Mitra-Varuna for support. We
beckon the Night which gives rest to the moving worlds and the Savitar for support.
Explanation:
At the outset, the seer prays for Agni as the presiding deity over energies, then invokes Mitra-Varuna,
the earlier manifested forms in Aditya conglomeration and also the night, as authentication of the
awareness his own dark, obscure ignorance, as one hiatus between ignorance and Wisdom till finally he
seeks the support of Savita, which advances with luminous rays through the dark nights of ignorance.

Aa kRYNaona rjasaa vat-maanaao inavaoSayannamaRtM ma%ya-M ca |
ihrNyayaona saivata rqaaonaa||dovaao yaait Bauvanaaina pSyana\ || 2 ||
Advancing through the dusky horizon and laying to rest the concerns of the
immortals and the mortals, riding in the golden chariot the divine Savita arrives
looking over the worlds.
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Explanation:
The seer sees Savita as the luminous god who slowly advances, resplendent as a golden ornament,
breaching the dark, obscure ignorance. In doing so she puts to rest the uneasy concern among the
immortals and the mortals. Even as the immortals are concerned with preservation, maintenance of the
cosmic law the mortals too are concerned with their welfare and spiritual enlightenment. With his
luminous light Savita not only supervises the creation in its operation but also destroys the ignorance and
sufferings in the life of the mortals.

yaait dova: p`vata yaa%yauwta yaait SauBa`aByaaM yajatao hirByaama\ |
Aa dovaao yaait saivata pravatao|p ivaSvaa duirta baaQamaana: || 3 ||
The divine one comes with two luminous adorable rays, journeying from the higher
pathway to the lower one. Divine Savitar comes from yonder distance for pursuing all
distress from our lives.
Explanation:
Savita the luminous light exists high above on the mystical supra-conscious plane which has to be
brought down to the level of sensory consciousness through prayers and invocations. When Savita shines
it exterminates all the obscure darkness from mind, making it shine in its inherent supra-conscious
awareness.

AiBavaRtM kRSanaOiva-SvarUpM ihrNyaSamyaM yajayao baRhntma\ |
Aasqaad\ rqaM saivata ica~Baanau: kRYNaa rjaaMisa tivaYaIM dQaana: || 4 ||
On the chariot adorned with pearls of various colours, with lofty golden flagstaff,
divine Savitar, of numerous luminous rays, holy bound, has mounted bearing power and
energy to breach the darkest regions.
Explanation:
Savita who comes is not ordinary light but one which is luxurious with many coloured pearls, on
whose chariot is the golden mast-head. With a holy purpose, it brings enlightenment in the human mind
driving away the dark, obscure ignorance.

iva janaaHC(vaa: iSaitpadao A#yana\ rqaM ihrNyap`]gaM vahnt: |
SaSvad\ ivaSa: saivatudO-vyasyaaopsqao ivaSvaa Bauvanaaina tsqau: || 5 ||
Drawing the golden chariot, the white footed horses have dispersed the luminous
rays over all people. Positioned in the lap of that divine Savitar, people feel for ever
secure.
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Explanation:
Mounted on high fabulous position and driven by pure and auspicious desires, Savita clears the
human mind dispersing all the obscure cobwebs of ignorance and confusion by the enlightened
clarity of mental responses. This assures not only Wisdom but also security in life.

itsa`ao Vava: saivatuWa- ]psqaa ~ eka yamasya Bauvanao ivaraYaaT/ |
AaiNaM na rqyamamaRtaiQa tsqauirh ba`vaItu ya ] tiScakott\ || 6 ||
Three heavens are to be found, two with Savitar and one in the house of Yama for
the heroes. On a chosen place are the immortals firmly established. He, who has seen
this, may declare it here.
Explanation:
The two heavens which belong to Savita are the dark Nights and the luminous Days, representing
obscure ignorance and luminous enlightenment. The heaven which is housed by Yama is the one where
there is neither Day nor Night but immortal world of eternal Bliss reserved only for those who are
liberated from the shackles of mortal world. Rare is the person who is such person, therefore he is called
vaIr, hero. Only such ones visit the abode of Yama, the custodian of Dharma. Only such ones can speak
of that state, as one who is aware and the seer has not yet reached that state of Bliss.
An ordinary human being normally associates Night and Day with the physical events in empirical
world, when there is darkness with no Sun in sight and when the Sun is shining in full brilliance.
Similarly Death to him is the extinction of the gross physical body experienced by him through his
organs of senses. But to a man of wisdom Night refers to the state of ignorance and obscurity; Day
represents the state of wisdom and enlightenment. To such one Death is extinction of the external mortal
form, the body and not of the immortal essence, the self within. This is what the seer of Mrityunajay
mantra (VII.59.12) means when he seeks ‘]vaa-rukimava banQanaanmaR%yaaomau-xaIya maamartat\ ||’ – Like a cucumber from its stem,
release me from my mortal (form) but not from the immortal (essence).

iva saupNaao- AntirxaaNya#yad\ gaBaIrvaopa Asaur: saunaIqa: |
ko3danaIM saUya-: kiScakot ktmaaM VaM riSmarsyaa ttana || 7 ||
That deep-throated great one, the gentle leader of auspicious wings, has illumined
the mid-space. Where is Surya, to which place has he traversed dispersing his luminous
rays!
Explanation:
Surya and all the other member of Aditya conglomerate are conceptualized as birds - garu%maana\, saupNa- and
Syaona, with garuD, the mighty eagle representing the vehicle for its transport. Ushas, sister of Varuna and
Bhaga ‘Bagasya svasaa varuNasya jaaima’ (I.123.5) arrives like a dancer with all finery – ‘AiQa poSaaMisa vapto naRtUirva’ (I.92.4)
before she sends away the night for Savita to rise. Thereafter, she herself yields her place for Surya ‘yaqaa p`saUta saivatu: savaaya~ evaa ra>yauYasao yaainamaarOk\ |’ (I.93.1). Savita’s entry on the horizon is extraordinary and yet his
rays are soothing and caring. Now that Savita has arisen where is the resplendent Surya? Before he rises
on the eastern horizon, which other places was he making luminous ?
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AYTaO vya#yat\ kkuBa: pRiqavyaasa\ ~I Qanva yaaojanaa saPt isanQaUna\ |
ihrNyaaxa: saivata dova Aagaad\ dQad`%naa daaduYao vaayaa-iNa || 8 ||
His luminous rays have illumined eight directions of the earth, three deserts and
three rivers. Savitar of the golden sight have brought select treasures for those who
offer worship to him.
Explanation:
When Savita rises up in space he illumines the eight quarter – the four primary and four intermediate
quarters, the gross and subtle ones. The deserts suggests the gross, unproductive minds and streams the
ever live and rejuvenating source to make the deserts bloom and fruitful.

ihrNyapaiNa: saivata ivacaYa-iNaruBao VavapRiqaavaI AntrIyato |
ApaimavaaM baaQato vaoit saUya-maiBa kRYNaona rjasaa VamaRNaaoit || 9 ||
Savitar of the golden palms, traverses seeing far and wide on the Path between
Earth and the Heavens. Driving away sickness, he beckons Surya to press forward,
spreading his bight light to drive darkness from the space.
Explanation:
With the luminous enlightenment and rejuvenating streaming rivers, Savita traverses the space
between the heavens and earth with golden palms, with beneficent and wholesome benefits. Driving
away ill effects of sickness and misery, he beckons Surya to rise up in space to spread his benevolent
rays on the weak and the sick, driving away obscurity, ignorance from their life.

ihrNyahstao Asaur: sanaIqa: saumaRLIk: svavaa~ yaa%vava-=\ |
ApsaoQana\ rxasaao yaatuQaanaanasqaad\ dova: p`itdaoYaM gaRNaana: || 10 ||
May the great one with golden palms, compassionate leader, come at this juncture
with his help and favour. Drive away the forces of darkness and delusion from us who
offer you their obeisance.
Explanation:
The seer conscious of the beneficent grace of Savita longs for his dawn which will drive the forces
of darkness, the obscurity and ignorance from human lives. Therefore, when he offers his obeisance to
Savita, it is not the manifest fleeting gross form but the eternal divine essence abiding within that form.
Eawa and SarNaagait means being receptive to the luminous essence, with free and unconditioned mind, in the
spirit that everything is his and nothing is mine.

yao to pnqaa: saivat: pUvyaa-saao|roNava: saukRta Antirxao |
toiBanaao- AV piqaiBa: saugaoBaI rxaa ca naao AiQa ca ba`Uih dova || 11 ||
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O Savitar, whatever Paths without dust were laid forth in space in ancient times,
traversing those auspicious Paths come to us to bless and keep us far from harm.
Explanation:
The ancient seers have recorded their experiences of Savita in earlier times. Having been initiated
and knowing about those experiences, the present seer requests that Savita should likewise traverse those
Paths and illuminate him to the ancient eternal Wisdom which was given earlier. Men of Wisdom do not
desire empirical pleasures or material gifts. What they need is the spiritual Bliss of Beatitude through
enlightened illumination.
__________
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XX.
Baga
saU> - 7. 41 | ?iYa – maO~avaruiNava-isaYz: | Baga:
The hymns addressed to Bhaga and others in Aditya conglomerate represent the evolutionary process
of spiritual consciousness, from darkness to light, from obscurity to clarity as the seers experienced as
Surya traversed his eternal Path each and every day across the vastness and immensity of the universe
an inexhaustible power and a mystery of life bordering on the attributes of divinity. These powers have
strange and abiding powers to act in ways which satisfy the man’s emotional needs bringing him
fulfillment as well frustration. In early primeval mind, such potency was experienced in the geographical
pathway of the Sun, where they experienced the rejuvenating warmth on life and nature as he rises on
the horizon in the morning or the intimidating chilliness when he sets in the evening, inducing them to
ensure that the powers support man’s struggle in spiritual life using life and prosperity in temporal life.
In this process each stage of Surya’s evolution seems to coincide with the human evolution from
darkness to light, from obscurity to clarity. The seer declares ‘AdiSa- gaaturuKo varIyasaI pnqaa ?tsya samayaMst riSmaiBaScaxauBagasya riSmaiBa: | VuxaM ima~sya saadnamaya-mNaao varuNasya ca | Aqaa dQaato baRhdu@qaM 1 vaya ]pstu%yaM baRhd\ vaya: ||’ (I.136.2) – Glorious Surya
has seen the Path widely laid, the cosmic law, made luminous with luminous rays, which is the Bhaga’s
resplendent effulgence, which firmly set in the home of Mitra, Aryaman and Varuna, wherein was
provided great vitality and strength meriting adulation, high power which humans will eulogize. A seer
declares ‘AYTaO pu~asaao Aidtoyao- jaatastnvapir | dovaa ~]p p`o%sap`iBa: pra maata-NDmaasyat ||’ (X.72.8) – Aditi had eight sons, of which
she took with her to heavens seven sons, leaving Martanda in space. Mitra, Varuna, Aryama, Amsha,
Bhaga and Aditya were the seven which she took leaving the eighth Martand, Surya in the sky. Adityas
have made Agni as their mouth and the seers have made it their tongue – ‘%vamagna Aaid%yaasa AasyaM 1 %vaaM ijavhaM
SaucayasScaik`ro kvao |’ (II.1,13). Adityas are bright and pure as streams of water, free from evil and falsehood,
blameless and perfect. They, vast and profound are difficult to be deceived by the wicked. Looking the
good and evil from within, upholding that which moves and moves not, they protect all beings as
guardians of universal spirit, the cosmic law and give freedom form debts – ‘Aaid%yaasa: Saucayaao QaarpUta AvaRijanaa
AnavaVa AirYTa: || t Aaid%yaasa [rvaao gaBaIra AdbQaasaao idPsantao BaUya-xaa: | Anr: pSyaint vaRijanaaot saaQau sava-M rajaBya: prmaa icadint || Qaaryant Aaid%yaasaao
jagat\ sqaa dovaa ivaSvasya Bauvanasya gaaopa: | dIGaa-iQayaao rxamaaNaa AsaUya-maRtavaanaScayamaanaa ?Naaina ||’ (II.27.2-4). Seer eulogizes the seven
regions which have been adorned by the seven Suryas, with seven Aditya deities being referred – ‘saPt
idSaao naanaasaUyaa-: saPt haotar: ?i%vaja: | dovaa Aaid%yaa yao saPt toiBa: saaomaaiBa rxa na [nd`ayaond`ao pir sa`va ||’ (IX.114.3).
Mitra, Varuna, Aryama were the first three born to Aditi – ‘[mao caotarao AnaRtsya BaUroima~ao Aya-maa varuNaao ih saint | [ma
?tsya vaavaRQaudu-rNao Sgmaasa: pu~a AidtorbQaa: ||’ (VII.60.5). Then was born Dhata (Daksha, ‘Aidtod-xaao Ajaayat’ - X.121.4) who
as the great creator form in due order Surya and Chandra even as was conceived in earlier creations, even
so Dyau and Prithivi, Antariksha and the luminous Light – ‘saUya-cand`masaaO Qaata yaQaapUva-klpyat\ | idvaM ca pRiqavaIM caa|ntirxamaqaao
sva: ||’ (X.190.3). The next manifestation was as Amsha, who as the liberal one ‘dova Baajayau’. Bhaga is the
subsequent effulgent son of Aditi – ‘p`atija-tM Bagamauga`M huvaoma vayaM pu~maidtoyaao- ivaQata- |’ (VII.41.2).
This hymn is addressed to Bhaga, through whose grace wealth highly acclaimed, before any censure
falls on it, which is free from hatred, through whose protection we may reach the heights of affluence,
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which he arranges for us, ‘yaiScaiw t [%qaa Baga: SaSamaana: pura inad: | AWoYaai hstyaaod-Qao || BagaBa>sya to vayamaudSaoma tvaavasaa | maUQaa-naM raya
AarBao ||’ (I24.4-5).

P`aatrignaM p`atirnd`M hvaamaho p`ataima--~varuNaa p`atriSvanaa | P`aatBagaMpUYaNaM ba`*maNaspitM p`at: saaomamaut rud`M huvaoma
|| 1 ||
Agni in the morning, Indra in the morning, Mitra-Varunas in the morning, Ashvin
in the morning, Bhaga in the morning, Pushan, Brahmanspati and Soma in the morning
and even so Rudra in the morning will we invoke.
Explanation:
Early in the morning, even as the dark night recedes from the horizon and the luminous lights
illumine the space with their primary rays, then is said to be defining moment of their origin, ‘]Yasa: pUvaaAqa yad\ vyaUYuama-hd\ iva ja&o AxarM pdo gaao: | va`ta dovaanaamaup nau p`BaUYana\ mhd\ dovanaamasaur%vamaokama\ ||’ (III. 55.1) and it is here that placing
himself in old plants rejuvenates them to youth, swiftly as newly tender born. Though un-impregnated
the rays make all fruitful. Great is the God’s supreme and sole command ‘Aaixat\ pUvaa-svapra AnaUruit\ saVao jaatasau
truNaIYvant: | Antva-tI sauvato Ap`vaIta mahd\ dovaanaamasaur%vamaokma\ ||’ (III.55.5). Therefore, in the morning even as Surya rises on
the eastern horizon, the seer invokes through prayer, Agni and Indra as the presiding deities over energy
and mind, Mitra-Varuna as the presiding deities over dawn of Light and custodian of the cosmic order,
Ashvin as the harbinger and Bhaga as the resplendence, Pushan as the dispensor, Brahmanspati, Lord
and the leader of the heavenly hosts, Soma as Bliss and Rudra, the auspicious one.

p`atija-tM Bagamauga`M huvaoma vayaM pu~maid%yaao- ivaQata- | AaQa`iScad\ yaM manyamaanasturaid%ya rajaa icad\ yaM BagaM BaxaI%yaah
|| 2 ||
We invoke easily accessible Bhaga, the Aditi’s son the great supporter, thinking of
whom the weak and the mighty and even King say, let me blessed by Bhaga.
Explanation:
Bhaga is splendour, therefore, whatsoever is glorious, beautiful, mighty and forceful all that is born
of fragment of the effulgence of the splenodur of Brahman – ‘yaViWBaUitma%sa%vaM EaImadUija-tmaova vaa | t<adovaavagcC %vaM mama
tojaaoM|SasamBavama\ ||’ (Bhagavad Gita). That is why Krishna is called Bhagavan, one who is endowed with
splendour. Bhaga is Aditi’s son, one of the members in the Aditya conglomerate. Bhaga has set the broad
widely laid Path of the cosmic law, for Surya to traverse with his luminous, splendrous rays ‘AdiSa- gaatururvao
varIyasaI pnqaa ?tsya samayaMst riSmaiBaScaxauBa-gasya riSmaiBa: |’ (I.136.2). Therefore very though of such splendorous Bhaga,
makes the weak and the mighty and even Kings rejuvenated.

Baga p`NaotBa-ga sa%yaraQaao BagaomaaM iQayamaudvaa ddnna: | ga p` Naao janaya gaaoiBarSvaOBa-ga p` naRiBanaR-vant: syaama || 3 ||
May Bhaga who is the guide, foundation of the Prime Existence grace us with pure
and untainted possessions and prosperity, expanding our assemblage of cattle, men and
heroes.
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Explanation :
Bhaga as the deity presiding over luminous splendour, whose grace is sought not only through
possession of material wealth but also through men who are heroes. For one who is wise, no wealth is
more important than progeny which is intelligent, prosperous and heroic.

]todanaIM Bagavant: syaamaaot p`ip%va ]t maQyao A*naama\ | ]taoidta maGavana\ %saUya-sya vayaM dovaanaaM saumataO syaama ||
4 ||
May the felicity be ours now as also when the daylight approaches, even as at noon
and when the Surya sets making us happy with your loving benevolence.
Explanation:
Seer is so overwhelmed by the enlightened resplendence which Bhaga heralds that he seeks it at the
present moment as well as during the course as Surya traverses his ancient Path.

Baga eva Bagavaa~ Astu dovaastona vayaM Bagavant: syaama | tM %vaa Baga sava- [jjaao)vaIit sa naao Baga pureta Bavaoh

|| 5 ||

May Bhaga be resplendent towards us and through that divine grace let us be
resplendent. Therefore, with all our might we invoke you, so that you may become our
guardian, O divine Bhaga!
Explanation:
Resplendence is not with material possessions and pleasures but spiritual enlightenment and Bliss of
Beatitude. Such enterprise or endeavour is not possible for human beings to be undertaken on their own
strength but their hidden potency is possible to be uncovered through and under the guidance of
energizing powers. Hence, Bhaga is being invoked.

samaQvarayaaoYasaao namant diQak`avaova Saucayao pdaya | Avaa-caInaM vasauivadM BagaM naao rqaimavaaSvaa vaaijana Aa vahntu ||
6 ||
For adoration of ours worship may all the dawns incline and come to the pure
station like the one of Dadhikravan, as strong steed draw the chariot herald Bhaga who
brings treasure.
Explanation:
The seer invokes all the dawns to facilitate his enterprise so that they may reach out Dadhikravan’s
pure position for diffusing the luminous rays so that Bhaga may herald his treasure. Dadhikra ( derived
from (dQaI = curds + kR = formed) is conceived as mythical courser, which diffuses the luminous rays,
personifying Surya’s early form, described as Syaona or falcon - ‘?ijaPyaM SyaonaM p`UiYatPsaumaaSauM cakR-%yamayaao- naUpitM na SaUIrma\ |’
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(IV.38.2) and speeding to glory as a herd of cattle or a hungry falcon sweeping downward – ‘NaIcaayamaanaM jasauirM
na SyaonaM EavaScaacCa pSaumacca yauqama\ |’ (IV.38.5). He is said to be bringing the early rays of Surya as Bhaga.

ASvaavatIgaao-matIna- ]Yaasaao vaIrvatI: sadmaucCntu Bad`a: | GaRtM duhanaa ivaSvat: p`pIta yaUyaM pat svaistiBa: sada
na: || 7 ||
May the energetic, luminous Ushas dawn on us with heroes, with true and pure
intent. Let satisfaction stream down on us extensively; let propitious portends pour on
us for ever.
Explanation:
Ushas dawns like a dancer with her embroidered garments, bearing her breast as a cow would yield
her udder for her calves, illuminating the universe all around, the luminous rays driving away darkness
far beyond, ‘AiQa poSaaMisa vapto vaRtUirvaapaoNau-to vaxa [sa`ova baja-hma\ | jyaaoitiva-SvasmaO Bauvanaaya kRNvatI gaavaao na va`jaM vyau1 Yaa Aavat-ma\ ||’ (I.92.4).
Bhaga as the luminous god is first of the primary manifestation in the Aditya conglomerate, at which the
indication of Surya’s brilliance come to be observed, and which shines with golden magnificence when
the next manifestation ensues as Savita.
__________
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XXI.
]Yasa\
saU> - 1.113 | ?iYa - ku%sa Aai=\garsa: : kaNva: | ]Yaa:|
All the hymns are expressions worded in poetical symbols since what is experienced intensely as
esoteric awareness cannot be communicated in exoteric language. Dawn is not a normal event which
takes place in early hours each day as a natural phenomenon when dark night recedes and when Sun is
all set to rise over the horizon. It is awakening of consciousness in mind when Wisdom shines softly with
vibrant colours, resolving obscurity and ignorance, before the resplendent enlightenment encompasses
entirety of the Mind. Therefore, the seer uses Dawn, symbolizing Ushas, a young fair maiden. Those who
are enamoured with the vibrant nature perceived through the gross instruments of senses cannot be
expected to be aware of the subtle contours of the spoken words. Every suggested symbol has to be
related with spiritual foundation for being consciously aware of the concealed significance of the essence
concealed in the expressions. It needs a background, a foundation for the heart to be sensitive where the
intellect, takes a back-seat. The great upanishadic teachers were aware of the subtle essence lying behind
the gross forms. Therefore, Kath Up. declared, ‘yada pMcaavaitYznto &anaaina manasaa sah | bauiWSca na ivacaoYTit taaM Aahu: prmaaM gait:
||’ – when the five senses of Knowledge together with the Mind cease (from their normal activities) and
even the Intellect does not stir, that the wise ones say, is the highest state. Only in such state does one
realize that which is concealed and not revealed.
A serious student set on accessing Veda, the Wisdom contained in the vedic hymns should seek
the Wisdom pledging oneself to the Knowledge contained in the hymns. Only then will he be enlightened
to the supremely luminous of all the lights - EaoYzM jyaaoitYaaM jyaaoit:.

[dM EaoYzM jyaaoitYaaM jyaaoitragaaicca~: p`kotao AjainaYT ivaBvaa |
yaqaa p`saUta saivatu: savaay^aM evaa ra~\yauYasao yaaoinamaarOk\ || 1 ||
Supremely luminous of all the lights is this, born brilliant and far reaching in
brightness. Even as Savitru dawns, the night is sent away yielding the place for the
dawn to rise.
Explanation:
The hymn begins with a profound statement that the supremely luminous, brilliant and far reaching
in brightness of all the lights is born every day. But it needs purity of Mind and clarity of vision to
experience the splendour. The moment the light shines the reign of the dark obscure ignorance ends over
the Mind. The luminous light in fact does not know what dark obscurity is or what it looks like. The
obscurity creeps out without sound or sight the moment luminous light makes its presence felt. Therefore,
just as light does not know what darkness is, the man of Wisdom does not know what ignorance is all
about.
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ruYaW%saa ruSatI Svao%yaagaadrOgau kRYNaa sadnaanyasyaa: |
samaanabanQaU AmaRto AnaUcaI Vavaa vaNa-M cart Aaimanaanao || 2 ||
The fair and bright one has come with her fair offspring; to her has the dark
obscure night resigned its dwelling. Affable and enduring, they follow one another in
the heavens changing their colours.
Explanation:
The seer is a poet or to that matter every sensitive person is poet at heart. Only the heart can listen
the sensitive whispers. He cannot be gross or coarse; he has to be subtle and refined. Therefore, he sees
the night as dark and obscures resigning her dwelling to Ushas, the dawn of Wisdom as a fair lady, affable
and enduring; the dark obscure night thus changing the place giving her to settle and rule.

samaanaao AQvaa svasa`aornantstmanyaanyaa cartao dovaiSaYTo |
na maotoqao na tsqatu: saumaoko na>aoYaasaa samanasaa iva$po || 3 ||
Regular and unchanging is these sister’s passage, laid down by the gods; they
traverse one following the other. Fair-formed but of different complexion, with one
resolve night and the dawns neither clash nor delay.
Explanation:
The seer does not see these two, night and the dawn, as contradictory or opposing forces. Both are
children of Prajapati, fair-formed but of different complexion, even as the asuras and devas were his
offspring with differing receptivity. Both traverse their course in a regular and unchanging course. It is
only that the former are un-enlightened their mind being influenced by the senses and the latter are
enlightened being aware of the righteous Path laid down by Prajapati. The enlightened ones traverse the
Path once the un-enlightened ones cease to crowd the Path with aggressive obscurity.

BaasvatI nao~I saUnaRtanaamacaoit ica~a iva durao na Aava: |
P`aPyaa- jagaWyau naao rayaao A#yaduYaa AjaIgaBa-uvanaaina ivaSvaa: || 4 ||
We behold the leader of cheer and the glad tidings, opening the portals splendid of
colours. Stirring us in the world Ushas, the dawn has shown us the riches, waking every
one among the creatures.
Explanation:
Ushas heralds the glad tidings that obscure nights are soon to end and enlightened days are there
to shine in splendid colours. She has stirred human imagination, displaying rich offerings which
enlightenment brings, waking every one from darkness and ignorance. Human being is temperamentally
and habitually lethargic; he needs to be goaded even in his own interest. Therefore Ushas lays across
his view the riches which enlightened perception has to offer in peace and contentment.
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ija*naSao3cairtvao maGaaonyaaBaaogaya [YTyao raya ] %vama\ |
dBa`M pSyad\Bya: ]iva-yaa ivacaxa ]Yaa AjaIgaBa-uvanaaina ivaSvaa: || 5 ||
Splendid is Ushas, the dawn that awakens the sleeping creature, for his welfare,
wealth and worship. Those who saw her approaching, for them are the extensive vision
after the dawn.
Explanation:
Ushas energizes the slumbering creatures to be alive and energetic. And nothing impels them to
endeavour and strive, save that which appeals his senses and is in his selfish interest. Therefore, Ushas
unravels the beautiful prospects which the creatures, which wake up and strive, can reap. Humans need
heavens to be offered before they can consider climbing the steps to reach the Bliss of Beatitude.

xa~aya %vaM Eavasao %vaM mahIyaa [YTyao %vamaqa-imava %vaima%yaO |
ivasadRSaa jaIivataiBap`caxa ]Yaa AjaIgaBau-vanaaina ivaSvaa || 6 ||
To the mighty ones, you have extended your sway, to the illustrious one, to the
resourceful one and to the industrious one likewise. All pursue their professions, all
creatures having been awakened to their assignments.
Explanation:
Ushas does not select one over the other, she illuminates the noble as well the ignoble, the devas,
asuras as well as the manushyas to reject ignorance and obscurity to become noble, wise and
enlightened. Upanishads have a legend where devas, asuras and manushyas approach Prajapati for
Wisdom. Devas are advised to restrain themselves, because by nature they tend to be over-zealous;
asuras are advised to be compassionate because by nature they tend to be cruel; manushyas are advised
to be charitable because by nature they tend to be avaricious. No one is good or bad, noble or ignoble.
None one is perfect save ba`*mana\. Therefore, the goal of all others is to seek perfection, climbing pdaina step by step and Qaamaaina - stage by stage, ever improving one’s prospects on the Path till each one reaches
the prmaM pd, the goal where they would be perfect, one with ba`*mana\ .
Isha Up. says ‘[-SaavaasyaimadM sava-M yai%kMca jaga%yaaM jagat\ | tona %ya>ona BauMjaIta ||’ - All this what is seen here is pervaded
by Lord. Therefore, every one should perform their actions as ordained by him.

eYaa idvaao duihta p`%yadiSa- vyaucCntI yauvait: Sauk`vaasaa: |
ivaSvasyaoSaanaa paiqa-vasya vasva ]Yaao AVoh sauBagao vyaucC || 7 ||
We see the heavenly child, young maiden in her shining raiment; shine here on us
here this dawn, auspicious lady of worldly treasures,
Explanation :
The imagery is continued here for impressive effect. Not only is Ushas, the heavenly child but is also
a young maiden shining in bright raiment offering opulent gifts that would enrapture human imagination.
The seer knows the things which impress a human being and hold their attention. He uses youth as the
symbol of regeneration because youth is the custodian of future dreams, hopes and progress. Ushas is
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auspicious being born heavenly, so are the gifts which she offers. Young is what youth assures and offers.
Seer conscious of this reality, entices those yet under the influence of senses and in slumbering obscurity
holding their attention and offering them not only auspicious heavenly pleasures of which they are
unaware but also the worldly goods and pleasures of which they are fully conscious.

prayatInaamanvaoit paqa AayatInaaM p`qamaa SaSvatInaama\ |
vyaucCntI jaIvamaudIryan%yauYaa maRtM kM cana baaoQayantI || 8 ||
]Yaao yadignaM saimaQao cakqa- iva yadavaScaxasaa saUya-sya |
yanmaanauYaana\ yaxamaaNa^aM AjaIgastd\ dovaoYau cakRYao Bad`maPna: || 9 ||
She precedes the Path endlessly the mornings that come hereafter and follows
endlessly the mornings that have receded. Arising she wakes up the living from his sleep
but not the dead from his slumber. You have caused Agni to kindle the sacrificial fires,
Sun to reveal the worlds and the awakened men to offer worship. You have indeed
performed a noble deed for the gods.
Explanation:
When Ushas dawns on the horizon, the sacrificial fires are lit. Sacrifice is not the physical act of
lighting the elemental fire to the fuel that is placed in the sacrificial pit, but performing actions which
the creator has ordained for all creatures, animate and inanimate, in keeping the creative cycle in motion.
Lighting sacrificial fire means energizing one’s self in performance of the ordained actions. Ushas
initiates one to actions energizing his creative essence, which had remained dormant during the long
duration of obscure dark nights. Ushas gives way to Surya to reveal the actions which are to be
performed by the creatures in the world, through which assignment Ushas fulfills the divine Intent (saMklp)
of the gods. This shows that none in the creative process can perform actions independent of others, all
having to perform their assigned actions in furtherance of the unified divine Intent (saMklp) of Brahman,
as the prime Existence.

ikyaa%yaa yat\ samayaa Bavait yaa vyaUYauyaa-Sca naUnaM vyaucCana\ |
Anau pUvaa-: kRpto vaacaSaanaa p`dIQyaanaa jaaoYamanyaaiBaroit || 10 ||
How long the dawns will ever stay together - those which were shining earlier and
those which would shine hereafter? Ushas yearns for the former dawns eagerly even as
she walks forth willingly illuminating with the latter ones.
Explanation:
Ushas illumines so long as she remains a parting the creative cycle. She has not forgotten the role
which is ordained for her, even as one would expect others too not forget theirs. The creator has provided
each one at the very beginning after creation, the gross instruments, presiding over which the essence
within them becomes effulgent. Ushas recalls the awakening of the dawns in earlier times as she walks
towards the ones to be awakened in later times. The actions which Ushas initiates are neither intermittent
nor one-time-activity but continuous and constant.
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[-yauYTo yao pUva-tramapSyana\ vyaucCntImauYasaM ma%yaa-sa: |
Asm,aiBa$ nau p`itcaxyaaBaUdao to yaint yao ApirYau pSyaana\ || 11 ||
Gone are the men who saw the dawn rising in earlier times, we of the present days
now behold the brilliance presently even as they who come hereafter will observe it
hereafter.
Explanation:
The creative cycle ever revolves untiringly and ceaselessly and as Krishna in later times declared that
one who does not keep this cycle in motion without break is defaulter, sensual in his pleasures and lives
in vain –‘evaM p`vait-tM cak`M naanauvat-yatIh ya: | AGaayauirind`yaaramaao maaoGaM paqa- sa jaIvait ||’ (Bhagavad Gita – III.16). The world is
therefore bound in its own interest and well being, obliged to keep the creative cycle in motion, even
as those who have kept it in motion in earlier times and as those who presently keep it in motion and
those would come hereafter will keep it in motion.

yaavayad\ WoYaa ?tpa ?tojaa: saumnaavarI saUnaRta [-ryantI |

saumaMgalaIiba-Ba`tI dovavaIitimahaVaoYa: EaoYztmaa vyaucC || 12 ||

Spurning the antagonists, may the luminous Dawn, born of the cosmic law, upholder
of the cosmic law, provider of propitious pleasures, stimulator of sounds, bringer of
auspicious provisions for the gods, do shine on us this morning.
Explanation:
Those who know what is Eaoya (preferable) and what is pòya (Pleasant) are not deflected from the
course ordained for them. Ushas is born of ?t and upholder of ?t, therefore provide initiative in tune
with ?t, pleasures, sounds and provisions in tune with ?t, for such will be the pleasure of the gods.
Therefore the seer prays for Ushas to shine over him and his actions.

SaSvat\ puraoYaa vyauvaasa dovyaqaao AVodM vyaavaao maGaaonaI |
Aqaao vyaucCadu<ar^aM AnauVUnajaramaRta carit svaQaaiBa: || 13 ||
From earlier times the eternal Ushas has illumined on us and blesses even this day
with wealth as well; so will she illumine us in later times, moving eternally without fail
in her own splendour.
Explanation:
There is nothing new in what Ushas does in spreading its grace in the universe. It is her natural
attribute to be luminous, eternal from the beginning and perennially continuing till the end. The seer
seems to regret that in spite of such eternal beneficial dispensation by Ushas, people should remain blind
to the bounti4s which they can reap should they chose to wake up from their deep slumber.
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vya1iHjaiBado-va AtasvaVaOdp kRYNaaM inaiNa-jaM dovyaava: |
p`baaoQayan%yaruNaaoiBarSvaOraoYaa yaait sauyaujaa rqaona || 14 ||
AavahntI paoYyaa vaayaa-iNa ica~M kotuM kRNauto caoiktanaa |
[-yauYaINaamaupmaa SaSvatInaaM ivaBaatInaaM p`qamaaoYaa vyaSvaOt\ || 15 ||
On the sky’s horizon has she been shining with splendour, throwing off the veil of
darkness; awakening the worlds riding relentlessly on the chariot drawn by her purple
mares. Bringing the life-sustaining blessings, she sends forth brilliant luster; last of the
numerous dawns have receded, first of the new ones ever succeeding.
Explanation:
The seer is surprised to see that when Ushas is constant in her ordained task of shining luminously,
discarding earlier obscurity from space (the Mind), last of the numerous dawns having receded, first of
the new ones succeeding, thus continuing her task of awakening the life of others for enlightenment as
well, why should human beings remain obscure in mind and lethargic in the actions, while others
creatures seem to abide the law.

]dIQva-M jaIvaao Asauna- Aagadp p`agaat\ tma Aa jyaaoitraoit |
AarOk\ pnqaaM yaatvao saUyaa-yaaganma ya~ p`itrnt Aayau: || 16 ||
Arise! The breath of life has again touched us; darkness has receded and luminous
light has reached. She has cleared the Path for the Sun to traverse. We have arrived
where men live their life long.
Explanation
The seer is confident that like the unfailing Ushas, which has been bringing life-sustaining blessings
and showering brilliant luster; last of the numerous dawns having receded and first of the new ones ever
succeeding, why the human beings should also not wake up and be responsible to the tasks which they
have been ordained. Therefore he seems to din in the ears of slumbering souls that she has cleared the
Path for the illumination to dawn in human lives, arriving where men live their life long.

syaUmanaa vaaca ]idyait- vainh: s%avaanaao roBa ]Yasaao ivaBaatI: |
AVa tducC gaRNato maGaaonyasmao Aayauina- iddIih p`jaavat\ || 17 ||
Lauding the refulgent dawn with hymns woven, the poet rises. Shine on him, O
Dawn who lauds you, shine on us with gift of life and offspring.
Explanation:
One who wakes up to be luminous is one who is wise. Such one should be respected, venerated and
lauded. Because it is not sufficient to be gifted with keen intelligence, sweet speech or with praiseworthy
actions; it is absolutely necessary for the spiritualization of the self, that they should have the fragrance
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of forbearance, compassions, charity and synchronized with the will of the Prime Existence. One who
regulates his wisdom, strength, wealth and service to the Will of the divine is truly likened to Purusha,
who likewise had offered his wisdom, strength, wealth and service in earlier times as first of the oblations
in the creative activity. Seer who commits himself on such noble Path and who lauds Ushas needs to be
enriched with gift of life and like minded offspring.

yaa gaaomatIruYasa: sava-vaIra vyaucCint daSauYao ma%yaa-ya |
vaayaaoirva saunaRtanaamaudko- ta ASvada ASnavat\ saaomasau%vaa || 18 ||
Dawn gives sons who are heroes, horses and cattle to him who comes with
oblations. These, the Soma- strainer gains when he ends his songs louder than sound
of the breeze.
Explanation:
For such one Ushas never fails to remember one who comes to her with such offerings – wisdom
of his Mind, strength of his arms, wealth of his actions and service of his self. For such ones are her
abounding gifts increasing man-power, strength and wisdom and such one who adores drawing his
essence from his gross form, his are the songs which sound far sweeter than the sound of the breeze. In
this hymn the poet has used heroes, horses and cattle not in the gross physical forms but as subtle
symbols suggesting strength and wisdom.

maata dovaanaamaidtornaIkM ya&sya kotubaR-htI iva Baaih |
p`SaistkRd\ ba`*maNao naao vyaucCa naao janao janaya ivaSvavaaro || 19 ||
Glorious Aditi, the mother of gods, banner of the sacrificial performances, shine
on us exalted. Arise praising our devotion and making us leader among men.
Explanation:
Aditi is the infinite source of all that is divinely effulgent. Therefore, the seer seeks hr blessings.

yaicca~maPna ]Yasaao vahntIjaanaaya SaSamaanaaya Bad`ma\ |
tnnaao ima~ao varuNaao maamahntamaidit: isanQau: pRiqavaI ]t VaO: || 20 ||
Whatever glorious wealth the Dawn brings with her, let those come with blessings
for those who offer obeisance and worship, even Mitra, Varuna, vouchsafe the same for
us and so do Aditi and Sindhu, earth and the space.
Explanation:
The vision of the Seer, who has experienced the early glow of the Ushas as well later illumination
of other duties presiding over the centres of energy, has become expansive in his enlightenment.
Therefore, he desires that like him all those who come to Ushas in adoration shall be blessed with gifts
and energizing powers form others sources like Mitra, Varuna, Aditi and Sindhu, who symbolize
luminosity, consistency, source and the uninterrupted flow.
__________
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XXII.
koiSana\
saU> 10 . 136 , ?iYa – vaatrSanaa maunaya: , koiSana\ ,
This is a remarkable hymn, wherein each stanza is addressed by each one – Jooti, Vatajooti, Viprajooti,
Vrushanaka, Karikrata, Etasha and Rishyashringa, the sons of Vatarashanaa muni, who ostensibly
appear to be non-Arya converted to Arya way of life. It brings out graphically the picture of yogis who
had given up all signs of primordial life, in comparison with the life style of the great seers of vedic
scriptures. He speaks of the muni sampradaya, the non-Arya yogic practices which were viewed earlier
by Aryas as weird though wonderful as against their largely dominant Yajna sanstha.
It is said that gods acquire the form which the devotees assign to them. The form which Shiva had
acquired in pre-vedic era, as a great muni, with his loose disheveled locks, given to wild manners and
unconventional practices, practice of yoga and intense austerities with emphasis on worship of lingayoni and many outlandish natural and animistic symbols. It was much later that Shiva came to be
identified with vedic Rudra and his followers to the vedic Maruts. Aranyani, the goddess of the natural
forests or the earlier mother goddess became the prototype of later Sati and Parvati of the puranic
legends.

koSya1ignaM koSaI ivaYaM koSaI ibaBait- raodsaI | koSaI ivaSvaM svad-RSao koSaIdM jyaaoitrucyato || 1 ||
He with his long loose hair supports Agni, Heaven and the Earth. He emulates the
universe, his long loose hair luminous being spoken as the luminous light.
Explanation:
The ascetic with his disheveled hair and unkept garments or in the absence of any garments
symbolizes the personality of a free soul unconcerned with ways of life and concerned only with the
natural inclinations with which he was born. He represents the universe on the micro-level, his speech
and actions suggesting the natural illumination of the nature’s powers.

maunayaao vaatrSanaa: ipSa=gaa vasato malaa | vaatsyaanau Qa`aijaM yaint ya_ovaasaao Aivaxat || 2 ||
Munis enveloped by the Winds wear garments coloured yellow and following the
course of the Wind go to those places where the gods have gone.
Explanation:
They live as the nature lives naturally and without any inhibition. Their mind follows the winds and
they follow as streams do where providence leads them. The will of the ordainer is their will and their
life is fashioned as nature would have it. Yoga is restraining mind from going where it desires but lead
it to its state of reasonable and natural inclination.
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]nmaidta maaOnayaona vaata~ Aa tisqamaa vayama\ | SarIrodsmaakM yaUyaM mata-saao AiBa pSyaqa || 3 ||
Facilitated by our Munihood we have pressed on with the Winds. You, the mortal
men, therefore, do not see our bodies no longer.
Explanation:
Having attuned their nature to the natural unfolding of the universe, they move about freely as winds
do. Having, therefore no fixed domain people who have fixed and structured view have no access to their
existence.

AntirxaoNa ptit ivaSvaa rUpavacaakSat\ | mauinado-vasyadovasya saaOkR%yaaya saKa iht: || 4 ||
Muni is made associate in the holy proceedings of every luminous God. Looking on
all the varied forms he flies through all the regions of space.
Explanation:
Having a comprehensive and expansive view, they access every form of worship of the luminous
gods. They being free as birds are not committed to any particular form or mode, rite or ritual.

vaatsyaaSvaao vaayaao: saKa|qaao dovaoiYatao mauina: | ]BaaOo samaud`avaa xaoit yaSca pUva- ]tapr: || 5 ||
Coursed by the breeze, Vayu’s friend, the muni is impelled by the Gods in both
the oceans and on the lands, in the east and the west.
Explanation:
Led by unrestrained mind he traverses along with and free as the winds on all directions, on the
oceans as well as on lands.

APsarsaaM ganQavaa-NaaM maRgaaNaaM carNao carna\ | koSaI kotsya ivaWana\ %saKa savaduma-idntma: || 6 ||
Traversing the path of the celestial damsels and of the singers and of the beasts as
well, he with his long loose locks knows the sweet desires of friends.
Explanation:
The ascetics through their intense austerities and disciplined yoga, have acquired extra-ordinary
powers which give them access to all the regions of the world, among the animate and the inanimate,
among human, super-human, divine and even among the beasts of the jungles.

vaayaursmaa ]pamanqat\ ipnaiYT smaa kunannamaa | koSaI ivaYasya pa~oNa yad`ud`oNaaipbat\ sah || 7 ||
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Vayu has stirred up for him, for him is pulverized things most hard to be broken. He
with his long loose locks drinks with vessel in the company of Rudra.
Explanation:
Vayu stirs his mind to give movement to his luminous experiences, crushing the most obscure dark
thoughts. Then he rests enjoying ambrosia even in the company of Rudra, the terrible.

__________
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XXIII.
?Bava:
saU> 1 . 20 , ?iYa – maoQaaitiqa: kaNva: , ?Bava:,
There are two pathways for transcending the constraints of the manifest world. One when the
universal resplendent Self descends voluntarily downward for dwelling in manifest world. The other
when the confused, obscured self ascends through clarity of the mind and purity of the heart to be
luminous in universal resplendence. Bhavavritta demonstrates the descent of the undifferentiated essence
of That One, in differentiated names and forms, whereas the present hymn addressed to Rbhus refers to
one of the earliest instance where the human beings ascended from their differentiated state of name and
form to the undifferentiated state.

AyaM dovaaya janmanao staomaao ivap`oiBarasayaa | Akair r%naQaatma: || 1 ||
This adoration of the singers is articulated for the ones born luminous ones for
receiving generous wealth.
Explanation:
Rbhu, Vibhavan and Vaja, known collectively as Rbhus, were the sons of Sudhanavan belonging to
Angiras family. They represent the remarkable instance where ascending the solar region, they attained
divine status, entitling them to receive adoration and devotion.

ya [nd`aya vacaaoyuajaa ttxauma-nasaa hrI | SamaIiBaya-&maaSat || 2 ||
They for the sake of Indra fashioned in mind their powerful words through
sacrificial performances.
Explanation:
Reference to Indra indicates their intellectual achievements, since he is the presiding deity over
mind. Seer Vamadeva says the rqa, vehicle which Rbhus made was not for horses or for reins but a threewheeled one, praiseworth, which rolls round in the space but a great divine declaration which sustains
the earth and the heavens – ‘AnaSvaao jaatao AnaBaISau$@qaao3 rqais~cak`: pir vat-to rja: | math\ td\ vaao dovasya p vaacanaM VamaR B ava:
pRiqavaIM yacca puYyaqa ||’ (IV.36.1), the subtle moving medium out of their mind by thoughts, the instrument which
never errs - ‘ivadanaasaao janmanaao vaajar%naa ]t ?tuiBa?-Bavaao maadyaQvama\ |’ (IV.36.2). Seer Vishvamitra chanted Gayatri mantra
! BaU: Bauva: sva: | t%t saivatR varoNyaM Bagaao- dovasya QaImaih iQayaao na: p`caaodyaat\ || - praying not for the elemental Sun in the sky
but for That supreme Savita-Surya - tt\ saivatR varoNyama\, whose resonance is on Earth, Space and in the Heavens,
who is resplendent in righteous intelligence, to energies his intellect. Madhuchandas Aghamarshana
declares that through austerity is kindled supreme the cosmic law and the Prime Existence - ‘?tM ca sa%yaM
caaBaIwat\ tpsaao|Qyaajaayat |’ (X.190.1). Yajurveda intoned ‘va`tona dIxama\ AaPnaaoit dIxayaaPnaaoit dixaNaama\ | dixaNaa Eawama\ AaPnaaoit Eawyaa
sa%yama\ AaPyato ||’ (19.30). It is in similar manner did Rbhus attain the divine status, sa%ya, the Prime Existence.
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txana\ naasa%yaByaaM pirjmaanaM sauKM rqama\ | txana\ QaonauM sabadu-Gaama\ || 3 ||
For the ever observant Nasatyas they wrought a resplendent vehicle, which moves
in all directions flashing luminous rays.
Explanation:
naasa%ya is said to be derived from naa + Asa%ya (not untrue), represent the two divine brothers, Asvins and
Dasra. Their origin is mysterious and even in immediate post-vedic period it was a puzzle for
commentators. Yaska commented in Nirukta (XII.1), ‘Heaven and Earth say some; Day and Night say
some others’ Sun and the Moon yet others; Two legendary Kings who performed holy acts say yet some
others’. For these Ashvins, Rbhus wrought a fast moving vehicle, which travels in all directions flashing
his luminosity.

yauvaanaa iptra puna: sa%yaaman~a ?jaUyava: | ?Bavaao ivaYT(k`t || 4 ||
Rbhus through their earnest and powerful prayers have made their father and
mother young again.
Explanation:
Father and mother find satisfaction and contentment in son’s progress and are his achievements. He
is called pu~ because he delivers them by filling the lacunae that may be in them or one who delivers them
from hell as Manusmriti (IX.138) interpreted in later times –‘to vaajaao ivamBvaa~ ?Bauirnd`vantaao maQaPsrasaao naao|vantu ya&ma\ ’
(IV.33.3) – may Vaja, Vibhavan and Rbhu in the company of Indra protect our sacrifice.

saM vaao madasaao Agmatond`oNa ca maru%vata | Aaid%yaaoiBaSca rajaiBa: || 5 ||
Together have they come with glad tidings pursued by Marut’s swift movements and
energised by Indra,
Adityas and other royal retinue.
Explanation:
Rbhus rose in spiritual wisdom swiftly energized by Indra, the presiding deity over Mind and in the
company of Adityas, which symbolizes their luminous state of enlightenment.

]t %yaM camasaM navaM %vaYTudo-vasya inaYkRtma\ | Akt- catur: puna: || 6 ||
Four sacrificial ladles wrought anew by the divine Tvastra have been fashioned.
Explanation:
Along with Asvins, Rbhus are associated with institutionalizing the performance of sacrificial rites
and rituals. The reference their having associated with Tvashtra in fashioning the sacrificial ladles
indicates this fact. The eldest of the Rbhus is said to have suggested making two ladles to which the
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younger one added the third one and finally the youngest one suggesting to make four ladles. Tvashtra
approved this and seeing what they made, becoming jealous when he saw the four resplendent ladles –
‘jyaoYz Aah camasaa Wa kroit kanaIyaana\ ~Ina\ kRNavaamao%yaah | kinaYz Aah caturskroit %vaYT ?Bavastt\ pnayad\ vacaao va: || . . . ivaBa`ahamaanaaM Scamasaa~
Ahovaa|vaonat\ %vaYTa caturao ddRSvaana\ ||’ (VI.33.5-6).

to naao r%naaina Qa<ana i~ra saaPtaina saunvato | ekmaokM sauSaistiBa: || 7 ||
AQaaryant va*nayaao|Bajant saukR%yayaa | BaagaM dovaoYau yai&yama\ || 8 ||
Pleased with our eulogies they assure each one of us our wealth, who has poured
three times the seven oblations. As one performing sacrificial acts through meritorious
deeds, they have now won from the gods their share in the sacrifice.
Explanation:
Pleased with their devotion and austere attention to performance of sacrifices each one of the Rbhus
are offered immense splendour. And having devoted themselves in performance of sacrifices they won
their share of the fruits along with the luminous beings.
__________
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XXIV.
ba`*maNaspit
saU> - 2. 23 , ?iYa – gaR%samad , ba`*maNaspit, baRhspit
Brahmanaspati is also referred as Brihaspati. In traditional legends he belongs to Angirasa clan –
‘yaao Aid`iBat\ p`qamajaa ?tavaa baRhspitrai=garasaao haivaYmaana\ |’ (VI.73.1). By dint of his austerities and intellectual eminence,
he became the priest of the Gods. Vedic seers Brihaspati as one in whom the essence, Vak, became
manifest or Brahmanspati in whom the Vak became effulgent. That is why it is said that vaak\, speech was
revealed to him first - ‘baRhspto p`qamaM vaacaao Aga`M yat\ p`Ort naamaQaoyaM dQaanaa: | yadoYaaM EaoYzM yadirp`maasaIt\ p`oNaa tdoYaaM inaihtM gauhaiva: || (X.71.1)
- When Brihaspati first sent out vaak\, speech in the beginning, articulating the essence and form, all that
was excellent and spotless enclosed therein was revealed with affection. He is called to come first and
sip the first drops of Bliss in the assembly where the Heaven and Earth join in assembly, luminous ones
who delight partake and where libations are offered for Indra, the presiding deity over mind,–‘ya&o idvaao naRYadnao
pRiqavyaa narao ya~ dovayavaao madint | [nd`aya ya~ savanaaina saunvao gamanyamadaya p`qamaM vayaSca ||’ (VII.47.1). Indra as the presiding deity over
mind and Brihaspati as the first one to have been to whom Vak was communicated lord over wealth on
Earth and in Heavens – ‘baRhspto yauvaimand`Sca vasvaao idvyasyaoSaaqao ]t paiqa-vasya |’ (VII.98.7). On receiving his energy, the
mighty splendour from supreme heavens he, strong with the his seven-fold pathways resounding like
thunder and flashing like lightening dispersed darkness – ‘baRhspit: p`qamaM jaayamaanaao mahao fyaoitYa: prmao vyaaomana\ | saPtasya
stuivajaatao rvaoNa iva saPtriSmarQamat\ tamaaisa ||’ (IV.50.4).
Bihad Aranyaka Up. (I.iii) gives a revealing account of how Asuras, the un-illumined forces defeat
the activities of Devas, in invoking Udgitha, when the deities presiding over breath, sight, hearing and
mind are completely routed till Primal Breath comes, against whose power all the Asuras become
vanquished. Securing for itself food, the Primal Breath becomes established, out of a share is given to
other deities. . whatever food one eats by the Primal Breath, that one satisfies and in that it is established
- ‘Aqaa%manao|nnaaVmaagaayat\; yaiw ikMcaannamaVto|naonaOva tdcCto, [h p`ititYzit || . . tsmaaVdnaonaannamai<a tonaOstastRPyaint |’. The Primal Breath is
called Ayaasa Angirasa for he is the essence of the limbs (of the Primal Existence) – ‘saao |yaasya Aai=\garsa:
A=\gaanaaM ih rsa: ||’. It is further said that this (Primal Breath) is Brihaspsti. Speech (vaak\) is that which effulges
(baRhit). This is his lord. Therefore, this is Brihaspati - ‘eYa ] eva baRhspit:; vaagvaO baRhit, tsyaa eYa pit: tsamadu baRhspit: ||’,
And this is also Brahmanspati, Speech (vaak\) is that which has becomes effulgent - ba`*ma. This is its lord.
Therefore, this is Brahmanaspati - ‘eYa ] eva ba`*maNaspit vagvaO ba`*ma tsyaa eYa pit: tsmaadu ba`*maNaspit: ||’.
The hymns should not be treated to as glorification of the essence which became manifest and
crystellised in a form. Brihad Aranyak Up. (I.5.3) says, ‘~INya%manao|ku$t [it manaao vaacaM p`aNama\ . . etnmayaao vaa Ayamaa%maa
va=mayaao manaaomaya: p`aNamaya: || ~yaao laaoka et eva vaagaovaayaM laaok: manaaoScantirxalaaok: p`Naao|saOlaoka: . . iva&atM ivaija&aisatvyamaiva&atmaot eva yai%kMca iva&atM
vaacastd`Upma\ vaigQa iva&ata vaagaonaM td\BaU%vaavait || yai%kMca ivaija&asyaM manasastd`Upma\ manaao ih ivaija&asyama\ mana enaM td\BaU%vaavait || yai%kMcaaiva&atM p`aNasya td`Upma\
p`aNaao (iva&at: p`aNa enaM td\BaU%vaavait ||’ (Brihad Aranyak Up.I5.3, 4,8-10). Therefore, Brihaspati or Brahmanspati
is the representative of Prana, the essence of all the limbs of Brahman.

gaNaanaaM %vaa gaNapaitM hvaaamaho kivaM kvaInaamaupEavastmama\ |
jyaoYzrajaM ba`*maNaaM ba`*maNaspt Aa na: SaRNvannaUitiBa: saId saadnama\ || 1 ||
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We beseech the leader among the congregation, far seeing among the foresight, seer
among seers, illustrious among all, imperial among prayers, effulgent among all the
effulgent ones, O Brahmanaspati, listen to us sitting by our sides.
Explanation:
As the one who having inquired and searched, being reflective and meditative, Ayaasa Angiras,
having seen Wisdom concealed from the manifest world, became the first one to whom vaak\, speech was
revealed, with essence and form, all that was excellent and spotless. Even as p`aNa, Primal Breath represents
is the essence of the limbs of the Primal Existence, Brahmanaspati or Brihaspati came to represent the
essence in all manifest forms. Therefore, he became the leader among the congregation, seer among seers,
illustrious among all, imperial among desires, effulgent among all the effulgent ones, whose presence
besides is sought.

dovaaiScat\ to Asauya- p`caotsaao baRhspto yai&yaM BaagamaanauSau: |
]sa`a [va saUyaao- jyaaoitYaa mahao ivaSvaoYaaiBajjainata ba`*maNaamaisa || 2 ||
Gods have received their share in sacrifices from you the wise one. As Surya is the
source for the dawn to receive the luminous light, you verily are the source of all
desires.
Explanation:
Gods are the ancient ones to be luminous earlier in this manner and became the deities presiding over
the earth, water, fire, air, space mind, intellect and self-sense, the eight-fold division of divine effulgence.
They have been offered and have received their share of the oblations and now Brihaspati is called upon
to come and sitting by their sides share his share of the oblation, because like Surya who is the source
for dawn to rise Brihaspati is the source for Vak to be come effulgent.

Aa ivabaaQyaa pirrapstmaaMisa ca jyaaoitYmantM rqamaRtsya itYzisa |
baRhspto BaImamaima~dmBanaM rxaaohNaM gaao~aiBadM svaiva-dma\ || 3 ||
Chasing those who censure and confound, you stand like the immortal chariot.
Subduing the great arrogance of the enemies you protect the homestead of the luminous
rays.
Explanation:
With the arrival of Brihaspati on the scene as the immutable and immortal essence, energy, those
who disregard enlightenment and censure and obstruct the source of enlightenment are chased away.
Subduing their influence he opens the door for the luminous light to flow in.

saunaIitiBana-yaisa ~ayasao janaM yastuByaM daSaanna tmaMhao ASnavat\ |
ba`*maiWYastpnaao manyaumaIrisa baRhspto maih tt\ to maih%vanama\ || 4 ||
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With wise counsel you help resolute persons to prevail over and sorrows do not
overcome those, O Brihaspati, who heed your advice. Those who despise prayers are
reprimanded by you, subduing his displeasure. In this lies your greatness.
Explanation:
Brihaspati because of his wise counsels became the priest of the luminous Gods, who are firm
on remaining enlightened. But to those who despise enlightened persons and bring impediments in their
efforts, he is relentless, removing ignorance in their mind due to interference of the forces of darkness.
As one who represents Prana, the primal breath, he invigorate the positive energies in people, making
them wise in wisdom and energetic in the performance of their actions.

na tmaMhao na duirtM kutScana naaratyaistitruna- Wyaaivana: |
ivaSvaa [dsmaad\ Qvarsaao iva baaQasao yaM saugaaopa rxaisa ba`*maNaspto || 5 ||
Not for him is sorrow nor distress from any quarters, neither foes nor perplexing
would overcome over him, because you, O Brihaspti, driving the seductive fiends away
guard him.
Explanation:
When one becomes energized with positive energies, there remains no reason or occasion for any to
feel despondent or to be distressed. The forces of darkness fade away in nothingness when Brihaspati’s
enlightened counsels are received and accepted, even as when the Surya rises in heaven all the evil forces
rush away to oblivion. ‘Ap %yao tayavaao yaqaa naxa~a yan%ya>uiBa: | saUraya ivaSvacaxasao ||’ (I. 50.2) - Then the starry constellations
sneak away with their allure like thieves, once Surya illumines the world.

%vaM naao gaaopa: piqakRd\ ivacaxaNastva va`taya maitiBaja-ramaho |
baRhspto yaao naao AiBa *varao dQao svaa tM mama-tu- ducCunaa hrsvatI || 6 ||
You are our guardian, wise counselor on our Path, and we, for such action of yours,
offer our prayers. O Brihaspati, whoever spreads webs for us to be ensnared, may his
very actions hasten his destruction.
Explanation:
Spiritual progress does not come about from one time adventure; it needs constant and continuous
perseverance. Therefore wise counsel is needed every moment lest the force of darkness may overwhelm
again with their alluring sensory attractions. It is during the darkest moments of the nights that the
constellation of stars is seen to shine bright, even so during the darkest moments in one’s life the sensual
delights appears more alluring. But even as when Surya rises on the eastern horizon and the stars sneak
out with their charisma like thieves without sound, even so would a person ever conscious of the
beguiling web of the forces of darkness needs a luminous man of Wisdom like Brihaspati to guide the
man back to Wisdom, without falling prey to ignorance.
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]t vaa yaao naao maca-yaadnaagasaao|ratIvaa mat-: saanaukao vaRk: |
baRhspto Ap tM vat-yaa pqa: saugaM naao AsyaO dovavaItyao kRiQa || 7||
Those who threaten us without any offense from us, the evil-minded, arrogant, and
rapacious persons, turn them away from our Path, O Brihaspati, giving us a fair access
to the abode of the luminous ones.
Explanaion:
Braihaspati is the Guru, the teacher, guide and advisor of the enlightened persons. Therefore, ser
invokes him not only for the destruction of the forces of evil but also for removing them from the path
which they are traversing. The forces of evil are the thoughts which spring in mind ensnaring in the web
of illusion, ignorance and deceit without any fault of human beings. The flurry of evil thoughts in mind
is more robust and rapacious; where in the noble thoughts are prevented from having access. The seer
believes and hopes that only Brihaspati’s wise counsels would give them a fair access to the abode of
enlightenment.

~atarM %vaa tnaUnaaM hvaamaho|vaspt-riQava>armasmayauma\ |
baRhspto dovainadao ina bah-ya maa durovaa ]<arM saumnamaunnaSana\ || 8 ||
You who are the protector of our bodies, to you we invoke as the saviour, as the
loving pacifier. Strike the revilers of luminous powers and let them not approach the
supreme abode.
Explanation:
The seer opines that as a protector of the form of a human being, he is invoking him for protecting
his essence, the self within; so that by striking the haters of enlightened Gods, they will deprive form
the supreme abode. Mind is most energetic medium with divine possibilities so long as the evil forces
do not entice after entering the abode.

%vayaa vayaM sauvaRQaa ba`*maNaspto spaha- vasau manauYyaa ddImaih |
yaa naao dUro tiLtao yaa Aratyaao|iBa saint jamBayaa ta AnaPnasa: || 9 ||
Through your benevolence, O Brihaspati, may we may we prosperous with progeny
and let all the enemies, near or far, be crushed leaving them exhausted.
Explanation:
The seer is confident that once the evil forces of ignorance are precluded from entering or
exterminated from the most powerful and energetic medium as mind, the noble thoughts will without any
hindrances enter. The noble thoughts is the progeny of the enlightened seer, which needs to prosper.
Therefore the evil forces are required to be exterminated, leaving them exhausted and without any trace.
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%vayaa vayamau<amaM QaImaho vayaao baRhspto piga`Naa saisa`naa yaujaa |
maa naao du:SaMsaao AiBaidPsaurISat p` sauSaMsaa maitiBastairYaImaih || 10 ||
With you as our rich and liberal companion, O Brihaspati, may we attain the
supreme stage in life. let not the untrustworthy forces overwhelm us and let us revel in
your praises.
Explanation:
Seer is confident of his faith in Brihsspati, as the fountain-head of enlightenment. Therefore, with
such eternal and immutable source at his disposal as counsel and guide, he has no doubt that he will attain
the supreme state of Bliss in life, without being subject to the vagaries and inconsistencies of ignorance
and illusions of the ephemeral world.

Anaanaudao vaRYaBaao jaigmarahvaM inaYTPta Sa~uM pRtnaasau saasaih: |
Aisa sa%ya ?Nayaa ba`*maNspt ]ga`sya icad\ dimata vaILuhiYa-Na: || 11 ||
Strong, unyielding bull in battles, avenger of the enemies and victorious in
encounters, you are truly vanquisher of the transgressions, O Brihaspati, taming even
fierce, wild and the passionate ones.
Explanation:
Seer eulogizes Brihaspati as magnificent in victory, as defender of noble values and conqueror of
the evil ones, which take the fierce shape, with wild passion. It is truly said that while the forces of
Darkness are submerged in sensual pleasures and in performance of obscure and vile deeds, the forces
of Light rise up in vigour and energy and in performing enlightened noble deeds. Brihaspati counsels
one to shun the sensory influences and be enlightened to the noble values.

Adovaona manasaa yaao irYaNyait Saasaamauga`ao manyamaanaao ijaGaMsait |
baRhspto maa p`Nak\ tsya na vaQaao ina kma- manyauM durovasya SaQa-t: || 12 ||
Whosoever with non-luminous mind seeks to harm us, considering himself a mighty
gods of the mid-space, O Brihaspti, let not his deadly blows harm us. May we be able
to humble his un-enlightened anger.
Explanation:
Seer is confident of the might of Brihaspati would destroy those who consider themselves wise even
though not wise, enlightened thought not enlightened. These people are referred as blind ones in Katha
Up., ‘AivaVayaaM Antro vat-maana: svayaM QaIr: pMiNDtM manyamaana: | dMdmaya-maana: piryaint maUZa: AnQaonaOava maIyamaanaayaqaanQa: ||’ – Abiding in the midst
of ignorance, wise in their own esteem, thinking themselves to be learned, these fools tread the tortuous
path, going about like blind men led by one who himself is blind. They boast ‘AsaaO maya ht: Sa~uh-inaYyao caapranaip
| [-Svarao|hmahM BaaogaI isawao|hM balavaansauKI ||’ (Bhagavad Gita –XVI14) - this enemy has been slain by me and others
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also. I am God, I am enjoyer, I am successful, mighty and happy. Such arrogant ones are unenlightened
ones which have to be exterminated completely before enlightenment can shine with all its resplendence.
The ser wants their complete elimination from mind before it can experience Bliss of Beatitude.

BaroYau hvyaao namasaaopsaVao ganta vaajaoYau sainata AQanaM Qanama\ |
ivaSvaa [dyaao- AiBaidPsvaao3 maRQaao baRhspaitiva- vavaha- rqaa~ [va || 13 ||
Like the motivator to be evoked in struggles, Brihaspati, the winner of wealth
adored with due regard, has overturned all the evil designs of wicked like the chariots
which have been overturned.
Explanation:
Chariot is the symbol often used by seers to refer the gross form, the body. By associating the self,
subtle essence with the body, gross form, an unenlightened person considers the form to be the essence
and becomes proud of his body and the possessions which go along with it. Brihaspati instills
enlightened thoughts in mind, energizing and motivating people to auspicious thoughts and actions. This
initiation itself becomes death-knell of the evil and vicious designs of the wicked, which come to be
overturned as chariots are overturned in intense battles.

toijaYzyaa tpnaI rxasastp yao %vaa inado dQaIro dRYTvaIya-ma\ |
Aaivastt\ kRYva yadsat\ t ]@qyaM1 baRhspto iva pirrapao Ad-ya || 14 ||
Burn with your blazing Wisdom the demons, who defy your manifest might.
Destroying the speakers of ill-will, demonstrate that strength deserves respectful
adoration.
Explanation:
It is the blazing fire of Wisdom that kills obscurity and ignorance in thinking and in action, not the
physical might of the body. With termination and destruction of the evil thoughts from mind, a stage is
set for enlightened noble thoughts to emerge and energize. Brihaspati who instills enlightened rays of
Wisdom and energy deserves to be praised and invoked.

baRhspto Ait yadyaao- Aha-d\ Vumad\ ibaBaait k`tumajjanaoYau |
yad\ dIdyacCvasa ?tp`jaat tdsmaasau d`ivaNaM Qaoih ica~ma\ || 15 ||
O Brihaspati, that which is luminous among proficient initiates and which the
unenlightened deserve, that which is mightily effulgent, you as one born of Rta, grant
us that wealth.
Explanation:
The unenlightened ones not being conscious of the power that is within the luminous endowments
may misuse it for inauspicious and harmful reasons ending up in great havoc and harm. That is the reason
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the hymns conceal within themselves those luminous endowments from the unenlightened ones. When
they are conveyed to enlightened ones in proper form through initiation, they secret which lay concealed
till then becomes revealed and pious and propitious thoughts and actions will flow for them The seers
who being qualified is fit and proper one to be initiated in the secrets concealed in hymns and the wealth
of pious and propitious thoughts and actions.
Bihaspati as one born of Rta, the cosmic law which provides good and wholesome governance of
the universe, is therefore, invoked to be transmit the same.

maa na: stonaoByaao yao AiBa d`uhspdo inaraimaNaao irpvaao|nnaoYau jaagaRQau: |
Aa dovaanaamaaohto iva va`yaao hRid baRhspto na pr: saamnaao ivadu: || 16 ||
Grant not to those who is an enemy in struggles, who are greedy for wealth of those
who are at peace with theirs, who cherish denial of Gods in their hearts, O Brihaspati,
for them shall there be no further relaxation.
Explanation:
The unenlightened persons harm in battles those who are enlightened, covet their luminous
achievements, deny the very existence of the highly luminous ones, for such ones Brihaspati should not
further be gracious with compassionate gifts. Because, the enormous powers which the achievements
bestow, the unenlightened may out to harmful and vicious use, not conducive to spiritual enlightenment.

ivaSvaoByaao ih %vaa BauvanaoByaspir %vaYTajanat\ saamna:saamna: kiva: |
sa ?NaicadRNayaa ba`*maNaspitd`u-hao hnta mah ?tsya Qat-ir || 17 ||
In universe pre-eminent over all that be, Tvasta, the wise in sacred lore gave you
the origin. Against transgression and liabilities is Bramhanaspati who destroys
interferences and upholds the supreme Law.
Explanation:
In creation Tvashta was the builder as per the sacred lore. He was the originator of every that is
created in form, including Brahmanaspati, who as one against transgression and consequential liabilities,
destroys all hindrances and upholds Rta, the supreme Law on earth.

tva iEayao vyaijahIt pva-tao gavaaM gaao~maudsaRjaao yadi=gar: |
[nd`oNa yaujaa tmasaa pirvaRtM baRhspto inarpamaaObjaao ANa-vama\ || 18 ||
The mountain for your glory cleft itself in twin when you Angira opened the cave,
where cows were concealed. You Brihaspati assisted by Indra hurled down the floods
of streams which obscure fog has encompassed.
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Explanation:
The mountain cave is the mind, Indra is the deity presiding over it, who cleaves the mind to make
outlet to the floods of streams, the thoughts from the fog, the obscurity and ignorance. Brihaspati is a
descent of Angiraras, who opens with the help of Indra to open the portals of the mind for wealth and
prosperity. .

ba`*maNaspto %vamasya yaenta saU>sya baaoiQa tnayaM ca ijanva |
ivaSvaM td\ Bad`M yadvaint dovaa baRhd\ vadoma ivadqao sauvaIra: || 19 ||
O Brihmanaspati, be controller of my effulgent expressions and prosper our
progeny. All that the luminous love as is blessed; therefore loudly shall we announce
this in assembly.
Explanation:
Since Brihaspati as Guru, teacher is the advisor, counsel and guide controls our innermost expressions
of thoughts. Therefore he is assured of his grace for his progeny to prosper. All the luminous thoughts
are blessed therefore, the seer gladly announces this to people at large.
__________
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XXV.
yama:
saU> 10 . 14 , ?iYa – vaOvasvatao yama: , yama:,
The moment one is born Death becomes his constant companion. While Krishna said for one who
is born death is certain and birth for one who has died ‘jaatsya ih Qa`uvaao maR%yauQa`U-vaM janma maRtsya ca |’ (Bhagavad Gita
(II.27), Nachiketa pointed out how it was with earlier and later ones; like corn a mortal ripens and is born
again — ‘AnaupSya yaqaa pUvao- p`itpSya tqaa|pro | sasyaimava ma%ya-: pcyato sasyaimavaajaayato puna: ||’ (Katha Up. I.1.6). Little reflection
will clarify that Death referred here is not of the self but of the body, which is embodied aggregation
of elements and sensory influences on Mind, which give the self a distinct identity to experience
empirical world, saMsaar. ‘ica<amaova saMsaarma\’ says Maitri Up. Consequently, when the body decays, deteriorates and
dies, the elements re-enter their source, leaving the self, with its karmas gathered in the embodied state
to pass on. On such intervening period when self departs from one body and has not yet entered another
one, it has no distinct consciousness, except as the aggregation of karmas, since there is no medium
through which its distinct identity could be established. Then the self detached from earlier
consciousness either waits in Yama’s abode till it finds another body to be conscious with distinct identity
or hovers in a state of suspended animation as a blithe spirit, drawn by attachment to the earlier body
and dissatisfied because it is unable to establish contact with others with distinct identity. Detachment
from the memories of earlier identity will alone makes the self delve in the abode of Yama without having
a distinct consciousness and identity.
It is such state that the self longs to live among the luminous ones – ‘sa naao dovaoYvaa yamad\ dIGa-maayau: p` jaIvasao ||’
(X.14.14), as the seeker prays in Mrityunjaya mantra for deliverance from the bonds of mortal body
(with distinct consciousness) but not from the immortal existence — ‘]vaa-$kimava banQanaat\ maR%yaaor\ mauxaIya maamaRtat\ |’. It
was a dwelling bright with glory, the highest heaven, the product of free and ordered acts of the self
while in the body, leaving transgression and wickedness — ‘[YtapUto-na prmao vyaaomana\ | ih%vaayavaVM punarstmaoih saM gacCsva sauvacaa: ||’ a state which Yama found for the first time and which the self of the mortals tread path, where the
self of the ancient fathers had traversed earlier – ‘yamaao naao gaatuM p`qamaao ivavaod naOYaa gavyaUitrpBat-vaa ] | ya~a na: pUvao- iptr: proyauja&anaa:
pnqyaa3 Anau svaa: ||’ (X.14.2).It is place where Yama dwells, that which is called home of the gods. Here
minstrels play on flute and sing glorified songs – ‘[dM yamasya saadnaM dovamaanaM yaducyato | [yamasya Qamyato naaLIryaM gaIiBa-: pirYkRt:
||’ (X.135. 7). This is the place which Yama bestows on the self to rest in days streamed with luminous
rays – ‘Ahaorid\Bar>uiBaVay->M yamaao dda%yavasaanamasmaO ||’ (X.14.8).
This hymn about Death is a remarkable piece of introspection about the factual reality of death. The
self does not known death because it departs when the body decays, disintegrates and dies. Since self
departs from the body without the body being aware of its departure or of its destination, the self abiding
in the body, represented in the form of the seer reflects as an ignorant one would ask one who knows
it. Then the self abiding in the body ventures and travels as instructed by the knowing guide. This indeed
is the blessing of instruction, for in that manner one finds the path that leads to the noble conclusions
— ‘Axao~ivat\ xao~ivadM )p`at\ sa p`Oit xao~ivadanauivaYT: | etWO Bad`ma\ AnaiSaasanasyaaot sa`uit iband%yaHjasaInaama\ ||’ (X.32.7).
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When the self abiding in the body confronts the problem of Death, then the question of life,
possessions and positions, relatives and associates pale into insignificance. And when the body dies, the
self within is no more conscious of the body, the life, possessions, positions, relatives and associates.
Instead it finds affinity with similarly placed self, finding expansion of its presence everywhere. Thus so
long the self is embodied that long it remains attached to the body. The moment the self departs from
the body it finds itself everywhere. It is possible for a sensitive self, who is wise in such Wisdom, to
remain unattached to the body, even while it is thus embodied. Being in body is being attached to a
restricted environment, the self experiences strange sense of in-sufficiency of Knowledge. Once it departs
or is delivered from the limited, mortal confines of the body, then the self find itself everywhere as an
all encompassing, eternal and immortal entity.
Death reveals one’s nature not when one is engrossed in life, burdened, conditioned and mesmerized
by the illusory of world of empirical experiences through organs of senses. Death is a great leveler
because it opens the real nature of the self. When one realizes that even the bodies of the luminous gods,
seers and sages, saints and sinners decay, deteriorate and die. Death comes to a child as well as to
adolescent, to young as well as to an old man. Why then does one become concerned with Death, when
it is inevitable. It seems that one is concerned not because he is aware of what death is but because he,
familiar with his embodied body, is not aware what death means to his perceived existence.
Death for a sensitive man of Wisdom is not a pessimistic thought but a practical proposition. It is
a comma, not a full stop. Just as one changes many residences during one’s life time, being emotionally
attached to a residence so long as one is resident therein, and such attachment ceasing once he ceases
to dwell therein, even so one’s self has been dwelling in many bodies and being attached to each one
as my body during the brief period when the self has been resident therein, and ceasing to be attached
to the various bodies lived earlier in innumerable previous occasions. If one knows Death, as the
temporary change of address, from one body to the other, then one would cease to be attached and
concerned with the body in which the self is presently living in. Rigvedic seer postulates that the
unenlightened ones (Asaurs) consider this body is the self and the dwelling in which the self has presently
taken residence is the final one. Whereas the enlightened ones, the heroes, see beyond the limited scope
of the present dwelling place, and conclude that present residence is on of the many residences in the
which the self has lived and would be living henceforth, till it finds a permanent residence in the eternal
heaven – ‘mahspu~amaao Asaursya vaIra idvaao Qata-r ]iva-yaa pir #yana\ || ]Saint Gaa to AmaRtsya etdoksya icat\ %yajasaM ma%ya-sya | ina to manaao manaisa Qaayyasmao
janyau: pitstnva1 maa ivaivaSyaa: ||’ (X.10.2-3).

proiyavaaMsaM p`vatao mahIrnau bahuBya: pnqaamanaupspSaanama\ |
vaOvasvatM saMgamanaM janaanaaM yamaM rajaanaM hivaYaa duvasya || 1 ||
Honour the king Yama, Vivasvan’s son, with oblations, who having traveled to the
supreme abode gathers people together seeking to show them the Path.
Explanation:
Yama is Vivasvan’s son, first of the mortals who passed over to the place beyond to become immortal.
Having traveled first to that supreme place, he guides others to follow on that Path. As custodian of
righteousness, he sees that no one violates the sacred cosmic law.

yamaao naao gaatuM p`qamaao ivavaod naOYaa gavyaUitrpBat-vaa ] |
ya~a na: puvao- iptr: proyauronaa ja&anaa: pqyaa3 Anau svaa: || 2 ||
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Yama became aware first of the place to dwell in, a pasture which is never denied
to us ; where the ancestors formerly departed and towards which the mortals tread
their own path to reach.
Explanation:
Yama was the first one who made his dwelling there, which being auspiciously wholesome, no
earnest seeker would ever be denied admittance. It is the place where the self of the ancestors having
made residence, the descendents too tread their Path towards that place.

maatlaI kvyaOya-maao Ai=garaoiBaba-Rhspit?-@vaiBavaa-vaRQaana: |
ya^aSca dovaa vaavaRQauyao- ca dovaana\ %svaahanyao svaQayaanyao madint || 3 ||
Matali prospers here along with the Kavyas, Yama with sons of Angiras, Brihaspati
with Rikvans. Enriching the luminous gods and being enriched by them, some find
ecstasy in eulogizing and others in offering oblations.
Explanation:
In this place, Matali the charioteer of Indra, prospers with Kavyas, the descendents of the famous
Kavi Ushanas Bhargava, Yama, the custodian over righteousness with the descendents of Angirasa, one
of the triumvirate with Bhargavas and Atharvans, Brihaspati singing adorations with Rikvans, the ones
who recite the Riks or hymns. There is mutually interdependence between those who recite adorations
and offer oblations and the luminous gods to enrich one another.

[maM yama p`strmaa ih saIda|i=garaoiBa: iptRiBa: saMivadana: |
Aa %vaa man~a: kivaSasta vahn%vaonaa rajana\ hivaYaa maadyasba || 4 ||
Come Yama here and grace your presence here on the sweet pasture in the company
of Angirasas and our fathers. Let the hymns sung by the sages herald you and O King
let the oblations make you cheerful.
Explanation:
The seer knows death as harbinger of pleasant pastures. Therefore, he beckons Yama as the symbol
of righteousness to come to them in the company of esteemed ancient personalities to listen to their
adulation, to receive the oblations and to grant grace.

Ai=garaoiBara gaih yai&yaoiBaya-ma vaO\$pOirh maadyasva |
ivavasvantM huvao ya: ipta to|ismana\ ya&o baih-Yyaa inaYaV || 5 ||
Come here Yama with holy Angirasas and rejoice in Virupa’s sons. To sit on the
sacred grass and partake the sacrifice, I call Vivasvan too who is his father.
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Explainaion:
Further, the seer beckons Yama with his father Vivasvan along with Angirasas and Virupa’s sons to
participate in the sacrifice.

Ai=garsaao na: iptrao navagvaa Aqavaa-Naao BaRgava: saaomyaasa: |
toYaaM vayaM saumataO yai&yaanaamaip Bad`o saaOmanasao syaama || 6 ||
Our ancestors, the Angirasas, Navagavas, Bhrigus deserve to partake Soma. May
these holy ones look upon us with favour so that we may enjoy their gracious loving
compassion.

P`oih p`oih piqaiBa: pUvao-iBaya-~a na: pUvao- iptr: proyau: |
]Baa rajaanaa svaQayaa madnta yamaM pSyaaisa varuNaM ca dovama\ || 7 ||
Traverse on, traverse on the ancient pathway, whereupon our earlier sires have
traversed before us. There you will observe the royals, willingly sharing the sacred food
along with Varuna and Yama.
Explanation:
Varuna is the custodian of ?t, the Cosmic Law and Yama of Qama-, the righteousness. These share the
offerings of the sacrifice with those who know the course of natural evolution and follow that ancient
Path without any transgression.

saM gacCsva iptRiBa: saM yamaonaoYTapUto-na prmao vyaaomana\ |
ih%vaayaavaVM punarstmaoih saM gacCsva tnvaa sauvacaI-: || 8 ||
Go forth towards Yama and the fathers in the supreme heavens, the benefit of the
self-willed or the ordained actions. Leave transgression and malevolence to seek afresh
your dwelling place, a new body bright with brilliant.
Explanation:
Yama’s abode is not the final destination but an intermediate place for rest and rejuvenation in
auspicious purpose. Death of the body is not culmination of the journey for the self but an opportunity
to renew and determine its future course in the new body. Therefore, the seer advises that on should leave
transgression and malevolence behind and dwell in the new body with renewed determination to progress
in spiritual awareness.

Apot vaIt iva ca sap-tatao|smaa etM iptrao laaokmak`na\ |
AhaoiBard\iBar>uiBavya->M yamaao dda%yavasaanamasmaO || 9 ||
Hasten now, depart forthwith, fly on all direction from this place which the fathers
have set aside and Yama had bestowed as a place to rest, adorned with days and
luminous and streaming lights.
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Explanation:
Yama’s abode is not meant to be a permanent residence for the self but an intermediate place adorned
with luminous and streaming lights provided by Yama for resting and reappraising one’s existence in
previous body and determining the course in the new one. This is a clear indication of the multiplicity
of bodies which are born and die, in which the self takes its abidance.

Ait d`va saarmaoyaaO SvaanaaO caturxaao SabalaaO saaQaunaa pqaa |
Aqaa iptRna\ %sauivad~a^ ]poih yamaona yao saQamaadM madint || 10 ||
Outstrip Sarama’s offspring, the four-eyed two watchful dogs on your noble
pathway. Draw thereafter to the gracious minded fathers who rejoice there in Yama’s
company.
Explanation:
Seer makes distinction between Yama, the custodian of Righteousness and Death the controller of
the self after deterioration, decay and death of the body. While Yama’s abode is available for the self
which being meritorious is entitled to take shelter and rest till it enters another body on its spiritual
enfoldment, the abode of Death is for those who being still attached to body desire company of the old
associates. The former ones outstrip the obstacles, the four-eyed two watchful dogs which Yama has
ordained and reach out the pleasant pastures where the ancestors and enjoying the company of Varuna
and Yama. Another seer prays that the ancestors, who deserve a share of Soma, ascend the lowest, mid
and the highest stages in life – ‘]idrtamavar ]t\ prasa ]nmaqyamaa: iptr: saaomyaas: |’ (X.15.1)
Yama’s abode is only for those blessed ones who are keen and assiduous on the Path to Perfection
and not for every self that departs from the body. For such one maR%yau takes over as the supervisor, who
is prevailed upon to pursue his separate pathway distinct from that which the luminous ones traverse. To
such one, who is watchful seeing and hearing, a seer requests that he may not touch his offspring nor
harm their heroes — ‘prM maR%yaao Anau proih pnqaaM yasto sava [trao dovayaanaat\ | caxauYmato SaRNvanto to ba`vaIima maa na p`jam rIirTaao maaor vaIrana\ ||’
(X.18.1).
The seer therefore exhorts the seeker on the noble Path to outstrip maR%yau’s four-eyed watchful dogs.
Four-eyed because they are watchful to the four directions. Because only thereafter will they succeed in
accessing the gracious minded fathers who rejoice there in Yama’s righteous company.

yaaO to SvaanaaO yama rixataraO caturxaaO pRiqarxaI naRcaxasaaO |
taByaamaonaM pir doih rajana\ %svaist caasmaa AnamaIvaM ca Qaoih || 11 ||
Those two four-eyed watch-dogs of yours, O Yama who cautiously guard the
Pathway, entrust this self, O Lord, to their protection endowed with prosperity and
health.
Explanation:
The watch-dogs of Yama cautiously guard the pathway to his abode. They prevent the ones given
to transgression and malevolence and protect the noble ones who are determined and devoted. To such
ones they offer prosperity and health
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]$NasaavasautRpa ]dumbalaaO yamasya dUtaO cartao janaa^ Anau |
tavaasmaByaM dRSayao saUyaa-ya punada-tamasaumaVoh Bad`ma\ || 12 ||
Dark and insatiate with distended nostrils are Yama’s two overseers who roam
among people. May they show us the fair existence here and now so that we may see
Surya’s luminous light again.
Explanation:
Yama’s overseers with their terrible features are forbidding to look at but compassionate to show
the fair existence which offers Surya’s luminous light.

yamaaya saaomaM saunaut yamaaya jauhuta hiva: |
yamaM h ya&ao gacC%yaignadUtao ArMkRt: || 13 ||
Offer sacred Soma to Yama, offer consecrated oblations to Yama; To Yama go the
sacrificial offerings decreed by Agni.
Explanation:
The sacred Soma which enjoins Bliss of Beatitude be offered to Yama, as be the auspicious
oblations. For Yama be the sacrifice performed energized by Agni.

yamaaya GaRtvawivajau-haot p` ca itYzt |
sa naao dovaoYvaa yamad\ dIGa-maayua: p` jaIvasao || 14 ||
Let Yama be offered gifts enriched with ghee. Draw near him so that he may grant
that we may live long in the company of the luminous ones.
Explanation:
This is the prayer addressed to Yama to please him so that he may in turn allow us an extended
stay in his company in the pleasant pastures, till we take new birth in a new body.

yamaaya maQauma<amaM ra&o hvyaM jauhaotna |
[dM nama ?iYaBya: pUva-jaoBya: pUvao-Bya: piqakRBV: || 15 ||
i~kd`ukaoiBa: ptit YaLuvaI-rkoimad\ baRht\ |
i~Ytubgaaya~I CndaMisa savaa- ta yama Aaihta || 16 ||
Offer to Yama, the ruler, oblation rich in essence. Bow down before the ancient seers
who traversed this Path in ancient days. In to the great expanse does the Great One
expand with the metres Tristub and Gayatri enjoined.
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Explanation:
These last two stanzas refer to the offerings made to Yama, which make him extend his righteous
rule over the entire Universe, in space and in directions.

__________
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XXVI.
iptr:
saU> 10 . 15 , ?iYa – Sa=\Kao yaamaayana: , iptr:
This hymn deals with ancestors who have left the descendents when their bodies deteriorated,
decayed and died and when their bodies, created or disposed otherwise, were no more available for
physical satisfaction. The seer goes with the general belief that with the death of the body, the ancestor’s
soul passes on to the region of spirits or to Yamas’ abode to enjoy the fruits of meritorious deeds. It is
natural for him to remember those, who have been ideals for the successive generations and revel in their
glory and in their compassionate grace.
Upanishads highlight the mutual responsibility of the ancestors as well as the descendents in keeping
the family as connecting medium in the fulfillment of spiritual evolution in world. It speaks of the three
worlds of humans, of the fathers and of the luminous ones, the world of human is to be attained through
sons, the world of the fathers by performing actions ordained and the world of the luminous ones to be
attained by gaining Wisdom. Therefore, when a person becomes aware that his self is about to depart from
the body, he calls his on and declares ‘AhM ba`*ma, AhM ya&, AhM laaok [it’ - I am Brahman, I am the performance
of Actions, I am the world. Therefore ‘yaWO ikMcaanaU>M tsya sava-sya ba`*mao%yaokta | yao vaO ko ca ya&astoYaaM savao-YaaM ya& [%yaokta; yao vaO ko
ca laaokastoYaaM savao-YaaM laaok [%yaokta |’ – whatever has been learnt by me all that is Brahman, whatever Actions have
been performed by me all that is Yajna and whatever worlds are there, all those are, verily, the ones
known as the Worlds.
The seer is well aware of the significance of the three fold nature of saMp`i<a – transmission of one’s
Family lineage. Therefore, he says:

]dIrtamavar ]t\ prasa ]nmaQyamaa: iptr: saaomyaasa: |
AsauM ya [-yaurvaRka ?t&asto naao|vantu iptrao hvaoYau || 1 ||
May the fathers who deserve a share of the Soma ascend the lower, higher and
middle regions. May they, the gentle and righteous ones, who have attained the life of
the spirits, support us when needed.
Explanation:
The relationship between those who are living and with those who are dead does not cease with death
of one’s body but continues with the subtle self even thereafter, even as the relationship of a fruit with
the tree does not cease when fruit is plucked from the tree. The fruit has within itself the seeds which
give birth to similar trees as the earlier were. Therefore one owes one’s origin as well as gratitude for
one’s ancestors. In recognition of the respect which they were worthy of when dwelling in their body
as well as the wise counsel which they can grant when they are no more in physical world, the
descendents pray for them a share of the Soma, seeking at the same time for their guidance as well as
their blessings.
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[dM iptRByaao namaao As%vaV yao pUvaa-saao ya ]prasa [-yauu: |
yao paiqa-vao rjasyaa inaYa<aa yao vaa naUnaM sauvaRjanaasau ivaxau || 2 ||
Now let us pay this homage to our ancestors, to those who passed in earlier time
and those who followed, those who took refuge on earthly region and those who dwell
among the mighty persons.
Explanation:
The prayer is not only for the recent ancestors whom the present descendents were familiar but
also those earlier ones with they were not familiar, those who were ordinary as well as those who were
extra-ordinarily pure and pious.

AhM iptRna\ %sauivad~a^ Aivai%sa napatM ca ivak`maNaM ca ivaYNaao: |
baih-Yadao yao svaQayaa sautsya Bajant ip%vast [hagaimaYza: || 3 ||
I have made contact with the gracious ancestors and have gained a son from
Vishnu’s blessings. Those who enjoy bliss seated on sacred grass come to us often.
Explanation:
Those who are sensitive to their inheritance are in a position to relate to their ancestors. Therefore,
those who have been blessed with progeny are assured that like them they would too carry on the tasks
left unfulfilled by the fathers and ancestors. The progeny is known as pu~ because the Son undertakes to
do whatever actions have been left undone or done imperfectly or not done are performed. It is a
sanguine belief and fond hope that the ancestors themselves take birth again in the family to complete
whatever actions they had left undone or done imperfectly or not done art all.

baih-Yad: iptr }%ya 1 vaa-igamaa vaao hvyaa cakRmaa jauYaQvama\ |
t Aa gatavasaa SaMtmaonaa|qaa na: SaM yaaorrpao dQaat || 4 ||
]phUta: iptr: saaomyaasaao baih-yaoYau inaiQaYau ip`yaoYau |
t Aa gamantu t [h Eauvan%vaiQaM ba`Rvantu to|van%vasmaana\ || 5 ||
Fathers who sit on the sacred grass come to us to assist us. We offer them these
offerings which we have made for them. Come to us and grant us auspicious favour,
give us health and living without hindrances. May the fathers worthy of Soma be invited
to their favourite oblation. Laid on the auspicious grass, may they come and be
gracious to us with blessings.
Explanation:
Seeking guidance and the blessings from the ancestors and conscious and aware of their
achievements, the seer calls them to partake the offerings which they have lid for them.
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Aacyaa jaanau dixaNatao inaYaVomaM ya&maima gaRNaIt ivaSvao |
maa ihMisaYT iptr: kona icannaao yaW Aaga: puruYata krama || 6 ||
Sitting down with bended knees with face southward be gracious to accept this
sacrifice of ours. Punish us not for any transgression which through human frailty has
come to pass.
Explanation:
The traditional place of Yama’s home is said to be in the northern direction. Therefore, the seer
requests his ancestors to sit on the laid out grass facing southward, and accept his offerings. As custom
would have it he also submissively requesting that, while accepting the offerings, if any transgressions
takes on his side, may be pardoned.

AasaInaasaao AruNaInaamaupsqao riuyaM Qa<a daSauYao ma%yaa-ya |
pu~oBya: iptrstsya vasva: p` yacCt t [haojMa-M dQaat || 7 ||
Routed to the bosom of purple morning, O Fathers grant us riches for one who has
brought the offerings. Grant us your offspring a portion of your treasure and give them
energy.
Explanation:
The seer further pleads, being kind and gracious with affection, to grant him blessings who have
come in supplication and in due order and form. Courtesy demands that one should not approach a God,
Guru or an elder with vacant hands. He should take with him a flower, leaf or some dahshina as a mark
of respect. Being rich in endowments and generous and having goodwill for the descendents the
ancestors would have no inhibitions to extend their hand.

yao na: pUvao- iptr: saaomyaasaao|naUihro saaomapIqaM vaisaYza: |
toiBaya-ma: saMrraNaao hvaIMYyauSannauSad\iBa: p`itkamama<au || 8 ||
Our fathers, most noble, who deserve Soma have come to us; with them let Yama
yearning the most sought after oblation rejoice partaking the offering with pleasure.
Explanation:
Seeing the Fathers adorning the seats with due honour, the seer entreats Yama, the custodian of
righteousness, also to partake and enjoy with them the offerings placed in front of them.

yao tatRYuado-va~a jaohmaanaa hao~aivad: staomatYTasaao AkO-: |
Aagnao yaaih sauivad~oiBarvaa-=\ sa%yaO: kvyaO: iptRiBaGa-ma-sad\iBa: || 9 ||
yao sa%yaasaao hivardao hivaYpa [nd`oNa dovyaO: sarqaM dQaanaa: |
Aagnao yaaih sahsa`M dovavandO: prO: puvaO-: iptRiBaGa-ma-saad\iBa: || 10 ||
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O Agni, like true Kavi, frontrunner (Purohit) of oblations and the centre of the
assembled adoring seekers, come to us with our gracious fathers, who dwell in
luminous regions in mid-region in the company of the Gods. O Agni, come with the
luminous beings and Indra, the primeval seekers and enjoyers of oblations, and
numerous ancient fathers, dwelling in luminous regions and eating and drinking
oblations and adoring Gods.
Explanation:
Agni was first discovered ‘%vaamagnao Ai=garsaao gauha ihtmanvaivandiHXiEayaaNaM vanaovanao |’ (V.1.6) by Angirasas fleeing from
wood to hood in secretive manner, which later Bhrigus the ancestors of Kavi Ushanas (kvya) established
it among mankind, like a resplendent treasure, easy to evoke as a herald and worthy guest, auspicious
friend of the luminous divinities - ‘dQauYT\vaa BaRgavaao maanauYaoYvaariyaM na caa$M sauhvaM janaoBya: | haotarmagnao AitiqaM bstoNyMa ima na SaovaM idvyaaya
janmanao ||’ (I.58.6). Agni is the intermediary between human beings and the luminous gods. Therefore Indra
and other gods too are invited along with Yama and Agni to participate in the offerings made.

AignYvaa<aa: iptr eh gacCt sad: sad: sadt saup`NaItya: |
A<aa hivaMiYa p`yataina baih-Yyaqaa riyaM sava-vaIrM dQaatna || 11 ||
Fathers, whom Agni’s tongues have tasted, do draw closer being compassionate
guides; take each one of you your proper seat and accept the oblations offered and
grant us riches and many valiant sons.
Explanation:
The seer recalls the occasions when Agni’s tongues, the blazing flames of fire, had tasted the fathers,
and therefore can expect to receive pure and propitious repast from the descendents as well. He calls on
the fathers who have already been purified by the auspicious fires, to draw closer towards the
descendents who still remember and recall the fond memories when they dwelt amongst them and grant
them valiant sons.

%vamagna [-iLtao jaatvaodao|vaa=Zvyaaina saurBaIiNa kR%vaI |
p`ada: iptRBya: svaQayaa to Axannaad\iBa: %vaM dova p`yata hvaIMiYa || 12 ||
You Agni Jatavedas, when entreated with offerings made fragrant, convey the gifts
to the fathers who eat them with satisfied delight. Eat you luminous God, the offerings
which we have brought for you.
Explanation:
Agni has been the intermediary between the mortals and the immortals, since the Bhrigus established
him as for the purpose of sacrificial performances for human beings. Therefore, he requests him to
receive his share of the offerings and deliver the offerings meant for the ancestors, to the fathers.

yao caoh iptrao yao ca naoh yaa~Sca ivad\ma yaa~ ] ca na p`ivad\ma |
%vaM vao%qa yait to jaatvaod: svaQaaiBaya-&M saukRtM jauYasva || 13 ||
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You know well the number of fathers who are here and who are absent, fathers
whom we know and those whom we know not, accept these offerings made by us.
Explanation:
Agni is one of eth ancient therefore, there is no one, either dead or alive, cremated or had their grave
in sea or under the earth, who has not come in contact with some time or the other. Therefore while one
may not be aware of ancestors three generations down the line, Agni knows them all.

yao AignadgQaa yao AnaignadgQaa maQyao idva: svaQayaa maadyanto |
toiBa: svaraLsaunaIitmaotaM yaqaavaSaM tnvaM klpyasva || 14 ||
Those who are consumed by Agni or not so consumed enjoy the offerings in the
heavens; grant them O Lord, the world of spirits or their own distinct body as they in
pleasure desire.
Explanation:
Every one who is dead, whether cremated or otherwise, enjoy in heaven fruits of the performance
of actions. Therefore, the seer prays that the ancestors may be allowed to stay in their subtle self or take
abode in a new gross body.

__________
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XXVII
Qanaannadanama\
saU> 10.117 , ?iYa iBaxauraaMgaIrsa: , Qanaannadanama\
The 117th Sukta of the Tenth Mandala deals with Charity (Qana Anna dana) and is attributed to Angiras.
This hymn revolutionizes the entire concept of Charity as a duty to perform towards others or as the
reason for the benefits and merits to be accrued thereby. The Creator has ordained the purpose and duties
to each of the manifested creatures, whether they are animate or inanimate. In the knowledge of such
purpose and performance of the duties, lies the fulfillment of the ?t the Cosmic Law governing this
Primordial World. Unless all perform their ordained roles and assigned duties, the purpose of Creation
or of establishment of Qama-, the Perennial Principles will not be fulfilled. In this enterprise the divinities
as much as the human beings are the partners. For its is the divinities who gathered together in first of
the sacrifice made the Purusha the object of oblation, as it were, from which came the Qama-, the perennial
principles came to be established.
The responsibility of maintaining the Cosmic Law is equally on the divinities as it is on the human
beings. Sri Krishna was to bring this mutuality of the responsibility between the divinities and the human
beings in Bhagavad Gita (III.19-11) when he said: “In the ancient days the Lord of creatures created men
along with sacrifices and said `By this shall you bring forth and this shall be for you that which will yield
the milk of your desires. By this, you foster the divinities and let the divinities foster you; thus fostering
each other you shall attain to the supreme good”.
In Brihad Aranyaka Up. (V.2.2) we are informed that Prajapati uttered the one syllable d to devas,
asuras and the manushyas. Each one understood the word and responded as their natural attribute would
demand. The devas understood it as damyat – restrain, since they were by nature overconfident, the asuras
understood it as dyaa – compassion, since by nature they were cruel and the manushyas understood it as
d<a – give, be liberal, since they were by nature over-possessive without sharing and being charitable what
was ordained for them by Prajapati. The importance of being charitable for human beings was seen and
understood by the Seers, which they gave expression in this vedic hymn.
That hymn we will now be studying and be aware of that which ordained for us to keep the Cosmic
Law and a balance in the manifested world.

na vaa ] dovaa: xauQaimawdM ddurutaiSatmaup gacCaint maR%yava: |
]tao riya: pRNatao naaop dsya%yautapRNana\ maiD-tarM na ivandto || 1 ||
The gods have not normally ordained Death to the human beings. Even to the wellfed man, Death comes in diverse ways. (But) the riches of the charitable never are
wasted, while he who is not charitable finds none to comfort him.
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Explanation:
The Creator in the process of Creation is effulgent himself entering in each of his creation his
own essence, thereby providing a self for each of the manifested creation. Therefore, a being is the self
and not the body in which it is sheltered. But this reality becomes obscured when under the influence
of senses one identifies the self with the body which in which it has taken abidance. Death is of the body
and not of the self, which is immortal. The Gods have not ordained death to the self, which essentially
the human being. Therefore, the gods have not normally ordained Death to the human beings.
If death is associated with the death of the body then even for the one who is well fed and well
nourished, death comes as inevitable truth. The Seer, however, opines that Death does not frighten one
rich in wealth nor his life is wasted, if he gives due recognition to his true self which is immortal and
becomes charitable with his wealth which is impermanent. This awareness releases him from attachment
to his body and bondage of his riches. But the one who is not aware of this eternal truth is attached to
his body and is bound by his wealth. Consequently he is not charitable either to his companions and
associates and, therefore, will never find love and affection of his friends and companions nor peace of
mind.

ya AaQa`aya cakmaanaaya ip%vaao|nnavan%sana\ riftayaaopjagmauYao |
isqarM mana: kRNauto saovato puraotao icat\ sa maiD-tarM na ivandto || 2 ||
The man with food in his store does not share with one who being miserable comes
needing food to eat, but hardens his heart towards such one, even when that one did
serve him in prior years, he finds none to comfort him.
Explanation:
Friendship and sense of sharing comes out of awareness and wisdom. One who has food in large
qualities in store-house but lacks love and compassion for the needy wanting in food, will never find
peace for his mind or solace to his soul. He would not find respect from associates who once served him.
Mutuality of assistance is the hall mark of a social, ethical and spiritually enlightened society. This is so
ordained by ?t, the cosmic law and any interference with the mutuality of rights and duties is fraught
with danger and confusion in social concord.

sa [d\Baaojaao yaao gaRhvao dda%yannakamaaya carto kRSaaya |
ArmasmaO Bavait yaamahUta ]taprIYau kRNauto saKayama\ || 3 ||
Bounteous does one become who gives to the beggar, who comes to him weak and
wanting food to eat. Success comes to him (the one who gives) as for one in battle field.
And he makes him a friend in future times.
Explanation:
The one who gives and shares with others wanting food and shelter, on him divinities shower
bounties, even as on one who has won laurels on the battle field. The scripture speaks with appreciation
of the one who shares his glory with other members of the society. “All friends rejoice in the friend who
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comes with glory, having triumphed in the assembly. He, verily, is their protector from evil; provider of
food, proper is he for the deeds of vigour” (X.71.10).
Later in times, Krishna reiterated the importance of charity and sharing the food with others.
“Fostered by sacrifice the gods will give to you the enjoyments you desire. He who enjoys these gifts
without giving to them (the divinities) in return is verily thief. The noble people who eats what is left from
the sacrifice are released from sins but those wicked people who prepare food for their own sake - verily
eat demerits” (III.12- 13).
A person who does not share what he possesses is poorer because he does not really possess which
he cannot conceivably enjoy.

na sa saKa yaao na ddait sa#yao sacaaBauvao sacamaanaaya ip%va: |
Apasmaat\ p`oyaanna tdaokao Aist pRNantmanyamarNaM icaidcCot\ || 4 ||
Never a friend is he who never offers food to a friend who comes seeking food. Let
that person depart from thence, since is not the place for him to rest. Let him rather
seek solace from a strange place.
Explanation:
Ungrateful friend is no friend for it is unwholesome for one to associate with such persons. Such
ones should be shunned without any hesitation or any regret. It is better to rest alone in the forest than
be servile to one who calls himself a friend and does not help. The Lord has ordained enough for every
creature to live by. If one does not receive it is because he has erred in his character. There are the streams
that flow with abundant waters for drinking and the trees that offer fruits for eating. Therefore, one
should be kind and compassionate, cooperative and accommodating, as the rivers and the trees do. A
popular verse points out, ‘praopkaraya flaint vaRxa:, praopkaraya vahint naV:, praopkaraya BaUima BaarBauta, praopkaraya [dM SarIrma\ || - for
the benefit of others do the tress bear fruits, for the benefit of others do the rivers flow, for the benefit
of others does the earth bear the weight, (therefore) for the benefit of others, verily, is this body of ours.

pRNaIyaaidnnaaQamaanaaya tvyaana\ d`aGaIyaaMsamanau pSyaot pnqaama\ |
Aao ih vat-nto rqyaova cak`a|nyamanyamaup itYznt raya: || 5 ||
Let the rich seek to satisfy the poor, who implores for food and bend his sight on
the Path that stretches long. Riches come now to one and now to another. Like wheels
pf the chariot they spin on and on.
Explanation:
The rich blinded by their wealth should not overlook the Path that has to be traversed, till death
overtakes. Let him be charitable and satisfy the seeker of the food, when he is able for one does not know
what the future holds for him. Riches are not stable at one place, changing their dwelling from one place
to the other, revolving as the wheel of a chariot does. The seer of the hymn I.49 lauds Ushas the dawn,
to rouse the liberal ones, letting the niggardly to sleep unawakened – ‘p` baaoQaayaaoYa: pRNatao maGaaonyabauQyamaanaa: pNaya: sasantu
|’ – stirring life of all creatures who walk and the birds fly in the sky, sending them to be busy, each
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one to their pursuit, and delay she knows not. Rich in opulence, after the dawn the birds fly no longer
resting – ‘jaryantI vaRjanaM pWdIyat]%patyait pixaNa: | iva yaa saRjait samanaM vyaiqa-na: pdM na vao%yaaodit | vayaao naikYTo piPtvaasaM Aasato vyauYTaO vaaijavanait
|| (I.48).

maaoGamannaM ivandto Ap`caota: sa%yaM ba`vaIima vaQa [t\ sa tsya |
naaya-maNaM puYyait naao saKayaM kovalaaGaao Bavait kovalaadI || 6 ||
Foolish one earns food from fruitless labour; that food, I speak truth, shall be his
ruin. He feeds no trusted friend; none could a friend of such one. All guilt shall be his
who shares his food with no one else.
Explanation:
The one, who considers that the food which he earns is the result of his own endeavour, is misguided
in his Mind. Without being aware of ?t, the cosmic law, he comes to ruin. The Seer lauds saivatR who sends
us forth to labour, each animal, and each human, to be active. “So like the past, with the days of happy
fortune, may the new dawns shine forth on us with riches. Energize, O Wealthy One, the charitable one,
let the misers sleep on in their slumber. Shine richly on those, O Wealthy One, who worship abundantly
with pleasure...As the birds fly forth from their resting nests, so do the men with food in their store rise
at the dawn. Yes to the charitable mortal who remains at home, O Ushas, much good you do bring. ‘ta:
p`%navannavyasaInU-nasmao rovaducCantu sauidnaa ]Yaasa: || p` baaoQaGaaoYa: pRNataao maGaaonyabauQyamaanaa: pNaya: sasantu | rovagaucC maGavaBVao maGaaoina rovat\ stao~o saUnaRto jaaryaint
|| . . ]t to vayaiScad\ vasatorpPtna\ narSca yao iptuBaajaao vyauYTaO | Amaa sato vahisa BaUir vaamamauYaao doiva daSauYao ma%yaIya ||’ (I.124)
The vedic scripture is full of such hymns which vouchsafe that the food we eat the liquids we drink,
the light we see, the wind we breathe, the sound which we hear are the gifts of the gods given for us
to enjoy and to share with our companions.

kRYainnat\ fala AaiSatM kRNaaoit yannaQvaanamap vaR=\>o cair~O: |
vadna\ ba`*maavadtao vanaIyaana\ pRNannaaiprpRNantmaiBa Yyaat\ || 7 ||
The plough ploughing makes the food that feeds us and with its foot it cuts the
furrow it has to follow. Better is the speaker of the Wisdom of Brahman than one who
remains silent. Charitable is better than one who gives not.
Explanation:
Plough that tills the land is as important as the food that is produced. Because it lays down the course
by furrowing the Path to be followed. Such one is like the one who opens is Wisdom of Brahman than
one who keeps silent refusing to speak. Even so charitable one is superior to the one who does not open
the strings to his purse. The charitable one earns wealth to share it with others who have no wealth. Sun
shines none and all, illuminating and giving warmth not because he has no other things to do but because
it is his attribute born of Prakriti to do so. Similarly a charitable one who hares his wealth not because
it is in excess but because it is his attribute born of Prakriti to be charitable.

ekpad\BaUyaao iWpdao iva cak`mao iWpat\ i~padmaByaoit pScaat\ |
catuYpadoit iWpdaiBasvaro saMpSyana\ p=\>IrupitYzmaana: || 8 ||
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The one-footed (the Sun symbolizing the surging Time) outstrips the two-footed
(human being, even as the two–footed overcomes the three-footed (Time as pastpresent-future. When the four-footed (dogs symbolizing the Death) calls on the two–
footed, the five men gather together.
Explanation:
The course of human life is described metaphorically. One- footed is the Sun, symbolizing the Time.
Sun and Time wait for no one. They go on rolling on the Path laid down for them by ?t, the cosmic
law. Any amount of prayers or pleadings, austerities or penances, merits and demerits cannot swerve
them from their Path. The two-footed is the human being, who the Time rolls on its course tries to catch
with the Time, symbolized as the three-footed, the past, present and the future. Finally when the time
comes, Death beckons, sending dogs, as the four-footed emissaries. Then the five persons gather, four
to carry the dead body to the burial ground and the fifth being the person who carries the fuel in hand
to light the funeral pyre.
The purpose is here to highlight the fleeting moments within which a person has to be charitable,
a duty which cannot be postponed for no one knows when Death will knock the door and how important
it is to fulfill one’s obligation when one is still alive.

samaaO icawstaO na samaM ivaivaYT: saMmaatra icanna samaM duhato |
yamayaaoiScanna samaa vaIyaa-iNa &atI icat santaO na samaM pRNaIt: || 9 ||
Both hands are alike, yet their labour differs. The yield of cows, which are born
together, also differs. Even those born of the same mother differ in their strength and
vigour. Even two kindred differ in being charitable.
Explanation:
Both the hands, even as all the human beings, look alike. Yet they cannot perform similar or identical
actions with equal felicity. People differ in their perception as well as receptivity. Even cows give birth
to offspring which do not give same nor similar milk. Even two children of the same mother differ in
their strength and aptitude, attitude and receptivity. Each is born with Karma of previous life and
consequently differs. Therefore, there is no surprise when two brothers differ in being charitable. Charity
is an individual response. One has, therefore, decide for himself how much to give, because it is the heart
that should decide the quantum, not the mind. Mind is calculative; heart is responsive to the natural
instincts.
Thus did the seers of the Vedic scriptures declare the virtues of being charitable.

__________
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XXVIII.
BaavaavaR<ama\
saU> - 10/.129 , ?iYa - p`jaapit: prmaoYzI , BaavavaR<ama\
This is one of the few hymns expressed by persons of different places and periods. In all ancient
civilizations such effervescence is observed. In ancient Egyptian Pyramid texts we find words mentioned
to the effect, ‘When heaven had not yet come into existence, when men had not yet come in to existence,
when gods had not yet been born, when Death had not yet come into existence . . .’ which sentiments
are seen also repeated in Mesopotamian records ‘When sky above had not yet been mentioned, (and) the
name of the firm ground had not been thought of, when Primeval Apsu, the begetter, together with
Mummu and Tiamat gave birth to them, they were all mingling their waters in one; when no fog had
formed nor any island was found, whaen no God whatsoever had appeared nor had one been named by
name and determined his lot, then were the gods formed within them’.
The universality of such human experience and vision found expression in many ways corroborating
the vision of the vedic scripture –‘ekM sa%yaM ivap`a bahuQaa vadaint’. Though it needs to be appreciated and accepted
as hypothesis that human speculation are less exact as communicative assurance, therefore, are less
available to scientific or avowed rational scrutiny, appraisal or analysis. Therefore, the emotions
expressed in poetical medium cannot be rejected as emotional outburst or fanciful conjecture. Hymns are
by nature intuitive apprehension; therefore, transcend empirical experiences or communicative mediums.
Therefore, they seldom convince the critical and the intellectual but assuredly satisfy the receptive mind
which is not conditioned by Knowledge. That which finds resonance in the heart cannot be justified for
intellectual explanations. Imagery in hymns is not allegorical clarification. Unlike scientific data which
is supposed to offer clarity, subject to reappraisal and revision, hymns are one time expression of
experience and new hymns of latter seers cannot add to or replace perceptions of the earlier seers.
Therefore, the present hymn is referred as BaavavaR<ama\ - effulgence of intense emotional disposition. It is
a great leap of speculation, far more expansive and deeper than found any where among people, place
or period. Baava is an impulse, a disposition, an attitude and vaR<ama\ is effulgence, adaptation or modification.
Therefore, it becomes expansive as it proceeds, even as it is overwhelmed by uncertainty, reservation and
skepticism. Even as in the beginning even so in the end the seer is not sure whether his empirical Mind
has gauged what his spirit has experienced! One should therefore, to be aware of the Hymn, have to
be receptive of the essence contained within, without being confused by the form of the words or the
language contours of the language.
The hymn was seen by p`jaapit: prmaoYzI supreme among first of the Lord of Creation. The hymn does
not speak of any particular luminous Being but of some entity that is beyond the realm of human Mind,
of one who can only be referred as That One - td\ ekma\. That which is experienced by supra-sensory
instruments can not be described through sensory empirical instruments of communication. That is why
the upanishadic intellectuals though described initially the form of That Person – ‘tsya hOtsya puruYasya $pma\’ like
that of a saffron coloured robe, like white wool, like a sudden flash of lightening ultimately it has to
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announce, this is the declaration, not this, not this, for there is nothing higher than this :‘Aqaat AadoSa: - naoit
naoit, na (otsmaaidit nao%yanya%prmaist |’
Though the words used have negative meaning in phenomenal world, in essence they have strong
positive force. Therefore, even the seer of BaavavaR<ama\ uses negative terminology to communicate his
experience pointing out what is not like; hence the negative terminology by which the positive Reality
is being impressed.

naasadasaInnaao sadasaIt\ tdanaIM naasaId`jaao naao vyaaomaa prao yat\ |
ikmaavarIva: kuh ksya Sama-nnamBa: ikmaasaId\gahnama\ gaBaIrma\ || 1 ||
Then, there was neither non-Existence nor Existence; there was neither air nor the
sky beyond. By what was it then covered? Where and what was its shelter? Was water
there, deep and fathomless?
Explanation:
naa sad\ AasaIt\ - the word sad\ is derived from the root Asa\ – to be, to exist, therefore existence. The seers
see the Time - tdanaIM, Then, ie before the commencement of the creation, when existence, creation, as is
known now, was not there. Then, there was nothing like Time, as we know now. Then is one
comprehensive mass of Wisdom – iva&anaGana as the Existence sat\, Consciousness icat\ and Bliss Aanand, passing
through as the thread that passes through the past-present-future, creating in the past, preserving in the
present and destroying in the future. Time has three fold dimension hence the scripture says ‘puruYa evaodM savaM yad\ BaUtM yacca Bavyama\ | ]tamaR%vasyaoSaanaaoo yad\ Annaonaaitraohit ||’ (X.90.2) – Purusha is all that has been and all that will be;
He is the immortal Lord who transcends consuming both as the food. In Brihad Aranyaka Up. (III.8.7),
therefore, Yajnavalkya speaks of That One as that which is luminous above the sky, that which is beneath
the earth, that which is between the two, that which the people call past, present and the future, that
which is woven across the space as warp an woof – ‘yadUQva-M idva:,, yad\vaak\ pRiqavyaa:, yadntra VaavapRiqavaI [mao, yad\BaatM ca Bavacca
BaivaYyaccao%yaacaxato, AakaaSa eva tdaotM ca p`aotM caoit . .|’ It is what the loving Yajurvedic seer beholds as the mysterious
Existence, wherein the universe comes to have its abidance; wherein unites and there from emanates all.
The Lord is the warp and woof in the created beings – vaonasa\ tt\ pSyana\ inaihtM gauha sad\ ya~ ivaSvaM Bava%yaoknaIDma\ | tismainnadM
sa ca iva caOit sava-M sa Aaot: p`aotSca ivaBau: p`jaasau:||’(22.8).
In Bhagavad Gita, the same idea is explained further, ‘WaivamaaO puruYaao laaoko xarScaxar eva ca | xar: savaa-iNa BaUtaina
kUTsqaao|xar ]cyato || ]<ama: puruYastvanya: prmaa%mao%yauda)t: | yaao laaok~yamaaivaSya ibaBa%ya-vyaya: [-Svar: || yasma%xarmatItaao|hmaxaradip caao<ama: | Atao|isma laaoko
vaodo ca p`iqat: puruYaao,<ama ||’ (XV.16-18) – There are two Purushas in this creation, the mutable and the immutable.
The mutable are all these existences and the immutable is spoken as the one abiding within (kUTsqa). But
best of the Purushas is yet another, known as the Supreme Self, who entering the three worlds (the past,
present and the future), encompasses as the undecaying Lord. As I transcend the mutable and am superior
to the immutable, I ma celebrated in this world and in vedic scriptures as puruYaao<ama - the Supreme Person.
‘prstsmaa<au Baavaao|nyaao|vya>aovya>a%sanaatna: | ya: sa sava-Yau BaUtoYau nasya%sau na ivanaSyit ||’Then is thus the Time, which is singularly
absolute moment and not relative. When Krishna further identifies himself as ‘kalaao|isma’ it is not the
conventional time but the absolute Time, grown mature as the prime mover in creation for subduing and
destroying, ‘laaokxayakR%p`vaRwao laaokansamaaht_imah p`vaR<a:’ (XI.32). One can be aware of Then only when one becomes
conscious of the absolute Time without being burdened of the conventional time, which is fragmented
as past-present-future, where the past is the manifested present moment and future is the un-manifest
present moment. Thus is the universe woven of the past and the future.
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‘naasaId`jaao naao vyaaomaa prao yat\’| - Then there was neither air nor the sky. Why the air and the sky are particularly
mentioned? Because they are mutually inter-dependent. Air is the symbol of the Praana, subtle breath,
first among the luminous forces in the process of creation and the last one to leave. As Chhandogya Up.
clarified later, ‘! | yaao h vaO jyaoYzM ca EaoYzM ca vaod jyaoYzSca h vaO EaoYzSca Bavait paNaao vaava jyaoYzSca EaoYzSca |’ – Verily who knows
the oldest and the best becomes himself the oldest and the best. Sky symbolizes the vast Space which
arose first from Brahman within which Praana finds effulgence, steering the creation to commence.
Taittiriya Up. says ‘sa%yaM &anaM AnantM ba`*ma, yaao vaod inaihtM gauhayaaM prmao vyaaomana\ saao|Snauto savaa-nkamaana\ sa: ba`*maNaa ivapiScata [it || tsaaWa etsmaad\
Aa%manaa AakaSa saMBaUt:, AakaSaad\ vaayau:, vaayaaorigna:, Agnaorap:, AdaBya: pRiqavaI, pRiqavyaa AaoYaQaya:, AaOYaiQaByaao AnnaM, Annaat\ puruYa: || (II.i.1) – He
who knows Brahman as the Existence - sat\, Consciousness - icat\ and Bliss – Aanand concealed in the Space
within,, all his desires are fulfilled along with Brahman, the intelligent. From the Self (Brahman) the
space arose; from space the air; from air the fire; from fire the water; from water the earth; from earth
the herbs; from herbs the food and from food arose the Purusha.
Even if one assumes that Then there was no space, by what was it then covered? Where and what
was its shelter? Was water there, deep and fathomless? Water is not the liquid which we know; it is the
movement which initiates That One to move in the process of creation. If there was neither air, nor space,
how could there have been movement for creative activity to commence? In Brihad Aanyak Up. it is
mentioned ‘sa yaqaaoNa-naaiBastntunaaoccarot\ yaqaagnao: xaud`a ivasfuilla=\gaa vyaccaraint evamaovaasmaada%maana: sava-o p`aNaa: savao- laaokaa: savao- dovaa: savaa-iNa BaUtaina
vyaucarint tsyaaoopinaYat\ - sa%yasya sa%yaimait |’ - As spider moves along the thread, as sparks come forth from fire even
so from this Self (That One)come forth all breaths (movements) all worlds, all divinities all beings. Its
mystical meaning is the Truth of the truths.

na maR%yaurasaIdmaRtM na tih- na ra>yaa A*na AasaIt\ p`kot: |
AanaIdvaatM svaQayaa tdokM tsmaawanya~ pr: ikM canaasa || 2 ||
Death did not exist nor was Then the night; of the day was there no sign. Without
breathing, alone with self-impulse was That One, other than that, there was nothing
else.
Explanation:
Death and destruction is a constant companion of every thing that is born or created. There was
neither the night nor the day, which owe consequence to creative activity, demarking the determining post
from the moment the light illuminates, symbolizing the beginning of the creation. What is born, that one
cannot avoid death; what is created, that one cannot avoid destruction. That One was eternal Existence,
and that which is the Prime Existence is eternal unborn essence. Therefore it is not subject to decay and
deterioration, breathing by one’s own self-impulse.
The human beings are aware of creation as ceaseless movement, from one change to the other. What
the seer points out is not the continuously changing but that which is continuously stable, not the state
of Becoming but the state of Being.
Puranic legends describe this state as when Sriman Narayana (narayan meaning the one who is
resting on the waters) sleeps in xaIrsaagar - the milky ocean, on the coils of SaoYa, the remainder after putting
an end to the creation, for endless Anant period, with nothing else but ! as the eternal sound reverberating
as his )dya spndna – heart beats.
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tma AasaIt\ tmasaa gaUL\hmaga`o|p`kotM sailalaM sava-maa [dma\ |
tucC\yaonaaBvaipihtM yadasaIt\ tpsastnmaihnaajaayatOkma\ || 3 ||
Incomprehension was Then covered by incomprehension; earlier undifferentiated in
movement was all this. All was Then, verily, incomprehensible and formless. All that
existed was That One, in great austerity.
Explanation:
tma: is not darkness but incomprehension. It is not a negative suggestion but a positive one, of the state
of incomprehensive obscurity. It is the state where one is conscious and aware without having
comprehensive clarity. tmasa\ is the mist-like, nebulous unclear state of Existence, which by and itself is
never doubted. When such incomprehension of the primary state is covered by further incomprehension,
it is only the luminous mind that can exclaim ‘vaodahma\ etM puruYaM mahantma\ Aaid%yavaNa-M tmasa: prstat\ | tM eva ivaid%yaait maR%yauM eit
naanya: pnqaa ivaVto |yanaaya’ – I know beyond obscurity tmasa\ that Person, magnificent like the Sun. Incomprehension
is like the waters in a misty night, always unsettled, unsteady symbolizing undetermined unsettled state
of perception, where every one while is conscious without being conscious of the contours.
Of such state the Rigvedic seer speaks ‘AhSca kRYNamahajau-naM ca iva tt-to rjaisa vaodaiBa: | vaOSvaanarao jaayamaanao na
raja|vaaitrjjyaaoitYaaignastmaaisa || naahM tntuM na iva jaanaamyaptuM na yaM vayaint samaro|tmaanaa: | kaya isvat\ pu~ ih va@%vaaina prao vada%yavaroNa ipta || sa [t\ tntuM
sa iva jana%yaaotuM sa va@%vaanyaRtiqaa vadit | ya [-M icakotdmaRtsya gaaopa AvaScarna\ prao Anyaona pSyana\ | AyaM haota p`qama: pSyatomaimadM jyaaoitrmaRt ma%ya-oYau | AyaM
sa ja&o Qa`uva Aa inaYa<aao|ma%ya-stnvaavaQa-maana: || Qa`uvaM jyaaoitina-ihtM dRSayao kM manaao jaivaYzM ptya%s%vant: |. . iva mao kNaa- ptyatao ptyatao iva caxaUvaI-dM jyaaoit)dya AaihtM yat\ | iva mao manaScarit dUrAaQaI: ikM isvad\ vaxyaaima ikmau naU mainaYyao || ivaSvao dovaa Anamasyana\ iBayaanaas%vaamagnao tmaisqavaaMsama\ | vaOSvaanarao|vatUtyao naao|ma%yaao|vatUtyao na: || (VI.9) – One part of the day is obscure and the other luminous, both move in sensitive manner.
Agni when was born to preside, had overcome obscurity with his luster. I know not the warp nor the
woof, nor the web which was being woven. How born here later shall speak what is to be spoken unaided
by some guiding spirit ? For he did understand warp and the woof and would speak what is to be spoken,
who knows the immortal guardian (That One) having seen with no assistance from other. This Agni, the
forerunner beheld him, this is the immortal among the mortals. He is this one firmly established, for
mortals to see growing in his stature. A firm light has been set for men; amongst all things that fly mind
is the swiftest. My ears are open to hear, my eyes open to see. This light within me shines beyond, what
shall I speak, what, verily, shall I think? All gods bow down before you O Agni, when you were stirring
in the obscure worlds. O Vaishvanara help us, may the immortal favour us and assist us.
When all was incomprehensible and formless, then all that existed was That One, in great austerity.

kamastdga`o samavat-taiQa manasaao rot: p`qamaM yadasaIt\ |
satao banQaumasait inarivandna\ )id p`tIYyaa kvayaao manaIYaa || 4 ||
In the beginning, kama, the self-Impulse was the prime seed that arose for effulgence.
This kinship between the Prime Existence and the manifest non-existence was seen by
the seers in their heart and intellect.
Explanation:
kama, in phenomenal world is understood as desire. But when used in the context of That One, such
meaning would not be rational. Because for on who is the entirety, one who is possessed of every thing,
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there could be nothing that is lacking therefore, nothing that is to be fulfilled. If That One seems to desire,
it is more in the nature of effulgence than purpose Intent to possess something, to be some thing or even
to renounce something. Creation is said to be effulgence comparable to the smoke which rises from the
burning wood. Krishna says in Bhagavad Gita ‘na mao paqaa-ist kt-vyaM i~Yau laaokoYau ikMcana | naanavaaPtmavaaPtvyaM vat- eva ca kma-iNa
||’ (III.22) - There is not for me any work to be performed in neither the world nor anything to be
obtained which is not obtained. Yet I am engaged in work. In mystical sense kama means the self-Impulse.
The arranging, the formatting power is maayaa, along with which That One was then alone. In Svetashvatara
Up. it is clarified, ‘Asmaana\ maayaI saRjato ivaSvamaot<aismaMcaanyaao maayaa sainnaruw: | .. maayaa tu p`kRitM ivaVamaaiyanaM ca mahoSvarma\ | tsyaavayavaBaUtOstu vyaaPtM
sava-imadM jagat\ ||’ – By the power of arranging and formatting, the Creator projected the creation. Know maya
to be the mutable Prakriti and the great Lord is the arranger or formatter. By his actions is this entire
world enveloped. The seers saw in their heart and intellect this kinship between the Prime Existence and
the manifest non-existence.

itrScaInaao ivattao riSmaroYaamaQa: isvadasaI3dupir isvadasaI3t\ |
rotaoQaa Aasana\ mahImaana Aasana\ %svaQaa Avasta%a\ p`yait: prstat\ || 5 ||
Between these two spread the long stretch of the luminous ray. What was there
above and what indeed down below? Here were some who were possessed of the
formatting power, while yonder was the power.
Explanation:
Between the existent (SaoYa – the remainder) and the non-existent (Anant – the eternal) the seers saw the
long stretch of the luminous ray spread along. This was the one which was other than these two –‘]<ama:
puruYastvanya: prmaa%mao%yauda)t: | . . Atao|isma laaoko vaodo ca p`iqat: puruYaao,<ama ||’ as Bhagavad Gita (XV.17-18) puts it. Above That
One or below there was nothing else. Among the existent and the non-existent some were with the
formatting power, while the other luminous one was the formatting power itself.

kao Awa vaod k [h p` vaaocat\ kut Aajaata kut [yaM ivasaRiYT: |
Avaa-gdovaa Asya ivasaja-naonaa|qaa kao vaod yat AabaBaUva || 6 ||
Who knows here knows and who here can declare; whence it was born and whence
was this creation? Later than this creation, were the luminous divinities; who can
declare here, whence it came first in existence.
Explanation:
Since everything followed, first being the creation itself, who can vouchsafe what, was prior to that
creation? Even the luminous divinities would not be able to tell, since they too came later after the
creation was completed, Then only That One being present breathing by its own self-impulse. Prior to
that there was nothing else, neither past nor the future, there alone being the ever present moment, ever
stretching across between the past and the future. Who can then tells us what was That One like!
This is the moment which flashes on its own even as the luminous Sun shines in the absence of the
intervening in-comprehensible tmasa\ obscurity.
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[yaM ivasaRiYTya-t AabaBaUva yaid vaa dQao yaid vaa na |
yaao AsyaaQyaxa: prmao vyaaomana\ %saao A=\ga vaod yaid vaa na vaod || 7 ||
The one when this was created, perhaps he may know or possibly may not. Or the
one presiding over this from Space beyond, the first one created, who was born, he may
know perhaps he may know or possibly even he may not.
Explanation:
The seer reflects! Who may know how all this came about? Perhaps the first one created with
Creation may know or perhaps even he may not know. Could That One presiding over all this Creation
may know or could That One may also not know! There can not certainly any rational explanation in
the absence of rational premises. Brahma the first one born became Prajapati, the Lord of all Creatures.
Even he did not know how he came to be born. According to Bhagavat Purana, after he was born, he
looked around and did not find any body or any things besides himself. When he reflected on this strange
event he became conscious of the eternal sound ! reverberating in the stillness around and when the
syllables were heard, t and p i.e. tp, practice austerity. With austerity he became established as p`jaapit:
prmaoYzI supreme among the Prajapatis. Therefore this hymn is attributed to him.
Here we find supreme sense of awareness, when even the first one born expresses his inability to
describe him when any would assume that if any one; he is the person who should know. The seer who
attributed this to Brahman, wonders whether even That One beyond would be able to say how come this
creation. Prior to the creation That One was alone and no thing else existed. Then how could That One
have known. Honey does not know its sweetness or the flower its fragrance. As Yajnavalkya explains
in Brihad Aranyaka Up. (II.4.14), ‘ya~ ih WOtimava Bavait tidtr [trM ijaGa`it, tidtr [trM pSyait, tidtr [trM EauNaaoit, tidtr
[trmaiBavadit, tidtr [trM manaut,o tidtr [trM ivajaanait; ya~ vaa Asya savaa-%maOvaaBaUt%kona kM ijaGa`ot\ . . t%kona kM ivajaanaIyaat\ ? yaonaodM sava-M ivajaanait tM
kona ivajaanaIyaat\ ? iva&atarmaro kona ivajaanaIyaad\ [it ||’ – Where there is duality, as it were, there one smells .. sees .. hears
.. speaks .. thinks .. understands another Where, verily, everything is the Self, then by what and who
should one smell .. see .. hear .. speak .. think .. understand? By what should one know that by which
all this is known? By what should one know the Knower? Such was the dilemma of
Prajapati
Parameshthi.
This is one of the earliest hymns seen by an ancient seer though it was probably recorded by some
other seer, attributing it nevertheless to Prajapati Parameshthi, who ‘saw’ it in a high state of
consciousness, when the five senses, together with knowledge and Mind cease their activities and the
intellect itself dos not stir. .’ (Katha Up. II3.10).
This is also known as the Hymn of Creation; therefore, it can speak of things prior to creation, when
there was neither air nor the sky beyond. Creation commenced with self-impulse breezing through in the
supreme Space – ‘prmama\ vyaaomama\’. Even as Prajapati Parameshthi, the first one born found it one to express
what the seer who recorded it was by him experienced, even so must have realized his explain what is
primarily inexplicable.

____________
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XXIX.
k:
saU> - 10.121 , ?iYa - ihrNyagaBa-: p`ajaptya: , k:
This hymn as seen by Hiranygarbha Prajapatya, offspring of golden wombed Prajapati, the first
of the Lords of the creatures. This hymn speaks of Kah (k:) of That One who is in indistinct form and
yet capable of identification in broad contours. The Bhavaritta (X.129) is the primary perception when
That One appears as the unitive AWOt, unique AiWtIya principle along with potency, svaQayaa,. The present hymn
speaks of the stage when that impulse, intent becoming integral turbulence spndna flashed with luminosity
of lightning, reverberating like the roll of thunder in the golden womb - ihrNyagaBa-, in which everything
exists contracted and concentrated where the creative activity is still indistinct, indeterminate and
amorphous. As metaphorically clarified in Brihad Aranyaka Up. (I.4.3) when That One desired to be
effulgent he became as large as a woman and a man in close embrace, making this his self to fall in two
parts as man and woman. Therefore this body is like two halves of a split pea. The space being filled
by the woman and he having united with her the human beings came to be formed - ‘sa hOtavaanasa yaqaa s~IpumaaMsaao
sMapirYva@taO; sa [mamaovaa%maanaM WoQaapatyat\; tt: pitSca p%naI caaBavatama\; tsmaiddmaca-vaugalaimava sva[it h smaah ya&val@aya:; tsmaadyamaakaSa:; is~ayaa pUya-t eva;
taM saMBavat\; ttao manauYyaa Ajaayat ||’
Creation is not one time but repetitive enterprise. Creations wee there earlier and creations would
also be in future in cyclical fashion. The vedic scripture (X.190) speaks of repetitive creations –‘?tM ca sa%yaM
caaiBawat\ tpsaao|Qyajayat | ttao ra~\yajaayat tt: samaud`ao Ana-va: || samaud`adNa-vaadiQa saMva%sarao saMva%sarao Ajaayat | Ahaora~aiNa ivadQaiWEvasya imaYatao vaSaI ||
saUya\cand`masaaO Qaata yaqaapUva-maklpyat\ | idvaM ca pRiqavaIM caa|ntirxamaqaao sva: || ’ – From austerity, ?t cosmic law and sa%ya the Prime
Existence were evolved. Thence came the night, then arose the turbulent waters of the sea. From the
turbulent waters, the year was produced and ordained the days and nights at the twinkle of eye. Qaata, the
upholder then created Sun and Moon as was done earlier as also heaven and the earth, the mid-space and
space above. The hymn is called Bhavavrittam, modification of the Inclination, which takes the subtle
form.
Of That One, which is the Absolute form, vedic symbolism conceives two relative forms – the subtle
one as Hiranyagarbha pervading and enveloping as creative power in every thing created and the gross
one as Viraj as the immanent in the Universe. In the present Hymn the seer takes up the subtle form of
That One as Hiranyagarbha.

ihrNyagaBa-: samavat-taga`o BaUtsya jaat: pitrok AasaIt\ |
sa daQaar pRiqavaIM VamautomaaM ksmaO dovaaya hivaYaa ivaQaoma || 1 ||
There arose in the beginning the golden-wombed form, as the sole custodian of all
the creatures that were formed. He upheld the space and world within self. To that
divine Kah, I offer my oblations.
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Explanation:
In Bhavavritta (X,129) the Seer Prajaptya Parameshthi reflected on That One which was without
breathing, was alone with self-impulse. Here in this hymn, Hiranyagarbha Prajapatya, gives expression
to the subtle form of That One, which arose as the first seed in the golden womb, to be the sole custodian
of all the creatures, as the result of the self-impulse or the Intent of That One. It is the subtle form that
upholds the universe and not the gross form itself and by itself. Hiranyagarbh is the subtle essence some
thing like !, the Sound which is Axar, immutable as Sabd, the word. Since Hiranyagarbh is the first
effulgence of That One, which is ASabd, the latter can only be approached through Sabd, the immutable
Sound !. Only when the Axar is uttered it becomes Speech. Prior to that, the subtle form of That One
is designated as k:. Hiranyagarbha Prajapatya is a seer par excellence, therefore, one need not have
doubts that he would wonder as to which God he would offer his oblations. He is assured having
experienced in supra-sensory awareness that it is the divine Kah that he would offer his oblations. ksmaO
is not a query which he raises but the assured statement which he makes. ksmaO dovaaya hivaYaa ivaQaoma - To that
divine Kah, I offer my oblations. Kah ie the Hiranyagarbha, Viraja, Purusha Ishvara are all in the
realm of transcendence.

ya Aa%mada balada yasya ivaSva ]pasato p`iSaYaM yasya dovaa: |
yasya CayaamaRtM yasya maR%yau: ksmaO dovaaya hivaYaa ivaQaoma || 2 ||
ya: p`aNatao inaimaYatao maih%vaOk [d`ajaa jagatao baBaUva |
ya [-Sao Asya iWpdScatuYpd: ksmaO dovaaya hivaYaa ivaQaoma || 3 ||
He who is the self and the energy, whom the universe revere and in whom the gods
enter, whose reflection is immortality as well as death, to that divine Kah, I offer my
oblations. He has, through movement or staying steady, become the sole might Lord of
the worlds, the supreme among men and animals, to that divine Kah, I offer my
oblations.
Explanation:
In Hiranyagarbh, the essence as well as the gross form, like two halves of a split pea, exists in two
parts as man and woman. Unless the self, the essence is energized, the evolutionary process is not further
taken. Therefore, without any movement nor staying stable, he has transcended every thing that is
created and has becomes the Lord of all that he surveys. Isha Up. describes that state as ‘AnaojadokM manasaao javaIyaao
naOna_ovaaAaPnauvanpYva-maYa-\t\ | twavatao|nyaana%yaoit itYz<aismannapao maataairYvaa dQait || tdojait tnnaojait td\dUro tWintko | tdntrsya sav-sya tdu sava-syaasya baa)t:
||’ – Unmoving yet swifter than the Mind, where senses do not reach as It is ahead of the senses, though
standing still It outstrips those that run. In it the all pervading air supports the activities. It moves and
It moves not ; It is far and It is near; It is within all this and It is also outside all this.

yasyaomao ihmavantao maih%vaa yasya samaud`M rsayaa sahahu: |
yasyoamaa: p`idSaao yasya baahU ksmaO dovaaya hivaYaa ivaQaoma || 4 ||
yaona VaOruga`a pRiqavaI ca dRLha yaona sva: stiBatM yaona naak: |
yaao Antirxao rjasaao ivamaana: ksmaO dovaaya hivaYaa ivaQaoma || 5 ||
yaM k`ndsaI Avasaa tstBaanao AByaOxaotaM manasaa rojamaanao |
ya~aiQa saUr ]idtao ivaBaait ksmaO dovaaya hivaYaa ivaQaoma || 6 ||
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By whose might are these snowy mountains, by whose essence is this sea seeped, by
whose strength of arms these quarters are upheld, to that divine Kah, I offer my
oblations. By whom is this space made strong, by whom the ground is made steadfast,
by whom the luminous course and the sky made spirited, to that divine Kah, I offer my
oblations. By whom the two (the space and the earth) are arranged and supported in
shining spirit, on whom the Sun shines in resplendence, to that divine Kah, I offer my
oblations.
Explanation:
The universally existing indwelling spirit in every creation is further graphically expressed here. In
the Hiranygarbha, the golden womb is the un-manifest, in which the contours of the subtle and the gross
though misty and indistinct are found in perfect balance, ever vibrant and pulsating and which become
manifest by names and forms, its essence being infused in them to the tip of the nails, as it were. He
is the essence which gives birth, sustains and put s end to all the forms in which it has found effulgence.
His is the essence found in the mighty snow-capped mountains and in the deep fathomless seas; in the
vast expansive space and upholding the earth, mid-region and the space above. Even though there is
nothing here comparable to him, yet there is nothing here which does not contain his essence at all.
Therefore, the one who sees his essence in every thing else that is created, and then he has nothing to
desire nor anything to hate. His emphasis on his own self ceases to be constrained and concentrated on
his individual self. It becomes dissipated, dissolved; his perception becomes wide, all-inclusive and allcomprehensive. His is no more an individual self, finding same essence in all the rest of beings.

Aapao h yad\ baRhtIivaSvamaayana\ gaBMa-M dQaanaa janayantIrignama\ |
ttao dovaanaaM samavat-tasaurok: ksmaO dovaaya hivaYaa ivaQaoma || 7 ||
When the waters held the mighty worlds together within the womb, there sprang
the energizing fire, giving rise to the luminous gods in being, to that divine Kah, I
offer my oblations.
Explanation:
The waters suggest the ever turbulent, ever vibrant, ever evolving movement, in the golden-womb.
When everything was in un-manifest form, there arose the celestial fire, symbolizing the self-impulse, the
Divine Intent, the creative energy, the spirit of being as the first one to throb and announce its presence.
This was the first of the manifestation which gave birth to the luminous beings to be born.
In each form of creation, exists this celestial fire, the creative energy, waiting to manifest in creative
names and forms. And the moment comes when the divine hour strikes, the celestial fire finds its first
glow increasing progressively in many waves till it reaches far and wide, making every thing that is
illumined luminous as the gods. Woe be to one, when this celestial fire, the creative energy and he is
unprepared, because he has not kept his ears open to hear and the eyes to see, with the wick of his lamp
un- trimmed, unresponsive and unreceptive with lack of the oil to respond and receive the luminous
flame.
All human beings are potentially divine and the gods had human nature and inclinations, before they
became divine. It is only when the celestial fire stirs in them the luminous essence that they behave as
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gods, with numerous occasions being there hen they too have behaved as humans. Prajapati is said to
have offspring who are devas as well as the asuras. Devas are those who are enlightened since they have
responded to the luminous energy of the celestial fire within; asuras are those who being influenced of
the external senses have not responded to the luminous energy of the celestial fire within.
Hiranyagarbha is effulgence of the subtle form, the essence of That One.

yaiScadapao maihnaa pya-pSyad\ dxaM dQaanaa janayantIya-&ma\ |
yaao dovaoYvaiQa dova ek AasaIt\ ksmaO dovaaya hivaYaa ivaQaoma || 8 ||
By his self-impulse, in mighty movement forward, the sacrificial rites and rituals
come to be laid across, he, the sole Lord of all the gods, to that divine Kah, I offer my
oblations.
Explanation:
Divine self-impulse is the precursor of all movements of energy through all the gross
forms. In the absence of such energy they would remain supine and not active. Brihad
Aranyaka Up. says, At that time all this was undifferentiated. That One became
differentiated by name and form. That One entered in here even to the tips of the nails.
That One no one sees for it is incomplete, when breathing That One is called prime
breath, when speaking the voice, when seeing the eye, when hearing the ear, when
thinking the mind. These are merely the names of the actions of That One. He who
meditates on one or the other of them he does not know because that is incomplete, with
one or the other of these characteristics. The Self is to be meditated for in it all these
(incomplete ones) become one. These are all like the footprints, for by them one knows
all this -‘twodM t(-vyaakRtmaasaIt\, tnnaamarUpaByaamaova vyaak`Iyat . sa eYa ih p`ivaYT Aa naKaga`oBya: . . AkR%snaao ih sa:,
p`aNannaova p`aNaao naama Bavait, vadna\ vaak\, pSyaMScaxau:, SaRNvana\ Eaao~ma\, manvanaao mana:, tanyasayaOtaina kma-naamaanyaova | sa yaao|t ekOkmaupasato
na sa vaod, AkR%snaao (oYaao|t ekOkona Bavait; Aa%mao%yaovaaopasaIt, A~ (oto sava-M ekM Bavait | tdot%pdnaIyamasya sava-sya yadyamaa%maa, Anaona
(ot%sava-M vaod |’

maa naao ihMsaIjjainata ya: pRiqavyaa yaao vaa idvaM sa%yaQamaa- jajaana |
yaScaapScand`a baRhtIja-jaana ksmaO dovaaya hivaYaa ivaQaoma || 9 ||
p`jaapto na %vadotanyanyaao ivaSvaa jaataina pir ta BaBaUva |
yat\ kamaasto jauhumastnnaao Astu vayaM syaama ptyaao ryaINaama\ || 10 ||
May those who are born, not be harmed by him; who on earth and in heavens is
adored as the upholder of Dharma, the righteous principles, who has given momentum
to the cool waters of mind to surge forth. To that divine Kah, I offer my oblations.
Supreme among creatures you alone comprehend all these and none other. Grant us our
desires may we be one with the luminous Lord.
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Explanation:
It is significant as well as relevant to realize that while the seer of the hymn Bhavavritta, Prajapati
Parameshthi, the first one born, spoke of That One, who is absolute non-dual divine essence, the seer
of the present hymn (X.121), Hiranyagarbha Prajapatya, the one born thereafter speaks of
Hiranyagarbha, the golden womb, designated yet as the mystical Kah, first of the indistinct, determinate
subtle form in the creative process. One who becomes aware of the integral significance of every symbol,
such one becomes possessor of the Bliss of Beatitude.
__________
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XXX.
PauruYa:
saU> - 10.90 , ?iYa - narayaNa: ,, pu$Ya:
While ?iYa - p`jaapit: prmaoYzI dealt with That One in its absolute form as Bhavavritta (10.129) ?iYa ihrNyagaBa-: p`ajaptya: dealt That One in its relative subtle form as Kah, we find ?iYa - narayaNa dealing with That
One in its gross form as Purusha. He is the same One who existed alone with his self-impulse (energy),
who manifested m universe by naama and $p, whom with self and austerity entering within Him whom the
gods and the worlds here adore and whose reflection is immortality as well as death- ya Aa%mada balada yasya
ivaSva ]pasato p`ivaYaM yasya dovaa: | yasya CayaamaRtM yasya maR%yau:, (X.121.2). Adored as Qama- the righteous principle, the upholder
of Qama-, giving momentum to thoughts to surge forth from Mind, to be fashioned by Speech and become
creative through Praana He became manifest on earth and in heavens as sa%ya - Existence and Qama-, the
righteous principle - ya: pRiqavyaa yaao vaa idvaM sa%yaQamaa- jajaana | yaScaapScand`a baRhtIja-jaana’ (X.121.9). Thus there was a gradual
and progressive effluence in these three important hymns.
Shatapath Braamana compares Purusha with the primal breath, energy – yaao|yaM pavato, vaayau which
inhabits – Saoto, in the city – pur. Brihad Aranyaka Up. explaining the bliss - maQau, says, ‘yaScaayamasyaaM pRiqavyaaM
tojaaomayaao|maRtmaya: puruYa:, yaScaayamaQyaa%maM SaarIrstaojaaomayao|maRtmaya: puruYa:, Ayamaova sa yaao|yaamaa%maa, [dmamaRtma\, [dM ba`*ma, [dM sava-ma\ |’ – This luminous,
immortal Purusha dwelling in this earth and the one luminous, immortal Purusha dwelling here in this
body, he is just this Self, the immortal, the Brahman. This is everything. This is the bliss which Dadhyann
Atharvan communicated to the Ashvins – ‘sa vaa AyaM puruYa: savaa-sau pUYau- puirYaya: ; naOnaona ikMcanaanaavaRtma\, naOnaona ikMcanaasaMvaRtma\ ||’ This, verily, is the Person dwelling in all bodies, There is nothing that is not covered by him, nothing
that is not pervaded by him. If every thing that is, is pervaded by him, then there could be nothing that
is contrary and contradictory with on another, there is neither that can be designated as good or bad,
beautiful and ugly, noble or ignoble, auspicious or inauspicious. When every thing is but the effulgence
of That One, then how can there be difference between the Whole and the Fragment, except to the extent
that the humans, who are but one of the fragment of the whole, are incapable of seeing the Whole. When
every thing is, verily That One, then with what can That One be compared? Every speech becomes waste
of words, That One alone remaining the Absolute Prime Existence, and all but a play of Mind.
It is of such Purusha that the seer Narayana speaks.

sahsa`SaIYaa- puruYa: sahasa`axa: sahasa`pat\ |
sa BaUimaM ivaSvatao vaR%vaa|%yaitYz_Saa=\gaulama\ || 1 ||
The mani-formed Purusha, of mani-fold vision, and manifold movement, pervading
the Universe on every direction, surpasses the Space by ten measures.
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Explanation:
This is not a factual description of the form of That One, but a leap in one’s imagination. It is a leap
from the known to the unknown. The known is the knowledge of human body; the unknown is the
Supreme Being. It depicts the futile attempt of the mind to conceptualize what is beyond its scope. In
fact Mind (manaao) is one of the instruments which That One provided for himself, the other two being
Speech (vaak\) and Primal Breath (p`aaNa – which gives movement to the Mind and Speech) to make itself
known, when it bursts out in effulgence. But human mind, speech and movements during the course of
expression, becomes founded on influence of the senses, thereby giving a different form to That One,
that the form or no-form that it has. The description in this hymn, therefore, should not be accepted in
literal sense but as symbolic suggestive description. They should be accepted with reservation to extend
the power of Mind to reach out to That One which is beyond reach. sahsa`SaIYa-, sahasa`axa and sahasa`pat\ should not
be understood as one having thousands of head, thousands of eyes and thousands of feet but as
magnification of things which human being is aware, as the measure of calculation. Sahsa` means immense,
expansive, manifold. It would be immature, illogical, ridiculous and insane for any one to assume that
the seer saw That One having human limbs, howsoever large, huge or immense they are. If literal sense
was to be used then the Purusha with his thousand heads should have two thousand eyes and two
thousand feet, since the seer could not have seen a human being having one head but with one eye and
one foot.
Therefore, the intention is that the Purusha was mani-formed, having manifold vision and manifold
movement, therefore, pervaded the Universe on every direction. Consequently there is nothing that is not
Purusha, nothing that is not seen by Purusha and nothing that is nothing that is not put in motion by
Purusha. Such descriptions were used by others also, as in the case of Shvetashvatara Up. (III.19), where
Brahman is described as one without foot or hand (yet) swift and grasping, seeing without eyes, hearing
without ears. He knows whatever is to be known but of him there is no on who knows. They call his
primeval (Agyama\), person, (puruYa) the supreme (mahantma\).
In Brihad Aranyaka Up. (III.8.8), Yajnavalkya says to Gargi that the knowers of Brahman (That
One), call the immutable – neither gross nor subtle, neither short nor long, neither radiant (like fire) nor
moist (like water), neither shadow nor darkness, neither air nor space, detached, without taste, without
smell, without eyes, ears, voice, mind, radiance, breath, mouth, measure having no within nor without.
It eats nothing nor any one eats it - ‘etWO AxarM ba` * maNaa AiBavadint, AsqaU l amanaNva)svamadIQamalaaoihtmasnaohmacCayamatmaao|vayvanaakaSamasa=\gamarsamaganQamacaxauYkmaEaao~mavaagamanaao|tojaskamap`aNamamauKamamaa~manntrmabaa(ama\, natdSnaait ikMcana, na tdSnaait kaScana
||’.
Isha Up. (4-5) says That One, Brahman is difficult to be spoken, described or designated because
It is swifter than the mind and senses do not reach It, as It is ahead of them though standing still, It
outstrips those who run. . It moves, It moves not, It is far and It is near, It is within as well without
everything – ‘Anaojad \ekaM manasaao javaIyaao naOna_ovaa AaPnauvana\ pUvaOmaEat | twavatao\nyaanaanyaoit itYzt\ . .|| td\ ejait tnnaojait t_Uro tWdintko | tdntrsya
td\ ] sava-syaaya ba)t: ||’
Purusha is conceived as nothing but as manifold enlargement of the individual perception of human
form, not because it is so but because it is convenient to suggest the manifold and all-pervading character
of the Purusha.

puruYa evaodM savMa-M yad\BaUtM yacca Bavyama\ |
]tamaRt%vasyaoSaanaao yadnnaonaaitraohit || 2 ||
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Purusha is all this that has been and that which will in future be. Immortal is
this Lord, who becomes expansive with food.
Explanation:
When That One pervaded the universe, it became all that was in the past and all that would b in
future from the beginning as the immortal. There is nothing is created as something one creates a thing
new which was not there earlier. That One when it willed to be effulgent, then there was nothing from
which the universe could be created, every being That One alone. Therefore it itself became the kta-, kRit
and kaya-. He is the cause as substratum (AiQYzana), as the instrumental cause (inaima<a) as well as the material
cause (]padana) of the universe. There is nothing which does not represent primary existence of That One,
nothing manifests unless That One wills it, nothing in which That One does not dwell, nothing moves
unless That One dwelling within impels it. Past is the moment in Time is what That One had willed
earlier, Present is the moment in Time is what That One presently wills, Future is the moment in Time
when That One would will later.
Thus there is continuity of the existence of That One transcending the three stages of Time. The past
and the future are relative in reference to the present, which is all That One represents. Therefore, That
One is to be experienced, neither in the past nor in future but in the present itself. Past has already lapsed
and the Future is yet to be fruitful, the Present moment is the extension of the living moment when That
One reveals. The past may guide and strengthen, the future may motivate and determine, but it is the
present in which That One is to be seen and experienced.
The interdependence between That One as the creator and the universe as the creation, between the
entirety of the creation and every fragment of that creation, further in between the fragments is what the
?t, the cosmic law determines and what Qama- regulates. The importance of ?t in performance of actions
(ya&) was realized, therefore, the seer asks (I.105), ‘ya&M pRcCamyavamaM sa td\ dUtao iva vaaocait | @va ?tM pUvya-M gatM kstd\ ibaBait- naUtnaao
. . || AmaI yao dovaa: sqana i~Yvaa raocanao idva: | kd\ va ?tM kdnaRtM @va p`%naa va Aahuit . . || kd\ va ?tsya QaNaa-isa kd\ va$Nasya caxaNasya caxaNama\
. . |’ – Where is the ancient divine law, who is its new disseminator, O Gods, who have your abidance
in yonder three lucid realms of heavens, what reckon you as the truth and as untruth? Where is your
ancient summoning for righteousness? What is your firm foundation now, where is Varuna’s observant
eye?

etavaanasya maihmaa|tao jyaayMa^aSca pUruYa: |
padao|sya ivaSvaa BaUtaina i~padsyaamaRtM idiva || 3 ||
Mightier is Purusha, mightier than all this. Quarter is the universe thus created
and the remaining three-quarters still concealed in the heavens.
Explanation:
Lest it b misunderstood that all that is visible to the human eye is all that is manifestation of That
One, the seer here makes it clear that what is manifest is but one quarter, the other three being still
concealed in the realm of heavens. Even what is manifest is not all known to the human beings, new
worlds and new galaxies being discovered day by day. Human hunger is beyond the scope of his mind
and he is ever eager o seek new and newer worlds. Every time the human goes to relate his experiences
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of the universe, it seems to transcend further, leaving more knowledge unrevealed. Therefore, Upanishad
speaks of That One as ‘ANaaoor ANaIyaana\ mahtao mahIyaana\’ and that will be revealed only him whom That One chooses
–‘tsyaOYa Aa%maa ivavaRNauto tanaUM svaama’. It is only he who it is thus revealed would exult ‘vaodahma\ etM pur$YaM mahantma\ Aaid%yavaNaM tmasa: prstat\ |’ – I have known That Great One, radiant as the Sun beyond obscurity.

i~padUQva-M ]dOt\ puruYa: paadao|syaohaBavat\ puna: |
ttao ivaYva=\ vyak`amat\ saaSanaanaSanao AiBa || 4 ||
With three-quarters rose Purusha, leaving the fourth one here, with those he strode
all these, those who eat not and those who eat.
Explanation:
Lest it be understood by the undiscerning ones that That One manifested in entirety in the universe
which was created, the seer says that what is concealed is more than what could ever be revealed to
human Mind and what is seen by them in the primordial world of perception being infinitely
insignificant. Purusha, therefore, rises up in the process of creation, even as Hiranyagarbha arose earlier
to become the sole Lord of the creation – ‘ihrNyagaBa-: samavat-taga`o BaUtsya jaat: pitrok AasaIt\ |’.

tsmaaiWraLjaayat ivarajaao AiQa pUruYa: |
sa jaatao A%yaircyat pScaad\BaUimamaqaao pur: || 5 ||
From him is manifest Viraj, Viraj being additionally Purusha. He thus born reaches
out westward and the eastward in universe.
Explanation:
From That One, the sole, non-dual state of Prime Existence, Hirnaygarbha arose pervading the
universe as the essence of That One and Viraja thereafter born as the gross form of That One. Purusha
is the one consolidated comprehensive essence as Hirnayagarbha and the form as Viraja, becoming as
it were the prototype of maanava, the human being who also came to be referred as Purusha in whom the
essence as well as the form of That One is found to reside.
In one of the hymns (I.164.20-22), the seer speaks of ‘WasuapNaa- sayaujaa saKayaa samaanaM vaRxaM pir Yasvajaato | tyaaornya: ipPplaM
svaaW<yanaSnaUnnanyaao AiBa caakSaIit || ya~a saupNaa- AmaRtsya BaagamainamaoYaM ivadqaaiBasvarint | [naao ivasvasya Bauvanasya gaaopa: sa maa QaIr: pakma~a ivavaoSa || yaismana\Rxao
maQvad: saupNaa- inaivaSanto sauvato caaiQa ivaSvao | tsyaodahu: ipPplaM svaaWgnao tnnaaonnaSaVa: iptrM na vaod ||’ (I.164.20-22) – Two birds with noble
intents, well-knit in harmony have found refuge in the same shelter tree. On of them eats the sweet fruit
of the tree, while the other sits detached without sharing it. Where these fine birds sing in integrated
manner, their share of the immortal life is the luminous abidance. There the seer arrives to the universal
custodian of the pure worlds. The tree wherefrom the birds eat, where they rest and give birth to their
off-springs on its peak they say the fruit is luscious; no one gains that who knows not the source. This
hymn is translated in literal sense by many and understood faintly. Here the two birds represent the
essence as Hiranyagarbha and the form as Viraja; the tree represents Purusha, in whom the essence and
the form stand consolidated. While the form of the Purusha enjoys the fruits on the tree, his essence
remains detached. This is what is meant when Krishna said in Bhagavad Gita, ‘AhM Aa%maa gauDakoSa sava-BaUtaaSayaisqat:’
(X.20) - I am the Self seated in the hearts of all creatures, ‘naad<ao ksyaica%papM na caOva saukRtrsya ivaBau:’ (V.15) The all
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pervading Lord does not take the sins or the merits of any and ]dasaInavad\ AasaInaM Asa>M toYau kma-sau’ (IX.9) - I
am seated as if indifferent unattached to the actions performed by the body. As clarified in Brihad
Aranyaka Up, he is ‘p`aNasya p`aNaM ]t caxauSascaxau: ]t Eaao~sya Eaao~M manasaao yao manaao ivadu:’ - the breath that breathes, the eye that
sees, the ear of the hearer and mind of the thinker. He is ; or as ‘sa vaa AyaM puruYa: savaa-sau puYau- pirSaya: ; yaOnaona ikMcanaanaavaRtma\,
naOnaona ikMcanaasaMvaRtma\ || - the Purusha the One dwelling in all bodies, there being nothing that is not covered by
him, nothing that is not pervaded by him. Purusha as the consolidated whole, offers himself as the
oblation in the sacrifice conducted by the luminous powers.

yat\ puruYaoNa hivaYaa dovaa ya&matnvat |
vasantao AsyaasaIdajyaM ga`IYma [Qma: Sarwiva: || 6 ||
When the luminous powers offered Purusha in the sacrifice performed by them,
Spring was the ghee, Summer was the fire and Autumn was the oblation.
Explanation:
When the gods, the luminous powers, offered Purusha in the sacrifice, it was not like an offering
of a hapless goat but as one willing partner in furtherance of the process of creation. This gives every
human being, who is the replication of Purusha the archetype, a purpose and a goal to be likewise a part
of the creative process. Here the seer uses graphic symbolism to high-light that the creative process was
not one whimsical act but purposeful one. Offering oneself in universal sacrifice means aligning one’s
intelligence, valor, wealth and service in tune with the Divine Intent in the creative process. In a flight
of imagination and poetic license, the seer takes spring for ghee, summer for fire and autumn as the
oblation, which were in reality nothing but the subtle essence which had arisen from him.

tM ya&M baih-iYa p`aOxana\ puruYaM jaatmaga`t: |
tona dovaa Ayajant saaQyaa ?YayaSca yao || 7 ||
In that sacrifice was offered Purusha born in earlier times, for extending; thus
did the gods and the seers perform the sacrifice.
Explanation:
Since all was That One alone, the primary sacrificial act could not have been performed with any
materials other than those which have flowed from him alone. Purusha represents the comprehensive
entirety of the essence and all the forms which had arisen since creation. Therefore, Purusha as the
symbol became the first of the oblations offered in the sacrifice. Normally one offers something other
than oneself. Purusha who offers himself as oblation has nothing else than himself to offer. Similarly,
since every that is with the human being is what was ordained by the Lord, one should view that nothing
is his to offer in a sacrifice, except one’s own intelligence, valour, support and service. The concept of
offerings in sacrifice elevates the act of offering, the thing offered and the person offering to s supreme
status.
A human being is the creation in micro-level; in him are every element, gross and subtle, with which
the universe is made up of. In addition the human being is blessed with a discriminating Mind. If he
conceives Lord in his likeness, it is more as convenience than as a reality. It is his way of reaching the
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unknown using the known. Therefore, just as offering Purusha in the sacrifice was a conscious and
willful act on the part of Purusha himself, and not as a victim (as imagined by R.T.H.Griffith), human
decision has to be conscious and determined. Krishna’s exhortation to Arjuna ‘sava- Qamaanpir%yajaya maamaokM SarNaM va`ja’
should be understood in this sense of attuning oneself to the Divine Intention performing actions like
wise. Then like Purusha, the human beings too become the instruments in the creative process, with gods
as the presiding deities over the powers of Nature and the seers as the intermediaries between the humans
and gods as the consenting intermediaries, to reach out to That One.

tsmaV&at\ sava-hut: saMBaRtM pRYadajyama\ |
pSaUna\ t^aMScak`o vaayavyaanaarNyaana\ ga`amyaaSca yao || 8 ||
tsmaaV&at\ sava-hut ?ca: saamaaina jai&ro |
CndaMisa jai&ro tsmaVjaustsmaadjaayat || 9 ||
tsmaadSvaa Ajaayant yao ko caaoBayaadt: |
gaavaao h jai&ro tsmaat\ tsmaajjaata Ajaavaya: || 10 ||
From that supreme sacrifice, the flowing essence was gathered, creatures of the air
and animals wild and the mild; Rik and the Sama hymns and also the spells and charms
along with Yajus. Then there were born the horses and also animals with two sets of
teeth, the cattle, the goats and sheep.
Explanation:
Aajyama\ is the substance from which source rot:, the hymns were born as were creatures like the horse,
cattle, sheep and the goats. Brihad Aranyaka Up. (III.9.22) speaks of the place where the source rests,
‘kismannau rot: p`itYztimait; )dya [it, tsmaadip p`itrUpM jaatmaahu:; )dyaaidva saRPt:, )dyaaivava inaima-t [it, )dyao (ova rot: p`itiYztM BavatIit; . .|’
Earlier we have seen it mentioned kamastga`o samavat-taiQa manasaao rot: p`qamaM yadasaIt\ | (X.129.4) In the beginning, kama, the
self-Impulse was the prime seed that arose for effulgence.
The seed rot: is born in the heart, to which when Mind is enjoined the union gives rise to diverse
names and forms. Yajna, the performance of actions has something to do with Yoga, the enjoining the
individual self with the universal Self. The energy which such union gives rise is the rot: which gives rise
to desire to create and the creation to manifest? Pusrusha had this purpose in Heart to create which his
Mind gave shape through diverse forms, in which it entered as knife would enter its case.
Purusha has by his actions given us a goal, a purpose in life to follow his example. Our life then
becomes vaoid the sacrificial place and performance of action ms a ya& or as Chhandogya Up (III.16.1)
clarifies ‘pu$Yaao vaava ya&:’. Therefore, one should live one’s life as if it were a sacrifice.

yat\ puruYaM vyadQau: kitQaa vyaklpyana\ |
mauKM ikmasya kaO baahu ka }$ pada ]cyaoto || 11 ||
When they scrutinized Purusha, in what parts and in what numbers did they
analyze? What did they find as the intelligence, valor, support and service?
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Explanation:
The human beings are replication of the Purusha and not otherwise. Therefore, to impute human
attributes to Purusha would be travesty of truth. Purusha is to be viewed independent of human
achievements and human failings. Therefore, mauK,, baahu, ]U$ or pad should be understood literally as the
mouth, shoulder, thigh and feet but by their symbolic suggestions as the instruments or vehicles of
intelligence, valor, support and service. Then one becomes intelligible how the essence of That One is
found to have been disseminated in manifestation, where the conclusions are reached by using the objects
available to senses to reach out to the supra-sensual reality. It may be interesting to refer Brihad
Aranyaka Up. (I.1.1) clarification where the whole world is compared to a sacrificial horse, its parts
being conceived as manifestation of the gross elements in the empirical world.

ba`a*maNaao|sya mauKmaasaId\ baahU rajanya: kRt: |
}$ tdsya yaWOSya: pd\ByaaM SaUd`ao Ajaayat || 12 ||
Wisdom was his mouth, shoulders became valour, thighs were then his support and
feet became the service.
Explanation:
The words Brahmins, Rajanya, Vaishya and Shudra should be understood as classification of society
according to the attributes and functions performed. In Bhagavad Gita, Krishna says that he created the
four-fold classification according to gauNa (attributes) and kma- (performance of actions) ‘caatuva-NyaM mayaa saRYTM gauNakmaivaBaagaSa:’. To consider the present caste system as representative of that gauNakma-ivaBaaga would be travesty of the
Divine Intent. The mantra does not, nor was it ever the purpose to propose a caste system as understood
or prevalent in the post-vedic period. When the institution of classification – vaNaa-Eama became degenerated
due to avarice of the priests, arrogance of the warriors and greed of the traders, the service class came
to be treated as some one less than equal.
The classification does not represent nor does it authenticate caste system. In earlier times there were
innumerable instances where persons changed their class with change in their performance of actions.
Similarly there were instances where in one family some were Brahmins, some were Kshatriyas and
some were Vaishyas and some as Shudras. Racial inter mixture was not taboo nor were inter-class
marriages. The question whether birth decides the class to which one belongs was asked even in
upanishadic period. In Vajrasuchika Up. a question is posed: if birth makes one a Brahmin, it is not so,
for there are many species in creatures other than human beings, many sages are of diverse origin.
Rshyashrnga was born of deer, Kaushika of Kusha grass, Jambuka from a jackal, Valmiki from an anthill, Vyasa from a fisher woman, Gautama from the back of a hare, Vashishtha from Uravashi, a celestial
nymph, Agastya from a jar. Therefore birth does not determine ones classification. The reply to this
query was that a Brahmin is one who perceiving Self, directly like a amalaka fruit in the palm of one’s
hand, becomes freed from desires, attachment etc, becomes endowed with tranquility.
Mahabharata says ‘ekvaNa-M [dM pUNa-M ivaSvaM AasaId\ yauiQaiYzr | kma-ik`yaaivaSaoYaoNa caatuvaNya-M p`itiYztma\ || . . saMkrat\ sava-vaNaa-naaM duSprIxyaot\
mao mait: | savao- sad`\vaasvap%nyaaina janayint sada nar: | tsmaat\ SaIlaM p`QaanaoYtM vyaayaur to t%vdiSa-na: ||’ – The whole world was, at one time,
of one class but later it became divided in to four divisions on account of specific functions. Therefore,
only conduct primarily decides the class, thus says men of wisdom. The distinction between classes
became noticeable when many non-Arya tribes became assimilated with Arya tribes. In Anushasana
Parva, Mahabharat Shiva is said to have explained, ‘Brahminhhood, O fair goddess, is difficult to be
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attained. A man whether he be a Brahmins, Kshatriya, Vaishya or a Shudra is such only by nature; this
is my considered view. By evil-deeds a twice-born man falls from his position. . The Kshatriya or a
Vaishya who lives in a state of a Brahman, by practicing the duties of such one, attains Brahminhood.
He who abandons the state of Brahman and practices the duties of Kshatriya falls from Brahminhood
and is born as a Kshatriya’.
Vishnu Purana says that in Krita era, all were same and there was no classification of people
according to Guna and Karma. It was only in later eras that the distinction became noticeable. In
Harivamsha we find it mentioned ‘Two sons of Naabhaagarshishtha, who were Vaishya, became
Brahmins’. Vayu Purana says, ‘The son of Gritsamada was Saunaka, in whose families were born
Brahmins, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra with various functions’.
Therefore, one is inclined to conclude that Caste system, as is rooted in Indian psyche, did not
originate from scriptures or puranas and was an article of faith derived from Purusha Sukta, but was
entirely due to the social conditions and presumed superiority of one function over the other. Brahmin,
therefore, is one who, being enlightened of Brahman, communicates the spiritual wisdom to the society;
Kshatriya is one who with his valour, protects the society; Vaishya is one who with his enterprise,
supports the society and Shudra is one, who having none of the above attributes, offers his services to
the society.

cand`maa manasaao jaatScaxaao: saUyaao- Ajaayat |
mauKaidnd`ScaaignaSca p`aNaaWayaurjaayat || 13 ||
naaByaa AasaIdntirxaM SaIYNaao- VaO: samavat-t |
pd\ByaaM BaUimaid-Sa: Eaao~at\ tqaa laaok^aM Aklpyana\ || 14 ||
Moon was fashioned by his Mind, the eyes became the Sun, from mouth arose the
Intellect and Energy from Breath was born the breeze. His navel became the midregion, from his head came out the heaven. With his feet the earth was indicated and
from his ears the quarters were conceived.
Explanation:
Everything is nothing but manifestation of That One. But the important point is that everything is
described with anthropological association. To assume the symbol as the real will be devastating in
traversing the Path to become like Purusha, one in whom essence and the form were originally infused.
To mistake the subjective comprehension to objective reality is the beginning of fallacy and superficial
indulgence. It is being religiously orthodox without being spiritually enlightened.

saPtasyaasana\ pirQayas~I: saPt saimaQa: kuta: |
dova yaV&M tnvaanaa AbaQnana\ puruYaM pSaUma\ || 15 ||
The seven-old foundation was laid to attain with twenty first steps the luminous
Sun. When the gods performed the sacrifice they found Purusha, bound to the post
as an offering.
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Explanation:
Once the sacrifice, the performance of actions, is decided, the course and the culmination become
determined. Seven pointed foundation represent the week with seven days and when the Yajna is
performed for seven says, the actions performed in leads one beyond death and to the enlightenment. In
Chhandogya Up. (III.10.1 and 5) we find it mentioned ‘Aqa Klvaa%masaimmatmaitmaR%ya saPtivaQaM saamaaopaisat . .
EkivaMSa%yaaid%yamaaPnaao%yaokivaMSaao vaa [tao|saavaaid%yaaoWaibaMSaona prmaid%yaajjayait tnnakM tiWSaaokama\ ||’ – Now then one should meditate on the
seven-fold Samna which is harmonized in itself and leads one beyond death . . . With twenty-first
immutable (Axar) steps is taken one obtains enlightenment and with the twenty-second step he conquers
that which is beyond the enlightenment. That is the Bliss, which is the sorrow less.
Even after the creation, Purusha exists beyond the creation as eternal Existence in the Present
moment, transcending the Past and the Future. As Yajnavalkya says in Brihad Aranyaka Up. (IV.5.15)
‘sa eYa naoit na%yaa%maa AgaR(ao na ih gaR(to ASaIyaao- na ih SaaIya-to Asa=\gaao na ih sajyato Aisatao na vyaqato na irYyait . . ||’ – That Self is not
this, not this. It is in-comprehensible for it cannot be comprehended. It is indestructible for it cannot be
destroyed. It is unattached for it does not attach itself. It is unfettered, does not suffer, and is not injured.
Purusha by offering himself as first of the oblations in the sacrifice performed by the gods did not
cease to be or was not reduced in essence of the form. They found himself as useful as the sacrificial
animal as well as the culmination of the sacrificial.

ya&ona ya&mayajant dovaastaina Qamaa-iNa p`qamaanyaasana\ |
to h naakM maihmaana: sacant ya~ pUvao- saaQyaa: saint dovaa: || 16 ||
Performing the sacrificial act the gods established for the first time the
perennial principles - Dharma, by which action they established themselves along
with other ancient aspirants in the high heavens.
Explanation:
Brihad Aranyaka Up (I.4.14) says that even after all the creative process was finalized, That One was
not elated. Therefore, he laid forth the excellent form – Dharma, that which keeps even the Kshtra power
under control. Greater than that there is nothing else By Dharma, a weak person hopes to control the
strong as one would through a King. That which is Dharma that, verily, is the Prime Existence.
Therefore when the Prime Existence speaks then Dharma is said to have spoken; when Dharma speaks
then the Prime Existence is said to have spoken Verily both are the same. Therefore, with the completion
of the sacrificial act, the Gods for the first time established the perennial principles - Dharma, by which
action they established themselves along with other ancient aspirants in the high heavens.
__________
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XXXI.
ivaYNau:
saU> - 1 . 154, ?iYa – dIGa-tmaa AaOcaqya:, ivaYNau:,
At the outset one should know what one desires to know before one attempts to know. In popular
consciousness, the word Vishnu is deeply associated with the anthropomorphic symbolism than with the
expansive meaning which the word is supposed to represent. The seer Dirghatamas Auchathya has
cautioned us ‘?caao Axaro prmao vyaaomana\ yismana\ dovaa AiQa ivaSvao inaYaodu: | yastanna vaod ikmaRcaa kirYyait ya [t\ td\ ivadust samaasato ||’ (I.164.39)
and clarified that ‘ca%vaair vaak\ pirimata pdaina taina ivaduba`a-*maNaa yao manaIiYaNa: | gauha ~IiNa inaihta nao]\gayaint turIyaM vaacaao manauYya vadaint ||’
(X.164.45). It is eternal human quest to transcend from darkness to reach out to illumination, from
obscurity to reach out to clarity, from ignorance to enlightenment, from known to reach out to the
unknown, from Knowledge to Wisdom. Even as seers, during upanishadic period, sought to transcend
from ‘from the unreal existence to the Prime Existence, from obscurity to clarity, from transient life to
the immortal life’, even so in earlier vedic period they sought to enhance the strength, vigour and mental
receptivity (iQayaao yaao: p`caaodyaat\) from That supreme Savitru (tt\ saivatR varoNyaM), who is the resplendence of the divine
(Bagaao- dovasya QaImaih). The sensitive seer has found no other symbols as effective and comparable as Surya, the
luminous orb shining in the sky, as the manifestation of various aspects of illumination. The process
which commenced with luminous Surya culminated with Vishnu, conceived as the supreme and
resplendent symbol of the effulgence of the Prime Existence.
Vishnu is the evolution of Aditya Mandala, therefore, he came to be added among the ten sons of
Aditi which were ten earlier – ‘AYTaO pu~asaao Aidtoyao- jaatastnvapir | dovaa^]p p`o%sap`iBa: pra maata-NDmaasyat ||’ (X.72.8) – Aditi
had eight sons, of which she took with her to heavens seven sons, leaving Martanda in space. Mitra,
Varuna, Aryama, Amsha, Bhaga and Aditya were the seven which she took leaving the eighth Martand,
Surya in the sky. By the time Mahabharata came to written the number becomes twelve - ‘Qaata ima~ao|yamaa Sakao va$Na: AMSa eva ca | Bagaao- ivavasvaanpaUYaa ca saivata dSamastqaa || ekadSastqaa %vaYTa WadSaao ivaYNau$cyato | jaGanyastu sava-Yaaid%yaanaaM gauNaiQka: ||’.
Adityas have made Agni as their mouth and the seers have made it their tongue – ‘%vamagna Aaid%yaasa AasyaM 1 %vaaM
ijavhaM SaucayasScaik`ro kvao |’ (II.1,13).
In Rigveda, therefore, we find it mentioned ‘Aasya jaanantao naama icad\ ivava>namahasto ivaYNaao saumaitM Bajaamaho |’ Commenting
on this mantra, Sayana says that Vishnu’s name should be reflected being aware of its all-pervading and
comprehensive nature - ‘Asya mahanuBaavasya ivaYNaao naama ica%saOva: namanaIyaM AiBadanaM sava-%map`itpadkM ivaYNau: [it ett\ naama jaanant pu$Yaaqa-p`itpadk
AiQgacAnt: Aa samantaat\ ivava>na: saMkit-yaot\ |. Further clarifying ‘ikM ca Asya mahanauBaavasya ivaYNaao: naama icat\ - savaO: namanaIyama\ AiBaQanama\
savaa-%myap`itpaidkM ivaYNa: [it ett\ naama jaanant: - pu$Yaaqaop`dma\ [it AiQagacCnt: Aa-samantat\ ivava>na – vadt – saMkIt_yat | ho ivaYNaao: - savaa-%mak
dova, maha: - maht: to  tva saumatIma\ sauYTutIma\ SaaoBaai%makM bauiWM vaa, Bajamaho  saovaamaho |’ The seer says, ‘tiWYNaao: prmaM pdM sada pSyaint saUrya: |
idivava caxaurattma\ ||’ (I.22.20). Yaska says men of Wisdom speak of him variously, describing his attributes –
‘bahuBai>vaadidnaI ba`a*maaNaina | Bai>naa-ma gauNaklpnaa yaona kona icad\ gauNoana ba`a*maNaM sava- sava-qaa ba`vaIit t~ t%vamanyaoYyamaova Bavait |’.
In later Brahmana literature, it is mentioned among Gods Agni is on the lower plane and Vishnu is
on higher one, and all other gods standing in between them – ‘AignvaOdovaanaamavamaao ivaYNau: prmastadantaroNa savao- dovaa:’
(Aitareya Brahmana. I.1). Shatapatha Brahmana (XIV.I.1.5) says ‘ivaYNaudo-vaanaaM EaoYz[it | ya: sa ivaYNauya-&; sa: |’ –
Vishnu is supreme among all gods, he, verily is the Yajna, performance of righteous action.
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Yaska explains the word Vishnu to mean ivaYa\ - to be creative. Vishnu means one who flies. Therefore,
the epithet garu%maana\ -as in ‘[nd`M ima~M varuNamagnaImaahurqaao idvya: sa saupNaao- garu%maana\ | ekM saiWp`a bahuQaa vadn%yaaignaM yamaM maatirSvaanamahu: ||’ (I.164.46).
garuD became the logical vehicle chosen for him. Vishnu Purana defines the word to mean to pervade ‘ivaSait
[it ivaSvaM ba`*ma’ ‘yasmaad\ ivaSvaM [dM sava-Mtsya Sa@%yaa maha%mana: | tsmaad\ eva ]cyato ivaYNau: ivaSaGtao: p`vaoSanaat\ |’. Shankara explains the word
in his commentary on Vishnu Sahasranama, as the all-pervader ‘caracaroYau BaUtoYau vaoSanaaiWYNaurucyato’ or ‘ivaYNaao: vyaapnaSaIlasya
- vyapksya’. Madhva clarifies in mahaBaart ta%paya-inaNa-ya that Vishnu is not the product of physical relation between
male and female beings but a subtle principle – ‘pqduBaa-vaao hrao: savao- naOva p`akRtdoihna:\ inadaao-SagauNasaopUNa-a dSa-ya%yanyatqaOva ca |’ and
‘s~IpuMmalaiBayaaoga%maa dohao ivaYNaaona-jaayato’.
Thus, this is a hymn addressed to Vishnu as the all pervading one, Brahman.

ivaYNaaonau- kM vaIyaa-iNa p` vaaocaM ya: paiqa-vaaina ivamamao rjaaMisa |
yaao AskBaayadu<arM saQasqaM ivacak`maaNas~oQaaorugaaya || 1 ||
I declare the mighty deeds of Vishnu, who measured the earthly regions, who upheld
the lofty regions, thrice setting down his mighty steps.
Explanation:
Vishnu is the anthropomorphically enhanced represented symbol of Surya, whose description as
‘Ap`a VavaapRiqavaI AntirxaM saUya-M Aa%maa jagatstsqauYaSca’ and Vishnu’s description as ‘Ataodovaa Avantu naao yatao ivaYNauiva-cak`mao | pRiqavya: saPt
QaamaiBa: || have close relation, evidencing the gradual and subtle spacious and expansive symbolism of
luminous enlightenment. Just as it is said of Surya ‘ivaSvasya sqaaNauja-gatSca gaaopa: ?jau mato-Yau vaRijanaa ca pSyana\ |’ (VII.60.2)
– that he as guardian of all that move not and that moves, observing the good and evil acts of the mortals,
it is also said of Vishnu, that as guardian, whom no one can deceive, he has encompassed the universe
with his three strides and thus established the supreme principles - ‘i~iNa pda ica cak`mao ivaYNaugaao-pa AdaBya: | Atao QamaaiNa Qaaryana\ ||’ ((I.22.18).

p` td\ ivaYNau: stvato vaIyao-Na maRgaao na BaIma: kucarao igairYza: |
yasyaaoruYau i~Yau ivak`maNaoYvaiQaixayaint Bauvanaaina ivaSvaa || 2 ||
For these spirited acts is he eulogized, Vishnu who roams the mountain forests like
dreaded bull, under whose wide three strides is measured the quarters far extended in
the worlds.
Explanation:
Sayana explains the words ‘igairYza:’ as ‘pva-taVunnatp`doSasqaayaI’ or as one who dwells in higher mountains or
as ‘]icC/tlaaoksqaayaI’ or one who dwells in superior worlds, a description which can suitably be applied to
Surya as well as Vishnu. Similarly, ]ruYau and ivacak`maNaoYau means ivaistINaao-Yau or padp`xaoYau. Both Surya and Vishnu
traverse the wide space un-hindered, measuring the region traversed by them, like the dreaded bulls who
roam the mountain forests.

p` ivaYNavao SaUYamaotu manma igairixat ]rugaayaaya vaRYNao |
ya [dM dIGMa-M p`yatM saQasqamaokao ivamamao i~iBairt\ pdoiBa: || 3 ||
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Let this hymn raise itself like the strength of Vishnu, the wide-striding bull in the
mountains, who traverses alone with his long and extended three steps.
Explanation:
The seer is overwhelmed and wonders whether his hymn would justify the valour which Vishnu has
revealed. Therefore his prayer that the hymn may rise in grandeur even as Vishnu’s valour did in the three
worlds.’’ Mans one who pervades the far-expansive universe, from where his benevolent and
compassionate rays energize and illumine the worlds and the creatures living therein. Where Vishnu’s
luminous rays cast their brilliance light there ignorance can never be, just as darkness does not what Sun
light means.

yasya ~I pUNaa- maQaunaa pdanyaxaIyamaaNaa svaQayaa madint |
ya ] i~Qaatu pRiqavaImaut Vamaokao daQaar Bauvanaaina ivaSvaa || 4 ||
Whose three steps soaked in honey, revel in their own self- impulse, he is the one
who infusing his essence upholds the three worlds – earth space and the heavens along
with all the creatures living therein.
Explanation:
Vishnu’s three steps are often related to the three stage of Surya at dawn, at the meridian and when
he sets. But these are only those of the physical Sun as observed by human eye. This is a limited view
of physical Sun. But Vishnu’s steps are mystical, spiritual and subtle, soaked in honey, which uphold the
worlds, revealing to the receptive mind which till then had remained concealed. He exists within and
without all the evolutions singularly with his self-impulse, other than that, there was nothing else AanaIdvaatM svaQayaa tdokM tsmaawanya~ pr: ikM canaasa || (X.129.2). Self-impulse is the eternal essence of That One and by
that impulse alone and without any effort it manifests as creation, AsyaOvaOtaina ina:Svaisataina, as Yajnavalkya says
in Brihad Aranyaka Up. (II.4.10). Therefore, when the physical Sun sets and is no longer visible to the
human eye, Aitareya Brahmana says that it is Agni is the presiding deity over fire that takes over the task
which Surya does during the day time – ‘Aaid%yaao vaO astM yana\ AignaM ivvaSait’.
Creator and creation becomes same as in alienable part of the Creator even as Dancer and the
dance becomes same, dance being inalienable part of the Dancer.

tdsya ip`yamaiBa paqaao ASyaaM narao ya~ dovayavaao madint |
]ruk`masya sa ih banQauir%qaa ivaYNaao: pdo prmao maQva ]%sa: || 5 ||
Let me attain that well-established mansion where human beings and the divine ones
dwell happily, close to the three wide-spread strides, which spring the nectar.
Explanation:
This hymn makes it clear that it is not physical objects or the empirical experiences which are sought
by the seers but the mystical secrets, the spiritual bliss which the three wide spreading strides provide.
It is such pleasures which the luminous ones enjoy, be they the gods or the human beings.
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Sayana explains the word ‘dovayava as ‘dovaM VaotnasvaBaavaM ivaYNausa%mana:’ his divinity represents his attribute, and
‘]ruk`masya’ meaning ‘A%yaiQakM sava-M jagat\ Aak`mamaaNaasya t<ada%manaa’ – whose self pervades the universe in entirety. ‘ivaYNaao:’
means ‘vyaapksya prmaoSvarsya’ – all-pervading supreme lord.
If one desires to be like the Dancer and enjoy the dance as he does, then you have to become
inalienable part of the dance. Dancer moves with every movement, every step, every glance, so that one
does not know when the dancer ceases to be and the Dance alone remains. It is even like one who cannot
be enlightened unless one comes in the open and becomes part of luminous Light. You have to take
shelter in the sun light if you desire light to sprout in your consciousness.

ta vaaM vaastUnyauSmaisa gamaQyaO ya~ gaavaao BaUirEau=gaa Ayaasa: |
A~ah tdurugaayasya vaRYNa: prmaM pdmava Baait BaUir || 6 ||
Willingly would one enter the august dwelling where there are many brilliant and
luminous pleasures. Here, verily, shines the luminous mansion of one whose strides are
wide spread.
Explanation:
Aditi is said to have departed for the heavens with her seven sons leaving her eighth son Martanda,
Surya in the space to illuminate the primordial world - ‘AYTaO pu~asaao Aidityao- jaatastanvaspir | dova~a ]p p`Ot\ saPtiBa: pra
maata-NDmaasyat\ || (X.72.8). In later days %vaYTa and ivaYNau came to be added to her congregation, Vishnu becoming
the supreme abiding place – prma pd, to be aspired, attempted and attained, not in one sweeping stroke but
gradually climbing steps - pdaina and stages Qaamaaina.
The solar congregation came represent the gradual effulgence of Surya from his earlier form at dawn
as Ushas to the ultimate form as Vishnu at noon - ‘saUya-sya ba`*ma Ananya%vaona savaa-%myaM ]>M Bavait |’. Bhaga and Ushas,
‘p`atija-tM Bagamauga`M huvaoma vayaM pu~maid%yaao- ivaQataa- | AaQa`iScad\ yaM manyamaanasturaiScad\ raja icad\ yaM BagaM BaxaIy5Yah ||’ (VII.41.2) – We invoke ever
battling Bhaga, son of Aditi, the great mother, thinking of who the poor, the mighty and the royals say
- Give us Bhaga. He is followed by Savita, ‘Aa kRYNaona rjasaa vat-maanaao inavaoSayannamaRtM ma%ya-M ca | ihrNyaona saivata rqaonaa|| dovaao yaait
Bauvanaaina pSyana\ || yaait dova: p`vata yaa%yauWta yaait SauBa`aByaaM yajatao hirByaama\ | Aa dovaao yaait saivata pravatao|p ivaSvaa duirta baaQamaana: || AiBavaRtM kRSanaOivaSva$pM ihrNyaSamyaM yajatao baRhntma\ | Aasqaad\ rqaM saivata ica~Baanau: kRYNaa rjaamisa tivaYaIM dQaana: || . . ihrNyapaiNa: saivata ivacaYa-iNaruBao VavaapRiqavaI AntrIyato
| ApaimavaaM baaQato vaoit saUya-maima kRYNaona rjasaa VamaRNaaoit ||’ (I.35.2-4 and 9) – Traversing from the obscure horizon laying
to rest the immortals and the mortals, boarding on his golden chariot come Savita, taking one fleeting
look on all creatures. The luminous one climbs upward and downward, with his bright horses, he moves
on. Savita, the luminous one comes from afar and removes from us all distress and sorrow. The chariot
decked with pearls of diverse colours, lofty with golden shaft, the luminous one, the many splendoured
Savita the holy, with power and might, has mounted to drive out the dark regions. The resplendent
Savita, far seeing, travels between the heavens and the earth, driving away weakness bidding Surya to
arrive to spread his rays through the obscure corners. ‘]t yaaisa saivats~IiNa raocanaaot saUya-sya rismaiBa: samauCcaisa |’ (V.81.4)
– To the three quarters you proceed with the rays of Surya, infused with yourself, concluding as Vishnu,
(iva + snau = ivaYNau a bird). Therefore ‘[nd`M ima~M varuNamagnaIrmaahurqaao idvya: sa saupNaao- garu%maana\ . . . |’ (I.164.46) and ‘td\ ivaYNaao:
prmaM pdM sada pSyaint saUrya: | idivava caxaurattma\ || td\ ivap`asaao ivapnyavaao jaagaRvaaMsa: saimanQato | ivaYNaaoya-t\ prmaM pdma\ ||(I.22.20-21) – That supreme
abiding place of Vishnu, seers ever observe with their extended vision. Vishnu’s this sublime place, the
seers with their songs ever makes it luminous.
___________
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XXXII.
EaI
iKla saU> , ?Yaya: - Aanand - kd-ma - EaId - ica@laIt, EaI, Aigna
This hymn is one of those hymns included later as valkhilya supplementary to the collation of the
vedic hymns attributed to Vyasa. It appears that the seers of these humans were non-Aryas like Ananda,
Kardama and Chikleet, all designated as offspring of Shree who in later times accepted vedic beliefs. The
vedic seers were guided not only by the missionary zeal of aryanising all, driving away the ignoble ones
– kRNvantao ivaSvama\ Aaya-ma\ ApGnantao ArNva:, but also summoning the noble thoughts to come from all quarters – Aanaao
Bad`a: k`tvaao yantu ivaSvat:.
Visions are the consequences of vibrant minds, dynamic in temporal minds as thy are highly vibrant
in spiritual minds. Therefore, evolution of Lakshmi, as a concept from highly temporal background of
the non-Arya communities to the supremely spiritual psyche of Arya seers need to be studied against this
backdrop. Non-Arya communities were highly down to the earth empirical persons, devoted to the basic
needs of the human beings and directed by temporal needs. They were practical people whose life
revolved around the social groups and urban life, with agriculture, trade, commerce and wealth driving
them across the worlds. The Aryas, on the other hand were primarily pastoral, nomadic in temperaments
and their wealth was counted in terms of cattle, horses and highly developed culture. The same
symbolism was also used by them in their hymns. For them wealth connoted not so much as material
goods, gold and silver as it did with ideals needing them to reach for energies that could be source from
yonder worlds.
When non-Arya communities were amalgamated with Aryas, there arose the need for re-defining
their concepts in entirely a new climate. Their gods, faiths and beliefs were recast in new moulds in tune
with the culture of the new society. Therefore, the goddess of wealth of the sea-faring communities
became conceptualized as Aa%maa, the Self first in saU> - X.124 seen by seer vaagaamBaRNaI and later as Lakshmi with
identical connotation as ivaYNaumanaao|naukUlao, Bagavait hirvallaBao, ivaYNaup%naI, maaQavaI or maaQavaip`yaa.
Anand, Kardam and Chikleet, the seers of this hymn who are described as EaIpu~a: took pains to elevate
the gross for of wealth to the spiritual level by pointing in the hymn that the wealth which should come
to them should be not only ihrNyavaNaa-M hirNaIM sauvaNa-rjatsa`jaama\ but also with added qualifications - ASvapUvaa-M rqamaQyaaM
histnaadp`maaoidnaIma\ and also Aad`a-M jvalantIM tRPtaM tp-yantIma\, manasa: kamamaakUitM vaaca: sa%yamaSaImaih, pSaUnaaM $pmannasya maiya EaI: EayataM yaSa:, yasyaaM
ihrNyaM p`BaUtM gaavaao dasyaao|Svaana\ ivandoyaM puruYaanahma\ .
It is with such clarity of perception that one should approach this hymn.

! hir:
Explanation:
! is the eternal Sound and Hari is deity who removes all forces of darkness from the Path to
Perfection. One utters the auspicious syllable Axar before one commences a journey on the Path to
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Perfection. The see who sees the secret Wisdom – gauh ihtma, in the purity of his heart and clarity of mind
and though fashioned by heart, formatted by mind and expressed in speech, the expressions do not
become essential part of the experience but become proto-types of the Bliss of Beatitude, from where
mind and speech return, not having attained it.

ihrNyavaNMaa- hirNaIM sauvaNa-rjatsa`jaama\ |
cand`aM ihrNmayaIM laxmaIM jaatvaodao ma Aa vah || 1 |||
O Jatavedas - resplendent knower of the Vedas, bring unto me Lakshmi, of golden
colour, ever vibrant as a deer, endowed with silver and gold ornaments, calm and
composed as the moon, precious as the gold.
Explanation:
As the deity presiding over energy, power, Agni is invoked at the very outset. He is referred as jaatvaod,
one who is aware of Wisdom - iva&ana, Veda, no only that which is documented as &ana, Knowledge, suprasensory experience, information in vedic scripture. Since he is aware of the secret concealed about
Lakshmi, Agni is requested to lead her across as puraoiht, the forerunner, ?i%vaja, the chosen priest gaaopama\ AmaRtsya,
the protector of the immortal Word. The word Agni has Aga\ its root meaning power, energy, burning,
therefore that which energizes, empowers, directs, leads, as a father would lead his son.
The seer is conscious that for every enterprise should begin with reflection on the auspicious
instruments of action. Therefore he pays that ‘! AaPyaayantu mamaa=gaaina vaak\ p`aNaScaxau: Eaaotmaqaao balaimaind`yaaiNa ca savaa-iNa | savaba`*maaOpinaYadM maahM ba`*ma inarakuyaa- maa maa ba`*ma inarakaraot\ AinarakrNamas%vainarakrNaM mao|stu | tda%maaina inarto ya ]pinaY%sau Qamaa-sto maiya santu to maiya santu ||
! Saaint: Saaint: Saaint: || ’ – Aum let my limbs be perfect : Let my speech, breath, hearing, and also strength
of the senses. May the entire secret Wisdom (Veda) and the entire secret Knowledge (Upanishads) be
mine. May neither the secret Wisdom nor the secret Knowledge desert me. Let there be no breach of the
secret Knowledge which the Self has reposed in me. Let them be accessible to me. Let Peace descend
on me, descend on me, descend on me.
The seer gives him the description of the external form which is easily accessible. She is of golden
colour and ever vibrant, ever endowed with golden and silver ornaments, signifying wealth of possession.
ihrNyaama\ means golden, gold being the symbol of splendour, resplendence and glory. But he does need
Lakshmi who is attractive to external senses alone but also appealing to the heart within. She should
ensure one to be calm and composed and not excited and animated as cand`ama\ and hirNaIma\. She should bring
constant vigilance and renewed spirit with her arrival, not constant disquiet and discomfort with her
presence. She should be ina%ya naUtna, eternal new, vital and vibrant. Her arrival should bring across the cool
wafts of fragrance which blows when the cool drops of rain fall on the warm dust at the close of summer.

taM ma Aa vah jaatvaodao laxmaImanapgaaimanaIma\ |
yasyaaM ihrNyaM ivandoyaM gaamaSvaM puruYaanahma\ || 2 ||
O Jatavedas, bring for me never abandoning Lakshmi, who will bestow on me
prosperity, possessions and people.
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Explanation:
Lakshmi is acknowledged as one who is ever fleeting, changing her residence periodically. AnapgaaimanaIma\
is one who never turns her steps to go away from. The seeker desires Lakshmi who will bring unto him
repeatedly prosperity, possessions and people. The seer does not desire Lakshmi as a guest in his home,
but as permanently resident, as mother would come to her sons’s residence. It is not sufficient if
prosperity and possessions come, if at the same time one is not blessed with offspring to accommodate
and enjoy that prosperity and possessions. When Lakshmi comes as mother, the entire household
reverberates with her presence and the sound of the offspring playing and servants busy in their tasks
gaamaSvaM puruYaanahma. Therefore along with wealth he wants offspring and friends and companions to savor that
wealth.

ASvapUvaa-M rqamaQyaaM histnaadp`maaoidnaIma\ |
iEayaM dovaImaup *vayao EaImaa- dovaI jauYa\tama\ || 3 ||
In the midst of the chariot, with horses in the front, and with joyous sounds from the
elephant’s trunks such auspicious goddess, I offer my greetings ; let her grace me with
blessings.
Explanation:
The seeker is particular about the manner in which Lakshmi should come to him. He does not want
her come concealing her face and presence. He does not want wealth which comes only to be secreted,
hoarded without having boldness and wisdom to put her to use. Money hoarded becomes money dormant
without being vibrant, vivacious, and alive. Hoarded wealth is as good as not having wealth at all. Wealth
which is used wisely and constructively ensures advancement in temporal world as well in spiritual
sphere. Harnessed horse never stands steady, caparisoned elephant always heaves to and fro. Therefore
they symbolise ever moving, ever energetic force, power.
Therefore, he desires wealth of which he can be proud, whose arrival he can declare with joyous
pronouncements. ASvapaUvaa-M rqamaQyaaM histnaadp`baaoiQanaIma\ . Chariot signifies royal presence, horses and elephants the
regal splendour. The seeker wants Lakshmi to come as rajalaixma and bless him with her all-encompassing
presence – ‘caturMga balaaopotaM Qana Qaanya sauKisyiqa: ASvaa$ZaM AhM vando rajalaxmMaIma\ ihrNmayaIma\ ’.

kaM saaoismataM ihrNyap`akaramaadM`a- jvalantIM tRPtaM tp-yantIma\ |
pd\maoisqataM pd\mavaNMaa- taimahaop *vayao iEayama\ || 4 ||
With ever auspicious smile, encircled with gold, compassionate, full of splendour,
ever-content, ever generous, with her abidance in the lotus flower, having colour like
a lotus, such auspicious one, I greet.
Explanation:
kaM is the symbols of Brahman the ultimate principle. ismat is the smile which hovers on the lips prior
to the time when the seed is about to ripe and burst out in the first moments of arrival. It is the smile
of content and satisfaction which a mother has when she is about to enter her sons’ residence. ihrNyap`akarama\
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means one with golden halo. Aad`ama\ means responsive, amenable with motherly affection. jvalantIM means
being ever enthusiastic, tRPtaM means ever satisfied, tp-yantIma\ means ever eager to offer, to give, whose hands
are ever open, giving. Lakshmi who comes to his dwelling place should bring auspicious tidings, with
wealth of compassion, radiant in disposition, satisfied with possessions and generous in recompensing,
joyous as a lotus flower, pink with pleasure of giving and auspicious in bearing. The seeker is particular
that when wealth comes there should not be anxiety, worry and gloom around but every thing should b
joyous as one would be in festive mood.

cand`aM p`BaasaaM yaSasaa jvalantIM iEayaM laaoko dovajauYTamaudarama\ |
taM pd\imanaImaIM SarNaM p` pVo|laxmaImao- naSyataM %vaaM vaRRNao || 5 ||
Effulgent like the moon, energetic in achievements, auspicious in universe, much
loved of the gods, the one with lotus countenance, I offer my adorations. From my
home, let the inauspicious one depart.
Explanation:
When Lakshmi comes as mother, it comes not only to offer material affluence but also compassion,
soothing his instruments of senses and nurturing the noble values, symbolizing the ancient declaration
‘[dM EaoYzama\ jyaoitYaaM jyaaoit:’. Wealth when it comes should be effulgent like the Moon ‘cand`aM p`BaasaaM’, in achievements
energetic like Sun ‘yaSasaa jvalantIM’, with satisfied and contented countenance, beloved of the gods ‘iEayaM laaoko
dovajauYTamaudarma’. Such Lakshmi, the seer desires. When Lakshmi adorns Vishnu’s expansive chest, the seat of
AhMkar, he is known as Shreeniwas and Shreepati and Bhagavan - e-Svaya-sya samaga`sya Qama-sya yaSasaa: EaIya: &ana va-ragya eit
YaNNaM Baga [itrNa. Baga means Baagya, good fortune.

Aaid%yavaNao- tpasaao|iQa jaatao vanaspitstva vaRxaao|qa ibalva: |
tsya flaaina tpsaa naudntu yaa Antra yaaSca baa(a AlaxmaI: || 6 ||
Having the colour of Sun, born of austerities, among vegetation born as the Bilva
tree; let the fruits produced from austerity destroy the inauspicious one from both
internally and externally.
Explanation:
Aaid%ya is Surya, therefore, Lakshmi should have resplendent colour like that of the Sun – Aaid%yavaNa-,
which comes with pride of sustained achievement, soothing and auspicious as the fruit of the Bilva tree,
which has soothing effect, as was the case when the devastating anger of Shiva was smoothened by the
cool effect of the Bilva tree. Shiva is worshipped by Bliva leaves, so that his temper may be soothened
and he may be compassionate to the devotees. Laksmi’s energizing glances will drive away indolence,
sloth and laziness from thoughts and actions. A-lakshmi is everything that anti-thesis of Lakshmi. It
is the symbol of the forces of darkness, inauspicious ostentation of the sense-influenced material world.
Therefore, she is required to be destroyed, internally and externally- Antra yaaSca baa(a AlaxmaI :

}pOtu maaM dovasaK: kIit-Sca maiNanaa sah |
p`aduBaU-tao|isma raYT/o|ismana\ kIit-maRiwM ddatu mao || 7 ||
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Let me be graced with wealth along with sign of eminence. I am born in this noble
nation, grant me fame and progress.
Explanation:
There are people who have wealth but no respect and eminence in the world. They symbolize as the
popular derisive statement, ‘yasyaait iva<aM sa kulaIna: sa piNDt: sa Eatvaaga\&: sa eva va>a sa ca dSa-naIya: |’. Such one re despised
and hated. They have no disposition to give but all inclination to store and horde. Such ones are the bane
of the society and enemies of mankind. Their wealth being unproductive would not contribute to the
wealth of the nation. Those who in whom there is neither Knowledge nor austerity, neither Wisdom nor
conduct, neither values nor Dharma, they wander in the worlds as beasts of burden in human forms ‘yaoYaaM na ivaVa na tpao na danama\ &anama\ na SaIlama\ na gauNaao na Qama-: | to maR%yaulaaoko Bauiva BaarBaUta manauYyarUpoNa maRgaScarint ||’. The seeker desires such
wealth as would be productive, would bring eminence and prosperity to one who comes under its
influence, because he is the citizen of the nation where he dwells and in the prosperity and greatness of
the nation lies the prosperity and greatness of every individual.
Even the greatest of the great gods – Vishnu is referred as Shri Vishnu Bhagavan, one who is
endowed with the auspicious and resplendent marks. ‘Baga eva Bagavaa ~ Astu dovaastona vayaM Bagavant: syaama’ (VII.41.5) –
Let us be resplendent even as Bhaga is resplendent. Sayana commenting on this Sukta says, ‘ho dovaa: Baga
dovaeva Bagavaana\ ?Qanaavaana\ Astu | tona Bagaona Qanaona vaa vayaM BagavantM syaaM Qanavant: Bavaona |’. The seer is not selfish he wants to be blessed
with wealth because he is born in this noble nation - p`aduBaU-tao|isma sauraYTo/ Aismana\. He is conscious of his being
born of the nation which is noble and as a noble son what are his duties to be.

xaui%ppasaamalaaM jyoaYzamalaxmaIM naaSayaamyahma\ |
ABaUitmasamaRiwM ca savMaa-M inaNau-d mao gaRhat\ || 8 ||
Destroy the thirst greatly caused by sinful desire by a-Lakshmi, the inauspicious
one. Remove all unproductive, unprogressive and all other forces from my home.
Explanation:
The spiritual Path is hard to traverse and difficult to cross. On that Path one encounters many
impediments, dominant ones being desires, hunger and thirst - xaui%ppasaa, which are AlaxmaI unwholesome and
inauspicious things, powerful deterrents in temporal life. Therefore, they should be terminated with
determination and austere penance, for which the divine grace is necessary and helpful. Therefore, the
seeker hopes and prays for the arrival of Lakshmi knowing well that with her arrival all inauspicious
influences will cease to dominate.

ganQaWaraM duraQaYaMa-M ina%yapuYzaM krIiYaNaIma\ |
[-SvarIM sava-BaUtanaaM taimahaop *vayao iEayama\ || 9 ||
Ever fragrant, ever invincible, ever abundant, ever luminous, who is supremely
luminous among all, to such resplendent one, I beckon.
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Explanation:
When Lakshmi, as the mother, arrives she brings along with her love, affection, compassion and the
seeker child feels her fragrance wafting in the breeze. While Mother Earth and the Nature has abundant
luminous wealth to offer, human beings who are strong and aggressive through greed and avarice tend
to appropriate it denying the weak and poor what is theirs by natural right. With supreme effort Gods
had churned Lakshmi from the bowels of the earth, in spite of the demons wanting to appropriate and
have dominance over it. Therefore, one of the seer declares, ‘pir icana\ mataao- d`ivaNaM mamanyaad\ ?tsya pqaa namasaa ivavaasaot\ |
]t svaona k`tuna saM vadot eaoyaaMsa dxaM manasaa jagaRByaat\ ||’ (X.31.2) – Let a man think well on wealth and strive to win it
following the Path of law and by worship; let him take counsel from his self within and grasp with
greater heights through one ability. Athavravedic seers prays, ‘janaM ibaBa`it bahuQaa ivavaacasaM naanaaQamaa-NaM pRiqavaI yaqaaOksama\ | sahsa`
Qaara d`ivaNasya maoduhaM Qau`vaova Qaonaur\ Anapsfurint ||’ – May the Earth that bears people speaking varied languages and
following various righteous rites according to their place of abode, enrich me with wealth in thousand
streams like a cow that never fails.

manasa: kamamaakUitM vaaca: sa%yamaSaImaih |
pSaUnaaM $pmannasya maiya EaI: EayataM yaSa: || 10 ||
Let the resplendent goddess grace my Mind with auspicious thoughts, my Speech
with righteous words, wealth of cattle, nutritious food and prosperity.
Explanation:
Mind is the important and the primary instrument which Brahman provided for himself in the course
of the creation. Therefore, we have this beautiful world of resplendent world. It is the mind which thinks
and initiates one to speak and to action. In thinking that I am he, this is mind, he limits the expansive
reach of the mind and becomes limited by his thoughts and feelings. AakUitma\ means impulse, intention,
determination. Yajurvedic seer says, ‘yajjaaga`tao dUrma\ ]dOit dOvaM td\ ] sauPtsya tqaOvaOit | dUr=gamaM jyaaoitYaaM jyaaoitrokM tnmao man::
iSavasaMklpmastu ||’ – (34/1) – That which is divine which travels far away from the waking person and that goes
like wise from the sleeping one, that one the luminous of the luminous, the Mind may Will what is
auspicious.
If the mind is auspicious so will the speech be truthful. Cattle, horse and other animals suggest
wealth. Therefore, the seer asks Shree to make him splendorous.

kd-maona p`jaa BaUta mayaI saMBava kd-ma |
iEayaM vaasaya mao kulao maatrM pd\mamaailanaIma\ || 11 ||
Having given birth to Kardama be unto me like Kardma. Let the resplendent
goddess as a mother adorn by home like a lotus flowers.
Explanation:
Kardma is an ancient seer who as a devotee of Shree was blessed by the presence of prosperity. A
Mother prefers the residence of the favourite son, therefore, the seer says that like him she should treat
him as a favourite son and grace his dwelling with her presence. Come to my home and make as your
favourite sons’ residence pink in health and wealth- pd\mamaailanaIma\ .
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Aap: saRjantu isnagQaaina ica@laIt vasa mao gaRho |
ina ca dovaIM maatrM iEayaM vaasaya mao kulao || 12 ||
Let your affection flow like a stream giving rise to strong attachment and dwell in
my home as you did in Chikleet’s residence. Let the goddess as resplendent mother stay
in my family.
Explanation:
Water quickly attaches itself to one, who comes near. isnaGQaaina means being attached like water. He
beckons her to dwell in his residence as she did with Chikleet.

AadM`a- puYkirNaIM puiYTM ip=\galaaM pd\mamaailanaIma\ |
cand`aM ihrNmayaIM laxmaIM jaatvaodao ma Aa vah || 13 ||
AadM`a-M ya:kirNaIM yaiYTM sauvaNaMa-M homamaailanaIma\ |
saUyaMa-M ihrNmayaIM laxmaIM jaatvaodao ma Aa vah || 14 ||
O Jataveda, bring unto me the affectionate, fragrant like flowers, nourishing, in the
pink of health, tranquil, prosperous Lakshmi. O Jatavedas, bring unto my home
Lakshmi who is kind in heart yet disciplined in action, of golden radiance like Sun and
endowed with gold ornaments.
Explanation:
Aada- means being affectionate, well-disposed like water, fragrant like flowers, having healthy
disposition like a blossoming lotus, tranquil like moon. Yet she should be well-disciplined like Sun.

taM ma Aa vah jaatvaodao laxmaImanapgaaimanaIma\ |
yasyaaM ihrNyaM p`BaUtM gaavaao dasyaao|Svaana\ ivandoyaM puruYaanahma\ || 15 ||
Jatavedas bring her unto me, Lakshmi who will never go back and in whose
dispensation I will be graced with wealth, cattle, servants, horses and men.AnapagaaimanaIma\
means one who does not go back but stays with him permanently, but will grant all
possessions, luminous intelligence (cows) and strength and power (horses) and men
who will serve him.

ya: Sauica: p`yatao BaU%vaa jauhuyaadajyamanvahma\ |
saU>M pMcadSacMa-M ca EaIkama: sattM japot\ || 16 ||
He who is desirous of resplendent Sri should recite repeatedly these fifteen hymns,
after first being consciously auspicious and offering oblations in fire.
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Explanation:
The verses from 16 onward are considered as flaEauit – the fruit of listening the Hymn. It is believed
that flaEauit is the assurance given by the chosen deity to the devoted seeker.

pd\maananao pd\maivapd\map~o pd\maip`yao pd\madlaayataixa |
ivaSvaip`yao ivaYNaumanaao|naukUlao %va%padpd\maM maiya saM ina Qa%sva || 17 ||
Having face unpolluted like lotus, outlook spacious like lotus, affectionate
temperament like lotus, eye comparable to the lotus leaves, universally loved, attuned
to the Vishnu’s Will, repose me at your feet.

pd\maananao pd\ma}$ pd\maaixa pd\masaMBavao | tnmao Bajaisa pd\maaixa yaona saaO#yaM laBaamyahma\ || 18 ||
Having face like lotus, spacious like lotus, eyes like lotus, having origin in lotus, I
worship you, O lotus eyed one, from whom I shall obtain fulfillment.

ASvadaaiya gaaodaiya Qanadaiya mahaQanao |
QanaM mao jauYataM doiva sava-kamaaMSca doih mao || 19 ||
Bestower of strength, bestower of luminous rays, bestower of prosperity and many
possessions, endow me with wealth O Goddess, give me all my all desires.

pu~paO~QanaM QaanyaM hs%yaSvaaSvatrI rqama\ |
p`jaanaaM Bavaisa maata AayauYmantM kraotu mao || 20 ||
Give me sons and grandsons, wealth and food, splendor, power and prudence to use
them. Be Mother to your offspring, make me enduring.

QanamaignaQa-naM vaayauQa-naM saUyaao- QanaM vasau: |
Qanaimand`ao baRhspitva-ruNaao QanamaiSvanaa || 21 ||
Wealth is energizing, wealth is enriching, wealth is stimulating, wealth is expansive,
wealth is mental power, wisdom, eternal law and energizing power.

vaOnatoya saaomaM ipba saaomaM ipbatu vaR~ha |
saaomaM Qanasya saaoimanaao ma(M ddatu saaoimana: || 22 ||
Savour deep the eternal bliss, O the sweeping seeker; Vritra is savouring the
eternal bliss. Let those who are rich in Bliss condescend to satisfy me with bliss.
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na k`aoQaaoo na ca maa%sayMa-M na laaoBaao naaSauBaa mait: |
Bavaint kRtpuNyaanaaM Ba@%yaa EaIsaU>jaaipnaama\ || 23 ||
Neither anger nor envy, neither greed nor inauspicious thoughts will ever visit one
who is meritorious, devoted in reciting hymns to Sri.

sarisajainalayao saraojahsto QavalatraMSaukgaMQamaalyaSaaoBao |
Bagavait hirvallaBao manaao&o i~BauvanaBaUitkir p` saId ma(ma\ || 24 ||
Dwelling amidst cluster of lotus, adorned with lotus flowers and garlands of white
and scented flowers, may the resplendent Goddess, consort of Hari, amenable to mind,
bestower of well-being in the three worlds, be pleased with me.

ivaYNaup%naIM xamaaM dovaI maaQavaI maaQavaip`yaama\ |
laxmaIM ip`yasaKIM BaUimaM namaamyacyautvallaBaama\ || 25 ||
Consort of Vishnu, compassionate Goddess, companion of Madhava, beloved of
Madhava, to Lakshmi dear companion goddess, I offer obeisance to the beloved of
Achyuta.

mahalaxmaO ca ivad\maho ivaYNaup%nyaO ca QaImaih |
tnnaao laxmaI: p` caaodyaat\ || 26 ||
I am responsive to Supreme Lakshmi, I meditate on Vishnu’s spouse. Let that
Lakshmi energise me.

Aanand: kd-ma: EaIdiSca@laIt [it ivaEauta: |
?Yaya: iEaya: pu~aSca EaIdo-vaIdo-vata mata: || 27 ||
Ananda, Kardama and Chikleet are extensively known as privileged by Sri. Seers
are the prosperous offspring, with prosperity bestowed, so it is spoken.

?NaraogaaiddairVpapxauQapmaR%yava: |
BayaSaaokmanastapa naSyantu mama sava-da || 28 ||
Liabilities and ailments, poverty and demerits, thirst and death, fear, anxiety and
mental agony – all these be exterminated fromme for ever.

EaIvaca-svamaayauYyamaaraogyamaaivaQaacCaoBamaanaM mahIyato |
QanaM QaanyaM pSauM bahupu~laaBaM SatsaMva%sarM dIGa-maayau: || 29 ||
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With enhanced splendour, life, health, wisdom and luminosity being supreme, even
so wealth, food, cattle and household, let me live long for hundred years.
__________
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XXXIII.
$d`:
saU> 2 . 33 , ?iYa – gaR%samad Baaga-va: SaaOnak: , rud`:
This hymn is addressed to Rudra primarily as divinity of nature, with Maruts, the tempestuous winds
as his offspring. When non-Arya communities increasingly became assimilated with vedic society, the
non-Arya gods and their religious practices came to be part of the comprehensive sanaatna Qama- of the postvedic period. Once hated god iSaSnadova and worship of ilaMga-yaaoina as religious symbols, along with vaRYaBa - bull,
naaga - serpents, vaanar - monkeys, elephants, pIpla trees became part of vedic religious ethos. In fact during
the closing vedic era, large number of non-Aryas had already ‘seen’ or composed hymns, becoming part
of Vyasa’s collation as i~vaod.
Social, cultural and religious accommodation became the subject of the vastly popular Puranic
literature. iSaSnadova became Shiva, the auspicious one, prototype of vedic Rudra, with braided hair, the wild
boar of the sky, having red, blazing form, his hands filled with medicines granting protection, shelter and
secure home - ‘idvaao varahmaruYaM kpid-naM %vaoYaM rUpM namasaa ina*vayaamaho | hsto ibaBa`d\ BaoYajaa vaayaa-iNa Sama- vama- cCaid-rsmaByaM yaMsat\ ||’ (I.114.4), the
Lord of sacrifices of hymns and balmy medicines, splendorous like Surya, refulgent and bright as gold
‘gaaqapitM maoQapit rud`M jalaaYaBaoYajama\ | . . ya: Sauk` [va saUyaao- ihrNyaimava raocato’ (I.43.4-5). The description (X.136) of the reclusive
mauina adherents of iSaSnadova as against the sacrificing yaai&kas of vedic society, supplied much of the later puranic
description of Shiva, with his matted fiery hair, wandering in heaven and earth with loose hair, his hair
looking like luminous rays in the universe, girdled with wind, wearing soiled yellow garments, traverses
like swift wind going where the gods had earlier traversed - ‘koSya1ignaM koSaI ivaSaM ibaBait- raodisa | koSaI ivaSvaM svadRSao koiSdM
jyaaoitrucyato || . . vaatrSanaa: ipSa=gaa vasato malaa vaatsyaanau Qa`aijaM yaint ya_ovaasaao Aivaxat || (X.136.1-2). His followers are the Maruts,
having born lofty, bulls of heaven, divine, Rudras’s offspring, free from stains, purifiers, of awful forms,
scattering rain ‘to jai&ro idva ?Yvaasa ]xaNaao rud`sya mayaa- Asaura aropsa: | pavakasa: Saucaya: saUyaao- [vasa%vaanaao na d`iPsanaao Gaaorvap-sa: ||’ (I.64.2).
The present hymn is an extension of sentiments. All religions generally are based on the foundational
premise that the self is potentially divine, therefore, good, noble, wise and luminous. Yet the seer of the
sukta VI.9, observes that obscure and the luminous move along in life regularity. And it is only when
Agni manifests as custodian that his luminosity terminates the obscurity – ‘AhSca kRYNamarjau-naM ca iva vat-to rjasaI vaoVaiBa:
| vaOSvaanarao jaayamaanaao na rajaa|%vaaitrjjyaoitYaaignastamaaisa ||’ (VI.9.1) and further when he says, through performance of
actions (sacrifices) does Agni becomes energized, invoke him with earnestness and yearning; well
kindled and well fed will he make his presence felt where great deeds are performed. During the days
and night they beckon him, like the milch-cow called for the calf to cuddle and receive - ‘%vamagnao
VuiBas%vamaaSauSauxaiNas%vamaw(s%vamaSmanaspir | %vaM vanaoByas%vamaaoYaQaIByas%vaM naRNaaM naRpto jaayasao Sauica: || tvagnao hao~M tava pao~maRi%vayaM tva naoYT/M %vamaignadRtayat: | tva
p`Saas~M 5VamaQvarIyaisa ba`*maa caaisa gaRhpitSca naao dmao ||’ (II.1.1-2).
It is a cardinal vedic principle that self is potentially divine, therefore, by its very nature is good,
noble, wise and luminous. If in spite of such foundational advantage, if human beings are entrenched in
the web of obscurity and ignorance, then it is the primary purpose that one should put an end to the cause
which leads one to obscurity an ignorance. Philosophy which in primary senses means the love for
Wisdom, suggests two approaches. Some seek the descent of the divine essence in human form by
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performing sacrifices as suggested by Krishna is Bhagavad Gita (III.11), ‘dovaanBaavayantona to dovaa Baavayantu va: | prsprM
Baavayant: Eaoya: prmaaPyasqa ||’. Others seek the ascent of human form to the divine essence employing the
principles which uphold the worlds, ‘sa%yaM baRht\ ?tma\ ]ga`M dIxaa tpao ba`*ma ya&: pRiqavaIM Qaaryaint’ by making sa%ya, ?t and
ba`*ma the goals to be pursued and dIxaa, tp and ya& being the instruments to subdue and or terminate the
deficiencies and demerits in mind, speech and performance of actions.
Similarly one who desires enlightenment either seeks the divine grace to descend on him in spite of
the deficiencies and demerits in his mind, speech or performance of actions, whereas the other seeks to
cleanse the instruments of action and of senses, with active assistance of the divine energy so that it may
fit place for the divine essence to dwell and shine in its brightness. Then even as a mirror shines when
the dust thereon is wiped clean, even so when the deficiencies and demerits are removed and the self
which is but a fragment of the Brahman shines by its own light and becomes luminous. Therefore, while
large number of hymns are addressed for descent of the divine essence and grace with possessions,
positions, energy and enlightenment, the hymns like the one addressed to Rudra seeks to become
energized by removal of the deficiencies and demerits with which one is born in primordial life and
which hamper temporal and spiritual advancement in primordial life.
The fearsome demeanor of Rudra as the exterminator of evil and the inauspicious forces from life
and his auspicious one of Shiva as puiYTvaQa-nama\, the energizer and sauganQaaIma\, the impeller of bliss makes
immergence of these two divinities as one consolidated symbol in vedic pantheon. Therefore the seer
prays ‘>yaMbakM yajaamaho saugainQaM puiYTvaQa-nama \ | ]vaa-rukimava banQanaanmaR%yaaomau-xaIya maamartat\ ||’ (VII.59.12) – I offer obeisance to one who
has three eyes (the third one being the eye of Wisdom), who is fully endowed with fragrance. Like a
cucumber from its stem, release me from my mortal (form) but not from the immortal (essence).
Hence in this hymn he prays not so much for possessions and prosperity as he does to for health and
energy for his limbs.

Aa to iptma-rutaM saumnamaotu maa na: saUya-sya saMdRSaao yauyaaoqaa: |
AiBa naao vaIrao Ava-it xamaot p` jaayaomaih rud` p`jaaiBa: || 1 ||
O, the father of Maruts, let your grace be upon us, exclude us not from seeing the
luminosity of Surya. Gracious be our energies, O the Brave One, may we transplant
our self in our new-born children.
Explanation:
The hymn ‘>yaMbakM yajaamaho saugainQaM puiYTvaQa-nama\ | ]vaa-rukimava banQanaanmaR%yaaomau-xaIya maamaRtat\ ||’ (VII.59.12) addressed to Rudra,
is celebrated as maR%yauivamaaocana mantra. In line with the sentiments contained therein the present mantra prays
Rudra to let his grace fall and not to exclude the seer from seeing the luminosity of Surya, blessing him
so that his self, the essence, may be transplanted in his new offspring.

%vaad<aoBaI rud` SaMtmaoiBa: SatM ihmaa ASaIya BaoYaMjaoiBa: |
vya1smad\ WoYaao ivatrM vyaMhao vyamaIvaaScaatyasvaa ivaYaucaI: || 2 ||
With most potent medicine, may Rudra make our hundred winters warm. Banish
from us hostility and hatred, obscurities and complexities.
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Explanation:
The seer knows that once his life is made warm and cozy his entire living becomes luminous.
Hostility and hatred, obscurities and complexities become terminated and mind becomes auspicious. Agni
energizes him placing him on right Path, removing the deficiencies and demerits, obscurity and
ignorance from mind – ‘Agnao naya saupqaa rayao Asmaana\ ivaSvaaina dova vayaunaaina ivaWana\ | yauyaaoQya1smaja\ jauhuraNama\ enaao BaUiyaYzaM to nama]i>M ivaQaoma
||’ (I.189.1) and the mind becomes fit for auspicious thoughts to dwell in – ‘tnmao mana: iSavasaMklpmastu’.

EaoYzao jaatsya rud` iEayaaisa tavastmastvasaaM vaja`baahao |
piYa- Na: prmaMhsa: svaist ivaSvaa ABaItao rpsaao yauyaaoiQa || 3 ||
Of all those born, Rudra is glorious, armed with thunder, mightiest of the mighty.
Deliver us in this world from dangers to safety; destroy from us all that produces
defiance.
Explanation:
For one to have an auspicious mind, one needs to be delivered from the dangers lurking in life and
misadventures that flow there from. Seer is aware that it is the existing deficiencies and demerits that drag
his mind towards mischief and defiance. The moment one is delivered from his human failings, his mind
will be free to be receptive to the influence of righteous thoughts and luminous enlightenment. Therefore
his prayer is for removal of those influences which lead him to defiance and degradation.

maa %vaa rud` cauk`uQaamaa namaaoimamaa- duYTutI vaRYaBa maa sahUit |
]nnaao vaIra^ Ap-ya BaoYajaoiBaiBa-Ya>maM %vaa iBaYajaaM SaRNaaoit || 4 ||
Let us not offer you improper worship Rudra, imperfect praises or imprecise
invocations. Energize the admirable that is in us with your soothing balms, your fame
as perfect physicians having preceded you.
Explanation:
Rudra is Shiva, the auspicious one with auspicious grace abounding in him. His fame as one supreme
physician, fortified with comforting and restorative balms has preceded his arrival. We seek his grace
and assistance. Therefore, we do not desire to worship him with imperfect praises or imprecise
invocations. He is a physician who has come to cure the sick and imperfect ones to health and energy.

hvaImaiBah-vato yaao hivaiBa-rva staomaoBaI rud`M idYaIya |
?dUdr: sauhvaao maa naao AsyaO baBa`u: sauiYap`ao rIrQanmanaayaO || 5 ||
I offer Rudra, who is armed with gifts, obeisance and invocations for favours. Never
may the fair complexioned, gracious and keenly receptive god allow us to evil
temptations.
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Explanation:
Unlike the instances where seekers normally pray for favours, possessions and positions, the seer
here prays the god not to lead him to degenerating temptations, lest his spirit may weaken and end up
in deficiencies and demerits, obscurity and ignorance.

]nmaa mamand vaRYaBaao maru%vaana\ %vaxaIyasaa vayasaa naaQamaanama\ |
GaRNaIva cCayaamarpa ASaIyaa||ivavaasaoyaM rud`sya saumnama\ || 6 ||
The strong energized bull among the gods has refreshed me with invigorating food
and like one who becomes vibrant under cool shade; I uninjured revel under the grace
of Rudra.
Explanation:
Compelling deficiencies and demerits, obscurity and ignorance needs dominant and determined
initiation. A strong leader would instill robust determination in receptive seekers. A seeker venturing in
new avenues with unfamiliar prospects needs vigorous as well as cool and composed mind to revel in
luminous grace. Rudra provides not only steely determination but also iSavasaMklp - auspicious intention.

@va1 sya to rud` maRLyaakuh-stao yaao Aist BaoYajaao jalaaYa: |
ApBata- rpsaao dOvyasyaaBaI nau maa vaRYaBa caxamaIqaa: || 7 ||
Where is the gracious hand that gives nourishment and brings comfort. Remove the
impediments which fate has placed before the seekers. O brave one, bestow on me your
compassionate glance.
Explanation:
Seer takes every step with care and caution. He seeks grace and sustenance at every step and every
stage. It is his belief and assurance that a bold and courageous power like Rudra would play a positive
role as remover of deficiencies and demerits, obscurity and ignorance. Therefore, unlike in other
instances where there was emphasis on seeking spiritual enlightenment or temporal possessions and
positions, the Seer here seeks removal of the impediments on hi spiritual progress, which fate has placed
before him as well as Rudra’s compassionate glance.

p` baBa`vao vaRYaBaaya iSvatIcao mahao mahIM sauYTuitimaryaaima |
namasyaa klmalaIiknaM namaaoimagau-NaImaisa %vaoYaM rud`sya naama || 8 ||
isqaroiBar=gaO: puru$p ]ga`ao baBa`u: Sauk`oiBa: ipipSao ihrNyaO: |
[-Saanaadasya Bauvanasya BaUrona- vaa ] yaaoYad\ rud`adsaUya-ma\ || 9 ||
Ah-na\ ibaBaiYa- saayakaina Qanvaah-na\ inaYkM yajatM ivaSva$pma\ |
Ah-innadM dyasao ivaSvamaBvaM na vaa AaojaIyaao rud` %vadist || 10 ||
stUih EautM gat-sadM yauvaanaM maRgaM na BaIamamauph%naumauga`ma\ |
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maRLa jair~o rud` stvaanaao|nyaM to Asmainna vapntu saonaa: || 11 ||
kumaariScat\ iptrM vandmaanaM p`it naanaama rud`aopyantma\ |
BaUroda-tarM sa%pitM gaRiNaYao stuts%vaM BaoYajaa rasyamao || 12 ||
To him, the strong, fair-complexioned mighty one, I offer an eminent adulation. We
serve the Supreme Lord with adorations; we glorify him whose splendid name is Rudra.
He with several strong, firm limbs is adorned with bright golden ornaments. The divine
strength of Rudra never departs from him, who is the strong Lord of the World.
Comfortably you carry your bow and arrows, shining in your many-coloured necklace.
Effectively you destroy the wrongdoers to pieces; mightier than you there is no one else.
Praises be for him, the chariot borne, young, fearsome and famous, hunter like the Lion
prowling in the forests. O Rudra be kind to the singer, let thy hosts spare us and smite
the strangers. I prostrate before you as a sons would to his father when he greets him.
I praise the Lord of the heroes, a generous giver, give us succor who here praise you.
Explanation:
Seer overwhelmed by the gracious Rudra’s energizing powers as the strong, firm mightier than other
gods, offers his obeisance. Mightier instruments are needed for effectively terminating the inborn and
long lasting deficiencies and demerits, obscurity and ignorance. The seer finds no other divine power
than Rudra who could accomplish the task.
In these hymns there are strong overtones of non-Arya deity – the Shishna deva, who is depicted
sitting in yogic pose, with arms adorned with gold ornaments and head gear like a warrior, with bow and
arrows, with beasts around him, who is here glorified as Rudra, which description strongly reminiscent
of the strong, firm limbs adorned with bright golden ornaments, strong Lord of the World (Pashupati),
carrying bow and arrows, shining in many-coloured necklace. young, fearsome and famous, hunter like
the Lion prowling in the forests not letting his hosts not smite.

yaa vaao BaoYajaa marut: SaucaIina yaa SaMtmaa vaRYaNaao yaa mayaaoBau |
yaaina manaurvaRNaIta ipta nasta SaM ca yaaoSca rud`sya vaiSma || 13 ||
O Maruts, we the descendents of Manu may be graced with the wholesome and
healthy effectual medicines, which our father Manu has selected for us and which we
crave from Rudra for our welfare.
Explanation:
Rudra is the supreme physician and the Maruts are his messenger-couriers. Therefore he prays
Maruts to bring for him those medicines which are whole some and health providers. There is allusion
of the acceptance of Manu, the Arya ancestor, who has selected the medicine which will bring health and
welfare.

pir Naao hoit rud`sya vaRjyaa: pir %vaoYasya duma-itma-hI gaat\ |
Ava isqara maGavad\B(stnauYva maIZ\vastaokaya tnayaaya maRL || 14 ||
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May Rudra’s missile turn aside and spare us from the wrath of the impetuous one.
Turn O God, your strong bow away from our heroes and be you gracious to the
progeny.
Explanation:
The hymns brings out the sentiments which are conducive to the assimilation of the non-Arya deity
with the Arya-Rudra. Recalling the times when the gods and his followers had raided the Arya
settlements with ferocity of his followers, the seer pray that his wrath be turned away and grace fall on
their progeny.

evaa baBa`ao vaRYaBa caoiktana yaqaa dova na )NaIYao na hMisa |
hvanaEauunnaao rud`oh baaoiQa baRhd\ vadoma ivadqao sauvaIra: || 15 ||
O Well-built bull, thus displaying your nature, neither be angry nor harm us. Listen
Rudra to our invocation. Loud we speak in this assembly with our heroes.
Explanation:
Finally the seer prays Rudra to be gracious to the heroes who have assembled here to pray.

__________
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XXXIV.
[nd`:
sau> 4 . 26, vaamadovaao gaaOtma: , [nd`:
The purpose in all spiritual endeavour is Bliss of Beatitude, which is experienced when the fragment
finds kinship with the Whole. The said experience is compared with the inseparable oneness which one
experiences when one is in close embrace of his beloved distinct from each other even when
experiencing the identity of companionship. All the hymns are expressions of that spiritual need as well
as fulfillment. In that process gods become the luminous centres which lead one to extent of their role
in spiritual regeneration, step by step and stage by stage to the supreme goal. Therefore, the importance
of the gods should not be measured by the number of hymns collated in Rigveda. If there are more
hymns addressed to Agni and Indra, then it is because their role is predominantly emphasized. The goal
which is difficult to be traversed is delineated by few because few have reached the goal in its full
grander dimension.
Therefore, when one uses one or the medium or Path to reach out the goal, the medium and the Path
becomes as important or to that matter assumes the character of the goal. When the medium if being used
or the Path is being traversed, it the goal which should be kept constantly in perspective; otherwise one
is likely to be enamaoured by the medium and enslaved by the Path without reaching the goal.
This remarkable hymn is said to be addressed to Indra; if it is so then it is evidently because Indra
is as the presiding deity over mind, the dominant representative instrument of effulgence of That One in
Creation and in formatting, concealing and revealing the reality behind the façade which the mind itself
has created, ‘rUpM rUpM pitrUpao baBaUva tdsya rUpM p`itcaxaNaaya | [nd`ao maayaaiBa pu$rUp [-yato yau>a (sya hrya: StadSa ||’ (VI.47.18). This
becomes clarified in when one finds that it That One which was earlier undifferentiated became
differentiated with essence and form - ‘Aa%maOvaodmaga` AasaI%pu$YaivaQa:; saao|nauvaIxya naanyada%manaao|pSyat\, saao|hmaI%yaga`o vyaahrt\,
ttao|hMnaamaaBavat\ |’(Brihad Aranyaka Up.). When That One becomes conscious of its existence it speaks itself
as AhM having distinct identity and as Aisma having distinct Existence. Thereafter becoming effulgent baRht\ it
said, ‘AhM vaava saRiYTrisma, AhM hIdM sava-amasaRxaIit, tt: saRiYTrBavat, . .’ AhM should not be translated as ‘I’, which is the
consequence when AhM becames AhMkar,, having distinct identity. AhM is td\ ekma\, the Prime Existence which
became conscious of ITSELF as ‘AhM, ba`*ma, Aisma’ or AhM ba`*maaisma. ‘~INyaa%manao ku$t [it manaao vaacaM p`aNama\’ – That One
provided for itself Mind as the one of the three instruments of effulgence. Therefore, the statement is
validation of That One, the universal Self and not the individual self of Vamadeva. Therefore, it is That
One itself as AhM and Aisma and the effulgent ba`*ma which is the subject matter of the hymn.
Sanskrit Language has a remarkable sense for drawing meaning from the roots of every word, taking
note that the sound of the letter does not change or ever get destroyed the eternal essence of the sound
of the letter. The word retains not only the phonetic character but also the essential meaning which the
sound suggests. Sound has a transformative characteristic which changes the meaning as the letters come
to be grouped in a particular manner. Therefore, AhM suggests the prime letter A becoming AhM. When A
is associated with another letter sa\ then the sound becomes changes to Asa\ - to be, to exist or Existence.
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This proposition goes far removed away from the hitherto held traditional view that it is Vamadeva
Gautama, who on realization, reflects back on the remarkable relationship which he found between his
individual self with each other similar self, manifested earlier as Manu, Surya, and even as sage
Kakshivan. This is also equally possible proposition, because one finds similar expansive realization in
Upanishads where it is declared ‘yastu savaa-iNa BaUtanyaa%manyaovaanaupSyait | sav-BaUtoYau caa%maanaM ttao na ivajaugauPsato || yaismansavaa-iNa
BaUtanyaa%maOvaaBaUiWjaanat: | t~ kao maaoh: k: Saaok ek%vaamanupSyait ||’ (Isha. Up. 6-7). But, by that affirmation, the alternative
suggestion does not deserve to be disregarded entirely, either.
Vamadeva Gautama is the enlightened seer and what have been recorded are his reflections. Indra
as the propitiated deity is only the medium through whom That One – td\ ekM is eulogized as Syaona, the
mythical bird of heavens.

AhM manaurBavaM saUya-Scaa|hM kxaIvaa^ ?iYarisma ivap`: |
AhM ku%samaajau-naoyaM nyauHjao|hM kivaruSanaa pSyata maa || 1 ||
The Self in earlier times became Manu; the Self was Surya, seer Kakshivan, the
Prime Existence as Ashvattha. The Self is Kutsa, the son of Aruni, the Self is the farseeing Ushana. Behold, thus I reckon.
Explanation:
Brahman manifested in earlier times as Manu, Surya, seer Kakshivan; the Prime Existence as
Ashvattha, Kutsa, the son of Aruni, the far-seeing Ushana. Purusha Sukta says ‘ sahsa`SaIYaa- pu$Ya: sahasa`axa: sahasa`pat\
| sa BaUimaM ivaSvatao vaR%vaa%yaitYz_Saa=\gaulama\ ||’ (X.90.1) - The mani-formed Purusha, of mani-fold vision, and manifold
movement, pervading the Universe on every direction, surpasses the Space by ten measures. tsmaV&at\ .
. pSaUna\ t^aMScak`o vayavyanarNyana\ ga`amyaaSca yao || . . gaavaao h jai&ro tsmaat\ tsmaajjata Ajaavaya: ||’ (X.90.8-10) - From that supreme
sacrifice . . creatures of the air and animals wild and the mild arose . . Then there were born the horses
and also animals with two sets of teeth, the cattle, the goats and sheep. Yajnavalkya says in Brihad
Aranyaka Up (II.4.14) ‘ya~ vaa Asyasava-maa$maOvaaBaUt%kona kM ijaGa`ot\ t%kona kM pSyaot\ t%kona kM EauNauyaat\ t%kona kmaiBavadot\ t%kona kM manvaIt t%kona
kM ivajaanaIyaat\ | yainaodM sava-M ibajaanaait tM kona ivajaanaIyat\ |’ - When every thing has become the Self, then by what and whom
should one smell, see,, hear speak think, and understand?
Vamadeva experienced enlightenment in similar fashion. That is why he speaks of himself as Manu,
Surya, seer Kakshivan; the Prime Existence as Ashvattha, Kutsa, the son of Aruni and as the far-seeing
Ushana.

AhM BaUimamaddamaayaa-yaa|hM vaRiYTM daSauYao ma%yaa-ya |
Ahmapao AnayaM vaavaSaanaa mama dovaasaao Anau kotmaayana\ || 2 ||
The Self bestowed place to dwell for the nobles and rained streams on those who
bring offerings. The Self guided the torrents that flowed there from and the luminous
powers according to his pleasures.
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Explanation:
One of the earlier seer had pointed ‘yasyaomao ihmavantao maih%vaa yasya samaud`M rsayaa sahahu: | yasyomaa: p`ivaSaao yasya baahU . . || yaona
VaOruga`a pRiqavaI ca dRLha yaona sva: stiBatM yaona naak: | yaao Antirxao rjasaao ivamaana: .. || yaM k`ndsaI Avasa tstBaanao AByaOxaotaM manasaa raojamaanao | ya~aiQa
saUr ]idtao ivaBaait . . || (X.129.4-5-6) - By whose might are these snowy mountains, by whose essence is this
sea seeped, by whose strength of arms these quarters are upheld . . By whom is this space made strong,
by whom the ground is made steadfast, by whom the luminous course and the sky made spirited. . By
whom the two (the space and the earth) are arranged and supported in shining spirit, on whom the Sun
shines in resplendence. . In similar fashion Vamadeva too says that the Self bestowed place for the noble
ones to dwell and rained streams for them guiding their thoughts that flow from and the luminous powers
to shines. Dwelling place was the mind and the thoughts being the streams and brilliant thoughts being
the powers that shine.

AhM purao mandsaanaao vyaOrM nava saakM navatI: Sambarsya |
SattmaM vaoSyaM sava-tata idvaaodasamaitiqagvaM yadavama\ || 3 ||
The Self (as Indra), reinforced by Bliss, demolished Sambara’s ninety nine forts and
entirely the hundredth one, while helping Divodasa Atithigva.
Explanation:
Brihad Aranayak Up. says, ‘i~Nyaa%manao ku$t [it - manaao vaacaM p`aNama\’ – Self created for itself three instruments
for manifestation. Mind and Indra, as the presiding deity over mind, became the predominant instrument
of effulgence. Self, therefore, through its principal instrument Mind, reinforced by Bliss, demolished
Sambara’s forts thereby helping Divodasa. Sambara represents the forces of darkness, his forts being the
minds which is obscured. Divodasa is an enlightened devotee, whose release is seen as consequence of
Bliss. Deliverance by the effulgent Indra is deliverance by the Self. Seers use popular historical events
to demonstrate eternal truths. Therefore, while hymns are based on historical events, they do not
represent history.

p` sau Ya ivaByaao marutao ivarstu p` Syaona: SaonaoBya AaSaup%vaa |
Acak`yaa yat\ svaQayaa saupNaao- hvyaM Barnmanavao dovajauYTma\ || 4 ||
Before you measure this falcon, O Maruts, supreme is this swift-winged Shyena,
strongly self-possessed with no one to bear him, That One brought to Manu the
wholesome offerings.
Explanation:
It is impossible to measure the comprehensive energy existing in That One, who as swift-moving
falcon Syaona envelops and pervades far distant places. In earlier days Manu, who was effulgent with Bliss,
the essence of That One, was provided with wholesome offerings. Seer seems to suggest that even as
Manu earlier, with whom he has established companionship, he tto now should be the beneficiary of the
choice offerings.

Bard\ yaid ivartao vaoivajaana: pqaaoruNaa manaaojavaa Asaija- |
tUyaM yayaaO maQaunaa saaomyaonaaot Eavaao ivaivado Syaonaao A~ || 5 ||
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When the bird brought in rapid movements and sent the swift thoughts on widespread Path, the same were returned with sweetness of Bliss, the Falcon in that process
attaining brilliance.
Explanation:
Bird is the energy that elevates the thought fastest moving in universe, with swiftness of a falcon,
unless it is with difficulty restrained. The thoughts imbibe the bliss of That One, the falcon, in that
process shining with resplendence.

?jaIpI Syaonaao ddmaanaao AMSauM pravat: Sakunaao mand`M madma\ |
saaomaM Bard\ dadRhaNaao dovaavaana\ idvaao AmauYmaadu<aradadaya || 6 ||
Climbing above holding the thought and the bird bringing the draught that
gladdens, the Falcon spreads upward. Comrade of the luminous beings clutching
Soma which the birds had brought it rises to the loftiest heavens.
Explanation:
Noble thoughts elevate the soul upward and ignoble ones relegate it downward. As the thoughts
become energetic with bliss brought by birds from the heavens, the falcon takes elevates them thus
enriched with the Bliss of Beatitude, the loftiest of heavens.

Aadaya Syaonaao ABarna\ saaomaM sahsa`M savaa^ AyautM ca saakma\ |
A~a purMiQarjahadraaitma-do saaomasya maUra AmaUr: || 7 ||
Providing Soma bearing thousand libations, yes, ten thousand libations Shyena the
falcon bringing it from above offers it down here on earth. Therein, the courageous
ones leave all the malignant ones behind, the wise with wild ecstasy, leaving the unwise
far behind.
Exaplanation:
That One, the falcon brings luminous libations from above and offers them here down below to those
who deserve. The enlightened bold ones leave the malignant ones far behind, wise becomes wild with
abundance and the timid sinking in scarcity.

__________
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XXXV.
saU> -
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Aa%maa
. 125 , ?iYa: vaagaamBaRNaI , Aa%maa

The seer of this hymn is Vak Ambhrani, daughter of Seer Ambhrani, who is of a non-Arya descent.
This non-Arya response to Self – Aa%maa, as the essential and substantive attribute of That One, should be
seen in the context of the hymn (IV.26) addressed by the doyen of Arya culture, Gotama Vamadeva to
Indra as the presiding deity over Mind, one of the three primary instrument of effulgence of That One,
the other two being vaak\ and p`aNa. It would be observed that Aa%maa - the Self, AhM - I, is as valid a instrument
of the sat\ – the Prime Existence, td\ ekma\ - That One as Indra also is an substantive instrument of divine
effulgence.
In later times the symbolism of Aa%maa - the Self of this hymn became crystallized gradually as vaak\,
Speech, Axar, the immutable syllable !, the sign, symbol, mark, indicative character, with elaborate
transformation as the anthropomorphic Lakshmi, which became the consort of Sriman Narayana or
Vishnu in puranic tradition, on the spacious statement – ‘mama yaainarPsva1nt: samaudo’. Aa%maa then becomes sign, mark,
indicative character, the primary symbol of the effulgence, p`kRit in the process of creation.
It is the p`kRit, vaak\, laxmaI, the symbol which speaks as Aa%maa.

AhM
AhM
AhM
AhM

$d`oiBava-sauiBaScaramyahmaaid%ya%yaOrut ivaSvadovaO: |
ima~avaruNaaoBaa ibaBamya-himand`aigna AhmaiSvanaaoBaa || 1 ||
saaomamaahnasaM ibaBamya-hM %vaYTarmaut pUYaNaM Bagama\ |
dQaaima d`ivaNaM hivaYmato saup`avyao3 yajaamaanaaya saunvato || 2 ||

I wander with Rudras, Vasus, Adityas and various luminous centres of energy. I
uphold the splendour of Mitra-Varuna, of Indra-Agni and of Ashvins as well. I cherish
and expand the lofty, fostering Soma. I support Tvashta, Pushan and Bhaga as well. I
enrich the zealous sacrificer who pours juice and offers oblations.
Explanation:
Having manifested in various forms, That One enters within each of them, to the tip of the nail as
it were, infusing the essence in them. Therefore, when That One makes a statement that it wanders long
with Rudras, Vasus, Adityas and various luminous centres of energy and uphold the splendour of MitraVaruna, Indra-Agni and of Ashvins as well, it suggests that in each of these mediums, the presence of
the Self as essence is present and substantive. Consequently when one adores and worships the forms,
it is the essence of That One as well is adored and worshipped.

AhM raYT/I saMgamanaI vasaUnaaM icaiktuYaI p`qamaa yai&yaanaama\ |
taM maa dovaa vyadQau: puru~a BaUirsqaa~aM BaUyaa-vaoSayantIma\ || 3 ||
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I am the humankind; I gather thoughtful treasures for the meritorious ones. The
luminous powers are established by me in many places with many doors to abide and
dwell in.
Explanation:
When That One becomes manifest it recognizes and identifies itself as ‘AhM’ and ‘Aisma’ Having entered
itself as the essence in every form created, That One becomes conscious that it as A%maa, the Self verily
is the creation - ‘AhM vaava saRiYTrisma, AhM hIdM sava-amasaRxaIit, tt: saRiYTrBavat, . .’ (Brihad Aranyaka Up.). On that level,
Purusha ‘sa vaa AyaM p$Ya: savaa-sau pUYau- puirSaya: naOnaona ikaMcanaanaavaRtrma\ naOnaonasaMvaRtma\’ and Prakriti ‘p`kraoit [it p`kRit:’ and the creation
are one and same‘p`kRto: ik`yamaaNaaina gauNaO: kma-iNa sava-Sa:’ (Bhagavad Gita.III.27). Even as a dancer is not different
from the dance even so is the Creator is not different from his effulgent creation. Then there remains
nothing to be done or accomplished and every thing to be experienced and realized. He, who has eyes
to see and ears to hear, is receptive to the resonance of That One, becomes aware of the palpable presence
of the essence in every form, with many opportunities opened for seekers to access and abide therein.

mayaa saao Annamai<a yaao ivapSyait ya: p`aiNait ya [M-M SaRNaao%yau>ma\ |
Amantvaao maaM t ]p ixayaint EauiQa Eaut EaiwvaM to vadaima || 4 ||
Ahmaova svayaimadM vadaima jauYTM dovaoiBarut maanauYaoiBa: |
yaM kamayao tMtmauga`M kRNaaoima tM ba`a*maaNaM tmaRiYaM tM saumaoQaama\ || 5 ||
Through me alone all eat food that nourishes them, those who breathe hear and
speak. they know not they dwell within me. Hear one and all, this is the Truth, I declare.
I, verily, articulate the words which the luminous ones speak and the men embrace. I
make those whom I favour exceedingly mighty, wise in Wisdom, a seer and exceedingly
intelligent.
Explanation:
Essence reposed in every form created; it is what primarily that operates from within the form. It
is the Self which listens with the ear, thinks with the mind, speaks through the speech, breathes through
breath and sees through the eye – ‘Eaaotsya Eaao~ma\ manasaao mana yad vaacaao h vaacaM sa ] p`aNasya p`aNa: caxauscaxaur\ . .’ says Kena Up.
In Brihad Araanyak Up. we find that when asked about Brahman who is perceivable directly and through
inference - ‘ya%saaxaadparaoxaad\ba`*ma, ya A%maa savaa-ntr:’ Yaknavalkya replies ‘ya: p`aNaona p`aiNait . . yaao|panaonapanaIit . . yaao vyaanaonavuanaIit
.. ya ]danaonaaodanaIit sa t Aa%maa sava-ntr:’ – He is the Breath which breathes in, breathes out, breathes about, breathes
up is the Self who is in all creation.
Likwise, it is Vak alone that eats the food that nourishes or that breathes hears and speaks. But
people without being aware of this inalienable fact do not know that they dwell within me. It is Vak that
articulates the words which the luminous ones speak and people at large accept. Whom Vak favours, them
she makes exceedingly mighty, wise in Wisdom, a seer and exceedingly intelligent.

AhM rud`aya Qanaura tnaaoima ba`*maiWYao Sarvao hntvaa ] |
AhM janaaya samadM kRNaaomyahM VavaapRiqavaI Aa ivavaoSa || 6 ||
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I bend the bow for Rudra that he may strike and destroy those who deride Wisdom.
I rouse revitalizing the people who struggle for Earth and Heavens.
Explanation:
‘p`kRitM svaamaiQaYzaya samBavaamyaa%mamaayayaa’ (IV.6), ‘p`kRitM svaamavaYTBya ivasaRjaaima puna: puna:’ (IX.7) ‘mayaaQyaxaoNa p`kRit: saUyato sacaracarna\’
(IX.10) – thus does Krishna speak variously in Bhagavad Gita. It is the energy (Pakriti) of the manifest
Self, which is not different from the Self that enables Rudra to overthrow the despisers of Wisdom, to
rouse people to struggle for justice and acquire pre-eminent position on earth and immortal life in
heavens.

AhM sauvao iptrmasya maUQa-na\ mama yaaoinarPsva1nt: samaud`o |
ttao iva itYzo Bauvanaanau ivaSvaaotamaUM VaM vaYma-Naaop spRSaaima || 7 ||
Ahmaova vaat [va p` vaamyaarBamaaNaa Bauvanaaina ivaSvaa |
prao idvaa pr enaa pRiqavyaOtavait maihnaa saM baBaUva || 8 ||
My origin is in the waters of the ocean from where I take my father touching all the
existing creatures and touch even those in yonder heavens with my forehead. I, verily,
am the Breath that sweeps like tempest and storm, holding all worlds together. Beyond
this wide world and beyond the expansive heavens, I have become mighty in grandeur.
Explanation:
When creation becomes manifest as effulgence of That One, there was nothing but the vast ocean
covered by incomprehension in undifferentiated state of movement – ‘tma AasaIt\ tmasaa gaUL\hmaga`o|p`kot sailalaM sava-maa
[dma\ |’, a state similar to Mind which is not yet productive being in a state of confused obscurity and
bewilderment. Even as in the case of That One which becomes effulgent with kama, the self-Impulse – ‘
kamastga`o samavat-taiQa manasaao rot: p`qamaM yadasaIt\ | (X.129.4), with self-recognition as AhM, giving rise to all subsequent
creation, in Mind also kama, the desire becomes transformed as thoughts. The word kama has positive as well
negative dimension. In Upanishads the word is used as positive impulse – saao|kamayato. When that word used
in the empirical world of experiences it ordinarily means sense-impelled desires. That One has, in fact,
nothing to be desired and nothing to be fulfilled, as Krishna points out in Bhagavad Gita ‘na mao paqaa-ist ktvyaM i~Yau laaokoYau ikMcana | naanavaaPtmavaaPtvyaM vat- eva ca kma-iNa ||’ as Krishna points out in Bhagavad Gita (III.22). In the case
of That One, the kama, desire becomes transformed as his effulgence ‘AsyaOvaOtaina ina:Svaisataina’ as natural as Breath
breathing out..
Therefore, when That One becomes effulgent, it provides for itself Mind as the first instruments for
effulgence. Aa%maa, which speaks here in this hymn, is first of the lucid expanse of the Mind, from where
it makes itself and its varied manifestation known to all on earth and even those in yonder heavens. Then,
taking the other instruments of vaak\ and p`aNa it energizes the worlds and heavens in mighty performances
of actions.
__________
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XXXVI.
dovaa:
saU> - 10. 72 , ?iYa – laaO@yaao baRhspit:, baRhspitrai=garsa:, daxaayaNaI Aidit , dovaa:
In this hymn the seer speaks of the gods who are luminous centers of enlightenment, so that the
seekers of future generations may recognize and propitiate them. In one of the important hymns, the seer
wonders ‘kao Awa vaod [h p` vaaocaa%kut Aajaata kut [yaM ivasaRiYT: | Avaa-Gdovaa Asya ivasaja-naonaaqaa kao vaod yat AabaBaUva ||’ - Who knows
here knows and who here can declare; whence it was born and whence was this creation? Later than this
creation, were the luminous divinities; who can declare here, whence it came first in existence. ‘kao Awa
vaod k [h p` vaaocad\ dovaa^ AcCa pqyaa3 ka samaoit | ddREa eYaamavamaa sadaMisa proYau yaa gau(oYua || - Who knows this truly and who can
here declare it, what Paths lead us together to the gods? Only the lowest regions of their existence are
seen, who indeed, exists supreme on the mystical planes?
Here in this hymn that prayer is replied by the seer for the seekers in future generations, who may
wonder as one ignorant of the land asks one who knows it, to travel forward as instructed by the knowing
guide – ‘Axao~ivat\ xao~ivadM (p`aT\ sa p`Oit xao~ivadanauiSaT: |’ (X.32.7).

dovaanaaM nau vayaM jaanaa p` vaaocaama ivapnyayaa |
]@qaoYau SasyamaanaoYau ya: pSyaadu<aro yaugao || 1 ||
Let us being wise laud the luminous ones for generations do that they may recognize
them when these hymns are sung in future ages.
Explanation:
The seer here desires to speak of the gods who preside over different manifested centres of energies
in furthering, in maintaining and dissolving the creation. These centres had benefited in earlier spiritual
regeneration and the seer desires they may also lead in future regenerative process. Therefore, he records
their existence and their nature so that the seekers who would sing these hymns in future eras may also
be energized by them.

ba`*maNaspitrota saM kmaa-r [vaaQamat\ |
dovaanaaM pUvyao- yaugao|sat: sadjaayat || 2 ||
From the luminous ray of Brahmanaspati the gods in earlier ages were produced
with a blast and crystallizing in forms; the Existence coming to spring from nonExistence.
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Explanation:
Creation has been the subject matter of many diverse statements. In Bhavavrittam we find it
mentioned: ‘naasadasaInnaao sadasaI<adanaIma\’ - Then, there was neither non-Existence nor Existence. . and ‘AanaIdvaatM svaQayaa
tdokM tsmaawanya~ pr: ikM canaasa’ - without breathing, alone with self-impulse was That One. Other than that, there
was nothing else. In essence, therefore, That One itself brought Existence, as creation from the state of
non-Existence of such creation was as non-Existence, becoming itself the substratum (AiQaYzana) the
material cause (]padna), instrumental cause (inaima<a) and consequence (pirNama). Thus, creation became a
transformation of That One from its undifferentiated state to the differentiated state by name and form.

dovaanaaM yaugao p`qamao|sat: sadjaayat |
tdaSaa Anvajaayant tdu<aanapdspir || 3 ||
Earlier than the gods, Existence (creation as differentiated state by name and form)
was brought about first from non-Existence (the undifferentiated state). Then were the
regions born and thereafter sprang the centres of energy.
Explanation:
In Brihad Aranyak Up. we find it clarified, ‘twodM t(-vyaakRtmaasaIt\, tnnaamarUpaByaamaova vyaak`Iyat . . sa eYa [h p`ivaYT Aa
naKaga`oBya: . . AkR%snaao ih sa:, p`aNannaova p`aNaao naama Bavait, vadna\ vaak\, pSyaMScaxau:, SaRNvana\ Eaao~ma\, manvanaao mana:, tanyasayaOtaina kma-naamaanyaova | sa yaao|t
ekOkmaupasato na sa vaod, AkR%snaao (oYaao|t ekOkona Bavait; Aa%mao%yaovaaopasaIt, A~ (oto sava-M ekM Bavait | tdot%pdnaIyamasya sava-sya yadyamaa%maa, Anaona (ot%savaM vaod | (I.4.7) - ‘At that time all this was undifferentiated. That One became differentiated by name and
form. That One entered in here even to the tips of the nails. That One no one sees for it is incomplete,
when breathing That One is called prime breath, when speaking the voice, when seeing the eye, when
hearing the ear, when thinking the mind. These are merely the names of the actions of That One. He who
meditates on one or the other of them he does not know because that is incomplete, with one or the other
of these characteristics. The Self is to be meditated for in it all these (incomplete ones) become one.
These are all like the footprints, for by them one knows all this’.
In the process of creation, energies came to be infused later and the gods to preside over them came
thereafter. In Bhavavritta too the seer says, ‘Avaa-Gdovaa Asya ivasaja-naonaaqaa kao vaod yat AabaBaUva’ - Later than this creation,
were the luminous divinities; who can declare here, whence it came first in existence.

BaUja-& ]<aanapdao Bauva AaSaa Ajaayant |
Aidtod-xyaao Ajaayat dxaaWaidit: pir || 4 ||
Earth sprang from the energy and the regions rose from the earth. From Daksha was
born Aditi and from her the descendents of Daksha were born.
Explanation:
Daksha is the father of the creatures during one of the eras. From him was Aditi, who as the mother
earth, does not eat but nourishes those who gives birth. From her came up all the creatures, the
descendents of Daksha Prajapati.
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Aidit(-jainaYT dxa yaa duihta tva |
taM dovaa Anvajaayant Bad`a AmaRtbanQava: || 5 ||
Aditi, your daughter, O Daksha, was brought forth, and thereafter were the
auspicious and immortal gods.
Explanation:
Aditi, who is the daughter of Daksha, is the origin of the gods as well as of all creation, ‘AiditVaOriditrntirxamaiditmaa-ta sa ipta sa pu~: | ivaSvao dovaa Aidit: pHcajanaa Aiditjaa-tmaiditja-ina%vama\ || (I.89.10) - Aditi is the heaven, the midregion, the mother, father and the son as well. She is (the mother) of all divinities of the people, of all
those born and yet to be born.

ya_ovaa Ad: sailalao sausaMrbQaa AitYzt |
A~a vaao naR%yataimava tIva`ao roNaurpayat || 6 ||
When you were together in close in fluid state then as dancers the luminous rays
stepped from your feet.
Explanation:
Dance begins when the dancer steps on the stage to dance. Even so when the gods manifest from
their close togetherness, the dancers stepped forth as luminous rays. That One, when it became
differentiated by name and form, then it stepped from the undifferentiated state of being in here as the
numerous centres of energy even to the tips of the nails. That One no one sees for it is in fluid state,
and when breathing That One becomes luminous ray as prime breath, when speaking the voice, when
seeing the eye, when hearing the ear, when thinking the mind.

ya_ovaa yatyaao yaqaa Bauvanaanyaipnvat: |
A~a samaud` Aa gauL\hmaa saUya-majaBat-na || 7 ||
Then the gods like the persevering Yatis caused all things to grow and brought the
luminous rays of Surya which lay concealed in the ocean.
Explanation:
The gods are the luminous ones presiding on the energy centres. With perseverance they cause
things to come in existence and with perseverance they sustain and nurture them with luminous rays
which they bring from Surya which till then remained without dawning on the eastern horizon.

AYTaO pu~aasaao Aidtoyao- jaatastnva1spir |
dovaa^ ]p p`Ot\ saPtiBa: pra maata-NDmaasyat\ || 8 ||
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Eight were the sons of Aditi, who from wee born to her. With seven sons she went
to heavens, casting the Martand far in distance.
Explanation:
Aditi was the mother of her eight luminous sons, out of which she took with the seven sons to
heaven, leaving Martand – Surya in space, to shine and nurture animate and inanimate creatures.

saPtiBa: pu~Oriditrup p`Ot pUvyMa-M yaugama\ |
p`jaayaO maR%yavao %vat\ punamaa-ta-NDmaaBart\ || 9 ||
With her seven sons Aditi went to merge in ancient age, leaving Martanda to spring
to life and depart from life every day.
Explanation:
This hymn graphically describes the passage of Surya as the illuminating deity in space, which comes
to life at every dawn on the eastern horizon and similarly departs from life when he sets in the western
horizon.
__________
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XXXVII.
ivaSvaodovaa: - 1
saU> - 1. 105 | ?iYa – i~t AaP%ya:; ku%sa Aa=gaIrsaao vaa | ivaSvaodovaa: |
cand`maa APsva1ntra saupNaao- Qaavato idiva |
na vaao ihrNyanaomaya: pdM ivandint ivaVutao iva<aM mao Asya raodsaI || 1 ||
As Time flows in heavens, the moon with his beauteous formations and lightning
with its golden movements glides in the sky. But the human being does not find O lord
your place of abidance. Mark my anguish, you Earth and the Heaven.
Explanation:
The seer is waiting for deliverance from the primordial life finds neither solace nor any solution, for
that abiding place of Gods, the luminous centres of energy. Time flies with rapidity with neither soothing
caress of the moon nor illustrious flashes of the lightening remaining firm and steady. In these fleeting
moments human being ever confused and in torment does not find the abiding place of Bliss.

Aqa-imad\ vaa ] Aiqa-na Aa jaayaa yauvato pitma\ |
tuHjaato vaRYNyaM pya: pirdaya rsaM duho iva<aM mao Asya raodsaI || 2 ||
Surely men crave and gain their desires and close to her husband does the wife
cling, and in the embrace interlocked, both give and take their love. Mark my anguish,
you Earth and the Heaven.
Explanation:
It is not that in primordial life, human beings remain unsatisfied. Their desires are fulfilled and they
enjoy their pleasures in mutual company. But such physical pleasures are fleeting, transient and
impermanent. This is the tragedy of temporal experiences and pleasures in primordial life.

maao Yau dovaa Ad: sva1rva paid idvaspir |
maa saaomyasya SaMBauva: SaUnao BaUma kda cana iva<aM mao Asya raodsaI || 3 ||
Never be denied for us that Light, O Gods, that shines in the sky Do not deny us
ever the blessed bliss. Mark my anguish, you Earth and the Heaven.
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Explanation:
The seer seeks both the enlightenment and the bliss which the he is entitled and pleads that they may
never be denied to him.

ya&M pRcCamyavamaM sa td\ dUtao iva vaaocait |
@va ?tM pUvya-M gatM kstd\ ibaBait- naUtnaao iva<aM mao Asya raodisa || 4 ||
I inquire of the last sacrifice performed. As messenger you shall speak. Where is the
ancient Law divine? Who is the new diffuser now? Mark my anguish, you Earth and the
Heaven.
Explanation:
He seeks to now from those who have ‘seen’ and ‘heard’ after performing their ya&, performance of
sacrificial rites and rituals. As another seer says ‘Aicaik%vaana\ icaiktuYaSa\ icad\ A~ kvaIna\ pRcCaima ivad\manao na ivaWana\ |’ (I.164.6)
– Un-knowing I, as one ignorant, ask of those who know, the seers, as the messengers of that Wisdom
for knowledge. Where is that ancient law, which they lauded? Who is its present supervisor?

AmaI yao dovaa: sqana i~Yvaa raocanao idva: |
kd\ va ?tM kdnaRtM @va p`%naa va Aahuitiva-<aM mao Asya raodisa || 5 ||
You gods, who have homes in the three lucid realms of heaven, what is the universal
dispensation and what is its violation? Where is the ancient appeal to you? Mark my
anguish, you Earth and the Heaven.
Explanation:
Gods are luminous centres of energy, dwelling in ethereal worlds, concealed from gaze of the
ordinary and uninitiated people. As centres of energy they ordain regulations for people follow and for
them to avoid keeping creation in proper and balanced order. The seeker who is unhappy with the
unrighteousness prevailing during his life wonders how and where the cosmic law has disappeared ?
Therefore, he asks where has the ancient appeal from sensible seekers has disappeared. This is a cry from
one whom being in obscure darkness and ignorance is deprived of clarity under illumination and from
wisdom.

kd\ va ?tsya QaNa-isa kd\ varuNasya caxaNama\ |
kdya-mNaao mahspqaait k`amaoma dUZ(ao iva<aM mao Asya raodisa || 6 ||
Where are your enduring declarations and where is Varuna’s observant eye? How
do we overcome the wicked on the Path which Surya had laid for us? Mark my anguish,
you Earth and the Heaven.
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Explanation:
The seer, his senses unable to bear inequity and injustice in the primordial world voices his
desperation. Seeing unrighteousness prevailing around him he wonders where have the ordinances have
gone, why have people have forgotten them? Why does Varuna not with his observant eyes see this fall
of ethical and moral depravity and control them with firmness? How does one tackle a wicked and
unenlightened person, on the noble and righteous Path which luminous Surya has laid down for the world
to traverse.

AhM saao Aisma ya: pura sauto vadaima kaina icat\ |
tM maa vyan%yaaQyaaoo3 vaRkao na tRYNajaM maRgaM iva<aM mao Asya raodisa || 7 ||
I am the one who sang many a hymn in olden times as bliss took overwhelmed me.
Even then the distressing cares consume me as a wolf would assail a deer. Mark my
anguish, you Earth and the Heaven.
Explanation:
Seer is confused. How can he who had sung hymns lauding Varuna find the god not supervising and
initiating firm actions. These cares have reduced his ability to think, even as a deer that faces the frightful
wolf staring down on him.

saM maa tpn%yaiBat: sap%naIirva pSa-va: |
maUYaao na iSSnaa vyadint maaQya: staotarM to Satk`tao iva<aM mao Asya raodisa || 8 ||
Like step wives on all sides or ribs harming me from sides, cares oppress me like
rats which eat the waver’s threads. Mark my anguish, you Earth and the Heaven.
Explanation:
Problems in primordial life are difficult to be tackled because they pursue from all sides. Seer seem
to make the problems appear grave comparing them with common place quarrels between co-wives, or
the chewing of weavers threads by the rats. Apart from showing the human side of the seer’s perception,
the simile also suggests the common place incidents in primordial life.

AmaI yao saPt rSmayast~a mao naaiBaratta |
i~tstd\ vaodaP%ya: sa jaaima%vaaya roBait iva<aM mao Asya raodisa || 9 ||
Where the seven luminous rays spread, there let my home and family enlarge. This,
Trita Aptya knows well speaking about solidarity. Mark my anguish, you Earth and the
Heaven.
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Explanation:
The seer wishes luminous to shine not only for himself but also extended it to include his home and
family as well to the extreme point of the creation, which the mythical Trita Aptya knows.

Aima yao pHcaaoxaNaao maQyao tsqauma-hao idva: |
dova~a nau p`vaacyaM saQa`IcaInaa ina vaavaRtuiva-<aM mao Asya raodisa || 10 ||
May those five mighty carriers who stand in the middle of the heavens high above
and having swiftly bearing my praises to the Gods swiftly return. Mark my anguish,
you Earth and the Heaven.
Explanation:
The five mighty bulls are the five powerful deities, the presiding as instruments of communication
in the five directions in universe according to Brihad Aranyaka Up. – Surya presiding over the eastern
quarter, Yama presiding over the southern quarter, Varuna presiding over the western quarter, Soma
presiding over the northern quarter and finally Agni presding over the zenith. They are the messengers
of human prayers as well as well as the dispensers of divine grace.

saupNaa- et Aasato maQya AaraoQanao idva: |
to saoQaint pqaao vaRkM trntM ya*vatIrpao iva<aM mao Asya raodisa || 11 ||
These birds of fair feathers exist in the centre of the luminous heaven, from where
they drive away the wolves as they cross the moving stream. Mark my anguish, you
Earth and the Heaven.
Explanation:
These five powerful deities, having gracious distinctive character are luminous in the heavens, from
where they drive away problems which humans encounter on earth in the ever vigorously streaming
primordial life.

navyaM tdu@qaM ihtM dovaasa: saup`vaacanama\ |
?tmaY-aint isanQava: sa%yaM tatana saUyaao- iva<aM mao Asya raodisa || 12 ||
Well established is this newly fashioned hymn worthy to be recited, gushing forth is
the steam of luminous Light, Surya extending the Path. Mark my anguish, you Earth
and the Heaven.
Explanation:
Seer is pleased with his new composition which, he is sure, will bring the righteous Law as a stream,
Surya laying down the luminous Path for it to flow.
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Agnao tva %yadu@qyaM dovaoYvas%yaaPyama\ |
sa na: sa<aao manauYvada dovaana\ yaixa ivaduYTrao iva<aM mao Asya raodisa || 13 ||
sa<aao haota manauYvada dovaa^ AcCa ivaduYTr: |
Aignah-vyaa sauYaUdit vaodao dovaoYau maoiQarao iva<aM mao Asya raodisa || 14 ||
Worthy of praise is Agni who has association with gods. Take your seat here like a
man of wisdom and bring the gods to our sacrifice. Mark my anguish, you Earth and
the Heaven. Here seated like a human priest to the gods, is Agni the wisest of all.
Expeditiously deliver to the gods our oblations O the Wise and intelligent one. Mark my
anguish, you Earth and the Heaven.
Explanation:
Agni is born wise with Wisdom – vaod, therefore he is jaatvaodsa\ ; ba`*mavao<aa the knower of Brahman, is puraoiht,
the priest preceding others presides over ya& performed by the gods, the seer Will energizing those who
have gathered. He is the one who receives and delivers the oblations offered to the gods in ya&.

ba`*maa kRNaaoit varuNaao gaatuivadM tmaImaho |
vyaUNaao-it )da maitM navyaao jaayatamaRtM iva<aM mao Asya raodisa || 15 ||
Varuna fashions Brahman, to such one we offer our prayers. He with heart reveals
his thoughts. Let the sacred hymn be rejuvenated. Let the auspicious sacrifice be
energized afresh. Mark my anguish, you Earth and the Heaven.
Explanation:
In earliest speculation, Heavens were conceptualized as the father, the begetter and Earth as the
mother; spread between two halves is the place of relationship. .– ‘VaaOmao- ipta jainata naaiBar~ banQaumao- maata pRiqavaI mahIyama\
| ]<aanayaaoyaao-inarntr~a . . ||’ (I.164.33). The later form of Dyaus and Prithivi was Aditi who was the aggregation
of the heaven, the space, mother father and the son, all gods people, all that has been and all that would
hence be – ‘AiditVaO-ridittntirxamaiditmaa-ta sa ipta sa pu~: | ivaSvao dovaa aidit: pHca janaa aiditjaa-tmaiditja-ina%vama\ ||’ (I.89.10). Varuna
is the deity presiding over individual as well as social morality coordinating religious and ethical ideas
in Cosmic law - ?t. The gods are said to have be born in ?t (?tjaa), protectors of ?t (?/tpa:), growing
in ?t (?tvaRwa:). He was associated with ya& from early period and was prominent before Indra dominate
Arya psyche, who is said to have been drinking from the moment he was born – Ad`aoQa sa%yaM tva tnmaih%vaM saVao
yajjataao Aipbaao h saaomama\ (III.32.9), ‘yajjaayaqaastdhrsy kamaoM|Saao: pIyaUYamaaipbaao igairYzama\ |’ (III.48.2) whereas it was Varuna who
planted the soma plant on the mountains – ‘saaomamd`aO’ (V.85.2). Therefore, Indra, Agni, Ashvins are referred
as younger gods. Though sacrifice originated with Varuna with an ethical and moral base, with increasing
importance of Indra, as war-hero, the importance of Varuna and ?t also dwindled.
Varuna is said to have sired Bhrigu, who approached his father to be instructed in the wisdom of
Brahman. Varuna said ‘yatao vaa BaUtaina jaayanto yaona jaataina jaIbaint yat\ p`yaint AibasaMivaSaint | td\ ivaija&asaasva td\ ba`*maoit |’ (Taittiriya
Up. III.1.1) – That from which these things are born, That by which when born they live, That into which
when departing they enter, seek That Wisdom. That is Brahman. Thus Varuna fashioned Brahman.
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AsaaO ya: pnqaa Aaid%yaao idiva p`vaacyaM kRt: |
na sa dovaa Aitk`mao tM mata-saao na pSyaqa iva<aM mao Asya raodisa || 16 ||
This is the Path which has been made luminous by Surya. It is not transgressed, O
gods and which the Mortals behold not. Mark my anguish, you Earth and the Heaven.
Explanation:
As Surya traverses the horizon, he illumines the Path. Seer Maitravaruni Vashishstha lauds ‘yadV saUyaba`vaao|naagaa ]Vna\ ima~aya varuNaaya sa%yama\ | vayaM dova~aidto syaama tva ip`yasaao Aya-mana\ gauNant: ||’ – when you. O Surya this day dawn without
any stains, lay down the Prime Existence (sa%ya) for Varuna and Mitra, Aditi, the mother and Aryaman
rejoice even as we sing our praises. And these two Mitra and Varuna, un-deceived, with their great power
hasten even the fools to be intelligent. And thus enlightened to thoughtful insight, they were lead to the
wholesome Paths transcending sorrows and obscurity.

i~t: kUpo|vaihtao dovaana\ hvat }tyao |
tcCuEaava baRhspit: kRNvannaMhUrNaaduru iva<aM mao Asya raodisa || 17 ||
Trita when he had fallen in the well called the gods to save him, which call was
heard by Brihaspati who released him from distress. Mark my anguish, you Earth and
the Heaven.

AruNaao maa sakRd\ vaRk: pqaa yantM ddSa- ih |
]ijjahIto inacaayyaa tYTova pRYT(amayaI iva<aM mao Asya raodisa || 18 ||
Angry wolf growled at me as I was traversing the Path, who like a carpenter whose
back needed to be scratched stoops and sulks back.
Explanation:
Angry wolf is the forces of darkness and obscurity that follow human beings like wolves, who need
to be attended and nurtured to their frailties.

enaa=gaUYaoNa vayaimand`vantao|iBa Yyaama vaRjanao sava-vaIra: |
tnnaao ima~ao varuNaao maamahntamaidit: isanQau: pRiqavaI ]t VaO: || 19 ||
Through this our prayer let us associate our thoughts with Indra, to conquer as
heroes in battles. With this prayer may Varuna, grace us, also Mitra, Aditi, Sindhu,
Earth and Heaven.
Explanation:
Finally the seer offers prayers to the gods for assistance and deliverance.
___________
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XXXVIII.
ivaSvao dovaa: 2
saU> - 1 . 164 , ?iYa – dIGa-tmaa AaOcaqya:, 1 – 41 ivaSvaodovaa:; 42 AaVqa-ca-sya vaak\ iWtIyasa Aap:
; 43 AaVqa-ca-sya SakQaUma: iWtIyasya saaoma: ; 44 koiSana: (Aigna: saUyaao- vaayauSca ) ; 45 vaak\ ; 46 - 47
saUya-: ; 48 saMva%sarkalacak`ma\ ; 49 sarsvatI ; 50 saaQyaa: ; 51 saUya-: ; pja-nyaagnayaao vaa; 52 saarsvaana\
saUyaao- vaa ,
This Sukta is collection of hymns ‘seen’ by various seers, not belong to anyone exclusive Seerfamily. When Vyasa decided to collate whatever hymns were prevailing out the innumerable hymns
‘seen’ by seers in different periods, places and people, he found that he could gather only few of them,
some of them fragments of the larger were lost. Therefore, he collated hymns in 2nd to 8th Manadals
‘seen’ by seven seers, Grtsamada, Vishvamitra, Vamadeva Gautama, Atri, Bhardvaj and Vashishtha and
their descendents. The hymns in adoration to Soma were grouped in the ninth Mandala. In the 1st and
the 10th Manadals the hymns ‘seen’ by various seers belonging to various families and available in
whatever form were grouped, hence they contain maximum numbers. It is opined that the hymns of the
second to the eighth Mandalas are of ancient origin and compared to them those in the first and tenth
Mandalas are of later origin, though there may have been some ancient ones. For instance, in the first
Mandala, the seers like Kutsa Angiras, Kanva Ghora were of earlier generations than many of those
whose hymns find collated in other Mandalas. Therefore, though they are ancient and in many cases
mystical and therefore unintelligible to common study, they contain many philosophical concepts which
found more exoteric clarifications in later scriptures. The present hymn addressed to Vishvadevas is one
such important collation.
On face of the text, the hymns appear disparate in expression. But one will observe a foundational
unity, mystical strain passing through them. This evidences that whichever manner one may express their
experiences reflect an uninterrupted flow of luminous enlightenment as unitary, eternal and absolute.
They are the expressions or rather often of the nature of musings in the course of their quest for Wisdom,
which has neither any beginning nor any end. It is nothing to be done with any becoming as is perennial
being. Therefore, one who studies these hymns should not endeavour to search any philosophy but
should experience a reflection, if possible, of the luminous light which they experienced.

Asya vaamasya pilatsya haotustsya Ba`ata maQyamaao As%yaSna: |
tRtIyaao Ba`ata GaRtpRYzaoo Asyaa~apSyaM ivaSapitM saPtpu~ma\ || 1 ||
Of this, Surya is the benign priest, Vayu with his graying countenance is the middle
brother and the third one is Agni, with his rear sprinkled with ghee. Here I do not see
the seven sons of the Universal Sire.

saPt yauHjaint rqamaokcak`maokao ASvaao vahit saPtnaamaa |
i~naaiBa cak`majarmanavMa-M ya~omaa ivaSvaa BauvanaaiQa tsqau: || 2 ||
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Seven were yoked to the one-wheeled Chariot which these seven horses lead. Of this
chariot, there are three immortal centres around which the worlds evolve.
Explanation:
One wheeled chariot is the vehicle which the luminous Surya drives; the seven horses are the seven
days and three immortal centres are the past, present and the future. The Martanda is the prior form of
Surya in his luminous splendour, ever moving in Time, from the past to the present and reaching out to
the future, season in and season out. Surya symbolizes the eternal quest for fulfillment and also for
enlightenment.

[maM rqamaiQa yao saPt tsqau: saPtcak`M saPt vahn%yaSvaa: |
saPt svasaarao AiBa saM navanto ya~ gavaaM inaihta saPt naama || 3 ||
The seven who are mounted on this chariot, yoked by seven horses and seven
wheels, are drawn onward. Seven singers sing in adoration as the seven luminous lights
stream along.
Explanation:
The seven who are mounted on the chariot are the seven seers, seven horses yoked to the chariot are
the seven divisions of the year- solstice, seasons, months, fortnights, days, nights and the hours, seven
wheels are the seven rays in which Surya disperses his luminous rays for enlightenment, seven singers
are the seven notes in which Saman is sung in adoration. The seven numbers is used primarily as symbol
for the various ways in which Surya becomes luminous and not as the ultimate principle in the process
of rejuvenation of the human mind from darkness, obscurity to enlightenment and clarity. The symbols
should not be stretched too far, lest it replaces in human consciousness the very principle which it seeks
to represent.
Dirghtamas the seer himself was earlier in along obscure state of mind, hence was called one whose
mind for long was obscure, till it became enlightened and clear when Surya streamed his luminous rays
through his mind.

kao ddSa- p`qamaM jaayamaanamasqanvantM yadnasqaa ibaBait- |
BaUmyaa AsaursaRgaa%maa @va isvat\ kao isvat\ kao ivaWMasamaup gaat\ p`YTumaott\ || 4 ||
Who has seen him first as he was born, how the boneless supported the bony?
Where is the great elemental essence? Who is he, who knows whom approaching one
can inquire?
Explanation:
Being aware of one’s ignorance is the beginning of luminous Enlightenment. The boneless is the
unmanifest, obscure ignorance, as the boney is the first sign of manifestation, clarity, Wisdom.
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Dirghtamas, the seer, wonders who could the one who had first seen Surya, when he lay concealed
in the unmanifest manner, when there was as it were neither non-Existence nor Existence, neither air
nor the sky beyond (naasadasaInnaao sadasaI<adanaIM naasaId`jaao naao vyaaomaa prao yat\) neither did death existed nor the night, of the
day was there no sign (na maR%yaurasaIdmaRtM na tih- na ra~\yaa A*na AasaIt\ p`kot:), when incomprehension was covered by
incomprehension, undifferentiated in movement, incomprehensible and formless (tma AasaIt\ tmasaa gaUL\hmaga`o|p`kot
sailalaM sava-maa [dma\ ). From such boneless obscure darkness came Surya, the bony the first one born as the
luminous ray. He makes reference to ancient seers who had ‘seen’ and therefore, know and approaching
whom one can be wise and luminous.
Madhuchhanda Vishvamitra makes mention of the earlier seers who had ‘seen’ and calls on Agni ‘AignamaILo puraoihtM ya&sya dovamaRi%vajama\ |’ (I.1.1) - the power in fire, who as the path-pointer, the luminous, the
energizing priest, the presiding person over performance of actions, offers prosperity. To Agni, dispeller
of darkness he has come who was eulogized by the ancient Seers as well as by the recent one – (Aigna:
pUvaoiBa?-iYaiBarID\yaao naUtnaO$t |). He is the knower of Wisdom – jaatvaodasa\, the energizing Seer Will, presiding over
every performance of sacrifice.

Paak: pRcCaima manasaaivajaanana\ dovaanaamaonaa inaihta pdaina |
va%sao baYkyao|iQa saPt tntUna\ iva ti%naro kvaya Aaotvaa ] || 5 ||
Unknowing in mind, unreceptive in spirit, I inquire of the secret footprints of divine
beings and up above the yearning seeker the poets have fashioned them in seven
stringed structure.
Explanation:
Seer is a seeker, unknowing in mind and unreceptive in spirit, desiring to know and see for himself
the Real behind the un-Real formatted façade. The Past is what has gone and the Future is yet to come.
Present is the only moment when we can live eternally in Time. One should not see the Present as
extension of the Past though he sees the Past to remind the darkness in which he was and the Path that
has been traversed. The Present moment is that which rejuvenates.
One often wonders seeing that while all limbs in a body need rest and rejuvenation, it is only the
heart that continues to beat all the time without resting for rejuvenation. The moment it rests, it is end
of the body. Scientists suggest that only that imperceptible momentary pause between one heartbeat and
another rejuvenates the heart. Yoga, therefore, recommends, for extension of the utility of the heart and
of the body, extension of such momentary pauses, through pranayama or restraint of breath.
Similarly, for spiritual regeneration what is needed is not necessarily knowing the Past experiences
of others or reflecting on them as a mental exercise but being consciously aware of the ever-fleeting
Present moment and extending its duration without being influenced by memories of the Past or
aspirations of the Future. Present is the only moment in Time which is real as one’s being, one’s self,
the Past being dead and gone and the Future having no existence other than as projected moment. Self
being the ever Present moment, having neither memories nor aspirations, is the pure Existence, similar
to the Prime Existence. As one becomes more and more aware of the Present, the memories of the Past
and aspirations of the Future, fade away finally ceasing to exist as relevant. Then life becomes
enlightened and one becomes liberated from the shackles of the senses and slavery of the Mind
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Aicaik%vaaiHcaiktuYaiScad~ kvaIna\ pRcCaima ivad\manao na ivaWana\ |
iva yaststmBa YiLmaa rjaaMsyajasya $po ikmaip isvadokma\ || 6 ||
Unknowing I ask those who know, the Seers for Knowledge being myself ignorant.
Who was That One, who as un-manifest became manifest establishing his six regions
in the world.
Explanation:
The questor is impatient. His ignorance prompts him to reinforce his queries. He sees the product
but knows not the producer. He sees the six regions in which he is spread, but knows not the point from
which he has thus spread out. Only the known can be the stepping stone to that which is still unknown.
Knowledge has to be used as the instrument to be conscious and aware of the unknown Wisdom. If one
makes Knowledge as the goal then the journey ends in acquisition of Knowledge. Knowledge is local not
Wisdom, which is universal, eternal with neither beginning nor an end. It is always being in the Present
moment uninfluenced by the Past or motivated by the Future.

[h ba`vaItu ya [-ma=ga vaodasya vaamasya inaihtM pdM vao: |
SaIYNa-: xaIrM du*nato gaavaao Asya vaiva`M vasaanaa ]dkM pdapu: || 7 ||
Let him who knows speak out here and now about the secret abode of the bird, from
where the luminous fountains stream their rays, weaving the tapestry though their
origin is in fluid state.
Explanation:
The questor being impatient brooks no delay. He desires to fulfill seeking his goal seeking the very
source howsoever unstable it may appear to be. These initiatory mantras of the hymn contain the
awakening of the consciousness. Like the bird flying in the sky, Surya appears to traverse the horizon,
his origin being concealed in dark bowels of the night, unsteady as the streams which struggle to
overcome the obstructions. The rays of the Sun which shed light and warmth on the horizon are not
similar to the luminous rays of Surya removing the obscurity from the crevices of the human mind.

maata iptrmaRt Aa baBaaja QaI%yaga`o manasaa saM ih jagmao |
saa baIBa%sauga-Ba-rsaa inaivawa namasvant [dupvaakmaIyau: || 8 ||
Mother received from Father her share of the essence, which she consecrated in
Mind. Seeing her filled with supernal essence the man gathered around in adoration.
Explanation:
Mother is pRiqvaI – the Earth which nourishes the world and Father is VaO - the Heaven above which
replenishes with abundant spirit. Sayana’s explanation seems to be from ritualistic view-point, ‘maata sava-sya
inamaa-tI pRiqaavaI iptrM palakM VulaaokM %vasqaM Vaulaaok sqamaaid%ya[%yaqa-: | . . tma\ Aa baBaat Aaibajato | ikmaqa-Mma\ | ?to ]dko ya&o vaa inaima<a BaUto sait |
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kona WaroNa | QaIit QaI%yaa kma-Naa yaagaaid$poNa | svakIyaona AajyasamaaidhivaYaa tp-yantI%yaqa- |’ - Mother is the Earth, the architect of all;
Father is the protector of the worlds, thus is the responsibility is shared. ?t, the cosmic order is thus
upheld through sacrifice, through intelligence, performance of actions, sacrifices and in the form of
rituals etc. by offering oblations himself, that being the meaning. When Mother Earth thus filled with
spiritual consecration, the seers gathered in adoration.

yau>a maatasaId\ Qauir dixaNaayaa AitYzd\ gaBaao- vaRjanaIYvant: |
AmaImaod\ va%saao Anau gaamapSyad\ ivaSva$PyaM i~Yau yaaojanaoYau || 9 ||
Enjoined was thus the Mother to the centre of the sacrificial pole, and in the dark
womb the child rested. Then the child lying low looked upon the Mother who fashions
all her forms.
Explanation:
When the Mother was thus with Father’s essence, the child born from such consummation was seen
resting in the dark womb, observing the various shapes in which the Mother fashions herself. Sacrificial
pole suggests the settled point when the creative process begins to unfold and various forms in which
the sacrifice fashions itself. The fruit itself remains concealed in the dark womb of the sacrificial
performance waiting to unravel itself as the creative process unfolds.
The seer uses uncanny symbolism of birth to describe the process of creation, where the subtle
essence impregnated becomes witness to the process where the gross Nature unravels its multi-facet
forms. There is a reference to this symbolism in Brihad Aranyaka Up. (III.9.28), where the subtle divine
essence which is within is highlighted and not the gross phenomenal form, ‘yad\vaRxaao vaR@Naao rohit maUlaannavatr : puna:
| ma%ya-: isvanmaR%yaunaa vaR@Na: kasmaanmaUlaa%p`raohit || rotsa [it maa vaaocat jaIvatst%p`jayato | Qaataaruh [va vaO vaRxaaoHjasaa p`o%ya saMbava: || . . jaat eva na jaayato
kaonvaonaM janayao%puna: || iva&anamaanandM ba`*ma taitda-tu: prayaNama\ itYzmaanasyatiWd [it ||’. It is clarified that when a tree, felled from its
root, springs up in a newer form, then from what root does it spring? Not ‘from semen’ for, semen is
produced from what is alive. A tree springs up from seed which is not alive. When a tree sprouts again
it is not the same tree, yet it is the Bliss, Wisdom, and Brahman which is supreme goal of those who offer
gifts and of those who stand firmly established in Brahman.

itsa`ao maatRs~Ina\ iptRna\ ibaBa`dok }Qva-stsqaaO naomava glaapyaint |
man~yanto idvaao AmauYya pRYzo ivaSvaivadM vaacamaivaSvaimanvaama\ || 10 ||
Between the three temporal worlds and the supernal worlds, stands Surya resolute.
At that point in horizon, the luminous ones converse among themselves of universal
Wisdom, unknowable to others in the universe.
Explanation:
Aditi is the Mother and within her dark womb is one luminous child born. Coming of the dark night,
he shines illuminating the seven worlds around. This mysterious Wisdom is not revealed in phenomenal
environment but in supernal ambiance. Seers have conceived seven worlds rising steadily from empirical
level to the spiritual one with different steps pdaina and stages Qaamaina for enlightenment. Three of these are
accessible to human perception and three accessible only to supernal awareness, in between Surya
shining luminous and standing as guiding minstrel, energizing the mortals in his gross form and
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illuminating the immortals in his subtle form. Maitravaruni Vashishta refers him as ‘ivaSvasya Sqaatuja-gatSca gaaopa
?jau mato-Yau vaRijanaaca pSyana\’ (VII.60.2) – Guardian of all that exists and moves, beholding both the good and bad
actions of mortals. ‘naUnaM janaa: saUyao-na p`saUta:Ayannaqaa-ina kRNvannapaMisa |’ (VII.63.4) – making people inspired to reach out
to their goal performing actions assigned to them. Surya is ‘[dM EaoYzM jyaaoitYaaM jyaoitru<amamaM ivaSvaijawanaijaducyato baRht\ | ivaSvaba`aD\
Ba`ajaao maih saUyaao- dRSa ]ru pp`qao sah Aaojaao Acyautma\ || ’- this supreme one, luminous among all lights, the best, all
conquering, winner of riches, exalted with adulation, all-luminous radiant, might as the Sun we see
spreading himself in unfailing victory and strength. Seer Prarakanva speaks of such journey ‘]WyaM tamasaspir
jyaaoitYpSyant ]<arma\ | dovaM dova~a saUya-maganma jyaaoitry<arma\ ||’ – Having seen the luminous light beyond darkness, we have
come to Surya, luminous among the luminous, Light that is supreme.

WadSaarM naih tjjaraya vava-it- cak`M pir VamaRtsya |
Aa pu~a Agnao imaqaunaasaao A~ saPt Sataaina ivaMSaitSca tsqau: || 11 ||
Spread as twelve months in Time, silently do the immortal wheels of the cosmic
order turn invigorated. Herein are established the divine pair – Heaven and the Earth,
along with their seven hundred and ten sons.
Explanation:
When the universe was first created, it was ?t, the cosmic order that first set forth as Time, with
years, months, days, hours and minutes, the seasons along with the ebb and flow of the streams and the
seas. ‘AdiSa- gatrurvao varIyasaI pnqaa ?tsya samayaMst riSmaiBaScaxauBa-gasya yiSmaiBa: |’ - the spacious pathway was set forth for ?t,
the Cosmic Law, with Bhaga’s luminous rays as eyes. ‘saRjanmanaI iQaYaNao AntrIyato dovaao dovaI Qama-Naa saUya-: Sauica: || ]ruvyacasaa maihnaI
AsaScata iptamaata ca Bauivanaaina rxat: |’ (I.160.1.2)– The refulgent Surya travels as ordained between the two noble
spheres, the god and the goddess. Widely spacious is the pair, mighty and never failing, the Mother and
the Father keeps the creatures safe. Varuna is he who knows the Path which the Surya traverses from
the heavens and as the ruler of the oceans, the ships that sail. True to ?t, the cosmic law, he knows the
twelve moons and their progeny, also the Moons of the later days. He knows the pathway of the breeze
and of the high and mighty winds above. He the ordained of ?ta, the Cosmic law sits down among his
people, for the wellbeing of his kingdom - ‘vaod yaao vaInaaM pdmantirxaoNa pttama\ | vaod naava: samauid`ya: || vaod maasaao QaRtvatao WadSap`jaavat:
| vaoda ya]pjaayato || vaod vaatsya vat-inamaurao?-Yvasyamarao?-Yvasya baRht: | vaoda yao AQyaasato || ina Yasad QaRtvatao varuNa: ps%ya3svaa | saama`ajyaaya sauk`tu ||’ (I,25.710).
Sayana commenting on this mantra, says that the Wheel of ?t in the form of Surya constantly
revolves ‘?tsya ]dkasya sa%yaa%makasya vaa Aaid^yasya cak`M puna: [una: k`maNaSaIlaM maNDlaagyaM rqavak`M vaa vava-it puna; puna: punava-tsao saMcarit |’. The
divine pair perform their actions as ordained by ?t, the Cosmic Law during the twelve months, together
with seven hundred twenty days and nights, in pairs.

pHcapadM iptrM WadSaakRuitM idva Aahu: pro AQao- purIiYaNama\ |
Aqaomao Anya ]pro ivacaxaNaM saPtcak`o YaLr Aahurip-tma\ || 12 ||
The five-footed father having twelve forms is hailed by Heavens to the farther half
of the horizon, while others say that the gods with far reaching eyes is mounted on the
lower seven wheeled six spoked car.
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Explanation:
The symbolism appears so simple that one should not be surprised if it conceals more than it reveals.
There have been diverse interpretations. However taking the normal phases of Surya in horizon the five
steps which he takes would be the Dawn, when he makes his presence felt for the first time, the Morning
when he is seen on the horizon, the Noon-time when he is at the zenith, the Evening when his presence
is slowly withdrawn and finally the long period of night when his presence is not seen at all. There is
no change on this Path which Surya takes, day in day out through out his twelve forms which he takes
or phases he traverses, which he takes from the eastern to the farther half of the western horizon and this
is observed by discerning observers and has become part of their consciousness. There are others as well,
whose sensibility has not yet become keen and receptive, who see in the Sun in sky only the gross form
of Surya, say that the gods with far reaching eyes is mounted on the lower seven wheeled six spoked
car.

pHcaaro cak`o pirvat-maanao tismannaa tasqauBau-vanaaina ivaSvaa |
tsya naaxastPyato BaUirhar: sanaadova na SaIya-to sanaaiBa: || 13 ||
With his five steps he circles around the corridors of the worlds from ancient times,
his axle though burdened without getting hot at the nave, remaining unbroken.
Explanation:
From the Dawn to the dark corners of the Night, Surya traverses his course in the corridors of the
worlds, tirelessly and consistently and tirelessly, with out effort or exertion. Surya is the supreme Self
that illumines and energizes the self that is in every form that is manifest in the worlds – ‘Antyaa-imatyaa savasya p`rk: prmaa%maa’ ‘jagat: tsqauYa: Aa%maa’ ie ja=gamasya sQaavarsya sva$pBaUt:. Surya’s passage in the firmament should be seen
not only in the phenomenal journey but rising high in spiritual sense should be seen as luminous journey
which spiritualizes the individual self in its endevour to reach the prama pd , the supreme abiding place.

sanaoima cak`majarM iva vaavaRt ]<aanaayaaM dSa yau>a vahint |
saUya-sya caxaU rjasaO%yaavaRtM tismannaip-ta Bauvanaina ivaSvaa || 14 ||
The wheels revolves ceaselessly without damaging the outer rim or straining the ten
horse yoked to the chariot. Surya’s vision encompasses the regions energizing the
dependent creatures.
Explanation:
Creation and every part thereof is dependent on Surya. Atharvan first laid down the Path and then
the guardin of the Law, Surya sprang up in heaven ‘ya&Orqavaa- p`qama: pqastto tt: saUyaao- va`tpa vaona Aajaina |’ (I.83.5).
Praskanva Kanva points out that at dawn as the good motherly Ushas, he stirs up life every creature
that have feet and the birds to fly, thus sending forth every one to their individual pursuit, knowing no
delay in such enterprise - ‘Aa Gaa yaaoYauova saUnaya-uYaa yaait p`BauHjatI | jarayantI VaRjanaM pWtIyat ]%patyait pixaNa: || iva yaa saRjait samanaM vyaiqana: pdM na vao%yaaodtI | ’(I.48.5-6) and also says that seeing the luminous rays of Surya rising on the eastern
horizon, the constellation of stars, shining with alluring charm during the dark nights withdraw like
fleeing thieves – ‘Ap %yao tayavaao yaqaa naxa~a yan%ya>uiBa: | saUraya ivaSvacaxasao ||’ (I.50.2). At noon, when Surya is at the zenith,
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there Vishnu had established one of his three steps, and where the enlightened ones see his supreme
abode, as one of the centre of heaven - ‘td\ ivaYNaao: prmaM pdM sadaa pSyaint saUrya: | idvaIva caxaurattma\ || td\ ivap`asaao ivapnyavaao jagaRvaaMsa:
saimanQato | ivaYNaaoya-t\ prmaM pdma\ ||’ (I.22 20-21).

saakMjanaaM saPtqamaahurokjaM YaiLd\ yamaa ?Yayaao dovajaa [it |
toYaimaYTaina ivaihtaina QaamaSa: sqaa~o rojanto ivakRtaina $pSa: || 15 ||
The six seasons grouped two each gather calling Surya who is born single. The six
are Rshis, the offspring of the divine Surya .
Explanation:
The six seasons (?tu) grouped together are the spring (vasant) and summer (ga`IYma), the rains (vaYaa-) and
autumn (Sard), the winter (homant) and the cold (iSaiSar). They owe their origin to Surya who is born single
and moves alone in horizon; therefore they are the effulgence of that divine person.

s~Iyaa: saitsta^ ] mao pMusa Aahu: pSyadxaNvaanna iva caotdnQa: |
kivaya-: pu~: sa [-maa icakot yasta ivajaanaat\ sa iptuiYptasat\ || 16 ||
They say that he is male through female in his disposition; he having eyes sees this,
those who are not enlightened see this not. The enlightened son, the seer, perceives, One
who is enlightened rightly is knower of the ancient Wisdom.
Explanation:
Surya is referred as male though (having produced the seasons) is female. The receptive ones
perceive this mystery; those who do not are truly blind. The seer who as the son has comprehended; one
being receptive is truly likened to the wise grandsire. Surya is seen s father to common perception,
though he has given birth to the seasons as mother. This strange phenomenon is comprehended by the
Seer, who having the wisdom of the ancients is likened to the grand father.

Ava: proNa pr enaavaroNa pda va%saM ibaBa`tI gaaOrudsqaat\ |
saa kd`IcaI kM isvadQa-M pragaat\ @va isvat\ saUto naih yaUqao Ant: || 17 ||
Below the heavens and above the earth, bearing his luminous rays Surya has risen.
Where has Surya departed, where do the luminous rays find their origin? Certainly not
amidst the crowded assembly!
Explanation:
The place where one finds luminous light is not here underneath in gross empirical world but high
in the subtle spiritual world. When one’s mind is subtle, absolutely alone in silent solitude, then Wisdom
shines therein, not when it is crowded by gross empirical experiences. It is to such silent Mind that Surya
departs and it is in such silent Mind that the luminous rays find convergence, certainly not in Mind which
crowded by empirical experiences.
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Ava: proNa iptrM yaao Asyanauvaod pr enaavaroNa |
kvaIyamaana: k [h p` vaaocad\ dovaM mana: kutao AiQa p`jaatma\ || 18 ||
Whoever, as the origin of this luminous ray beneath the heavens above and the earth
below, perceives as the seer, declare it here. When that divine essence did have its
origin?
Explanation:
Dirghtama Auchitya, the seer of this hymn, having been in obscure ignorance for a long period of
time, desires to know of the luminous light as well as its source. He is curious questor who seeks to dive
deep in the problem. He is not satisfied with enlightenment alone but wants to be wise of the source as
well.

yao Avaa-Hcasta^ ] praca Aahuyao- praHcasta^ ] Avaa-ca Aahu: |
[nd`Sca yaa cak`qau: saaoma taina Qaura na yau>a rjasaao vahint || 19 ||
Those who arrive beckon those who are departing; those who are departing return
to those who are calling them there. And you, Indra and Soma, have created these
forces guiding to the central purpose.
Explanation:
Seer Dirghtamas observes that those who are still in ignorance and obscurity beckon those who have
become enlightened. It is usual for one who knows to show the way to those who are ignorant. They are
the persons who having traversed the Path and transcended to Perfection assist others who are yet in
ignorance to traverse the path, guiding them of pitfalls and the dangers.

Wa saupNaa- sayaujaa saKayaa samaanaM vaRxaM pir Yasvajaato |
tyaaornya: ipPplaM svaaW<yanaSnaunnanyaao AiBa caakSaIit || 20 ||
Two birds united in bonds of camaraderie are seated on the same tree. Of them one
eats the fruit and other observes that one without consuming.
Explanation:
This hymn describes the gross body in which the universal Self and the individual self dwell in
common friendship. The tree is the gross body, the entirety is the undifferentiated Brahman, the universal
Self and the fragment is the differentiated Brahman, the individual self. While the individual self enjoys
the fruits on the tree under the influence of the sense contacts and remains attached to the fruits produced
by the tree (the gross body), the universal Self uninfluenced by the sense contacts remains detached from
those fruits. The fragment the individual self and the entirety the universal Self are similar since the
former is primarily and essentially sourced from the latter. This is the most graphic and complete
representation of Brahman in absolute and Brahman in relative forms.
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ya~a saupNaa- AmaRtsya BaagamainamaoYaM ivadqaaiBasvarint |
[naao ivaSvasya Bauvanasya gaaopa: sa maa QaIr: pakma~a ivavaoSa || 21 ||
Where the immortal birds sing together their song eternal, sitting on the tree where
the mighty universal overseer has entered unobtrusively.
Explanation:
It is great deception of human mind to assume that it is fragment that controls the activities, while
truth is that both the individual self and the universal Self together contribute the song. Krishna
symbolically explains in Bhagavad Gita (XIII.17) that Brahman is xao~& while body is the xao~. He appears
to be divided though he is always the undivided –‘AivaBa>M ca BaUtoYau ibaBa>imava ca istqama\ |’ and he is to be known
as supporting creatures, destroying them and creating them afresh – ‘BaUtbatu_ ca tj&oyaM ga`isYnau p`BaivaYNau ca ||’. Krishna
further says (V.14-15) that the sovereign Self dose not create for the people any agency nor does he act
himself - ‘na ktu-%vaM na kam-iNa laaoksya saRjait p`Bau:’ and it does not take on the demerits or the merits of any. It is only
the Wisdom that is enveloped by obscurity which makes people bewildered ‘naad<ao ksyica%papM na caOva saukRtM ivaBau:
| A&anaonaavaRtM &anaM tona mau(int jantva: ||’. The present hymn could not have been better clarified than it was dome
by Krishna.

yaismana\ vaRxao maQvad: saupNaa- inaivaSanto sauvato caaiQa ivaSvao |
tsyaodahu: ipPplaM svaaWga`o tnnaaonnaSaV: iptrM na vaod || 22 ||
On which tree the birds relish the fruit, where they rest and procreate their progeny.
On top of that tree, they say, the fruit is luscious but none gain that who is not conscious
of its existence.
Explanation:
Rarely are the human beings aware that the body (the tree) on which they appropriate and procreate
could also be the luscious fruit for deliverance. Mind is that supreme fruit at the pinnacle of human body,
which can under the influence of senses degenerate human soul to untold sufferings as well as regenerate
individual self to luminous enlightenment and to supreme Bliss of Beatitude. No one gains the fruit at
the top, which in the first instance is not even aware of its existence. Human beings who consider the
empirical world is the only and the whole thing are not aware what is concealed behind this deceptive
illusory world.

yad\ gaaya~o AiQa gaaya~maaihtM ~OYTuBaad\ vaa ~OYTuBaM inartxat |
yad\ vaa jagajjaga%yaaihtM pdM ya [t\ td\ ivadusto AmaRt%vamaanaSau: || 23 ||
gaaya~oNa p`it imaimato Ak-mako-Na saama ~OYTuBaona vaakma\ |
vaakona vaakM iWpda catuYpda|xaroNa imamato saPt vaaiNa: || 24 ||
jagata isanQauM idvyastBaayad\ rqaMtro saUyMa-M pya-pSyat\ |
gaaya~sya saimaQaaistsa` Aahusttao ma*naa p` irircao maih%vaa || 25 ||
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On Gayatri, they based Gayatri, from Tristup they fashioned Trishtup, they based
Jagati on Jagati; those who are wise to this Wisdom for them assuredly is the immortal
life. With Gayatri, they sourced the hymns; with luminosity of the luminous light, they
sourced Sama; with Trishtup they sourced the essence of Vak; with Vak being spoken
with two-step, with four-step letters they sourced the seven metred hymn. With Jagati
was the flood in heaven was established and saw luminous Surya in Rathantara Sama.
Gayatri has threefold energies, they say, therefore it excels in splendour and vigour.
Explanation:
If one is seeking the Vak in the Gayatri, Trishtup or the Jagati metres than it would with difficulty
be revealed. Because the metres are nothing but the Vak itself, verily, they were Vak itself. If one asks
what is Brahman, it cannot be indicated by pointing out all the forms and essence in which has become
manifest. When one is enlightened to the metres, then there is illumination and then the benediction of
Vak. In truth nothing can be spoken, the metres do not validate Vak, because in attempting to reveal Vak
they over step on each often over lapping the other. In realty the metres are nothing but the Vak, even
as the blocks of ice are nothing but the water. Just as ice is ice so long it does not melt, and the moment
they freeze, the water does not remain water but becomes ice, even so the metres remain distinct and
separate from each other so long they do not coalesce and become Vak. Vak alone is the beginning,
middle and the end, the Gayatri, Tristup and Jagati; Vak alone is, Gayatri, Tristup and Jagati are
evanescent, ephemeral, and transitory. There metres constitute the function of Vak, therefore so long as
the metres are evident, Vak which is whole and universal, becomes concealed and ambiguous. There is
difference between metres and the Vak, but it is not much, only superfluous on the surface not in essence.
Vak is !, Eternal in creative activity, no metre being independent of the other, each metere merging
with the other thus becoming the expansive effulgent Vak, with inflexions of the various metres merging
with one another, one being something similar to the other. Vak is Brahman, each and every naama (essence)
and rUp (form) is Brahman. Therefore every metre, every inflexion is important, every note and pitch,
every step and every measure is important guide towards one concerted and comprehensive entirety of
Vak. Gayatri, Jagati or Trishtup are but the forms, knowing one or the other does not lead one to the
whole Vak, being but the descriptions of its expression, meditating one or the other one does not because
the complete, each one or the other being incomplete forms. Vak is Brahman; therefore, Vak is to be
meditated for knowing every metre and all of them becoming one. Metres are but the foot prints of Vak,
for by them alone one knows Vak, just as one can find from foot prints what was not known - ‘kIitM- SlaaokM
ivandto ya evaM vaod’ (Brihad Aranyak Up.I.iv.7). Those who have been illumined, have indeed been delivered
because it is said ‘ya [t\ td\ ivadusto AmaRt%vamaanaSaU: |’ – those who are wise to this Wisdom for them is assured the
immortal life and the splendour and vigour.
In Maitri Up(IV.6) a question was asked, ‘Aignar\ vaayaur\ Aaid%ya: kalaao ya: p`aNaaonnama\ ba`*maa $d`ao ivaYNaur\ [it ekonyaM AiBaQyaayaint
ekonyama\ | ktmaao ya: saao|smaakM ba`Uihit ||’- Fire, air, sun, time, breath, food, Brahma, Rudra, Vishnu, some meditate
upon one, some upon other, to which the teacher replied, ‘ba`*maNaao vaa vaOta Aga`syaastnava:, prsyaamaRtsya SarIrsya . . yaa vaa|sya
Agya`a stnavasta AiBaQyaayaod\ Aca-yana\ ina:nauyaacca | AtastaiBa: sahOvaao-pir ]pir laaokoYau carit | Aqa kR%snaxaya ek%vaM eit puruYasya puruYasya ||’ - the
different gods are but the principal forms of the Supreme, immortal and bodiless Brahman. Verily, on
these one meditates upon, worships and discards. With these, one moves higher and higher in the worlds
and when all this cease to be, he attains unity with the Purusha, yes with the Purusha. Thus even
Gayatri, Trishtupa and Jagati the principal forms of Vak, meditating on these one reaches Vak.
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]p *vayao sauduQaaM QaonaumaotaM sauhstao gaaoQaugaut daohdonaama\ |
EaoYzM savaM saivata saaivaYannaao|iBawao Qama-stdu Yau p` vaaocama\ || 26 ||
I invoke the milch-cow so that I, the milkman, skillful of hands, may milk her to my
satisfaction. May Savitru stimulate me to action; I declare the vessel to be warm.
Explanation:
The vedic scripture is the milch-Cow, the hymns are the udder and the seeker is the milkman is one
who is qualified, skilled in sourcing the milk, the essence from that milch-cow. Cow is the symbol for
the luminous rays which give enlightened satisfaction, the ultimate Bliss.
The seeker prays That Savitru (tt\ saivatR varoNyaM), who is the resplendence of the divine (Bagaao- dovasya QaImaih),
even as seer Vishavamitra did in olden days, for illuminating the intellect ‘! Bau: Bauva: sva: | tt\ saivatR varoNyama\ Bagaaodovasya QaImaih iQayaao yaao na: p`caaodyaat\ ||’ – Aum, the Earth, the Space and the Heaven. May That supreme Savitru,
who is the resplendence of the divine make my intellect luminous. ‘I declare the vessel warm’ means that
the seeker is energetically ready and receptive.

ih=kRNvatI vasaup%naI vasaUnaaM va%saimacCntI manasaaByaagaat\ |
duhamaiSvaByaaM pyaao AGnaoyaM saa vaQa-taM mahto saaOBagaaya || 27 ||
Let her, the maiden with all treasure; come with determination for her offspring.
May she illumine the twin Ashvins with her rays and may she show her beneficent sight
towards us.
Explanation:
The seer is conscious that the Vak, the maiden is full of wisdom, is in fact Wisdom itself. Therefore,
she is full of treasure which the seeker, as the offspring, desires to possess. In Nirukta, the commentators
refers Ashvins as deities of Heavens and clarifies, that some call them heaven and earth, some others as
day and night, two royal performers of sacrifices. They have been also said to be the earliest one who
became enlightened to Wisdom. They are the mythical twins whose association with ya& is well
established. They travel to distant places, dwell in yonder luminous heavens or in mansion built on ocean.
; on whom the sacrifice depends and on whose worship the unenlightened become enlightened - ‘yat\ sqaao
dIGa-p`sad\maina yad\ vaadao raocanao idva: yad\ vaa samaud`oAQyaakRto gaRho|t .. yaQaaoriQa p` ya&a AsaUro saint saUrya: (VIII.10.1 and 4). Like Indra
and Agni they too revel in the bliss of soma ‘AiSvnaa ipbatM maQau dIVgnaI Sauicava`ta ?tunaaM ya&vaahsaa|’ (I.15.11).

gaaOrmaImaodnau va%saM imaYantM maUQaa-naM ih=kRNaaonmaatvaa ] |
saR@vaaNaM Qama-maiBa vaavaSaanaa imamaait maayauM pyato pyaaoiBa: || 28 ||
She, the cow, has lowered herself looking fondly towards her offspring, as she licks
the forehead she leans allowing his mouth seeking the warmth of her udder. As the
offspring sucks her she gushes with pleasure.
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Explanation:
The cow is the luminous Vak from whom when the motherly affection becomes enlightened, Wisdom
is sourced as milk. Vak is the luminous light which is ever eager to dispel darkness form the seeker’s
mind, for which she has fondness. Therefore, when the seekers source knowledge to wards enlightened,
the Vak, delighted with this attempt becomes pleased. .

AyaM sa iSaM=>o yaona gaaOriBavaRta imamaait maayauM QvasanaavaiQa iEata |
saa icai<aiBaina- ih cakar ma%yMa-M ivaVud\ BavantI p`it viva`maaOht || 29 ||
The seeker also makes pleasant sounds for which Vak has lowered herself as she
showers her affection. She with her endearing sounds has humbled the mortal one,
enlightening him by unveiling her luminous rays.
Explanation:
The seer continues with his imagery. Immortal luminous powers in haven are ever eager to
communicate Wisdom to the mortal un-illumined creatures. When the mortals receive the Bliss of
Beatitude, they become humbled by the possession of that Wisdom, not arrogant with the possession of
mere Knowledge.

AnacCyao turgaatu jaIvamaojad\ Qa`uvaM maQya Aa ps%yaanaama\ |
jaIvaao maRtsya carit svaQaaiBarma%yaao- ma%yao-naa sayaaoina: || 30 ||
With breath and energy the life establishes as eternal movement, the centre of
existence. Living by offerings made, the immortal moves the mortal becoming a
companion of the mortal.
Explanation:
That which, with breath and energy, establishes movement as the centre of existence is the Self
within. Strengthened by offerings made, That One, the immortal moves the mortal becoming its
companion. This also corroborates the sentiments contained in the earlier mantra ‘Wa saupNaa- sayaujaa saKayaa samaanaM
vaRxaM pir psvajaato | tyaaornya: ipPplaM svaaW<yanaSnaunnanyaao AiBa caakSaIit ||’ (I.164.20) - Two birds united in bonds of camaraderie
are seated on the same tree. Of them one eats the fruit and other observes that one without consuming
and also reminds one of the statements which Krishna made when he said, ‘dovaanBaavayataanaona to dovaa Baavayantu va: |’
(Gita.III.11). Fostered by the offerings made, the immortal abides within along with the mortal to
energize it to action.

ApSyaM gaaopamainapVmaanamaa ca pra ca piqaiBaScarntma\ |
sa saQa`IcaI: sa ivaYaUcaIva-saana Aa varIvait- BauvanaoYvant: || 31 ||
I have seen the shepherd who never stumbles, when approaching and departing on
his path. Gathered in his garments, in diffusive colours, he travels continuously across
the worlds.
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Explanation:
The seer speaks in one rare moment of enlightenment when he becomes aware of the luminous
attribute of Surya as the guardian of the created world. Another seer speaks of the moment when the
brilliant presence of Surya, the eye of Mitra and Varuna, rising as the very self of all the animate and
inanimate creation and encompassing the space, earth and the heavens – ‘ica~M dovaanaamaudgaadnaIkM caxauima-~sya va$Nasyaagnao
| Ap`a VavaapRiqavaI AntirxaM saUya- Aa%maa jagatstsqauYaSca ||’ (I.105.1).

ya [-M cakar na saao Asya vaod ya [-M ddSa- ihruigannau tsmaat\ |
sa maatuyaao-naa pirvaItao Antba-hup`jaa ina?-itmaa ivavaoSa || 32 ||
He who has made him knows him; from those who see him, from them he remains
concealed. He, who rises from his source, giving life to many, sinks in empty space.
Explanation:
The creator who has made Surya knows him and his luminous form and essence. But human beings
who only see the gross form of Surya as the flaming orb shining in the sky obviously are not aware of
the concealed internal essence behind the external form. For such persons Surya, though gives life and
energizes the activities of many, rises and sets without making any effect on the quality of their lives.

VaOmao- ipta jainata naaiBar~ banQaumao- maata pRiqavaI mahIyama\ |
]<aanayaaoScamvaao3yaao-inarnt~a ipta duihtuga-Ba-maaQaat\ || 33 ||
Space is my father, the creator where the source is. Companion is my mother, the
great Earth. Between these halves is spread the place of relationship wherein the father
creates nature’s (daughter’s) womb.
Explanation:
Here the seer validates his existence, not as his distinct gross form but as his subtle essence within,
the self, which on becoming enlightened finds it existence established on vaster and broader canvas than
the one bound and restricted by the gross body. Between these two lay the source from where the
undifferentiated becomes differentiated by name and form. In Braihad Aranayak Up. we find it
mentioned, ‘sa hOtavaanaasa yaqaa s~IpumaaMsaaO saMpirYva@ta; sa [mamaovaa%maanaM WoQaapatyat\ , . . tsmaaiddmaQa-vaRgalaimava . . tsmaadyamaakaSa: s~IyaapUya-t
eva, taM samaBavat\, ttao manuYyaa Ajaayant ||’ (I.4.3) – He, That One, became as a large as a female and male in close
embrace. He, That One, caused the (undifferentiated) Self to fall in two parts (differentiated by name and
form) . . The space was filled by the female factor, from which came the human creation. The female
factor is duihta as the vedic seer describe, the Prakriti, through whose agency the undifferentiated That
One becomes differentiated by name and form, as humans, animals, birds and other varied forms.

pRcCaima %vaa prmantM pRiqavyaa: pRcCaima ya~ Bauvanasya naaiBa: |
pRcCaima %vaa vaRRYNaao ASvasya rot: pRcCaima vaaca: prmaM vyaaoma || 34 ||
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I hearken you till the end of the world; I ask where the centre of the Earth is. I ask
you of the inexhaustible energizing seed; I ask the highest heavens where the abiding
place of Vak, the Speech is.
Explanation:
The seer seeks to be satisfied therefore inquires till the end, Where is the centre of all creation? He
seeks from him who is the inexhaustible seed, the source of creation! He seeks clarification from Vak,
the eternal Sound in the space above, the !, from which all this is said to have emanated.

[yaM vaoid: prao Ant: pRiqavyaa AyaM ya&ao Bauvanasya naaiBa: |
AyaM saaomaao vaRYNaao ASvasya rotao ba`*maayaM vaaca: prmaM vyaaoma || 35 ||
The altar is the extreme end of the Earth; the sacrifice is the centre of all expansive
worlds. Soma is the prolific energizing semen, Brahman is the wide space where Vak,
speech finds its origin.
Explanation:
Out of sustained inquiry, reflection and meditation, seer strikes at Truth revealed, that this world,
verily, is the place where actions are to be performed; performance of actions, verily, is what makes this
world primarily expansive and progressive; Bliss is the stimulating energy that impels one towards the
goal and Brahman is, verily, the word which gives extension to ideas which germinate in Mind.

saPtaQa-gaBaa- Bauvanasya rotao ivaYNaaoistYzint p`idSaa ivaQama-iNa |
to QaIitiBama-nasaa to ivapiScat: pirBauva: pir Bavaint ivaSvat: || 36 ||
The seven embryonic foundations are the seven enlightened luminous seers, as
ordained by Vishu’s statutes. Carrying on with Wisdom, they encompass the universe
with their thoughts and intelligence.
Explanation:
Wisdom exists in entirety encompassing the universe. What the seven ancient seers, Marichi, Atri,
Angiras, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu and Vahishtha, the fathers, source as the primary source of Wisdom
through thoughts and intelligence is the Knowledge, which they communicate as their experience. These
seers are said to be positioned as ordained, to guide the human beings, in spiritually charged planets in
space, far removed from the tempestuous world of empirical experiences. Having seen, heard through
supra-sensory instruments of perception they reflected and meditated Wisdom to communicate the same
through thoughts and intelligence in the manner as would be understood by the human beings to whom
it is addressed.

na iva jaanaaima yaidvaodmaisma inaNya: saMnawao manasaa caraima |
yada maagana\ p`qamajaa ?tsyaaidd\ vaacaao ASnauvao Baagamasyaa: || 37 ||
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I know not what I am in truth, concealed in an enigma, I wander around. When
earlier, the first born as unfailing Law approached me, I could get only a part of it.
Explanation:
The Wisdom lies concealed in secret cave far from the gaze of the common uninitiated people.
Therefore, I wander with uncertain mind, not knowing whether what I know is the Wisdom itself. When
the totality of the Wisdom presented itself before as the unfailing Wisdom, I could scarcely grasp only
a part of it.

Apa=\ p`a=oit svaQayaa gaRBaItao|%ma%yaao- ma%yao-naa sayaaoina: |
ta SaSvanta ivaYaUicanaa ivayanta nya1nyaM ica@yauna- ina ica@yaurnyama\ || 38 ||
Back and forth I walk grasping, with my inherent Will, the mortal with my mortal
means. Ceaselessly they move in different directions, men recognizing one and not the
other at all.
Explanation:
The seer expresses his inability to grasp the totality of Wisdom, being satisfied with whatever his
sensory instrument could lay access. Seer is fully aware and conscious that what exists as Wisdom and
what is sourced as Knowledge is diametrically different and opposite. Therefore, what men recognize
as Wisdom is not wisdom at all but the means to reach out to Wisdom, a ladder, a step, a stage and not
the objective, the goal not the end of the journey.

?caao Axaro prmao vyaaomana\ yaismana\ dovaa AiQa ivaSvao inaYaodu: |
yastnna vaod ikmaRcaa kirYyait ya [t\ td\ ivadust [mao samaasato || 39 ||
In the immutable vedic hymns, in the supreme Space, there the gods dwell in
supreme abidance. What can one do to those who are not wise to them; those who are
wise to them dwell closely assembled.
Explained:
The seer rues for those who seeing perceive not, hearing listen not, knowing do not become wise
to the place where the luminous light dwells. That is because what one appears through the instruments
of sense and what exists in truth is diametrically distinct and separate. Those who claim knowledge spend
time in cantankerous controversies and theological arguments. While those who are wise hold their
counsel and take comfort in their Wisdom.

saUyavasaad\ BagavatI ih BaUyaa Aqaao vayaM Bagavant: syaama |
Aiw tRNamaGnyao ivaSvadanaIM ipba SaUwmaudkmaacariont || 40 ||
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Wholesome and prosperous you be and let us also be splendorous, O, Luminous
Light. Feed on the radiance from every direction, drink deep through the resplendent
rays.
Explanation:
The enlightened seer is aware of the mutuality of the divine and the human elements in creation
which need to be fostered in the spiritual ‘prsprM BaavayantM Eaoya: prmavaaPsyaya’ as Krishna suggests in Gita. Therefore,
he calls on the luminous forces feed on the radiant energies flowing from all directions and drink deep
the rays streaming from all the sources.

gaaOrIima-maaya sailalaaina txa%yaokpdI iWpdI saa catuYpdI |
AYTapdI navapdI baBaUvauYaI sahsa`axara prmao vyaaomana\ || 41 ||
Flooded from single, double, triple, quadruple, eight-fold, nine-fold streams, the bull
has risen fortified in numerous forms in the supreme space.
Explanation:
The mutuality of efforts assures an expansion of the result. Spiritual progress is paved not through
individual austerities and perfected penances but through cooperation and coordination of all the diverse
forces in the creative scheme. Therefore, the seer who propitiates Agni, does so with full consciousness
that it is only when assembly is collective, meditations are collective with collective mind, collective
hearts and collective purpose with one dedicated resolve, that one can reach the goal, even as gods in
earlier days with one resolve dedicated ‘dovaa BaagaM yaqaa pUvao- saMjaananaa ]pasato’.

tsyaa: samaud`a AiQa iva xarint tona jaIvaint p`idSaScatsa`: |
tt: xar%yaxarM td\ ivaSvamaup jaIvait || 42 ||
Evolved in this manner the ocean becomes sourced from many streams and people
prosper in the four quarters, then there is ensured the flood and the life is assured an
expansive, comprehensive life.
Explanation:
The result of collective meditations with collective mind, heart, resolve and purpose with austerity
and penance can bring nothing but an extension of the limited mind to its intrinsic vastness whereby the
individual, restrictive existence becomes enlarged as a comprehensive, all-inclusive universal existence.

SakmayaM QaUmamaaradpSyaM ivaYaUvata pr enaavaroNa |
]xaaNaM pRiSnamapcant vaIrastaina Qamaa-iNa p`qamaanyaasaana\ || 43 ||
Then are to be seen indistinctly from afar the unclear towers rising from the bottom.
The heroic energized bull has seen the first righteous principles rising.
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Explanation:
The luminous light of Surya dawns not at once, not all of a sudden but slowly and gradually. First
the faint rays appear on the horizon caressing softly the creation to wake up. Then the luminous rays
guide the strayed energies to rise up and be active. And finally as the Surya rises on the horizon they
bestir themselves to active life, reaching the fullness of their enlightened consciousness at noon, when
Surya is at the zenith which seers ever observe with their extended vision, the supreme abode of Vishnu
– ‘ td\ ivaYNaao: prmaM pdM sada pSyaint saUrya: | idivava caxaurattma\ || td\ ivap`asaao ivapnyavaao jaagaRvaaMsa: saimanQato | ivaYNaaoya-t\ prmaM pdma\ || (I.22.2021).
In the beginning thus the seer sees the first righteous principles rising indistinctly, slowly expanding
the vision.

~ya: koiSana ?tuqaa iva caxato saMva%saro vapt ek eYaama\ |
ivaSvamaokao AiBa caYTo SaicaiBaQa`a-ijaroksya ddRSao na $pma\ || 44 ||
The three with their long sweeps envelop the year as ordained by Law, one
energizing the universe, another one illuminating and the other without showing its
form.
Explanation:
Agni, Surya and Vayu are the three primary forces which initiate action in the worlds, one energizing
the manifest world, the other making it luminous and the lat one making it move forward in spiritual
progress.

ca%vaair vaak\ pirimata pdaina taina ivaduba`a-*maNaa yao manaIiYaNa: |
gauha ~IiNa inaihta nao=gayaint turIyaM vaacaao manauYyaa vadint || 45 ||
Vak, the Speech, is classified in four groups, all of which the men of Wisdom are
aware of. In the first three groups are hidden the mystical secrets and men speak only
in the fourth classification.
Explanation:
! is the symbol by which That One, the eternal Sound is known in its undifferentiated state of Being
before it becomes differentiated by names and form. !, therefore, is the only existence and no other
sound can there ever be except as part and incomplete. Wisdom is complete and knowledge is partial. Vak
is classified for the sake of convenience as pra, the absolute Sound, pSyaint the Sound seen or heard in suprasensory spiritual enlightenment, maQyamaa the Sound used for giving expression to the supra-sensory spiritual
enlightenment and vaOKrI is the Sound used for giving expression to the sensory empirical experiences.
Vak is entirety of Wisdom, therefore, only those who are enlightened, men of Wisdom, are aware of.
Those whose perception is obscured by the sensory influences, as in the case of the common masses, Vak
is accessible to the extent the sound is used as a convenient though unsatisfactory, inefficient and
insufficient instrument of communication in primordial world.
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[nd`M ima~M varuNamaignamaahurqaao idvya: sa saupNaao- garu%maana\ |
ekM sad\ ivap`a bahuQaa vadn%yaignaM yamaM maatirSavaanamaahu: || 46 ||
They call him the luminous well effulgent bird, Indra, Mitra, Varuna, Agni; the men
of Wisdom speak of That One variously as Agni, Yama, and Matarishvan.
Explanation:
Vipra is the man of Wisdom, being enlightened is aware of the Prime Existence. But men at large
are not enlightened, their receptivity being obscured by the sensory influences. Therefore, they are not
aware of the Prime Existence. They can understand and grasp the indescribable Bliss of Being only when
it is explained to them using signs and symbols which they are familiar in their empirical world. When
men of Wisdom, who are enlightened to the Prime Existence, seek to communicate them their suprasensory experiences they are perforce compelled to use the signs and symbols familiar to them.
Therefore, we find in vedic scripture statements like Vak is said to reveal her noble form as a loving wife,
finely robed, reveals her body to her husband – ‘]t %vasmaO p%ya tnvaM ivavasa`o jaayaovap%ya ]SatI sauvaasaa: |’ (X.71.4). We see
the heavenly child, young maiden in her shining raiment; shine here on us here this dawn, auspicious lady
of worldly treasures - eYaa idvaao duihta p`%yadiSa- vyaucCntI yauvait: Sauk`vaasaa: | ivaSvasyaoSaanaa paiqa-vasya vasva ]Yaao AVoh sauBagao vyaucC || (I.13.7).
We see Surya following Ushas as a young man would his maiden – ‘saUyaao- dovamaYasaM raocamaanaaM mayaao-na yaaoYaamaByaoit pScaat\
|’ (I.115.2) Or as in Brihad Aranyaka Up. That One desired another, therefore, it became as large as a
man and woman would be while embracing – ‘sa iWtIyamaOcCt\, sa hOtavaanaasa yaqaa s~IpumaaMsaao saMpirYva@taO |’,or as the Self
in deep sleep is free from craving, free from evils free from fear as a man when in the embrace of his
beloved wife knows nothing without or within so the person when in the embrace – ‘yaVqaa ip`yayaa s~Iyaa
saMpirYva@tao nabaa(M ikMcana vaod naantrma\ evamaovaayaM pu$Ya: p`&anao%manaa saMpirYva@tao . . .’.
The vedic seers were communicating their experiences to the residents of India, who used names like
Indra, Mitra, Varuna, Agni Yama and Matarishvan for identifying the supernatural energies by those
names and symbols and not because there were supernatural beings in heaven called by those names.
Therefore, it was not that there were innumerable gods in heavens but there were certainly innumerable
energies in universe which needed to be identified with different symbols or names.

kRYNaM inayaanaM hrya: saupNaa- Apao vasaanaa idvamau%ptint |
t AavavaR~na\ %sadnaadRtsyaaidd\ GaRtona pRiqavaI vyauVto || 47 ||
Obscure is the Path luminous are ingenious are the thoughts, up to the high
pinnacle do they rise enjoined with streams of imagination. And descending below they
energize the primordial world with their tranquility.
Explanation:
When one commences the journey he has nothing but a map, with directions and descriptions,
with symbols and signposts to point out the directions to be taken and the Path to be traversed, the entire
walking having to be done by one self alone. In the beginning the passage is dark and forbidden, narrow
ancient which stretches far away (ANau: pnqaa ivatt: puraNaao), difficult to be encountered (xaUrsya Qaara inaiSata dur%yayaa dugaM pqastt\ kavayaao vadint) with alluring sights on the way (tismaHCau@lamaut naIlamaahu:ip=galaM hirtM laaoihtM ca).
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It is when luminous and ingenious thoughts, from the high pinnacle descending down below that they
energize the primordial world to tranquility and the seeker says: ‘vaodahma\ etM pu$YaM mahantma\ Aaid%yavaNa-M tmasa: prstat\ |’.

WadSa p`QayaScak`maokM ~IiNa naByaaina k ] ticcakot |
tismana\ %saakM i~Sata na Sa=\@vaao|ip-ta: YaiYTna- calaacalaasa: || 48 ||
Twelve are the wheels, the wheel is one, and three are the naves. Who among men
have grasped this? Therein are set the hundred and sixty spokes which can never be
separated.
Explanation:
Twelve wheels are the twelve moths which turn without missing a moment. The wheel is the soul
of all the animate and inanimate creatures – ‘saUyaa- A%maajagatstsqauYaSca’ the central point which revolves around
the universe energizing, sustaining and guiding them as the Law ordained. ‘saUya-riSmah-irkoSa: purstat\ saivata jyaaoit$dyaa^
Ajasa`ma\ | tsya pUYaa p`savao yaait ivaWana\ %saMpSyana\ ivaSvaa Bauvanaaina gaaopa: || na caxaa eYa idvaao maQya Aast Aapup`vaana\ raodsaI Antirxama\ |’ (X.139.12). The three naves are the segments, the seasons and three hundred spokes being indivisible days of the
year.

yasto stna: SaSayaao yaao mayaaoBaUya-ona ivaSvaa puYyaisa vaayaa-iNa |
yaao r%naQaa vasauivad\ ya: saud~: sarsvait timah Qaatvao k: || 49 ||
Your breasts are the congenial sources of bliss without being exhausted, with which
you feed the things which are choicest. Bring un to us that giver of wealth, affection and
bequest, Sarasvati, so that we may drink deep of her.
Explanation:
Sarasvati is motherliest of mothers, best of the streams, best of the luminous ones – ‘Aimbatmao nadItmao doivatmao
sarsvait’, who inspires pleasant songs and gracious thoughts, – ‘saunaRtanaaM caotntI saumatInaama\’, mighty flood is Sarasvati
who brightens thoughts that illumine the universe – ‘mahao ANa-: sarsvatI p` caotyait kotunaa iQayaao ivaSvaa iva rajait |’.

ya&ona ya&mayajant dovaastaaina Qamaa-iNa p`qamaanyaasana\ |
to h naakM maihmaana: sacant ya~ pUvao- saaQyaa: saint dovaa: || 50 ||
Performing the sacrificial act the gods established for the first time the perennial
principles - Dharma, by which action the they established themselves along with other
ancient aspirants in the high heavens.
Explanation:
When the gods performed the sacrifice for the first time, they laid down the Dharma, which is
accordance with ?t – the cosmic law. The cosmic law is inexorable law, both the luminous energies as
well as the manifest creation which is being energized are bound by the law.
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samaanamatdudk mauccaO%sava caahiBa: |
BaUimaM pja-nyaa ijavaint idvaM ijanvan%yagnaya: || 51 ||
There is similarity in the days as they pass, moving as the waters ebbs in and flows
out. Falling on the earth, the rains breathe in life and rising to the luminous world, Agni
rejuvenates.
Explanation:
Time does not seem to stand still, appearing to change with deviations, with its ups and downs,
like waters of the ocean, which in spite of its agitated turbulence has calm presence deep down below.
Time, it is when it breathe life on the earth and Time it is when it rejuvenates life to the heaven above.

idvyaM saupNMa-M vaayasaM baRhntmapaM gaBMa-M dSa-tmaaoYaQaInaama\ |
ABaIptao vaRiYTiBastp-yantM sarsvantmavasao jaaohvaIima || 52 ||
The divinely ordained Sarasvan, vast with noble bearing, lovingly born in high
mountain and lovingly serenading through woods delights us with waters as we invoke
that he may help us.
Explanation:
Sarasvan is he who is endowed with luminous blessings, who descending down from the supreme
abode, traversing through obscure pathways and showers on us pleasures, bright and bountiful.
__________
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XXXIX.
ivaSvaodovaa: 3
saU> 3.54 , ?iYa p`jaapitvaO-Svaaima~: , ivaSvaodovaa:
[maM maho ivadqyaaya SaUYaM SaSvat\ kR%va [-D\yaaya p` jaBa`u: |
SaRNaaotu naao dmyaoiBarnaIkO: SaRNaao%vaignaid-vyaOrjasa`: || 1 ||
This stimulating hymn is offered to the assembled, the adorable, mighty and eternal
divinities. May Agni listen to this hymn with his affection. May he listen to this with
luminous splendour.
Explanation:
Hymns are not intellectually composed poetical works. Because they come out loud without any
human effort, they are referred to as divine revelations. Nonetheless, they represent human problems,
aspirations and experiences formatted in human medium of expression. There are many averments in
vedic scriptures that hymns are outcome of human effort. One seer says that hymns came to be written
first and the sacrifices came later –‘saU>vaakM p`qamamaaidgignamaaidwivarjanayant dovaa: | sa eYaaM ya&ao ABavat\ tnaUpa: .. ||’ (X.88.8),
make a hymn for gods that is not inferior but well-arranged and fair of form – ‘man~maKva-M sauiQatM saupoSasaM dQaat
yai&yaoSvaa | (VII.32.13)’, It is for this reason that the seer prays that his hymn may be accepted by the
divinities so that his offerings may bring the returns excepted, ‘eta toAgna ]caqaaina vaoQaao jauYTaina santu manasao )do ca | sakoma
raya: sauQaurao yamaM to|iQa Eavaao dobaBa>aM dQaana: ||’ (I.73.1)). This hymn is an expression of human aspirations at different
levels.
Agni is not only the energizing seer of the hymn but also the compassionate courier who reaches
them to the designated divinities. Therefore, he should attentively respond to this hymn.

maih maho idvao Acaa- pRiqavyaO kamaao ma [cCHcarit p`jaanana\ |
yayaaoh- staomao ivadqaoYau dovaa: sapya-vaao maadyanto sacaayaao: || 2 ||
To the mighty Heaven and Earth, I offer this hymn, with words of intent well formed.
May both, the luminous divinities and the human beings revel in amongst the assembled
ones.
Explanation:
A hymn becomes meaningful and more expansive when it is appreciated both by the enlightened
divinities as well by the seekers of enlightenment. Therefore, it is offered in a gathering where the men
of Wisdom share the primary moments of the luminous effulgence to those who seek for luminosity of
enlightenment. One then will one be able to appreciate the beauty concealed in the hymns.
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yauvaao?-tM raodsaI sa%yamastu maho Yau Na: sauivataya p` BaUtma\ |
[dM idvao namaao Agnao pRiqavyaO sapyaa-ima p`yasaa yaaima r%nama\ || 3 ||
O Heaven and Earth may your great ordinance respond to us favourably. You be our
leaders to our advantage.
Explanation:
The seer prays the powers presiding over the energies to respond with their laws favourably towards
them in such manner that with their grace the seekers may be gratified.

]tao ih vaaM pUvyaa- Aaivaivad` ?tavarI raodsaI sa%yavaaca: |
nariScad\ vaaM saimaqao SaUrsaataO vavaindro pRiqaiva vaoivadanaa: || 4 ||
Verily, from the seers of earliest times are endowed with words which are true to
Cosmic Law and energetic to find the Heaven and Earth. And the heroes who fight
in battles and conquer know them well and paid them the honour.
Explanation:
Heaven and Earth were created first before else could be formatted. That was the true source with
power to communicate the Wisdom about the creation. We have seen earlier in (X.121) that
Hiranyagarbha, the golden-wombed, arose in the beginning as ‘ihrNyagaBa-: samavat-taga`o BaUtsya jaat: pitrok AasaIt\ | sa
daQaar pRiqavaIM VamautomaaM ksmaO dovaaya hivaYaa ivaQaoma ||’ to create heaven and earth – ‘VavaaBaUmaIM janayana\ dova ek:’ and therefore became
the divine spirit – ‘dovaanaama\ Asau:’. Seer Dirghatama Auchathya conceptualized Heavens as the father, the
begetter and the Earth as the mighty mother, spread between two halves is relationship established – ‘VaaOmaoipta jainata naaiBar~ banQaumao- maata pRiqavaI mahIyama\ | ]<aanayaaoyaao-inarntr~a ipta duihtuga-Ba-maaQaat\ ||’ (I,164.33). Those who are bold and battle
through penance and perseverance knowing this becomes realized.

kao Awa vaod k [h p` vaaocad\ dovaa^ AcCa pqyaa 3 ka samoit |
ddREa eYamavamaa sadaMisa proYau yaa gau(oYau va`toYau || 5 ||
Who knows and who can, verily, declare it, what path leads one to the luminous
beings. Seen are only the lowest dwellings but they, verily are in yonder I concealed
abodes.
Explanation:
The Wisdom is vast and voluminous beyond comprehension what one Knows is but fragment of that
vast treasure, sourced in a limited measure by an imperfect and inadequate Mind, whose vision is limited
and receptivity is restricted by what one Knows through sensory influences. Therefore, only those who
are wise in their Wisdom and skilled communication can alone reveal what is hidden from a normal
empirical Mind.
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kivanau-caxaa AiBa YaImacaYT ?tsya yaaonaa ivaQaRto madntI |
naanaa cak`ato sadnaM yaqaa vao: samaanaona k`tunaa sMaivadanao || 6 ||
Seers have seen mankind reveling in the expansive Cosmic Law, making their many
homes like birds, though separated performing their functions together.
Explanation:
Seers have seen mankind reveling in life like birds, once separated coming together again. Life has
infinite capacity to make men forget their past and makes adjustments enjoy the present and plan for the
future. Generally men like birds are fickle in mind and strangely lonely even in a crowd; yet like birds
they gather together to form groups and revel in seeming pleasures. But rare is the one who is not lonely
even when he revels alone in a crowd, or embraces the vast humanity even when alone in the silence
of his self. He is the one whose sight is rooted to the heavens above with extra-ordinarily universal vision
soar up like Shyena the mythical bird.

samaanyaa ivayauto dUroAnto Qa`uvao pdo tsqatujaa-ga$ko |
]t svasaara yauvatI BavantI Aadu ba`uvaato imaqaunaaina naama || 7 ||
Generally gathering together for distant points of periods, they stand on one
collectively agreed place ever vigilant, and speak with one another like young maidens,
words which are in harmony.
Explanation:
Even in their aloneness human beings become gregariously expansive in temperament. They gather
as atoms but become powerful with great integrated and cohesive energy, speaking the language of
harmonious as integrated whole.

ivaSvaodoto jainamaa saM ivaiva>ao mahao dovaana\ ibaBa`tI na vyaqaoto |
ejad\ Qa`uvaM p%yato ivaSvamaokM cart\ pti~ ivaYauNaM iva jaatma\ || 8 ||
Entire universal creation appears separates distinct from one another, but bearing
the supremely luminous one it does not become divided. Thus, verily, abides the
immutable Lord in multi-formed creation of the movable and of the immovable, of the
walking and of the flying.
Explanation:
The supreme Brahman is one entirety of Being; the appearance of its Becoming, manifesting in
diverse names and forms, distinct from one another is formatting of the Mind which sees diversity in That
One which singularly one Being. Brihad Aranyak Up. says ‘yasyaanauiva<a: p`itbauw Aa%maaismansMado(o gahanaao p`ivaYT: | sa ivaSvakRt\
saih sava-sya ktaa- tasya laaok: sa ] laok eva || . . manasaOvaanaud`Ytvyama\ naoh naanaaist ikMcana |’ (IV.4.13,19) – Whoever has found and
awakened to the Self that has entered perilous and inaccessible place (the body), he is the performer in
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universe, for he is performer of all. He is as vast as the world; indeed, he has becomes as vast as the
world. . Only by Mind is this to be perceived, in it there is no diversity.

sanaa puraNamaQyaomyaaranmah: iptuja-inatujaa-ima tnna: |
dovaasaao ya~ pinatar evaOruraO piqa vyauto tsqaurnt: || 9 ||
From yonder I ponder over the ancient relationship with the supreme Lord and
Father, singing whose praise the luminous gods by convention stand on the far extended
pathway.
Explanation:
Standing far, as it were, from the place where the Self dwells within, I reflect on thereon and discern
a close and abiding relationship between the Universal Self and the individual self within. I find the
multitude of the divine beings standing on the extended luminous Path, eulogizing traditionally the
supreme Brahman. These divine being are the deities presiding over different centres of energy from
whom the seekers seek to source luminosity on the Path to spiritual enlightenment.

[maM staomaM raodasaI p` ba`vaImyaudUdra: SaRNavannaignaijavha: |
ima~: sama`ajaao varuNaao yauvaana Aaid%yaasa: kvaya: pp`qaanaa: || 10 ||
This hymn, O Heaven and Earth, I offer; may the compassionate One receive it, with
his tongue which, verily, is Agni and the young luminous deities Varuna, Mitra and wise
Aditya.
Explanation:
This particular hymn though addressed to Heaven and Earth as the father and mother, is also meant
for other gods presiding over each centre of energy like Agni who is compared to the tongue through
which Brahman may relish the sweetness of the hymns.

ihrNyapaiNa: saivata sauijavhis~ra idvaao ivadqao p%yamaana: |
dovaoYau ca saivat: SlaaokmaEaoradsmaByamaa sauva sava-taitma\ || 11 ||
Golden handed and sweet tongued Savita comes to our assembly thrice from the
heavens. Convey this hymns, Savita to the luminous ones and then lead us completely
to safty.
Explanation:
The most auspicious and gracious is Savita, rich in speech and generous in giving wealth and
prosperity, come thrice in our midst to receive our oblations - p`atstvana, in the morning, maaQyaindna stvana during
mid-day and tRtIya stvana in the evening. Therefore, he is the one who is approached to convey the hymns
to the luminous one and leading the seekers to complete safety of fulfillment.
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saukRt\ saupaiNa: svavaa^ ?tavaa dovas%vaYTavasao taina naao Qaat\ |
pUYaNvant ?Bavaao maadyaQvamaUQva-ga`avaaNaao AQvarmatYT || 12 ||
Dexterous worker with skillful fingures divine Tvashtra, gracious and auspicious,
assist us in crafting this hymn. Delight O Rbhus, along with Pushan, you have arranged
the stones and decided the rites and rituals
.
Explanation:
Rubhus and Pushan, who have helped in arranging the stones and deciding the rite and rituals in
performing sacrifice, are also called to enjoy the hymn which has been crafted with the skillful assistance
of Tvastra, the divine artificer.

ivaVud`qaa marut ?iYTmantao idvaao mayaa- ?tjaata Ayaasa: |
sarsvatI SaRNavana\ yai&yaasaao Qaata riyaM sahvaIrM turasa: || 13 ||
Borne by the swift movements of howling Maruts, the supple sons of the Cosmic
Law, may Sarasvati listen to us and give us prosperity and noble progeny.
Explanation:
The seer calls forth divine Sarasvati to come swiftly like gushing breath of rejuvenated intelligence
to grace him with prosperity and progeny. Prosperity with out intelligence and progeny without both
prosperity and intelligence to harness is of no significance.

ivaYNauM staomaasa: purudsmamaka- Bagasyaova kairNaao yaamaina gmana\ |
]ruk`ma: kkuhao yasya pUvaI-na- maQa-int yauvatyaao jaina~I: || 14 ||
To Vishnu rich in marvels are the songs and praises that go forth as harbinger on
the road to the resplendent Bhaga. The Lord with long strides is one whose commands
the quarters never disregard.
Explanation:
Vishnu is the supreme deity in the Aditya assemblage of which Bhaga is the resplendent one. As the
all pervading personality his commands are followed by all without fail.

[nd`ao ivaSvavaIyaO-3: p%yamaana ]Bao Aa pp`aO raodsaI maih%vaa |
purMdrao vaR~ha QaRYNauYaoNa: saMgaRByaa na Aa Bara BaUir pSva: || 15 ||
Indra who rules with his mighty power, has filled Heaven and Earth with his
magnificence. Lord of the brave soldiers, destroyer of mighty citadels, slayer of Vrttra,
gather yourself and bring for us the cows.
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Explanation:
Indra is the chief of the luminous gods, even as he is the peer presiding over Mind which gathers
the luminous rays of Wisdom, destroying the dense obscure minds. . Therefore, the seers request him to
gather the luminous thoughts of Wisdom and bless him in his efforts.

naasa%yaa mao iptra banQaupRcCa sajaa%yamaiSvanaaoScaaru naama |
yauvaM ih sqaao riyadaO naao riyaNaaM da~M rxaoqao AkvaOrdbQaa || 16 ||
maht\ td\ va: kvayaScaaru naama yaw dovaa Bavaqa ivaSva [nd`o |
saK ?BauiBa: puruhUt ip`yaaoiBairmaaM iQayaM saatvao txata na: || 17 ||
Ashvins with fatherly affection are compassionate as one to kinsmen, which in itself
is a glorious qualification. For, they are the ones who extend gifts of wealth. Therefore,
guard the wealth without being cheated from those who have already endowed with
wealth. This O you luminous ones, is your greatness that they you taken safe haven
under Indra’s armor. O you our dear much invoked ally with Rbhu help us in
fashionning this hymn to our advantage.
Explanation:
The seer is overwhelmed by the luminous energies and seeks their help in making his hymn strong
and beneficial to his advantage. Indra is the deity presiding over Mind, and as Kena Upanishad
vouchsafed in later times, that he is the one who touched Brahman first. Therefore, in his Wisdom the
seer desire to take recourse, even as all luminous powers took recourse in him and accepted Indra as the
supreme leader.

Aya-maa Naao Aiditya-i&yaasaao|dbQaaina varuNasya va`taina |
yauyaaot naao Anap%yaaina gantao: p`jaavaana\ na: pSaumaa^ Astu gaatu: || 18 ||
Aryama and Aditi deserve our adoration, for they have upheld Varuna’s eternal
Cosmic Laws uninterrupted. You remove the curse of childlessness form us and grant
us riches of men and animals.
Explanation:
The seer points out birth as normal and necessary as death is. Thus has ?t has ordained and which
Aryama and Aditi have upheld. Therefore, what is according of ?t, needs to be maintained by the
luminous energies. Thus does the seer remind them of their role in preservation of what is created or
needs to be created.

dovaanaaM dUt: puruQa p`saUtao|naagaana\ naao vaaocatu sava-tata |
SaRNaaotu na: pRiqavaI VaOrutap: saUyaao- naxa~Oruva-1ntirxama\ || 19 ||
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May the messengers of the luminous energies who have been dispatched to the
various quarters assure us of our safety and excellence. May Heaven, Earth and the
Adityas, Waters, Surya and stars in the firmament and constellations above, listen to
our announcements.
Explanation:
The various luminous beings presiding over various centres of energies have dispatched their own
subsidiary messengers to see that what is ordained by ?t, the Cosmic law is pursued in practice
accordingly. Therefore, now the seer calls upon these messengers to take note of this reality and help
them in achieving this goal.

SaRNvantao naao vaRYaNa: pva-tasaao Qa`uvaxaomaasa [Lyaa madnt: |
Aaid%yaOnaao- Aidit: SaRNaaotu yacCntu naao marut: Sama- Bad`ma\ || 20 ||
Hear us the great mountains which sprinkle rain drops, resting firmly and rejoicing
in the delectable revitalized vigour. May Aditi along with Adtyas hear us and let Maruts
grace us with their auspicious intent.
Explanation:
Aditi is the mother with eternal compassion and Adityas illumine with their energizing rays. They
should respond to us with favours as firmly and surely as the mountains sprinkle the rains on the
directing the course towards stream of luminous rays. Therefore, the seer prays for their delectable
nector to sprinkle on them.

sada sauga: iptumaa^ Astu pnqaa maQvaa dovaa AaoYaQaI: saM ippR> |
Bagaao mao Agnao sa#yao na maRQyaa ]d\ rayaao ASyaaM sadnaM puruxaao: || 21 ||
Auspicious be our Path for ever and well provided, with pleasant nourishment O
Gods, of herbs sprinkled. Resplendent be my harmony with Agni, the deity presiding
over energy, may I be graced with a seat for enjoying the food.
Explanation:
For traversing the Path to Perfection one should be blessed with auspicious intent. With auspicious
being there the purpose and the product also become auspicious and beneficial.

svadsva hvyaa saimaYaao iddI(smaV1k\ saM imamaIih EavaaMisa |
ivaSvaa^ Agnao pR%sau taHjaoiYa Sa~Unaha ivaSvaa saumanaa dIidhI na: || 22 ||
Revel in the offerings grace us with energizing vigour. Combine our energies for
our welfare in all directions. Triumph over in battles O Agni, all the enemies and make
us luminous each and every day for time eternal.
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Explanation:
This is the final plea of the seer, to make him energized, combining all of them makes him powerful
to defeat the unwholesome forces and win over eternal Bliss of Beatitude.
__________
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XXXX.
saU> 10 . 191 , ?iYa –

Aigna
saMvanana Aai=garsa: , Aigna:, saM&anama\

The collation of Rigvedic with adoration and initiation of Agni, as the deity presiding over energy
or power and closes with again with adoration of Agni as the luminous consciousness to bring all that
is best for humans to prosper. And further it calls upon thus energized to experience the cohesion,
camaraderie and concord that exist among the self who are engaged to one’s spiritual goal.
Seers’ responses of such coordinated effort are found expressed through every stage of their spiritual
development in vedic scripture. Some are expressed in highly mystical symbols others are to lesser extent
in common place vocabulary which characterize their depth and extent of enlightenment. In every
spiritual adventure the first thing one expects is to have the organs of senses and organs of action efficient
and receptive. Therefore he prays:
‘Aa naao Bad`a: k`tvaao yantu ivaSvatao|dbQaasaao Apiortasa ]id\Bad: | . . Bad`M kaNao-iBa: SaRNauyaama dovaa Bad`M pSyamaoxaiBaya-ja~a: | isqarOr=gaOsatuYTuvaMsastnaUiBavyaSaoma dovaihtM yadaayau: ||’ (I.89.1 and 8 – May the auspicious energies flow forth towards me from very side, never
misleading, unhindered and victorious. O Gods, may we with our ears listen to all that is auspicious, and
with our eyes see all that auspicious, O holy ones. With limbs and bodies thus set firm and praising you,
may we attain the time allotted to us.
Thereafter, he expects the sweet winds breeze and rivers to flow copiously towards him, who adheres
to the Law, the herbs and plants to be sweet, the nights, the dawns, the space above and the father in
heaven; the tall tress to be sweet along with Surya, the milk yielding cows and Mitra to be gracious and
even so Varuna and Aryaman, Brihaspati and Vishnu of the mighty stride - maQauvaata ?tayato maQau Xarint isanQava:
| maiQvana-: san%yaaiYaQaI: || maQau na>mautaoYsasaao maQaumat\ paiqa-va rja: || maQau VaOrstu na: ipta || maQaumaannaao vanaspitma-Qaumaa^ Astu saUya-: | maaQvaIgaa-vaao Bavantu na:
|| SaM naao ima~: SaM va$Na: SaM naao Bava%vaya-maa | SaM naao [nd`ao baRhspit: SaM naao ivaYNau$$k`,ma: || (I.90.6-9)’.
Then the seer is ready to inquire in to the problems confronting him ‘kao Awa vaod k [h p` vaaocad\ dovaa^ AcCa pqyaa3
ka samaoit | ddREa eYaamavamaa sada<isa proYau yaa gau(oYau va`toYau ||’ (III.54.5) – Which pathways lead to the luminous beings? Who
knows this for sure and who will declare it here? Because seen are only the lower regions but the truth
lies somewhere beyond in secret place. Therefore is his prayer – ‘sada sauga: iptumaa^ Astu pnqaa maQvaa dovaa AaoYaQaI: saM ippR>
| Bagaao mao Agnao sa#yao na maRQyaa ]d\ rayaao ASyaaM sadnaM pu$xaao: || (III.54.21) - Smooth be our path ever and well provisioned,
with pleasant support, herbs sprinkling in profusion. Safe the bliss in Agni’s friendship to attain fruitful
compensation. Let That Savita, the supreme divine Intellect, energize my intelligence - tt\ saivatR varoNyaM Bagaao- dovasya
QaImaih iQayaao yaao p`vaaodyaat\ |’ (III.62.10). Then will the eternal Law with varied food strengthen one, its very thought
will remove transgressions, praising the eternal Law and arousing, it will open ears which were till then
deaf. Firmly established are the Law’s foundations, with many splendid beauties, which bring long lasting
food and enlightenment - ?tsya ih Sau$Qa: saint pUvaI-?-tsya QaIitvaR-ijanaaina hint | ?tsya Slaaokao baiQara ttdu- kNaa- bauQaana: Saucamaana Aayaao:
|| ?tsya dRLha Qa$Naaina saint pu$iNa cand`a vapuYao vapUMiYa | ?tona dIGaa-imaYaNant pRxa ?tona gaava ?tmaa ivavaoSau: || (IV.23.7-8).
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Then slowly the dawn will throw the impeding barriers open; the light will rise up and throw open
the portals of the mind, because Surya has now spread his luminous light, enlightenment flowing with
conscious presence as if waters flowing to the dry deserts, bliss of beatitude stabilizing is firm
foundation ivada idvaao ivaYyannaid`mau@qaOraya%yaa ]Yasaao Aica-naao gau: | ApavaRt va`ijanaI$t\ svagaa-d\ iva durao maanauYaIdo-va Aava: || iva saUyaao- AmaitM na iEayaM saadaovad\ gavaaM maata jaanait gaat\ | QanvaNa-saao naV1: KadaaoANaa-: sqaUNaova sauimata dRMht VaO: || (V.45.1-2). At the first shining of the luminous
dawn in the source of Light is born the Great Immutable One, when the statutes of the gods will
validated, great is the God, supreme with sole dominion –‘]Yasa: pUvaa- AQa yad\ vyapuma-hd\ iva ja&o AxarM pdo gaao: | va`ta dovaanaamaup
nau p`BaUYana\ mhd\ dovaanaamasaur%vamaokama\ ||’ (III.55.1) Therefore looking back on the ancient elders my wishes fly around
to many places ; I glance back to the ancient acts performed. Let us recognize the energy when it
becomes kindled – ‘iva mao puru~a ptyaint kamaa: SamyacCa dIVao pUvyaa-iNa | saimawo AgnaavaRtrtimad\ vadoma mahd\ dovaanaamasur%vamaokma\ ||’ (III.55.3).
Let each one select friendship of the guiding God, each one solicits wealth and renown for prosperity
- ivaSvaao dovasya naotuma-tao- vaurIt sa#yama\ | ivaSvaao raya [YauQyait VumnaM vaRNaIt puYyasao || (V.50.1)
The present hymn under consideration is the culmination the parting advice for all seekers the
receptive readers of the vedic scripture assemble in concordance so that what comes through such
assembly would be commonality of spiritual Bliss of fulfillment.

saMsaimaVuvasao vaRYannagnao ivaSvaanyaya- Aa |
[Lspdo saimaQyasao sa naao vasaUnyaa Bar || 1 ||
Agni gathers for those whom he wishes well all that is precious. Bring for us all the
treasure since you too have been energized at this place for performance of our actions.
Explanation:
Having acquired all the knowledge contained in the vedic scriptures the seeker is now ready to
embark upon his journey for Wisdom – the Veda on the Path of Perfection. Acquisition of Knowledge
by itself does not assure Wisdom of the wise. The hymns collated by Vyasa in vedic scriptures represent
the experiences of Wisdom expressed by others, which if wisely used become the instrument for having
enlightened Wisdom for our own selves. Various hymns are like various ladders available for us to raise
our selves to higher plane, if understood through proper receptivity and in proper form. The ancient
fathers were energized by Agni in earlier times and even so will the present generation of seekers would
be energized. Hence this prayer to Agni.

saM gacCQvaM saM vadQvaM saM vaao manaaMisa jaanatama\ |
dovaa BaagaM yaqaa pUvao- saMjaanaanaa ]pasato || 2 ||
Assemble expansively, speak with one another expansively, let your minds be of one
resolve, even as gods in earlier days with one resolve dedicated themselves.
Explanation:
Individual expression is individual experience. Collective expression is said to express collective
experiences. This is the benefit which is possible in an assembly. Even from the diverse expressions it
would b possible to arrive at some consensus. Therefore, assemble and speak with one another letting
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the mind to have one resolve, even as gods in earlier days did and even now do in performance of their
actions, performing their individual diverse roles but keeping in mind the central theme for spiritual
enlightenment. In an assembly it is therefore, said that the luminous powers are present.

samaanaao man~: saimait: samaanaI samaanaM mana: sah ica<amaoYaama\ |
samaanaM manmaiBa man~yao va: samaanaona vaao hivaYaa jauhaoima || 3 ||
Let your meditations be collective, let you assembly be collective, along with
collective mind rooted therein. With collective meditation, I offer collective oblations.
Explanation:
The seer lays down the final and lasting advise for seekers to gather so that thy have diverse streams
of thoughts flowing towards them from which they can quench their thirsts for Wisdom. Seer Gotama
Rahugana prays ‘Aa naao Bad`a: k`tvaao yantu ivaSvataao|dbQaasao Aprtasa ]id\Bad: | diva naao yaqaasad\imad\ vaRQao Asannap`ayauvaao rixatarao idvaoidvao || dovaanaaM
Bad`a saumait?-jaUyataM dovaanaaM riteiBa naao ina vat-tama\ | dovaanaaM sa#yamaup saoidmaa vayaM dovaa na Aayua: p` inarntu jaIvasao ||’ – May luminous thoughts
come to us from all sides, never misleading and unhindered and triumphant. May the luminous powers
be ever with us for our assistance, may our guardians day by day increasingly be gracious. May the
auspicious favours of the luminous powers be ours, descending in bounty of righteous powers. The
friendship of the luminous powers we have devotedly sought, so that they may extend their hand for us
to live long.

samaanaI va AakUit: samaanaa )dyaaina va: |
samaanamastu vaao manaao yaqaa va: sausahasait || 4 ||
Collective be your purpose, collective be your hearts, collective is the mind by
which one lives joyously.
Explanation:
Therefore we, the seekers should resolve that our purpose be determined, collective our resolve and
collective be our concentration.

__________
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